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The understanding of ethics is vital to the practice of nursing. This essential and fundamental knowledge guides nurses through their daily practice, yet across the country one sees that ethics education for nurses has often been limited. This book, in its broad scope, addresses ethical concerns through theoretical knowledge, assessment, and skill building within a range of specialty practices, enabling nurses to enrich and develop their critical thinking and ethical competency.

Having a voice in ethical concerns depends on many elements that go far beyond having an opinion. To be heard requires knowledge, self-exploration, dexterity, and a willingness to be fluent in a language of values, meaning, and moral complexity. Nursing is privileged to be grounded in caring and an ethic of care that brings to health systems a valuable perspective as it identifies and discerns how to respond to complex ethical concerns.

This book appears at a time when nurses’ voices in all matters of health care ethics have become increasingly important. Ethical complexities in clinical practice are not new; indeed, a formal Code of Ethics has existed since 1950. It is also true that many nurses, throughout history and in current times, have performed courageous acts of advocacy. However, technological advances are raising new questions, the “bottom line” stretches the seams of our shared work, organizational cultures can be disheartening, and gaps in care continue to plague healthcare systems—all of which profoundly influence the patients’ experiences of care, clinicians’ experiences of providing care, systems that organize care delivery, and the care outcomes (often disparate) that result. The matters and practice of ethics have never been more urgent for nurses and their patients.

Provided with the opportunity to contribute to this collection of thoughtful essays and critically important lessons on ethical competence, we call upon all nurses to strengthen their engagement with ethically complex situations within the context of interdisciplinary, team-based health care. This strong voice requires each of us to reflect on our values, accept responsibility for creating ethical work environments, and attune to our own needs for self-care as we immerse ourselves in a nursing practice that fully embraces ethical complexities.

Values are an inherent part of being human. These ideals organize our daily lives, clarify our decisions, shape our relationships, and contribute to the meaning we derive from our existence. Values emerge from past experiences, influence our current experiences, and often direct our choices about future experiences. Values are personal, but they also seep into our professional lives and merge with our professional standards and codes.
to shape our clinical practice. Occasionally, it behooves us to pause and reflect on our unique kaleidoscope of personal values and professional ethics. This book provides the opportunity to become more thoughtful and knowledgeable about the personal and professional values that guide our daily clinical practice.

The chapters also encourage us to examine and take more responsibility for the conditions in which our nursing practice occurs. Provision 6 in the ANA Code of Ethics (2015) requires us to take action in creating “morally good environments that enable nurses to be virtuous” (p. 23). As nurses, we can no longer afford to be bystanders of climates that normalize “moral muteness” (Verhezen, 2010, p. 180). If there are risks involved in asking important questions that pertain to our care of patients, we must challenge the status quo and transition toward a culture of ethical mindfulness where interdisciplinary, ethics-based conversations become routine and comfortable. Emanuel (2000) noted that ethics is intricately woven into the “webs of interaction” that occur in our systems of care (p. 151). This suggests that relationships are the key to crafting and nurturing ethical cultures. With that in mind, this book provides philosophical and pragmatic guidance on building relational capacity and communication skills, both of which are essential during team-based ethical conversations. Once these shared deliberations become effective, trust, which forms the foundation of ethical cultures, gradually restructures our systems of care. This transformative change is never easy but seems essential if nurses are to become “full partners with . . . other healthcare professionals in redesigning health care in the United States” (Institute of Medicine, 2010, p. 4).

Finally, self-care is a moral imperative. Provision 5 in our ANA Code of Ethics (2015) refers to “duties to self,” which include attending to not only patients’ health and safety but also our own. An ethical practice of self-care promotes sustainability by addressing the hemorrhaging of individuals—overcome by disengagement, burnout, apathy, and a loss of meaning—from our profession. Care of oneself inoculates nurses in powerful ways to develop resiliency. It is not just the taking care of one’s physical body; it provokes recognition of all the psychosocial and spiritual elements needed for durability in the face of challenges, suffering, injustices, and the demands of service. Even in an ethically sound environment, value differences will give rise to moral distress, which can escalate and exacerbate over time, depleting nurses’ reserves and ability to respond. Ongoing self-assessment, maintaining a plan of self-care, recognizing the potency of healthy boundaries, and the worth of the tend-and-befriend response to stress, all promote commitment to health (Taylor et al., 2000).

Self-care is also practical, because no matter how well we prepare ourselves to deliberate and collaborate in ethically difficult situations, ethical complexities and conflicts that give rise to moral distress will remain a part of clinical practice. The keys are proactively developing a personal and professional resilience plan that includes both maintenance and distress-oriented strategies and then attuning to early signs of distress so the appropriate actions can be taken.

As part of our ethics research, we check in with ICU nurses on a fairly regular basis. At a recent check-in, nurses were debriefing from a very difficult patient situation, and one nurse commented, “I think nursing practice is sacred—not in the sense of religion, but in the sense that we share a sacred time and space with patients and their families. They trust us to do that with them, and as difficult as it is, it is also an incredible privilege.” That speaks to the importance of the lessons in this book. The author has assembled chapters
that provide an opportunity for us all to become more skilled and collaborative in our ethical practices, which, in turn, creates ethical environments that are conducive to our own moral integrity and the practice of safe, high-quality care for patients, their families, and our communities.
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As with most books, the idea for this volume evolved over many years and numerous discussions with staff nurses and educators. Working primarily in adult critical care, I was initially interested in the ability of some nurses to recognize and engage in ethical situations. While other nurses may have identified ethical issues, they often appeared reluctant to initiate or participate in discussions with patient/family members and/or other providers. This reluctance and inaction did not reflect a lack of responsibility or advocacy but seemingly one of sufficient ethical competence: the knowledge, skills, and attitudes required to address the many ethical issues that arise daily in nursing practice. Although not as prevalent as it is today, these nurses expressed emotions associated with moral distress such as regret, anger, and thoughts about leaving the profession. This book was written to provide a framework to assist nurses in achieving this ethical competence. It presents a framework that incorporates the cognitive and affective processes that form an understanding of ethical competence in nursing practice: sensitivity, judgment, motivation, and action. Beginning with a brief overview of ethical theories and principles and building on the experiences of readers who are practicing nurses, each chapter includes one or more evolving case scenarios. Questions posed with each case scenario encourage ethical sensitivity, awareness of personal values, and use of a decision-making model that integrates elements of virtue and care ethics. Recognizing the challenges that arise when attempting to implement a justifiable decision, strategies to maintain ethical motivation, or moral courage, are also presented. A distinguished panel of thought leaders and educators in nursing ethics has authored chapters relating to their particular areas of clinical specialty. The content incorporates the American Association of Critical-Care Nurses Essentials of Baccalaureate Education for Professional Nursing Practice, as well as the relevant Institute of Medicine (IOM) and the Quality and Safety Education for Nurses (QSEN) competencies for patient care. The content of the book also incorporates the most updated (2015) version of the Code of Ethics for Nurses. Questions for discussion are included at the end of each chapter as well as PowerPoint slides and additional questions and answers provided for classroom use by instructors. Qualified instructors may obtain access to ancillary materials by contacting textbook@springerpub.com.

Skills to enhance the nurse’s actions in everyday ethical practice with patients, family members, and peers, such as protecting autonomy, promoting safety, and speaking out against lateral violence, are discussed. As the nurse is obligated to maintain and improve
the moral environment, several chapters discuss the competencies needed to recognize and address organizational and societal issues. Benner (2003) has stated, “It is probably not an exaggeration to say that in every clinical encounter there are ethical issues at the personal, provider, and social levels” (p. 375). While one book cannot encompass all potential situations, our goal is to provide a core framework and useful skills and strategies to actively engage in these issues.
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Foundations of Ethical Nursing Practice
Recognizing Ethical Terms, Theories, and Principles

CRAIG M. KLUGMAN

LEARNING OBJECTIVES AND OUTCOMES

Upon completion of this chapter, the reader will be able to:

- Define ethics, morality, and law
- Understand the history of nursing ethics and bioethics
- Determine if a case has an ethical component
- Describe Rest’s four components of moral competence
- Analyze ethical dilemmas using ethical theories
- Apply the six tenets for ethical decision making in nursing

We all make ethical decisions every day. To walk or take public transportation. To buy organic or commercially raised food. To take an extra shift or attend a child’s performance. Over a lifetime, we learn how to consider and make choices among these types of situations where we weigh values, consider outcomes, and make choices with consequences. In life, ethics is about being a good person, thinking logically, and making reasoned choices. Ethics helps guide our behavior so that we can live civilly with other people in society.

As a registered nurse, one studies ethics because the everyday ethics we spend a lifetime developing often do not consider the kind of life-and-death decisions that nursing practice requires. Nurses often encounter competing interests/conflicts between their own beliefs, what the profession asks, what the patient wants and needs, what the institution requires, and what other health professionals demand. Studying nursing ethics and bioethics helps one develop tools to navigate the ethical labyrinth of the professional environment.
Examining topics and issues that one is likely to encounter helps the nurse consider how she or he would act in a situation. Having considered varied cases, one has a better idea of how to act when confronted with a real-life dilemma.

In short, ethical nursing is good nursing. As a registered nurse you need to understand that ethics is the process of moral deliberation, of asking and reflecting on questions about how one ought to act or decide in a given situation. Ethics is an essential part of nursing that forms the backbone of how we treat our patients, our health care colleagues, our profession, and each other. You will need to understand Rest’s four components of moral competence that includes moral sensitivity, moral judgment, moral motivation, and moral character. Finally, it is important that you clearly understand six tenets of nursing ethics: virtue, caring, beneficence, nonmaleficence, and autonomy.

**Case Scenario**

Jonathan Garcia has been a nurse for 8 years in labor and delivery. He is currently assisting Mrs. Jackson who is in labor with her third child, at 36 weeks gestation. She has placental previa and has refused to consent for blood transfusion if it should be necessary. On several occasions, Mrs. Jackson presented the team and her obstetrician with information from her church on why she rejects blood and blood products and has shared a copy of her blood refusal card. Dr. McComb is the physician on call and believes that Mrs. Jackson needs a C-section immediately. However, Dr. McComb declines to do surgery with the blood refusal in place.

“Don’t you want your baby to live?” Jonathan overhears Dr. McComb saying, “How would you feel if your baby doesn’t have a mother?” Mrs. Jackson is in tears and finally relents, “Enough. Please stop talking. Okay do the surgery. Save my baby.” During the C-section, Mrs. Jackson hemorrhages and Dr. McComb orders Jonathan to hang 4 units of blood.

**Questions to Consider Before Reading On**

1. What should Jonathan do?

2. How would the selected provisions/statements from the Code of Ethics (Box 1.1) be used to support Jonathan’s actions?

**WHY STUDY ETHICS?**

Cases like the one Jonathan faces where you have to make decisions without a clear “right” answer are one reason why nurses should study ethics. In ethics, one learns to be aware of sensitive issues and difficult situations. Studying ethics teaches one to form and ask questions, to reflect on the situation, and to consider potential resolutions.
Box 1.1

Ethical Terms, Theories, and Principles—Provisions and Relative Statements From the Code of Ethics

**PROVISION 1**
The nurse practices with compassion and respect for the inherent dignity, worth, and unique attributes of every person.

**FROM INTERPRETIVE STATEMENT 1.4**
Respect for human dignity requires the recognition of specific patient rights, in particular, the right to self-determination. Patients have the moral and legal right to determine what will be done with and to their own person; to be given accurate, complete, and understandable information in a manner that facilitates an informed decision; and to be assisted with weighing the benefits, burdens, and available options in their treatment, including the choice of no treatment. They also have the right to accept, refuse, or terminate treatment without deceit, undue influence, duress, coercion, or prejudice and to be given necessary support throughout the decision making and treatment process.

Nurses have an obligation to be knowledgeable about the moral and legal rights of patients. Nurses preserve, protect, and support those rights by assessing the patient’s understanding of both the information presented and explaining the implications of decisions.

**FROM INTERPRETIVE STATEMENT 2.1**
The nurse’s primary commitment is to the recipients of nursing and health care services—patient or client—whether individuals, families, groups, communities, or populations. When the patient’s wishes are in conflict with others, nurses help resolve the conflict. Where conflict persists, the nurse’s commitment remains to the identified patient.

**FROM INTERPRETIVE STATEMENT 2.2**
Nurses must examine the conflicts arising between their own personal and professional values and the values and interests of others who are also responsible for patient care and health care decisions, and perhaps patients themselves. Nurses address these conflicts in ways that ensure patient safety and promote the patient’s best interests while preserving the professional integrity of the nurse and supporting interprofessional collaboration.

(continued)
WHAT IS ETHICS?

At some point in their careers, most nurses encounter scenarios like the one that Jonathan faces. These challenges may be over patient care, power differentials, differing goals of treatment, or perspective on the patient and family. In this section, we will examine the difference between ethics and morality.
CHAPTER 1    Recognizing Ethical Terms, Theories, and Principles

Questions to Consider Before Reading On

1. How would you define ethics in your current nursing practice?
2. Provide an example of how you integrate ethics in everyday practice.

Most people have heard of the concept of ethics and at some point in life, everyone has had to make ethical decisions. Ethics is a part of everyday life. Pick up a newspaper and reports of ethics issues appear regularly: “Elected Official Guilty of Ethics Violation,” “CEO of Company X Dismissed on Ethics Charges,” “Doctor Reprimanded for Ethics Violations,” “News Agency Admits Ethics Violation in Reporting,” and “Nurses Struggle with Ethical Dilemmas.” Although each of these headlines uses the same word, the term ethics has a very different meaning in each situation.

In general, ethics is the “branch of knowledge dealing with moral principles” (“Ethics,” 2014). One of the earliest writers of ethics was the ancient Greek philosopher Aristotle who defined ethics as the application of moral knowledge. This definition is the philosophical one, meaning the examination of how people make decisions regarding what is right and what is wrong. As demonstrated in Table 1.1, the term “ethics” has different meanings in different contexts. When looking at the headlines about ethics in government or business, ethics refers to a branch of the legal code that deals with proper behavior. When an elected official commits an ethics violation, he or she is breaking the law. A business or government ethics violation can lead to fines or imprisonment.

The news agency, physician, and nursing headlines refer to when an organization or a profession develops a code of behavior that members of the profession are expected to follow: “The codes of conduct or moral principles recognized in a particular profession, sphere of activity, relationship, or other context or aspect of human life” (“Ethics,” 2014). Rather than being legal precepts, these are violations of agreed upon principles of behavior.

In the world of nursing, ethics is about what one ought to do (or ought not to do). The guide to ethical nursing conduct is the American Nurses Association’s Code of Ethics for Nurses (ANA, 2015). Thus, an ethical nurse is one who follows the principles of the Code. A second sense of ethics in nursing is making decisions about right and wrong. These situations are ambiguous and are not anticipated by either law or the Code. Ethics in this sense is a process of moral deliberation where one identifies the ethical issue, collects information, performs an analysis, and makes a well-informed and reflective decision.

Morality

As mentioned previously, ethics is a process of moral deliberation. This begs the question, What are morals and morality? Morality is a personal belief
about what is right and what is wrong. Our morality is formed from our experiences. We learn it from our parents, our schools, religion, and popular media. Sometimes our morality is irrational and illogical. We might believe that abortion is wrong and capital punishment is acceptable even though both entail ending a potential human future.

Since morality is a belief, it does not have to be defended or explained. It is simply what you know to be true absent evidence. One’s morality is individual, even if you share beliefs with others, ultimately your version of right and wrong belongs to you.

**Questions to Consider Before Reading On**

1. Describe a care situation in which your morality or belief(s) influenced your action(s).
2. What was the outcome of the situation?
3. Did this outcome influence your beliefs and future actions? Why? Why not?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ETHICS</th>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>DEFINITION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public Policy and Law</td>
<td>Following the legal code that dictates appropriate behavior</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td>Following the legal code that dictates appropriate behavior</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moral principles that guide conduct</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philosophy</td>
<td>Examination of how people make decisions regarding right and wrong</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>A professional code of conduct (ANA Code of Ethics) that guides nurses in what they ought to do in professional practice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Making decisions about right and wrong in specific clinical situations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Bioethics is the subfield of philosophy that looks at ethical decision making and proper conduct in the life sciences: “The broad terrain of the moral problems of the life sciences, ordinarily taken to encompass medicine, biology, and some important aspects of the environmental, population and social sciences” (Reich, 1995, 250). This field evolved in the early 1970s and has become the umbrella term for ethics of the various health care professions. Nursing ethics is a subset of bioethics.

Bioethics brings together medical ethics, nursing ethics, public health ethics, and other professionally based ethics into a single subfield as a result of four social forces. The first reason for the rise of bioethics was the rapid advance in life science and health care delivery technology since the mid-20th century. Kidney transplants, chronic dialysis, liver transplants, heart transplants, and in vitro fertilization all changed the way that health care professionals related to the human body and the possibilities for medical healing.

Second, bioethics arises from media reports on abuses in human research. A 1972 article in *The New York Times* by journalist Jean Heller introduced the public to the “Tuskegee Study of Untreated Syphilis in the Negro Male.” This was a research program from 1932 to 1972 in which nearly 600 African American men were observed as part of a study in the natural progression of syphilis. Even though a cure for syphilis became widely available in the 1940s, the subjects were actively isolated from access to cure. A second article was a publication by Harvard anesthesiologist Henry Beecher in *The New England Journal of Medicine* where he outlined 22 human research studies that he felt violated ethical standards.

The third social force was engagement with the public. Physicians, nurses, lawyers, theologians, philosophers, and other scholars interested in ethical issues in the life sciences were sought by the media to comment on advances in medical technology. The U.S. government also engaged those active in these issues by recruiting scholars to serve on panels to investigate the social implications of human subjects in research and medical advances in order to guide the development of law, policy, and regulation.

Fourth, bioethics evolves out of the Civil Rights movement. Prior to the 1970s, physicians, and to a lesser extent nurses, made most patient medical decisions. During the late 1960s/early 1970s, people who had limited political voice were demanding their equal rights in the public sphere. Similarly, patients demanded the right to make their own decisions in the health care sphere. Patients and their families wanted to know the diagnosis and prognosis of disease. Rather than being a subject of health care, they wanted to be partners with health care professionals in deciding treatment and future care.
Since its founding, ethics has been an integral part of the nursing profession. Florence Nightingale, the recognized founder of modern nursing, was particularly concerned with the ethical conduct of her nurses. In her writings from the late 1800s, she explained that a nurse was focused foremost on the patient’s recovery and comfort. The nurse is diligent, observant, concise, confident, quiet and knows her role in the health care and household hierarchy (Nightingale, 2010). These values provide guidance for behavior and action in nursing.

Mrs. Lystra E. Gretter wrote the Florence Nightingale Pledge in 1893. Gretter, who was at the Farrand Training School for Nurses in Detroit, modified the Hippocratic Oath that was followed mainly by physicians. Her pledge focuses primarily on the nurse’s character, profession, confidentiality, and relationship to the physician:

I solemnly pledge myself before God and in the presence of this assembly, to pass my life in purity and to practice my profession faithfully. I will abstain from whatever is deleterious and mischievous, and will not take or knowingly administer any harmful drug. I will do all in my power to maintain and elevate the standard of my profession, and will hold in confidence all personal matters committed to my keeping and family affairs coming to my knowledge in the practice of my calling. With loyalty, will I endeavor to aid the physician in his work, and devote myself to the welfare of those committed to my care (Gretter, 1893).

In 1926, a proposal was put forth by the ANA for a professional nurses code of ethics. This original code was created as part of the development of nursing as a profession and moved from focusing on concerns about the conduct of the nurse (in dress and comportment) to the maintenance of relationships. The 1926 code concerned itself with the nurse’s relationship to the patient, to medicine, to allied health professions, to peers, and to the nursing profession. In regard to the patient, the nurse was supposed to devote his or her skill and knowledge to patient care and the patient’s family. Nurses were expected to know the practice laws of their state and maintain competence in scientific medicine. This also meant that she or he should “respect the physician as the person legally and professionally responsible for the medical and surgical treatment of the sick” (ANA, 1926, p. 601). In regard to peer relationships, the code recommends following the Golden Rule.

However, it was not until 1950 that the first formal ANA Code of Ethics was adopted. Titled the Code for Professional Nurses, the code was renamed as the Code for Nurses with Interpretive Statements and was revised in 1976, 1985, 2001, and 2015. The Code has three purposes: (1) “statement of the ethical values, obligations, duties and professional ideals of nurses individually
and collectively; (2) profession’s non-negotiable ethical standard; and (3) an expression of nursing’s own understanding of its commitment to society” (ANA, 2015, p. viii). In its modern iteration, the code offers nine “provisions” that talk about aspirational concepts such as protecting human dignity, advocating for health as a human right, and maintaining the integrity of the profession. It focuses more on global issues and systems-level factors than on individual patients and how to get along with a physician. The Code charges the nurse with protecting the health care environment, encouraging research and scholarship, and working for social justice.

Questions to Consider Before Reading On

1. Figure 1.1 illustrates the social factors leading to the development of bioethics. Choose one factor. How did it influence the development of nursing ethics?

2. How has this, or other factors, influenced the revisions of the Code of Ethics?

ETHICAL DILEMMAS/ISSUES

When working in a clinical environment, it is common to hear someone say that there is an “ethical issue” or that an “ethics consult” is needed for a case. Our everyday ethics do not always serve well in the specific environment of the clinic. Professional scenarios are not those one encounters in the lay world and thus may require a different consideration.

Psychologist James Rest developed the idea that in order for a person to be morally mature, he or she must have four psychological components: moral
sensitivity, moral judgment, moral motivation, and moral character (Box 1.2). We will examine these components in greater depth throughout this chapter. Sensitivity is the notion that one must be able to recognize that an ethical dilemma exists and that our actions have implications for others (Rest et al., 1986).

An ethical dilemma is a conflict over values—where there are two competing and important goals that are in opposition to one another. For example, in Jonathan’s case there is the patient’s belief about blood transfusion and the physician’s order to transfuse. Sometimes the members of the health care team will have different goals from each other and those may vary from the desires of the patient and his or her family. For instance, a family may want to bring a dying patient home for a hospice program but the physician wants to try additional treatments.

To identify the ethical dilemma, you can ask several questions:

- Does the situation pose a potential harm to another person?
- Has there been an inability to reach a decision on what steps to take?
- Is there a disagreement on what is important?
- Is there a disagreement on the goals of care?

If the answer to any of these questions is yes, then there may be an ethical dilemma. At the very least, an ethical perspective on the situation may provide some insight and opportunity for reflection.

**Box 1.2**

**Rest’s Theory of Moral Competence**

| Moral sensitivity—recognize the issue |
| Moral judgment—choose between appropriate actions |
| Moral motivation—willingness to implement the action |
| Moral character—make a habit of making ethical choices |

*Source: Rest, Bebeau, and Volker (1986).*

An ethical dilemma is a “conflict over values.” Using the preceding questions, describe how you identified a recent practice situation as an ethical dilemma.

An ethical issue is when there is a question of what a person ought to do or ought not to do. These are questions about appropriate behavior and action. To identify an ethical issue, you can ask several questions:
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- Is a power hierarchy influencing the freedom of people to express their opinions or to have their ideas respected?

- Would concern be raised if people outside of the institution (or in the media) knew about this?

- Is a person being asked to do something that would injure her or his personal reputation or integrity?

- Is a person being asked to do something that he or she feels is wrong (i.e., moral distress)?

For example, in the opening case, Mrs. Jackson agreed to blood products despite her stated reasons and providing evidence that she was not in favor of this. But given the power that her physician had over her and her vulnerability, did she have the freedom to speak out? Does Jonathan have the ability to express perhaps a concern about how consent was obtained without fear of losing his job or being moved to a less desirable assignment? How is he going to feel later when the physician orders blood if he believes Mrs. Jackson’s beliefs and the consent process were violated? How would the hospital look if the local newspaper published an article that said the hospital let a woman die who could have been saved? Or if the headline said that the hospital bullied a woman into care she did not want? These questions suggest that there is indeed an ethical aspect to the case.

Question to Consider Before Reading On

1. Have you experienced a situation such as Jonathan’s in which you felt unable to express a concern about a patient situation? What would have enabled you to express your concerns? Peer/management support? Assertiveness skills?

Once you have identified that there is an ethical dilemma or issue in a case, you have to analyze the case to determine the possible courses of ethical action.

THEORIES

The second part of Rest’s theory of moral competence is the component of moral judgment—choosing between available courses of action. Most cases have multiple possible choices and outcomes. Some choices will lead to better outcomes and some to worse, but rarely is there one single correct course of action. The goal is not to find the one “right” course of action, but rather to find the “better” options. One uses reason to determine the possible choices and the implications of those choices.

In this section, we discuss ethical theories that provide perspective on how to approach finding the better answer in a case (Table 1.2). Each theory has a different notion of on what a person should base the decision. Some
As a psychologist, Carol Gilligan determined that men and women reason differently. Whereas men are focused on rules, principles, and justice, women are more focused on relationships, caring, and nurturing (Gilligan, 1982). This observation led to feminist ethicists developing the ethics of care. In nursing, this is the most important theory because it forms the foundation of nursing ethics.

Ethics of care states that what is good is caring and nurturing. Thus, when making a decision, the better choice is the one that cares for and nurtures the patient. Consider Jonathan. One could argue that an ethics of care would suggest he gives the blood because it is hard to care or nurture for someone who is dead. However, one could also argue that caring and nurturing is supporting a person in their desires. Mrs. Jackson changes her mind only after she is encouraged with bias to consent. An ethics of care might suggest that caring for her is maximizing her right to make her own decisions and to protect her from undue influence and a power imbalance that silences her voice.

Using this theory as a tool points out two potential choices. Choosing between the two can be difficult and that is one of the shortcomings of this theory—being based on relationships and notions of caring and nurturing.
means that the decision is also based on impressions and feelings internal to the relationship.

Deontology

Deon is a Greek term that means “obligation” or “necessity.” Deontology is the idea that the better ethical choice is the one that adheres to a rule or moral law. This theory is also known as “duty-based ethics” since it is a belief that one has an obligation to act according to the rules. If you know the rule, then you should act to follow it.

The most famous deontologist is Immanuel Kant (1724–1804). Kant believed that an action was moral only if it was done with the intent to act out of an obligation to follow the moral law (Kant, 1995). He is a universalist thinker, which means that the rule is the same for every person, in every time, and in every place. In other words, what is right is always right and what is wrong is always wrong. For example, Kant tells us that suicide is always wrong and lying is always wrong.

Kant also believed in the idea of autonomy, that an individual who has the ability to make his or her own decisions should be permitted to do so. Autonomy means self-governance or a person gets to decide what happens to himself or herself.

In the case of Mrs. Jackson, Jonathan must follow the rules as to what is right. One rule might be that the physician makes decisions regarding the medical treatment of the patient. To determine which is the better choice under a deontological framework, one would ask whether the law is a universal one. Should a nurse always follow a physician’s orders? What if the physician told the nurse to do something illegal or damaging to her or his reputation? In those situations, clearly the physician should not be followed, which means that this cannot be a rule.

Another rule could be that hospital personnel should always save a life when possible. This would require ignoring all do-not-resuscitate (DNR) orders and always resuscitating even if the patient did not want it. Since this is not a rational action, the rule cannot exist.

Or the rule might be that a patient must consent for treatment and, given Dr. McComb’s hard sell, Jonathan may be questioning whether Mrs. Jackson gave informed consent or was simply coerced into signing a document. The same thinking asks whether a patient should be treated when consent may have been given under duress. That would mean that patients could never say no to any procedures. The answer, of course, is that such a rule is not rational. Therefore, Jonathan should not give the treatment because of the questionable circumstances of the consent. That Mrs. Jackson and her baby might die shows a shortcoming of this theory—outcomes are not considered.

Thus, deontology asks us to look at the rules whether those are morality, institutional rules, professional principles, or civic laws.
Utilitarianism

The philosopher Jeremy Bentham is credited with forming the theory of utilitarianism. According to Bentham, utility is an action that increases happiness and decreases pain. In order to determine if an action will indeed serve this purpose, one must look at the potential outcome. Thus, utilitarianism requires one to look at the likely outcomes of an action and choose the one that is most likely to increase pleasure and decrease pain (Bentham, 2007).

More specifically, Bentham was not interested in the benefit to the individual, but to society as a whole. Utilitarianism is the underlying principle of public health ethics where the goal is to produce the greatest happiness for the greatest number.

In modern ethics, utilitarianism is often used to mean the best choice is the one that leads to the best outcome for both groups, and, in a clinical setting, for individuals. Looking at the case of Mrs. Jackson, giving her blood would save her life and probably that of her baby. Not giving blood might honor her true wishes, but would also likely lead to her death. The utilitarian perspective would suggest that saving her life not only increases her chances for happiness but would also increase the happiness of her baby and family. A utilitarian would choose to give the blood even though such an action might not reflect Mrs. Jackson’s desires.

Principlism

In 1977, philosopher Tom L. Beauchamp and theologian James F. Childress published The Principles of Biomedical Ethics. In this volume, they presented four principles to serve as guidelines for moral deliberation: autonomy, nonmaleficence, beneficence, and justice. These principles are not a fundamental theory of the good nor are they rules of behavior. Instead, they are midlevel tenets that derive from common morality—“the universal norms shared by all persons committed to morality” (Beauchamp & Childress, 2013, p. 3).

Autonomy is the notion that humans with the ability and capacity to reason have a right to self-governance. To act with autonomy means that a choice must be intentionally made by a person who has an understanding of the risks, benefits, and alternatives. Additionally, the choice must be voluntary and free from coercion. An autonomous person makes his or her own choices.

Nonmaleficence is the idea that through one’s actions, one should do no harm or at the very least, not make things worse. Beneficence is an obligation to promote the welfare of another. This includes preventing harm when possible. For example, if a patient is on a gurney in the hallway underneath a weak ceiling, nonmaleficence says that you should not jump on the weak ceiling, which would harm the patient as it fell on him or her. Beneficence says you should move the patient from under the weak ceiling to prevent harm if it should fall.

Justice is the principle that looks at the community perspective. It asks about the fair distribution of benefits and burdens. Justice also states that likes
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should be treated alike. In other words, treat people fairly. Thus, a person should not have a lower salary based merely on an arbitrary factor such as sex, ethnicity, religion, age, or sexual orientation. Differences in salary based on skill level, achievement, or years of service are acceptable.

Questions to Consider Before Reading On

1. Have you used any of the theories discussed in this section to address ethical issues in your practice?

2. Which ethical theory or theories seem most relevant in Jonathan’s situation with Mrs. Jackson and the surgeon?

Six Tenets for Decision Making

While principlism is the most often used theory in medical ethics, the system does not fully capture the nuances and ethics of care focus that are foundational to nursing. In addition to autonomy, beneficence, nonmaleficence, and justice, nurses have an ethical obligation of virtue and caring.

Virtue is the tenet that a nurse has an obligation to maintain her or his own integrity as well as the integrity of the profession. When considering a case or a decision through the lens of virtue, one should ask how the decision affects personal or professional integrity. How does the choice affect the virtues of nursing—honesty, transparency, standard of care and conduct? One should also consider how similar cases were handled in the past and whether that led to a good outcome.

Caring is the obligation to provide compassion and nurturing to all patients and peers. This tenet asks how a choice supports the patient, the patient’s family, and their relationship. It asks if all perspectives have been considered from a cultural, social, religious, and familial point of view. Caring is not only toward the patient, but also toward the self and one’s peers. Does an action compromise caring for oneself? For example, if a patient needs to be moved and there is no help around nor transfer equipment, the nurse is not obligated to put herself or himself at personal risk to move the patient improperly even if that would be more convenient. Caring also means supporting other nurses in their work, in mentoring, and in their desires to grow in the profession.

The other four tenets echo the four principles. As tenets they provide guiding questions to assist in moral deliberation. While autonomy is the notion of self-governance, knowing how to apply it to a particular case is facilitated by asking a few questions. For example, is the patient competent and capacitated to make decisions? If the patient is not competent and capacitated, then who makes the decisions? Does the patient or proxy decision maker understand the health condition? Is the patient or proxy capable of expressing the choice? And what are the patient’s preferences?

Beneficence is the obligation to provide benefit. How can the nurse help the patient’s physical and psychological well-being? How does an action (test,
medication, or procedure) stand to improve a patient’s condition? And perhaps the question that is often overlooked: In your professional opinion, what is best for the patient? The last question does not mean that you will direct care, or that the patient has to follow your recommendation (autonomy allows the patient to choose). This question acknowledges that as someone who has substantial education and experience in the practice of nursing, your professional opinion should be recognized.

Nonmaleficence holds that we should do no harm. Some methods of prevention are clear—be competent, work within your scope of practice, be aware of any limitations you may have. Some may not be so clear. What biases do you have? These could be biases about the role of the patient, or feelings about people of certain ages, sexes, genders, religions, ethnicities, socioeconomic statuses, sexual orientations, and more. Do you have a bias against people whose behaviors may have been a factor in the disease such as a smoker with lung cancer, an alcoholic with liver disease, or a sun tanner with melanoma? Once a bias is acknowledged, one should ask if that bias is affecting how a patient is treated. Nonmaleficence asks us to look at the negative side effects of a proposed course of action or with no action at all.

Justice is about the community perspective: Are there factors outside the patient–care provider relationship that impact the case? This might include finances, legal obligations, institutional policy, public health interests, and using scarce resources.

When making an ethical decision, going through the six tenets serves as a guide as to what questions you should ask about the ethical dilemma or issue. After working through the chart, you will find that one or two tenets are the crux of the ethical issue. Knowing that, you can use that tenet to solve the case.

For example, take the case of Mrs. Jackson and Nurse Jonathan. By completing the analysis, one sees that the patient’s consent may not have been voluntary. Although giving the transfusion may save the patient’s life, there is a risk to Mrs. Jackson’s psychological and spiritual well-being as well as a threat to her relationships—receiving blood could lead to exile from her church and family. It also becomes clear that her health care surrogate—likely the husband—has not been asked about what her preferences would be. And to protect Jonathan’s professional integrity, he has an ethical obligation to speak out. The issue here is autonomy and virtue: Was the patient’s autonomy respected and is the nurse being asked to act in a manner that injures integrity?

The third component of Rest’s model is moral motivation—making a choice because it is the moral one rather than the personal or convenient one. Using the analysis table, the tenets show that Jonathan should have spoken out at the time that he viewed problems with the consent process. That he did not is because he chose the course that was more convenient, avoided conflict, and prevented any personal consequences to his action. Although Jonathan did not report his concerns before surgery, he has a second chance
to demonstrate moral motivation when the surgeon requests blood for the patient. The convenient choice here again is simply to follow the physician and give the blood. The moral choice, however, is something else. Jonathan could speak and say that since Mrs. Jackson changed her mind only under pressure, perhaps they should ask her proxy decision maker. If that is not possible because that individual is not available or time is too short, then if Jonathan feels consent was truly coerced and not what Mrs. Jackson wanted, he should refuse to give the blood (autonomy and virtue). However, if he thinks there is any chance that Mrs. Jackson truly wanted the blood, then he should err on the side of life (beneficence).

During a case such as this, there is not necessarily time to go through the full deliberation. But thinking about these issues beforehand can provide you with some guidelines and thought experiments to help you know what to do when faced with various real-life situations.

Caring and virtue ethics are central to nursing practice and exemplified in the Code of Ethics. They represent the focus of the nurse–patient relationship and the character of the nurse.

Questions to Consider Before Reading On

1. How could an understanding of caring/virtue ethics enhance Jonathan’s moral motivation?

2. Recall a recent ethical issue in your practice. How could aspects of caring/virtue ethics be used to reflect on the issue?

ETHICS IS ACTION

Aristotle said that knowing the right thing to do was not enough; you have to actually do the right thing. How you approach the doing is a key detail. Aristotle felt that you had to volunteer to do the right thing; that you had to be deliberately aware that you were doing it; and that making good choices had to be a consistent and established part of your character (Aristotle, 1962). The notion of moral character is the fourth component of Rest’s model, which he defines as “executing and implementing a play of action” (Rest et al., 1986, p. 15). A person must follow through with the moral choice, work around barriers, and demonstrate courage and strength to see that the moral choice happens.

For the purposes of the opening case, let us assume that Jonathan knows not giving the blood is the right thing to do because informed consent did not happen. Is Jonathan willing to say “no” to the surgeon, thus creating conflict? Would he accept possible consequences of being removed from the operating room at the surgeon’s request or even being brought before a review panel or hearing? In other words, will he put his ethics into action and accept the consequences?
CONCLUSION

The ethical theories presented here provide you with perspectives and methods for identifying ethical dilemmas and issues, analyzing cases, determining the possible choices, and selecting a more right choice.

Ethics in terms of nursing is about what behaviors and attitudes a nurse ought to practice. In general, ethics is a process of moral deliberation. For the profession, such deliberation has led to the nursing Code of Ethics that dictates the virtues, values, skills, attitudes, and knowledge that a nurse should have. Morality is one’s personal belief about what is right and wrong. An ethical dilemma is when there is a conflict in values. An ethical issue is when there is a question about what one ought to or ought not to do.

Nursing ethics is part of the modern movement of bioethics. Bioethics evolved out of rapid advances in health sciences technology, human research abuses, public engagement, and the Civil Rights movement. Concerns about nursing etiquette were espoused by Florence Nightingale and other early nurses. This notion of etiquette—acceptable courteous behaviors—became part of the Florence Nightingale Pledge in 1893. In 1950, The Code for Professional Nurses established the values, duties, and ideals of nursing.

Psychologist James Rest suggests that there are four steps to making an ethical decision—moral sensitivity, moral judgment, moral motivation, and moral character. Ethical theories can help one in analyzing cases to determine the “more right” choice. Nursing ethics are based in the ethics of care theory, which focuses on caring for and nurturing individuals as its highest good. Other theories believe the good action is one that follows rules (deontology) or provides the greatest outcome for the greatest number (utilitarianism). The principles of biomedical ethics are a set of four midlevel principles to guide one in ethical thought—autonomy, nonmaleficence, beneficence, and justice.

The six tenets of nursing ethics incorporate the four principles of autonomy, nonmaleficence, beneficence, and justice, but also add virtue and caring as reflective of the unique nature of the nursing profession and the relationships nurses have with their patients and society-at-large. An understanding of nursing ethics is essential in providing competent care and supporting the profession, nurse, patients, and society.

Question to Consider Before Reading On

Box 1.3 presents Quality and Safety Education for Nurses (QSEN) competencies relevant to the discussion in this chapter.

1. How might Jonathan have demonstrated these competencies in the situation with Mrs. Jackson and the surgeon?
Eunice Rivers Laurie was a public health nurse who played a central role in the Tuskegee syphilis study. Considering the time frame of the study (1932–1972), read the following article by Susan Reverby (1999) and discuss Nurse Rivers’s role in the study.

1. Discuss the ethical theories, tenets, and components of ethical decision making (Rest) that would have been applicable in Nurse Rivers’s situation.


Read the following article by Epstein and Turner (2015) that addresses the value and history of the Code of Ethics.

1. Discuss the reasons for the major changes to the 2015 Code of Ethics and the implication for your current practice.

(continued)
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Critical Thinking Questions and Activities (continued)

2. The 2015 Code “requires each nurse to demonstrate ethical competence in professional life” (ANA, 2015, p. vii). What does it mean to be ethically competent?
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Developing Ethical Skills:
A Framework
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES AND OUTCOMES

Upon completion of this chapter, the reader will be able to:

- Describe the role of personal values clarification in ethical skills development
- Discuss how ethical sensitivity contributes to the interpretation of an ethical situation
- Distinguish ethical from nonethical situations
- Apply the components of an ethical decision-making model
- Explain strategies to maintain ethical motivation and overcome personal/professional barriers to implementing an ethical decision
- Discuss the purpose of reflection on and evaluation of an ethical decision

Nurses encounter ethical questions in their everyday clinical practice and often experience uncertainty about patient/family concerns related to informed consent, quality of life, surrogate decision making, and other issues. As members of an interdisciplinary health care team, nurses may also confront ethical situations in their professional relationships with peers. Increased challenges are posed when these issues occur in an environment with a deficient ethical climate that does not support the moral agency of the nurse. As a registered nurse, you may have had an ethics course or some content in your initial nursing preparatory program. However, you will find that more in-depth knowledge and skills will be very useful to assist you with effectively addressing the existing and potential ethical issues you face on a daily basis.
This chapter presents a framework for the development of ethical skills in nursing practice (Robichaux, 2012; Robinson et al., 2014): James Rest’s four-component model (FCM; 1986). The FCM describes the deliberative thought processes that occur from recognition of situation with ethical content, as in the Case Scenario, to implementation of a justifiable action. The FCM integrates the cognitive and affective processes that form an understanding of ethical nursing practice: sensitivity, judgment, motivation, and action. As with attainment of clinical skills and expertise, ethical skills can be experientially learned and refined over time through role modeling and other strategies that are presented.

**Case Scenario**

John received his BSN after serving in the army as a medic. He has worked in the critical care unit (CCU) of a 400-bed community hospital in the Southwest for several years and recently attained certification as a critical care nurse (CCRN). John has become very familiar with Mr. T and his family as the patient has been admitted to the CCU three times within the last 6 months for exacerbations of severe heart failure (HF). On this admission, Mr. T’s condition deteriorated rapidly with episodes of hypotension and worsening renal function requiring use of inotropes, intubation, and dialysis.

Following 8 days of aggressive treatment, Mr. T is alert and showing signs of improvement and a decision is made to begin weaning him from the ventilator. After numerous unsuccessful weaning attempts over the next week, Mr. T is diagnosed with ventilator dependence and a decision is made to perform a tracheotomy. John has cared for Mr. T and his family during this hospitalization. He believes that Mr. T and his family do not fully understand various treatment options and possible implications despite discussing them in a family care conference.

**VALUES AND ETHICAL SKILLS**

Ethical behavior and action in nursing practice evolve from personal values that inform and direct our decisions in all aspects of our lives. An understanding of our values requires self-awareness and continual appraisal of our motivations in situations with ethical content. This understanding can be considered preliminary to the first component in developing ethical skills, ethical sensitivity.

“A value can be defined as a belief upon which one acts by preference” (Olpin & Hesson, 2016, p. 135). Values inform our actions and provide direction and meaning in life. Personal values are formed over time and can be influenced by family, culture, education, and the environment, among other factors. Certain values may be constant while others may change or evolve.
in response to experiences. Rokeach (2008) identified two types of values: instrumental and terminal. Instrumental values are personal characteristics that we possess or aspire to, such as being ambitious, caring, or intelligent. Terminal values are those that we consider most important or desirable and may include security, love, and independence. Instrumental values assist in attaining terminal values. As these core values become part of who we are, they may influence recognition of ethical situations and/or impact decision making in less than conscious ways.

Awareness of one’s values is an important first step in developing ethical skills and competence. This recognition also enables us to identify and articulate these values when they are challenged in professional and/or organizational contexts. Approaches to value clarification can involve the use of real or hypothetical situations, group or individual work, self-analysis, or other methods. It is a continual, reflective process that promotes alignment of our thoughts with our actions, thus enhancing personal integrity (Burkhardt & Nathaniel, 2014).

Developing self-awareness includes being actively conscious of our thoughts and physical/emotional reactions and questioning, in a nonjudgmental manner, why we are feeling that way. This awareness may enable us to identify the underlying value that is reflected or challenged in a given situation. It may also assist in developing the ability to step back and listen to others’ interpretations of the same situation. Listening to and discussing our reactions with others help us to articulate our own values and perhaps revise our perspectives (Olpin & Hesson, 2016).

**Case Scenario (continued)**

Returning to the Case Scenario, John considers why he thinks that Mr. T and his family are not fully informed of treatment alternatives. He believes Mr. T would not want to be placed in a facility for ventilator-dependent patients, a likely outcome that was presented briefly during the family conference. John also has difficulty imagining a life dependent on a machine. Although he understands the benefits of technology in achieving therapeutic outcomes, he does not think that will happen for Mr. T, who had told John that he does not want to be a burden for his family.

In exploring his reactions to the situation, John realizes that he highly values his ability to engage in and enjoy many different sports and be independent. He is very physically fit, similar to his father and brothers. John discusses his thoughts with Jackie who has been a nurse for over 10 years and was his preceptor. Jackie asks if Mr. T, who is Japanese American, and his family have discussed possible future outcomes. She also suggests that culturally they may have a more communal approach to making these decisions. John states, “Mrs. T is not well and her two daughters live out of town. She has said that she can’t care for Mr. T at home and would not be able to visit him very often. I don’t think he would want to live that way. No one has talked with the family enough about the possible need for long-term care.”
As nurses increasingly work with both patients and providers from different cultural backgrounds, awareness of personal values and understanding those of others are essential to ethical practice. This understanding is also considered an essential Quality and Safety Education for Nurses (QSEN) competency for both undergraduate and graduate nurses, as presented in Table 2.1. Because values are learned within the context of a particular culture, a value such as respect for individual autonomy may not be shared in a culture that is relationship centered and prefers communal decision making. The provision of patient-centered care that is culturally sensitive does not require the provider to ignore his/her values. It does, however, emphasize relationships and understanding of the cultural worldview of others rather than simply offering a choice to participate in clinical decisions about what treatments to forgo or accept. This cross-cultural reflection is especially important when exploring potential end-of-life care (Johnstone, 2012).

**Question to Consider Before Reading On**

You can begin to determine your personal values by answering general questions such as:

1. Where would I like to be in 5 to 10 years or what would I like someone to say about me in my eulogy?

### ETHICAL SENSITIVITY

Ethical sensitivity involves the ability to interpret and identify with the reactions and feelings of others. This skill involves an awareness of how our actions or inactions in a given situation may affect others and, in so doing, assume a sense of responsibility or obligation. It can be said that all nursing actions and interactions are inherently ethical in nature as they are aimed at achieving good for patients, families, and all those who are recipients of care. Ethical sensitivity is also relevant in our relationships with peers and coworkers. As Benner (2003) has observed, “It is not an exaggeration to say that in every clinical encounter, there may ethical issues at the personal, provider, and social levels” (p. 375).

How do we distinguish between ethical situations or problems and those that are nonethical, what Burkhardt and Nathaniel (2014) refer to as “practical dilemmas” or “decisional conflicts”? Routine problems are generally those that focus on preference, expediency, and economy. They can usually be resolved with appropriate information and resources. In contrast, ethical problems are described by terms such as harm, benefit, right, wrong, and so on, and have elements of uncertainty, value, and conflict. A situation may have ethical content when an action freely performed or not performed has the potential to harm or cause considerably less benefit to others. Harms can include death, pain (physical, emotional, spiritual), loss of freedom, opportunity, or loss of dignity or self-esteem (Gert, 2005).
Table 2.1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Developing Ethical Skills: Relevant QSEN Competencies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Integrate understanding of multiple dimensions of patient-centered care: patient/family/community preferences, values information, communication, and education. (Knowledge)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elicit patient values, preferences, and expressed needs as part of clinical interview, implementation of care plan, and evaluation of care. (Skills)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicate patient values, preferences, and expressed needs to other members of health care team. (Skills)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value seeing health care situations “through patients’ eyes.” (Attitudes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respect and encourage individual expression of patient values, preferences, and expressed needs. (Attitudes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willingly support patient-centered care for individuals and groups whose values differ from own. (Attitudes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Describe basic principles of consensus building and conflict resolution. (Knowledge)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participate in building consensus or resolving conflict in the context of patient care. (Skills)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value continuous improvement of own communication and conflict resolution skills. (Attitudes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value the perspectives and expertise of all health team members. (Attitudes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respect the centrality of the patient/family as core member of any health care team. (Attitudes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Act with integrity, consistency, and respect for differing views. (Skills)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use effective practices to manage team conflict. (Skills)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: AACN (2012); Cronenwett et al. (2007).

Practical dilemmas or decisional conflicts may arise in situations in which moral claims compete with nonmoral claims that are characterized by self-interest or based on personal values (Burkhardt & Nathaniel, 2014). For example, in the Case Scenario, John may have been required to work overtime when caring for Mr. T during his initial admission crisis. John may have perceived a practical dilemma or a conflict of duties if he had promised his father that he would accompany him to a football game. This personal duty, however, does not have the same moral obligation as that of caring for Mr. T.
Sensitivity to situations that may contain ethical content can help nurses avoid erroneously identifying some issues as strictly clinical or administrative. As examples, nurse fatigue (ANA, 2014) and an inadequate number of registered nurses (Duffield et al., 2011) have been associated with a higher incidence of medication errors and increased patient mortality rates. In addition, fatigue impacts the health and safety of nurses resulting in a host of potential physical disorders and injury risk factors related to drowsy driving (ANA, 2014). Box 2.1 presents an application of Rest’s FCM to a case of nurse fatigue.

**Box 2.1**

**Application of the Four-Component Model to a Nurse Fatigue Case Scenario**

*Carmen and Charles have worked together on the pediatric oncology unit of a large, academic medical center for about 5 years. Recently, Charles has begun working the night shift, 7 p.m. to 7 a.m., so he can attend school during the day to finish his BSN. Carmen has received report from Charles and assumed care of his patients on the day shift on several occasions. In the past 2 weeks, Carmen notices that Charles appears very exhausted during morning report. She also found him dozing in the break room while his patient’s infusion device was alarming and noticed several errors in his documentation. Today, Charles reported to Carmen that he rescheduled several medications for one patient because he had overlooked administering them at the proper time.*

**Ethical Sensitivity**

*Carmen thinks about the possible patient harm that could occur from Charles’s fatigue but wonders if it might be temporary until he adjusts to the night shift. She is aware of her primary ethical obligation to the patients but also considers her professional relationship with Charles and the potential impact to his career if she reports the incidents. Carmen decides to first share her concerns with Charles who states: “Well, nothing really happened. I’ll get used to the hours.”*

**Ethical Judgment**

*Carmen considers the components of the ethical decision-making framework. The questions assist her in recognizing her principal responsibility to protect the patients as presented in the Code of Ethics (2015), which is also consistent with maintaining her moral integrity. However, she also values her professional relationship with Charles and his usual consistent ability to provide excellent patient care. Carmen*
realizes that there is a conflict between the principles of beneficence (supporting Charles) and nonmaleficence (avoiding patient harm). She decides to talk with Charles once again before discussing the issue with the nurse manager.

**Ethical Motivation**
In Carmen’s second conversation with Charles about his fatigue and the potential for patient harm, he again states that he will get accustomed to the hours soon and she is not to worry. Carmen thinks about the next step and wonders if she will alienate Charles and the other nurses if she brings her concerns to the nurse manager. She does not want to jeopardize the cohesive nursing teamwork on the unit and is generally not a person who “speaks up” or “makes waves.” Carmen discusses her hesitation with the nurse educator who agrees to go with her to speak with the nurse manager.

**Ethical Action**
After the nurse manager listens to Carmen’s concerns, she and the nurse educator agree to speak with Charles about the possible consequences of his fatigue. They also know that the issue of nurse fatigue is not limited to Charles and there have been several “near misses” on the unit. The manager and nurse educator decide to present a class integrating the American Nurses Association (ANA) position statement on nurse fatigue (2014) and related evidence-based strategies designed to promote patient safety and the health of the nurse. One of these practices, creating a respite room where night nurses are encouraged to nap or rest, will be instituted immediately. The nurse manager will also work with Charles and other nurses to ensure that they do not work more than 12 hours a day or more than 40 hours in 7 days (Trossman, 2015).

Recognition of a situation with ethical content can be especially challenging in the present health care environment where the primary focus is often on efficiency and cost savings. Research suggests that professional socialization and organizational structures may impact nurses’ and other providers’ ability to be sensitive to the moral content of their practice. Insufficient or unsupportive coworkers and lack of time to provide adequate care may lead to perceptions of inadequacy and failed expectations resulting in erosion of ethical sensitivity and dulling of moral conscience (Gustafson, Eriksson, Strandberg, & Norberg, 2010).
Ethical sensitivity involves an understanding of alternate courses of action and how each might affect patients, family members, coworkers, administration, and others. This understanding may also avoid moral certainty, which can result in insensitivity to new information or alternative solutions. Moral certainty compels one to act on a chosen resolution to an uncomfortable situation but does not guarantee a positive outcome (Wurzbach, 2005). Respect for alternative perspectives, such as Jackie’s and the surgeon’s, is necessary if constructive dialogue is to occur and contribute to developing and sustaining a moral community. Gallagher and Tschudin (2010) describe a moral community as one in which values are made clear and shared, where these values direct ethical action, and where all feel safe to be heard.

Emotion and empathy are central in developing ethical sensitivity. To discriminate appropriately in an ethical situation, the nurse must be able to put himself or herself in the other’s position as noted in the QSEN competency, “Value seeing health care situations ‘through the patients’ eyes’” (Table 2.1). Overidentification and the influence of personal motives must be avoided, however. This skill can be enhanced through self-knowledge, critical reflection, and awareness of individual values, biases, and assumptions.

**Case Scenario (continued)**

John thinks about his conversation with Jackie and her perspectives on the situation. He reflects on his motivation and still believes that Mr. T and his family do not fully understand treatment options and possible outcomes. John discusses his concerns with the surgeon performing the tracheotomy who states, “They seemed to understand everything during the care conference. I know the intensivist wants to move ahead with the trach quickly so the patient can be moved out of the ICU.” John replies, “I don’t think they completely understand the possibility that he will eventually be placed in a ventilator dependent facility or the chances that he may never be able to breathe on his own. I understand the need to move the patient out of the ICU but the family requires more information like the option of terminal weaning.” “You will have to speak to the intensivist about that,” responds the surgeon, “I doubt that he will discuss that with the family.”

**Questions to Consider Before Reading On**

1. Can you describe a situation in which you or a class peer/colleague “overidentified” with a patient and/or family member?

2. What skills may be needed to maintain ethical sensitivity while avoiding overidentification?
The second component of the Rest’s framework, ethical judgment or decision making, has been widely studied in nursing and other disciplines (Page, 2012; Park, 2012). This deliberative process should reflect knowledge of ethical principles, theories, and professional codes. As with the decision-making model developed by Craig Klugman (see Table 2.2), used in this chapter and in several others in this text, most have elements that outline an approach to reaching a judgment through identifying and organizing facts so one can reflect on the issues. Use of a systematic and comprehensive process serves to improve the quality of ethical decisions (Grace, 2014).

Some decision-making models are linear while others revisit previous steps, as necessary with the overall goal of making a prudent choice, not achieving certainty. Most models integrate diverse ethical theories and approaches, as one alternative is not applicable for every ethical situation. Issues that arise during daily practice may not need in-depth consideration of all elements in a model. Others may be more complex such as in the Case Scenario and require careful evaluation (Robichaux, 2012).

The decision-making model can be applied at different stages in an ethical situation. It can be used by an individual nurse or the interdisciplinary team and patient/family to think through an ethical decision. In the Case Scenario, John may or may not be involved in the final decisions about Mr. T’s treatment and placement. However, he can use the model to guide judgment regarding his concern about the patient’s and family’s lack of knowledge about treatment options and outcomes, as presented in Table 2.2.

The decision-making model presented in Table 2.2 contains specific questions to consider that relate to the four principles of bioethics: autonomy, beneficence, justice, and nonmaleficence. Those questions associated with virtue and care ethics acknowledge the moral integrity of the nurse and his or her caring relationship with the “other,” in this case, the patient and his family. Every question in the model may not be relevant in every situation. In reality, there may never be enough information to ensure that a decision is perfect; however, it is possible to gain sufficient insight by considering the questions posed.

Questions to Consider Before Reading On

Recall an ethical situation that left you feeling concerned. Explore this situation with a class peer or colleague using the decision-making framework in Table 2.2.

1. What insights did you gain?

2. Would you or your class peer or colleague have done things the same or differently?
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VIRTUE</th>
<th>CARING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| - Does the proposed action uphold the nurse's professional integrity?  
  Yes, by acting in accordance with professional value of advocacy.  
- Does the proposed action (and how it is discussed) uphold honesty and transparency?  
  Yes, by presenting action to all stakeholders.  
- Does the proposed action require any deviation from the nurses' standard of care?  
  No.  
- Does the proposed action coalesce with how the nurse has dealt with similar situations in the past?  
  Has not called for ethics consult before but discussed action with nurse mentor.  |
| - How does the proposed action support the care of the patient?  
  By ensuring that patient and family are aware of all options and potential outcomes.  
- How does the proposed action support the patient’s relationships with family? With care providers?  
  All stakeholders will be involved in the ethics consultation.  
- What cultural/social/religious/and family issues need to be considered?  
  The family believes in communal decision making and respect for elders.  
- Have all necessary perspectives been considered?  
  Yes, and will be discussed during the ethics consult.  |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AUTONOMY</th>
<th>BENEFICENCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| - Is the patient competent and capacititated to make decisions?  
  Yes.  
- Is the patient capable of expressing a choice?  
  Yes.  
- Who is the decision maker?  
  The patient and his family.  
- Does the patient understand his or her condition?  
  Yes, to a certain extent but perhaps not entirely.  
- What are the patient’s preferences?  
  A purpose of the consult is to clarify the patient’s preferences.  |
| - How can you the nurse help the patient’s physical and psychological health?  
  I believe the ethics consult will help clarify options/outcomes for the patient/family.  
- How does the proposed treatment, test, or action benefit the patient?  
  As mentioned previously, hopefully, it will help them make better informed choices.  
- What are the likely positive outcomes of your actions?  
  The patient/family will have better understanding as will the care providers.  
- In your professional opinion, what is best for the patient?  
  What is best is what the patient/family wants, but they should know all the options.  |
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**Table 2.2**

**Application of Ethical Decision-Making Model (developed by Craig Klugman) (continued)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NONMALEFICENCE</th>
<th>JUSTICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. What are your biases?  
*I would not want to be dependent on a machine and live in a long-term care facility. I think that the patient/family should have all the information unless they say otherwise.* | 2. What scarce resources are involved in patient care?  
*The patient has been in the ICU for 2 weeks. He has end-stage HF and is ventilator dependent. There is a possibility that he will be transferred to an LTC facility.* |
| 1. What can be done to protect the patient?  
*If the patient/family have already made up their minds, we should not try to impose our opinions.* | 1. If applicable, should these scarce resources be used on this patient?  
*This may be discussed during the consult.* |
| 1. Would the proposed action cause harm or make the patient worse?  
*I have talked with the patient/family about the purpose of the ethics consult and they have agreed.* | 2. What is the patient’s financial/insurance situation?  
*The patient does not have long-term care insurance.*  
1. What are the larger social concerns?  
*Legal obligations*  
*Institutional policy*  
*Public health interests*  
*Not noted at this point.* |
| 1. What negative outcomes are possible with and without the proposed action?  
*The patient has the tracheotomy without being aware of alternatives and possible outcomes. The patient is informed of alternatives and outcomes and chooses the tracheotomy or no intervention.* |  |

HF, heart failure; ICU, intensive care unit; LTC, long-term care.

**ETHICAL MOTIVATION**

It can be said that all nurses want to be ethical and live in a manner consistent with their moral values. Although they may recognize an ethical issue and, like John, identify a justifiable course of action, they may encounter personal or professional barriers that impede their motivation to act. As the third element in the FCM, ethical motivation is the bridge between ethical judgment and action. Competing personal values such as protecting one’s position or reputation can understandably obstruct action as can lack of ethical sensitivity.
or knowledge regarding professional obligations. For example, since John has been a nurse for only 2 years, he may be reluctant to speak out believing it may harm his relationship with other nurses and the physicians. He also realizes that very few nurses in the unit have called for an ethics consult. John may question his judgment about the situation or capacity to participate in the consultation process. In addition, he may believe that calling for an ethics consultation will jeopardize his relationship with and ability to care for Mr. T and his family (Gaudine, Lamb, LeFort, & Thorne, 2011; Pavlish, Brown-Saltzman, Jakel, & Fine, 2013).

“Persevering to do the right thing” in an ethical situation (Grace, Robinson, Jurchak, Zollfrank, & Lee, 2014, p.14) can also be affected by institutional barriers. There may be lack of supervisory support, fear of reprisal, or limited access to ethics resources. Poor collaboration with physicians in such ethically difficult situations may also silence nurses’ moral voices (Pavlish et al., 2013). These obstacles may characterize a unit or organizational ethical climate that does not promote patient/family advocacy and nurse moral agency. The moral distress that can result from these perceived personal and institutional barriers may be overcome by developing moral courage, also discussed in Chapter 4.

Although not addressed by Rest (1986) in the original FCM framework, he and others (Bebeau, Rest, & Narvaez, 2009; Chambers, 2010) explored moral courage in discussions of personal characteristics that influence motivation and action. Individuals with moral courage have developed the skills of effective engagement and the “willingness to speak out and do what is right in the face of forces that would lead a person to act in some other way” (Lachman, 2007, p.131). Lachman (2007, 2009, 2010a, 2010b; Lachman, Murray, Iseminger, & Ganske, 2012) has written extensively about moral courage in nursing and links it to virtue ethics, which emphasizes the role of character in ethical situations. Hawkins and Morse (2014) describe moral courage in nursing practice as “risk taking actions, despite fear for self and others with the intent to ensure safe patient care,” which can be “learned, practiced, and mentored” (p. 268). Nurses may develop moral courage by consistently practicing in an ethically courageous manner similar to developing expertise in clinical skills through constant application.

Many ethical situations are difficult and, despite excellent motivation, are emotionally and cognitively overwhelming. It may be challenging to remember what actions to take when encountering a situation that requires moral courage. Lachman et al. (2007, 2012) have developed a useful mnemonic (CODE; Box 2.2) that reminds nurses of their ethical obligations and actions as detailed in the Code of Ethics (2015). The CODE strategy helps recall these actions and includes ways to overcome fear and reluctance to speak up including reflection, reframing, and assertiveness skills.

The C (courage) in the CODE mnemonic refers to evaluating the necessity for moral courage in a situation. This step involves careful consideration of the relevant information to determine the need for further evaluation and possible intervention. The O (obligations to honor) in the mnemonic
reminds the nurse to reflect on his or her obligations as contained in the Code of Ethics (2015). John may refer to Provision 1.4, The Right to Self Determination, which states:

Patients have the moral and legal right . . . to be given accurate, complete, and understandable information in a manner that facilitates an informed decision . . . Nurses preserve, protect, and support those rights by assessing the patient’s understanding of the information presented and explaining the implications of all potential decisions. (p. 2)

Time for reflection also avoids reaction and action based on unexamined moral certainty and allows a “time out” for thinking about those values and ethical principles that may be at risk for compromise. For example, John considers the surgeon and intensivist’s differences of opinion regarding Mr. T’s understanding of the situation. John does not want to engage in judgmental communication with other providers and reflects on the ethical principle(s) involved. If Mr. T and his family are not fully informed and knowledgeable about possible treatment alternatives and future outcomes, they cannot make fully autonomous choices. Although some information was provided during the family conference, John believes Mr. T and his family did not have adequate time to think about or discuss their values and preferences. The physicians may believe that avoiding additional discussion is in the patient’s “best interest,” a form of benevolence. They may also be concerned about justice issues related to continued use of scarce resources in the ICU. In shared decision making, a component of family-centered care, “clinicians and patients share the best available evidence when faced with the task of making decisions, and . . . patients are supported to consider options, to achieve informed preferences” (Elwyn et al., 2012, p. 1361). This approach is also supported by the Institute of Medicine (IOM; Alston et al., 2014).

---

**Box 2.2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE: Components of Moral Courage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>C Courage:</strong> Determine if moral courage is needed to address the situation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>O Obligations to honor:</strong> Take a time-out to reflect on your ethical obligations and determine what moral values or ethical principles are at risk in the situation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>D Danger management:</strong> Use cognitive approaches to handle your fear and risk aversion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>E Expression:</strong> Express your beliefs and take action through assertiveness.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adapted from Lachman et al. (2012). Used with permission.
The D (danger management) in the CODE mnemonic represents danger management and addresses developing cognitive strategies and approaches to overcoming risk aversion such as cognitive reframing and self-soothing. Cognitive reframing involves learning how to substitute negative thought processes with positive self-talk. Moral courage can be facilitated by responding to the worry associated with the potential negative consequences of an interpersonal interaction with positive thoughts. Asking ourselves the “what if” question, that is, what if the horrible event or terrible reaction does really happen? What would be our response? This strategy allows us to consider ways to address the overwhelming situation and appreciate our ability to plan for and control the event to a certain extent. For example, John thinks, “What if the surgeon and intensivist are angry about my requesting an ethics consult and this affects our professional relationship?” To cognitively reframe these negative thoughts, he considers the tactics he learned and used in the military to deal with angry individuals and how they could be employed in the “what if” situation (Lachman et al., 2012).

In self-soothing, another danger-management strategy, the nurse can use various approaches to quiet or calm himself or herself when anticipating negative or fearful circumstances. In self-soothing, the nurse may find a middle ground between being detached and removed or experiencing an emotional crisis or upheaval. These methods generally involve physical techniques that activate different body senses. Spending time in a peaceful setting, taking a brief walk, listening to music, or even looking out the window can serve to self-sooth and build moral courage. Additional strategies include venting to a friend and journaling (Lachman, 2010a).

**Case Scenario (continued)**

John talks with Jackie and another nurse, Anita, about his decision to request an ethics consult. Anita has experience with submitting a request and Jackie has participated in an ethics consultation for one of her patients. He discusses his reservations about offending the surgeon and intensivist and thinks about his ability to participate in the consultation process. Anita and Jackie state that although “the physicians might not be happy,” it seems to be “the right thing to do.” They agree to help him with the consult request submission and review what might occur during the actual process.

**Questions to Consider Before Reading On**

1. Have you or a class peer/colleague experienced barriers that influenced your motivation after reaching an ethical decision?
2. How could the strategies presented previously assist you to maintain moral motivation in the future?
ETHICAL ACTION

Ethical action includes determining the best way to implement a chosen decision and having the ability and confidence to see it through to completion. This component requires consideration of possible resistance or objections that may occur and competencies associated with E (expression) in the CODE mnemonic: assertiveness and negotiation skills (Lachman et al., 2012). In using a systematic decision-making process, John can clearly explain and justify his decision to others employing effective communication and assertion techniques.

Most nurses receive education on using therapeutic communication with patients and families in their initial nursing programs. Additional skills are required, however, in situations of potential conflict and disagreement with patients/families and team members. Many new graduates and experienced nurses have been described as lacking conflict resolution skills in addition to assertiveness and confidence in times of distress or disagreement (Theisen & Sandau, 2011). The detrimental effects of conflict avoidance, overall poor communication among the health care team, impact on patient safety, and nurse turnover are well documented (Mahon & Nicotera, 2011; Sayre, McNeese-Smith, Leach, & Philips, 2012; Twibell et al., 2012). Effective communication and conflict engagement skills are also considered essential QSEN competencies for both undergraduate and graduate nurses (Table 2.1). As a result, various programs and approaches for strengthening communication skills have been developed. Among these are crucial conversations (Patterson, Grenny, McMillan, & Switzler, 2012), elements of TeamSTEPPS (AHRQ, 2016; Harvey, Echols, Clark, & Lee, 2014), and others also discussed in Chapter 4.

A crucial conversation may be necessary when an issue involves three components: differing opinions, high stakes, and strong emotions. While such conversations may revolve around ethical issues, others may not. The crucial conversation process involves observing our own behavior and asking if this approach will obtain the conclusion we desire in the situation. Avoiding blaming and using cognitive reframing as discussed previously may enable us to stop negative thought processes and “master our stories” (Patterson et al., 2012). For example, if John is hesitant to call for an ethics consult because he fears the potential anger of the intensivist, he is telling himself a story in which he has been hurt or injured. To master this emotion of fear, he can choose to tell himself a useful story that leads to constructive dialogue. Patterson et al. (2012) state that among other elements, a useful story turns “villains into humans” and “the helpless into the able” (p. 123). This approach may assist in separating the known facts (the intensivist is caring but can be very abrupt) from your story (he will object to the consult and be angry). Components of a structured crucial conversation are presented in Box 2.3.
With Anita and Jackie’s assistance, and after discussing it with Mr. T and his family, John decides to request an ethics consultation. Although he does not have to inform the intensivist of his intended action, John decides to do so. He recalls several steps outlined for engaging in crucial conversations and approaches Dr. V in the breakroom after morning rounds. “Dr. V, I have cared for Mr. T and his family for some time during this admission and in the past. I also participated in his care conference and don’t believe that he has had enough time or information to consider his preferences. I think an ethics consult is needed to further discuss treatment options and possible outcomes with Mr. T and his family who agree to participate. I know that we all want what is best for him and to provide quality, ethical care. I value your opinions and experience and hope that you will share them now and during the consultation.” Dr. V appears somewhat upset and states, “I disagree about the need for a consult because it will delay an intervention that the patient requires and prolong his stay in the ICU. However, I will listen to their recommendations and thank you for informing me, John.”

**Crucial Conversation Components**

1. **Start with heart**—Before you begin, consider the following:
   - What is your desired outcome for this conversation? Are your goals clear?
   - What is at stake for you, other individuals, and relationships?
   - How can you avoid looking for ways to win, appease, or punish?

2. **Learn to look**
   - The goal is to maintain free-flowing dialogue.
   - Are you becoming defensive? Is the other person becoming angry?

3. **Make it safe**
   - State your mutual purpose/shared goal.
   - Establish respect—tell the other person that you value his or her perspective and experience.
   - Avoid ambiguity.

4. **Master your story**
   - Control your emotions with positive thoughts.
   - Explain how and why you have come to your conclusions.
   - Ask yourself if you have contributed to the issue.
Questions to Consider Before Reading On

1. Can you identify a colleague who has good communication and conflict management skills?

2. What strategies does he or she use with patients/family members and coworkers?

ETHICAL OUTCOME AND EVALUATION

Case Scenario (continued)

After speaking with John about his concerns regarding Mr. T and his family, the ethicist holds a bedside conference. With the intensivist, surgeon, and rehabilitation physician, the ethicist clarifies Mr. T’s present condition, all treatment options and potential outcomes, including a tracheotomy, terminal weaning, and/or placement in a rehabilitation unit. Mr. T and his family are asked to think about what he values and considers quality of life in regard to the choices. He is told that although stable at present, his HF is end-stage and long-term placement in a rehabilitation unit is most likely. The rehabilitation physician informs Mr. T that this unit provides specialized multidisciplinary teams and a specific program to restore functional independence. He also states that they have achieved moderate success with aggressive weaning protocols. Following further discussion with his family, Mr. T decides to have the tracheotomy and be placed in the rehabilitation unit for 1 month after which he and his family will reconsider his choices.
An often-neglected aspect of ethical decision making is processing or evaluating the event after the fact. This step may be crucial to nurses’ development of confidence in their ethical skills. Self-reflection and reflection with others allow for sharing of insights and perspectives. Some possible questions to consider during this “debriefing” are presented in Box 2.4.

**Case Scenario (continued)**

After the ethics consultation, John, Jackie, and Anita review and reflect on the process and outcome. John acknowledges his satisfaction with the consultation method and expresses appreciation of the values and perspectives of all those involved in the process a QSEN competency (Table 2.1). He expresses surprise, however, with Mr. T’s choices. Jackie believes that the discussion of Mr. T’s stable HF status and relationship to potential successful weaning in the rehabilitation unit impacted his decision. She asserts that having a follow-up consultation after 1 month to reevaluate the decision will be beneficial. Anita states that being more proactive regarding early ethics consultation may benefit patients, family members, and caregivers.

As nurses spend the most time with patients, they are often the first to realize an impending ethical situation and can intervene before it develops into a crisis. Having their moral voices heard in such circumstances is vital to interdisciplinary collaboration, ethical dialogue, and quality patient care (Pavlish, Brown-Saltzman, Jakel, & Fine, 2014).
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STRATEGIES TO DEVELOP ETHICAL SKILLS

As Grace (2014) observes: “Gaining confidence in one’s moral decision making is admittedly a slow process” (p. 78). This confidence is not bolstered by the pervasive belief that ethics in health care is always about difficult dilemmas that can be understood and solved only by specially trained individuals. The majority of ethical issues are the result of “lack of focus on either the goals or recipient of care” (Grace, 2014, p. 79). Again, as nurses spend the most time with patients and family members, they tend to have the most comprehensive understanding of their (patients/families) narratives. Nurses’ ability to engage in ethical deliberation, articulate these narratives, and initiate actions toward problem resolution is facilitated through ethical skill development.

While certain ethical skills such as sensitivity may be inherent, they cannot be developed or sustained in a moral vacuum. Health care facilities can contribute to administrative systems that either facilitate or undermine nurses’ moral competency or agency. Nursing units can also be thought of as individual moral communities in which all should feel safe to be heard. At the individual level, recognizing that additional ethics education may be needed and taking advantage of courses offered by professional organizations such as ANA and American Association of Critical Care Nursing (AACN) may enhance ethical skills. Reading and discussing articles related to ethics in nursing practice, similar to a journal club, is another strategy. Forming a nursing ethics group or committee and conducting interdisciplinary or nursing ethics rounds may provide opportunities to identify and clarify issues with ethical or nonethical content. Although nurses may be members of an institutional bioethics committee, a nursing ethics group or committee provides a safe forum for expressions of perspectives and concerns unique to nurses. In addition, a bioethics committee may focus primarily on clinical ethics issues and not address organizational ethics topics such as bullying and incompetence (Bean, 2011).

Several health care institutions have developed ethics education programs for staff nurses and may serve as potential resources for ethics skills development (Grace et al., 2014; Sauerland, Marotta, Peinemann, Berndt, & Robichaux, 2015; Wocial, Hancock, Bledsoe, Chamness, & Helft, 2010). As an example, Robinson et al. (2014) created the Clinical Ethics Residency for Nurses (CERN) at two large, Northeast medical centers and their affiliates. This program incorporates specific ethics content and experiential learning in conjunction with participants’ clinical experiences to enable them to effectively address existing and potential ethical issues. Content is based on Rest’s FCM (1986), Doris’s (2010) discussion of moral psychology, the Code of Ethics (2015), and the American Society for Bioethics and Humanities (2009) ethics competencies. Various learning strategies are utilized including online and classroom presentations/discussions, role play, high fidelity simulation, and clinical mentorship with ethics faculty. Evaluation of this comprehensive intervention indicates that participants’ ability to effectively prevent or
intervene in ethical situations has increased while their moral distress has diminished.

Creating comprehensive ethics education programs for practicing nurses may not be feasible for every institution as it generally requires financial support and dedicated faculty. However, recognizing that enhancement of ethical skills is needed may begin with one motivated individual nurse. This was the case at the author’s affiliated hospital where the nurse educator in the perioperative unit became concerned about ethically challenging situations in that area and throughout the facility. She questioned her ability to do the ethically right thing for patients and their families and wondered if other nurses shared her concerns. Upon questioning, many of the nurses appeared to lack knowledge about what constituted an ethical situation or, if recognized, where to seek resources. These discussions also suggested that nurses were experiencing moral distress. After presenting these anecdotal findings to the Magnet® project director, the nurse educator collaborated with a faculty member (Catherine Robichaux [CR]) to obtain research-based results regarding registered nurses’ levels of moral distress and their perceptions of the ethical climate (Sauerland et al., 2014, 2015).

The findings from the moral distress/ethical climate study were presented to the hospital chief nursing officer (CNO), nursing directors, and members of administration. As a result, and in conjunction with recommendations by Magnet consultants, a nursing ethics council (NEC) and unit-based ethics steward program were developed. The council meets monthly and has representatives from various units in addition to members from other disciplines such as child life and physical therapy. Meeting agendas may include identified ethics educational topics presented by members or invited speakers and/or open discussion of members’ concerns. For example, responses to the two open-ended questions in the study described many instances of bullying and lateral violence. Consequently, one NEC meeting discussed relevant provisions and interpretive statements from the Code of Ethics (Interpretive statements 1.5 and 6.3, ANA, 2015) that specifically address these issues. As avoidance is the most common conflict resolution approach used by many nurses in such damaging interactions, conflict engagement strategies and skills were presented and practiced. These skills and strategies were further reinforced at a follow-up conference. Reluctance to use formal avenues to report bullying/lateral violence behaviors because of fear of retaliation or the belief that “nothing will be done” was addressed by having a representative from the risk department address the NEC. Nurses were also informed of the process involved in requesting and participating in an ethics consultation that is also available as a podcast on the hospital intranet.

NEC meetings serve as a safe place for participants to share their stories and those of patients and families and to gain support to face ethical challenges. This sharing of narratives is believed to enhance ethics knowledge and contribute to the development of resilience and a moral community (Austin, 2012; Lawrence & Maitlis, 2012). These strategies could be adapted for use in individual units or the overall facility in which nurses are employed.
CHAPTER 2  ▪ Developing Ethical Skills: A Framework

CONCLUSION

This chapter presented a four-component framework for developing ethical skills in nursing practice: sensitivity, judgment, motivation, and action. Analyzing and clarifying personal values were identified as a preliminary step to exploring and refining ethical sensitivity, the ability to identify and distinguish situations with ethical content from those that are practical or decisional in nature. Application of an ethical judgment or decision-making model was discussed in addition to strategies to maintain motivation through moral courage. Approaches to overcoming barriers to implementation of a chosen ethical action were presented. Practical methods to develop ethical skills such as nursing ethics groups, ethics rounds, and journal clubs were identified.

Critical Thinking Questions and Exercises

1. Using the following websites, describe your personal values and how they may or may not have affected your interpretation of a recent ethical situation.
   http://cbwc.ca/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/Values-Clarification.pdf

2. Explore the ethical decision making frameworks in the links provided. Discuss the similarities and differences with the framework provided in this chapter.
   http://depts.washington.edu/bioethx/tools/4boxes.html
   https://www.scu.edu/ethics/ethics-resources/ethical-decision-making/
   a-framework-for-ethical-decision-making/

3. Using the websites provided as follows, that of another professional nursing organization, library, or the references from this chapter, choose a relevant ethics article, source, or online CE offering to discuss with nursing peers.
   http://www.nursingworld.org/MainMenuCategories/EthicsStandards/Resources
   http://www.bioethicsinstitute.org/nursing-ethics-summit-report/resources
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Skills and Resources for Ethical Decision Making
Using Ethical Decision Making and Communication Skills to Minimize Conflict

Douglas Houghton

LEARNING OBJECTIVES AND OUTCOMES

Upon completion of this chapter, the reader will be able to:

- Understand the types of health care decisions faced by patients/families
- Describe several types of advance care planning and documentation
- Understand the role of the surrogate decision maker in health care settings
- Describe the role of cultural background on the communication and decision-making processes
- Describe important components of the communication process between the health care team and patients/surrogates
- Understand the role of the nurse in the communication and decision-making processes in health care situations
- Describe key elements of the goals-of-care conference
- Discuss strategies to minimize conflict in the health care decision-making process

DECISION MAKING AND HEALTH CARE

As RNs, we know that health care consumers (i.e., our patients) often face some of the most challenging decision situations imaginable. These decisions are challenging due to the often serious consequences of these decisions; it is not
an exaggeration to state that life or death may be in the balance. These decisions may be made for oneself or for loved ones while serving as their surrogate, and may need to be made based on information given by a health care provider (HCP) they do not know well, if at all. The health issues at stake and prognoses given may be difficult to understand clearly for decision makers without health care experience. Additionally, in the inpatient environment these critical decisions are frequently made at a time of emotional distress, exhaustion, uncertainty, and fear. Communication between the patient/family and health care team may be limited or nonexistent, misunderstood, or fail to address prognosis and meaningful goals of care. Consequently, conflict is a common occurrence between involved parties in health care decisions (Kayser, 2014). This conflict may arise between HCPs and families, HCPs and patients and families, or within families themselves. Fortunately, knowledge of available evidence from pertinent research, strong communication skills, and a sound ethical decision-making framework can minimize such conflict. RNs need a strong set of communication and conflict resolution skills and an understanding of the multiple factors that may influence the health care decision-making process, so that they may provide expert guidance to support patients and families during this often-complex process. These skills are an essential Quality and Safety Education for Nurses (QSEN) competency.

Case Scenario

AJ is a 22-year-old male, whose family has recently located to south Florida from Colombia. AJ has had a high-speed motorcycle crash and sustained life-threatening injuries, including multiple rib fractures, a pelvic fracture, and a severe traumatic brain injury (TBI). He had difficulty breathing at the scene and was endotracheally intubated by paramedics en route, but only after much difficulty during which he experienced a 5-minute hypoxic period. He arrived at the trauma center with a Glasgow Coma Score (GCS) of 3. He is admitted to the intensive care unit with respiratory distress, anemia related to bleeding from his pelvic fracture, and altered mental status from his TBI. His primary nurse is Kevin, a Caucasian male from upstate New York. Kevin has 10 years of experience as an RN in critical care, and 5 years in his current position. Kevin is keenly aware of the long and complicated hospital course that AJ will likely experience.

Importance and Types of Decisions in Health Care

Most everyday treatment decisions in health care in the United States are made collaboratively between mentally competent patients and providers. Whether or not to start a new medication for a chronic illness, undergo recommended routine screening exams, and how to execute a plan to quit
smoking are common scenarios in routine outpatient care which elicit minimal drama and contain little or no ethical content. However, health care decisions become much more complicated in the acute care or inpatient setting. These decisions may involve life and death, comfort or pain, and may require patients, families, and providers to make end-of-life care decisions they are not prepared to face. There is often little or no relationship between the patient and these HCPs, and there is the added stress of an acute illness and hospitalization. The illness or injury leading to the hospitalization may have been unexpected, or it may be an exacerbation of a chronic health condition. Guiding patients and decision makers through end-of-life care choices poses a particularly significant and complex problem often faced by nurses. In spite of significant national efforts by the health care community to improve end-of-life care, a recent study showed that patient/surrogate reports of pain, depression, confusion, and other symptoms actually increased during the time period from 1998 to 2010 (Singer et al., 2015).

Unfortunately, many older persons and even those with chronic illnesses fail to clarify the kind of care they would prefer in the event they become unable to decide for themselves. Only about one quarter of the U.S. adult population has some type of advance directive describing what kind of care they would like at the end of life. This number approaches 50% in senior populations, but this leaves a vast number of Americans without clearly described wishes should a health crisis arise (Institute of Medicine, 2014). These numbers demonstrate that a great deal of ambiguity often exists for those left to decide among care options for incapacitated loved ones. The advance care planning process can eliminate or ease the concerns of health care surrogates and HCPs and help ensure that care provided is consistent with patient values and wishes. Nurses can play a key role in educating the public and their own patients about available options, and encouraging them to complete some type of advance directive. See Box 3.1 for a description of advance care planning options.

Questions to Consider Before Reading On

1. Do you have an advance directive stating the kind of care you would prefer? How about your loved ones?

2. How would you assist a patient/family in understanding the advance care planning options presented in Box 3.1?

Influencing Factors in Health Care Decision Making

Many factors influence the decision-making process, including personal values and culture (of both the provider and the patient/family), level of education, religion, prognostic (un)certainty, and patient/family trust in the HCP (Institute of Medicine, 2014; Philipsen, Murray, Wood, Bell-Hawkins, & Setlow, 2013). The influence of culture is pervasive, and providers must
often listen diligently in order to hear and understand cultural nuances in communication and decision-making styles (Pascual & Marks, 2014). Race and religion have been demonstrated to have a significant effect on illness perception by patients and families, which may result in a situational “perception gap” between patient/families and providers (Ford, Zapka, Gebregziabher, Yang, Sterba, 2010). Cultural background has been found to influence end-of-life care costs, with Black and Hispanic groups choosing more aggressive support and costly care near the end of life (Hanchate, Kronman, Young-Xu, Ash, Emanuel, 2009; Institute of Medicine, 2014; Johnson et al., 2010). Level of religiosity has also been identified as a predictor of more aggressive life support choices (Pew Research Center, 2013; Phelps et al., 2009). Caution must be used when applying such research data to individual situations, since wide variations exist within cultural groups. Nurses must also be aware

---

**Box 3.1**

**Advance Care Planning Options**

**Definition of advance care planning:** A process of ongoing discussions regarding one’s wishes for future medical care, particularly end-of-life care. Participants may include individual patients, families or support systems, HCPs, and legal representatives.

**Advance directives:** Patient-initiated documents that describe future care wishes or name a health care surrogate should the patient be incapacitated. These include:

- *Living will:* a document describing care preferences should the patient be medically determined to be in terminal condition.
- *Durable power of attorney for health care:* written legal designation of a person named by the patient to make health care decisions for the patient should he or she be incapacitated.

**Medical orders:** Order sets created and signed with a physician or other HCP governing emergency, inpatient, and/or end-of-life care for a seriously ill person. These may include:

- *Physician orders for life-sustaining treatment (POLST):* medical orders covering a range of care topics common in serious or terminal illness, to designed to cross-care settings. Appropriate for frail or terminally ill persons, binding in many states (www.polst.org).
- *Do-not-resuscitate, allow natural death, do-not-hospitalize, do-not-intubate:* medical orders written to apply in a given health care setting governing end-of-life care.

Adapted from Institute of Medicine (2014).
of the effect of their own cultural background on their values, decision styles, and communication styles. This is particularly relevant in the United States, a country with significant cultural diversity. Some groups may reflect blending of cultural norms through assimilation (“hyphenated” groups, such as African American, Irish American, Italian American), while others remain largely true to their culture of origin (Purnell, 2012).

**Communication Styles**

Communication is an essential part of the decision-making process. It is vital that necessary information such as prognosis is communicated from the health care team to the patient/surrogate, and equally important that the patient/surrogate communicate patient preferences, values, and questions to the team. Culture influences how we prefer to receive and transmit information to others, and significant conflict can result if communication (HCP–patient–surrogate) is not effective. Awareness of our own communication style and how it may differ from that of the patient/surrogate is key to providing culturally sensitive and high-quality health care in a multicultural society such as the United States (Purnell, 2012). In U.S. and Western European cultures (predominantly individualistic cultures), communication styles are more direct, with eye contact being common and a sign of attention. In collectivistic cultures such as Japan, India, and many Latin cultures, communication may be less direct and contain significant nonverbal cues (Giri, 2006). Nurses providing care to persons of cultures other than their own are encouraged to become familiar with cultural variances, particularly with regard to health beliefs, end-of-life beliefs and practices, and communication styles.

**Decision-Making Styles**

As with communication style, culture also has a profound influence on how patients/surrogates make decisions. Collectivist-oriented cultures place more value on the social impact of situations, and may undertake the decision process as a family group instead of as individual members making autonomous decisions. Family conferences may include a large number of participants, which may be intimidating for some clinicians. The patient/surrogate may consult clergy members to participate and offer opinions in the decision-making process.

In contrast, predominantly individualist cultures like the United States emphasize personal responsibility for decision making, and for the consequences of the decision process. Gathering information through asking questions and an active, assertive decision process and conflict resolution style is the norm. Individual patients/surrogates who are not accustomed to the predominantly direct, decisive communication and decision-making style of U.S. HCPs may find it difficult to communicate health care preferences and decisions in this fashion (Guess, 2004; Purnell, 2012; Ting-Toomey & Chung, 2011).
Questions to Consider Before Reading On

1. Have you or a peer experienced a patient/family care situation in which culture (either your own or that of the patient/family) may have influenced the communication/decision-making process?

2. How could cultural awareness and competence improve this process in the future?

Case Scenario (continued)

AJ’s family arrives at the trauma center. They are brought to the intensive care unit to see AJ for the first time. His family consists of his mother, 52, his father, 54, two younger sisters ages 12 and 14, and an uncle (his father’s brother). They speak only Spanish, as they have been in the country for only 6 months. AJ’s parents do not allow his sisters to see him, as they are afraid they may be overwhelmed and faint. His father, mother, and uncle proceed to the bedside. They are shocked by the sight of AJ, whose body is swollen and has multiple severe skin abrasions and lacerations.

AJ’s family is greeted by Kevin, his nurse. Kevin speaks some Spanish and he is able to communicate basic information to the family. AJ’s mother is very emotional, crying, and unable to focus well on what Kevin is telling them. Kevin, knowing that many health care decisions will need to be made for AJ, calls both AJ’s primary physician, Dr. B, and the unit social worker in order to arrange an informational meeting and to complete paperwork to designate AJ’s mother or father to serve as his health care surrogate (or proxy) while he is incapacitated. Kevin also calls for professional interpreter assistance, knowing that the family speaks little English.

The Role of the Surrogate in Decision Making

In Western society, the ethical principle of autonomy has come to dominate the health care decision-making process. The right of the patients to decide for themselves is supported by significant medical-legal precedent cases, which include support for decisions made by health care surrogates on behalf of incapacitated patients, in accordance with state laws (Wolf, Berlinger, & Jennings, 2015). Recent data show that more than 40% of older hospitalized patients are unable to make their own informed choices about health care options due to acute or chronic illness–related reasons and require involvement of a surrogate; 23% were completely reliant upon a surrogate decision maker (Torke et al., 2014). As described previously, many people fail to actively participate in the advance care planning process, leaving surrogate decision makers without clear guidance as to what type or level of care the individual would prefer in a health care situation, should they be unable to decide for themselves.
Conversely, the events leading to a health care crisis may have been unanticipated, as in the case of a young trauma victim who had been previously in good health. Nurses in an inpatient environment will frequently be working with and supporting surrogate decision makers, which serves to protect the patient’s autonomy.

From an ethical perspective, the surrogate has a duty to act in accordance with the patient’s preferences and values, if such had been expressed verbally or in writing. The primary ethical principle guiding decision making is autonomy, although the principles of caring and beneficence are also applicable to the surrogate decision-making process. Many health care surrogates struggle in their role due to multiple emotional and cognitive factors, leading to profound distress. Surrogates who have no prior experience in the role, as well as those who had not engaged in prior discussions with the patient about their treatment preferences, have reported increased stress and decreased confidence in their ability to act for the patient (Majesko, Hong, Weissfeld, & White, 2012). Nurses can improve and support the decision-making process of surrogates by educating them on their role, emphasizing that all decisions made should reflect the patients’ wishes and values and how they would likely decide for themselves if they were able to do so (the legal concept of “substituted judgment”). Should surrogates have no direct knowledge of patients or their values prior to their incapacity, the standard for decision making is “best interest,” which requires that surrogates decide (in their judgment) what decision or course of treatment would be in the best interest of patients. This triad (HCP–surrogate–patient) complicates the decision-making process, in addition to the fact that patients who require surrogates are sicker, have more in-hospital transfers, and more often die when compared to patients who do not require surrogates (Torke et al., 2014).

Questions to Consider Before Reading On

1. Who would serve as AJ’s surrogate decision maker if his parents were unavailable?

2. As the nurse caring for AJ, how should Kevin assist this surrogate to understand his or her role?

The Role of the Health Care Provider in Decision Making

HCPs, most commonly physicians, are the primary source of medical information regarding patient condition and prognosis for recovery. This role may also be filled or supplemented by a nurse practitioner or physician assistant. The communication of this information in a respectful, complete, and understandable manner is essential to an ethical decision-making process reflecting virtue, caring, and beneficence. Establishing a trusting relationship and making time to elicit patient values are critical, especially in situations where end-of-life choices are needed (Cook & Rocker, 2014; Kayser, 2014). An
important nursing role is to ensure that the communication process is taking place, identify any anticipated problems, and help clarify care options with patients, families, and surrogates.

Provider decision-making behaviors can be described in four common roles:

- Informative (HCP provides information only, no guidance.)
- Facilitative (HCP provides information, elicits patient preferences, and guides the surrogate in his or her decision-making process to apply these preferences.)
- Collaborative (HCP provides information, elicits patient preferences, provides surrogate guidance, and makes a recommendation.) This may also be described as a shared decision-making model, which is most often recommended by professional guidelines, societies, and available evidence.
- Directive, or paternal (HCP makes a decision without patient/surrogate consultation.) This is less often recommended but may be appropriate for some situations such as emergencies or routine medical care (Cook & Rocker, 2014; Manara, 2015; Uy, White, Mohan, Arnold, & Barnato, 2013).

A recent U.S. study of physicians’ decision-making roles in a simulated intensive care unit scenario identified 1% as informative, 49% were facilitative, 37% were collaborative, and 12% used a directive role (Uy, White, Mohan, Arnold, & Barnato, 2013). Another large survey of critical care physicians found that the vast majority of critical care physicians feel comfortable making life support recommendations (92%) and believe it is appropriate for them to do so (93%); however, only 22% reported always doing so (Brush, Rasinski, Hall, & Alexander, 2012). Debate continues in medical literature regarding the role of the physician and his or her responsibility to make treatment recommendations to patients/surrogates (Hutchinson, 2015; Veatch, 2015), although a shared decision-making model is recommended by the Society for Critical Care Medicine and the American Association of Critical Care Nurses, among others. A recent joint policy statement from multiple medical and nursing organizations explicitly states that “it is ethically untenable to give complete authority for treatment decisions to either patient/surrogates or individual clinicians. Instead, clinicians and patient/surrogates should work collaboratively to make treatment decisions” (Bosslet, 2015).

An important part of the role of nurses in patient/family discussions is to identify their own values and biases, and make every attempt to distance their own views from the expressed wishes of the patient, should there be any. The acknowledgment and setting aside of one’s own biases and values reflect an understanding of the ethical concept of nonmaleficence. Cultural and personal values may conflict with those of the patient/surrogate, leading to moral distress on the part of the nurse and other providers when they are
asked to provide care they believe is inappropriate, burdensome, or nonbeneficial to the patient (Keyser, 2014; Pascual & Marks, 2014).

**Case Scenario (continued)**

Kevin, Dr. B, the social worker, an interpreter, and AJ’s mother, father, and uncle meet in the unit conference room. Dr. B, through the interpreter, describes AJ’s prognosis, multiple injuries, and what needs to be done at present. The prognosis for functional recovery is very poor, because of anoxic brain damage from the prolonged period when AJ was not able to breathe well. His other injuries are severe but likely survivable in a young healthy person. His pelvic fracture would need surgical repair, but because of AJ’s poor neurological prognosis, Dr. B recommends not doing the surgery. He explains that this is because AJ will not walk due to his brain damage and the surgery would be extensive and has risks. AJ’s family appears overwhelmed and tearful, and his mother is repeating prayers aloud in Spanish through her tears. Kevin provides emotional support. Dr. B, knowing that the family will need time to process the prognosis, says he must leave but schedules another meeting in 2 days. The family asks if they may bring other family members to the next meeting, and the team agrees to the request.

**Question to Consider Before Reading On**

1. Have you or a peer experienced a patient/family care situation in which you disagreed with a treatment decision because you believed it to be inappropriate, burdensome, or nonbeneficial? What was the outcome? What were your feelings?

**The Role of the Nurse in the Decision-Making Process**

The nurse plays a vital role in the health care decision-making process, since he or she is often the most visible and present member of the health care team, especially in the inpatient environment. Families often ask the nurse for his or her opinion when weighing care decisions, and informal, honest dialogue about the patient situation may help patients/surrogates clarify priorities and goals of care. Through application of the ethical concepts of virtue, caring, and beneficence, the RN can play a valuable role in helping patients/surrogates understand their choices and the ramifications of various options. The nurse can also support the patient/surrogate emotionally, advocate for them, and help them formulate questions and understand the choices they are facing. This is especially important when the patient/surrogate is of a different cultural background than the primary HCP responsible for the patient’s care. These actions are supported by the American Nurses Association’s (ANA) Code of Ethics (2015), Provision One, which states, “The nurse practices with compassion and respect for the inherent dignity, worth, and unique attributes of every person” (p. 1).
Guides to Inform Ethical Decision Making

James Rest’s four-component model (FCM; 1986), described in Chapter 2, and the framework for ethical decision making utilized in this book offer assistance to nurses seeking to provide guidance through the decision-making process for patients/surrogates and families. See Tables 3.1 and 3.2 for application of these models to the Case Scenario presented here.

Table 3.1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPONENT</th>
<th>NURSING CONSIDERATIONS AND ACTIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ethical sensitivity</td>
<td>Kevin knows that AJ’s family’s culture is different from his own. This awareness allows him to set aside his own values and guide the family through the decision-making process using their values and cultural norms, such as a family (collective) group decision-making process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethical judgment</td>
<td>Kevin is aware that the family’s inability to speak English impairs communication vital to the decision-making process. He knows this type of decision will be difficult for AJ’s family. He is aware that holding a conference with a large family group may be more difficult for Dr. B.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethical motivation</td>
<td>Kevin is motivated to assist the family in the decision process, in his nursing role as patient advocate. He does so knowing that the interpreter and multiple family members may make Dr. B uncomfortable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethical action</td>
<td>Kevin acted on his understanding of the family communication challenges. He secured interpreter services, and facilitated the presence of multiple family members and their clergyman in the care conference.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Rest (1986).
### Table 3.2

**Framework for Ethical Decision Making: Application to AJ’s Case Scenario**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VIRTUE</th>
<th>CARING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Does the proposed action uphold the nurses’ professional integrity?  Yes, Kevin acts as family advocate.</td>
<td>How does the proposed action support the care of the patient? Ensuring effective communication is vital to care-related decision making.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the proposed action (and how it is discussed) uphold honesty and transparency? Yes, through obtaining an interpreter and ensuring family understanding.</td>
<td>How does the proposed action support the patient’s relationships with family? With care providers? AJ’s family relationships are supported through Kevin’s actions, and family / provider trust is improved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the proposed action require any deviation from the nurses’ standard of care? No.</td>
<td>What cultural/social/religious/family issues need to be considered? Kevin knows that in many Latino cultures, a collective or group (family) decision-making process is common. He also understands the importance of encouraging the family to bring a religious representative for support.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the proposed action coalesce with how the nurse has dealt with similar situations in the past? Yes, Kevin has had similar experiences with different cultural groups and has learned from them.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AUTONOMY</th>
<th>BENEFICENCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Is the patient competent and capacitated to make decisions? No.</td>
<td>How can you the nurse help the patient’s physical and psychological health? In this case, Kevin’s responsibility as a nurse is to provide family-centered care as well as provision of skilled intensive care nursing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is the patient capable of expressing and choosing? No.</td>
<td>How does the proposed treatment, test, or action benefit the patient? Through facilitation of effective communication, AJ’s family is assisted in making care decisions on his behalf.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who is the decision maker? Kevin has facilitated the process of AJ’s father becoming his legal surrogate for decision making.</td>
<td>What are the likely positive outcomes of the nurses’ actions? The family may experience sadness and grief, but they will likely feel trust in AJ’s health care team.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the patient understand his/her condition? No, but Kevin acts to ensure that AJ’s family understands on AJ’s behalf.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
Table 3.2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AUTONOMY</th>
<th>BENEFICENCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What are the patient’s preferences?</td>
<td>In your professional opinion, what is best for the patient?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unfortunately these are not known in this case.</td>
<td>In this case, Kevin feels that it may be best to allow a peaceful death for AJ, knowing the long course of suffering ahead for both the patient and family. However, Kevin also knows that other values may lead to other choices and he must respect their choice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NONMALEFICENCE</td>
<td>JUSTICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are your biases?</td>
<td>What scarce resources are involved in patient care?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In this case, Kevin is aware of his bias toward not prolonging life support in the face of a grim prognosis.</td>
<td>Although the choice of long-term care for AJ will use expensive resources, no resources in question are particularly scarce.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What can be done to protect the patient?</td>
<td>What is the patient’s financial/insurance situation?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most important here is to ensure that AJ’s family truly understands the care choices available and their implications.</td>
<td>This is not addressed in the present Case Scenario, but this could be an important factor in other scenarios.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Would the proposed action cause harm or make the patient worse?</td>
<td>What are the larger social concerns?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>While the nurse may have conflicting feelings about what is ethically right in this case (i.e., potential future patient/family suffering), most important is supporting the patient physically while supporting his family through the decision-making process.</td>
<td>Discussions of the high cost of health care in the United States are applicable here, although caution is warranted in applying societal issues to individual cases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What negative outcomes are possible with and without the proposed action?</td>
<td>Legal concerns?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Through facilitating effective communication and family education, Kevin minimizes the possibility of them struggling to understand their options and make a choice. If he did not do so, their decision would not be truly informed.</td>
<td>None.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Institutional policy?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>None relevant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Public health interests?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Again, the U.S. citizenry must engage in national conversations about appropriate use of limited health care dollars. However, this should not be applied to this individual case.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: See Table 2.2 for a further description of Klugman’s decision-making model.
MINIMIZING CONFLICT IN THE DECISION-MAKING PROCESS

Health care has improved dramatically during the past several decades, enabling many people to live longer and healthier lives. However, this improvement has come at a cost. Our ability to keep many critical and terminally ill persons alive indefinitely through the use of aggressive and invasive care has caused countless ethical dilemmas (Institute of Medicine, 2014; Rothman, 2014). These dilemmas are problematic because making ethical decisions in these situations is incredibly complex and fraught with individual value and cultural judgments. Values held by nurses and other health care team members may conflict with the values of their patients/families. These situations often lead to moral distress on the part of health care team members who may find themselves providing care that they view as burdensome, futile, or a waste of resources (ethical concepts of nonmaleficence and justice). In addition, patients/surrogates/families often find themselves facing health care decisions with an unclear understanding of the situation and potential future consequences of these decisions. The nurse and the multidisciplinary team have a professional responsibility (ethical concepts of caring, virtue, and benevolence) to assist and guide decision makers through a difficult, confusing, and emotionally stressful time.

Questions to Consider Before Reading On

1. It is not uncommon for family members to ask nurses, “What would you do?” in situations such as Kevin’s. How would you answer this question?

2. What direction does the Code of Ethics provide for such a situation?

Establish Prognosis as Soon as Possible

At present, the vast majority of deaths in the intensive care unit occur after some type of limiting or withdrawing of aggressive life support therapies (Morgan, Varas, Pedroza, & Almoosa, 2013). The identification and management of persons who will not benefit from further aggressive interventions are extremely difficult and subjective. Few evidence-based tools have proven useful in prognosticating in complex patient care scenarios, leaving the establishment of prognosis in the hands of providers with varying degrees of skill, knowledge, and experience. Even in the most experienced hands, prognosis is often uncertain, which thwarts the ability of the patient/surrogate/HCP to make informed, ethical decisions. Often, the level of aggressiveness of life support interventions is based on unit/setting cultural norms and physicians’ practice styles (Hart et al., 2015). Even when the prognosis is clear to the health care team, we may fail to recognize that the patient/surrogate/family does not have the same understanding or perception of the clinical picture (Brown, 2014). This misunderstanding may be a result of an inadequate
communication process, health care team avoidance of prognosis discussions, lack of patient/family readiness to hear and accept a poor prognosis, or language and other cultural barriers (Brown, 2014; Chiarchiaro, Buddadhumaruk, Arnold, White, 2015; Pascual & Marks, 2015). It is recommended that the health care team discuss prognosis regularly and attempt to reach consensus among team members while making patient care rounds, to ensure that team members are prepared to discuss this prognosis with family from a unified position and that patients/surrogates/families do not receive conflicting messages from team members. Patient/surrogate/family education may also be useful in improving understanding of prognosis and life support measures and is an important role for nurses in acute care settings. A recent study found that an educational video presentation regarding cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) options improved patient and surrogate knowledge about CPR; however, this did not result in a change in documented resuscitation preferences (Wilson et al, 2015).

Establish Goals of Care as Early as Possible

Early HCP/patient/surrogate discussions to elicit patient values (if known), discuss prognosis, and establish goals of care are interventions well supported by professional guidelines from multiple Western medicine associations (Cook & Rocker, 2014; Truog et al., 2008; You, Fowler, Heyland, & CARENET, 2014). Despite this, these crucial conversations do not happen effectively for many critical or terminally ill persons. Many barriers to communication between the health care team and patients/families/surrogates exist, including provider avoidance or discomfort with the topic, lack of time, provider lack of end-of-life and communication training, and perceived lack of patient/family readiness to accept a poor prognosis (Durall, Zurakowski, & Wolfe, 2012; Iglesias, Pascual, & de Bengoa Vallejo, 2013). Recent research shows that goals of care and patient values are not addressed in a large number of patient/surrogate/HCP meetings (Scheunemann, Cunningham, Arnold, Buddadhumaruk, & White, 2015; You et al., 2014), demonstrating significant opportunity for improvement. If the patient prognosis is not yet clear, a trial of aggressive therapy may be warranted with curative therapy as the stated goal of care. Often, such trials of aggressive therapy may yield poor results (i.e., failure to improve patient health status) and therefore goals of care may need to be readdressed. This is a common scenario in the intensive care unit and may occur as a sudden shift from curative to palliative care, or in a step-wise fashion, first shifting to a practice of “no escalation of care” (continuation of current therapy, but no additional interventions/therapies). Morgan and colleagues (2013) found this goal of care shift preceded death in 30% of decedent patients in a large academic medical center. It is important that the primary HCP, usually the physician, consider the patient’s likely long-term functional prognosis when discussing care goals with patients/surrogates. Turnbull and
colleagues (2014), in a large survey of intensivists, showed that these professionals were 49% more likely to discuss withdrawal of aggressive support when they were asked to record the patient's likely 3-month functional prognosis. Nurses need to be involved in discussions of prognosis, in order to be able to clarify and discuss any patient/family/surrogate questions.

The previous data demonstrate the importance of goals of care discussions, occurring on a regular basis during the illness or hospitalization. An obvious reason that these discussions may not occur as often as they should is that HCPs do not relish being the bearer of bad news, and may dislike or feel uncomfortable relaying a poor prognosis to a patient/family and/or surrogate decision maker. The bedside nurse may play an important role in advocating for the patient and ensuring that regular goals of care discussions occur, with an honest and open communication process. This role is supported by the ethical concepts of virtue, caring, and beneficence. The ANA Code of Ethics for Nurses (2015) provides further ethical support for this nursing role in Provision Two: “The nurses’ primary commitment is to the patient, whether an individual, family, group, community, or population” (p. 5). Interpretive statement 2.1 (Primacy of the Patient’s Interests) of this provision describes the role of the nurse as patient advocate, ensuring that honest, open discussions about treatment options occur, as well as nursing duty to help resolve situations where the HCP treatment regimen may be in conflict with the values or desires of the patient. Key elements of goals of care conferences for seriously ill patients are described in Box 3.2.

**Box 3.2**

**Key Elements of Goals of Care Conferences for Seriously Ill Patients**

- Ask about prior patient discussions or documentation regarding the use of life-sustaining treatment.
- Offer to meet to discuss goals of care.
- Provide information about advance care planning to review prior to health care team discussion.
- Upon meeting, disclose prognosis.
- Ask about patients’ values and what is important to them.
- Provide information about outcomes, potential benefits, and risks of life-sustaining treatment.
- Provide information about outcomes, potential benefits, and risks of comfort measures.
- Prompt for questions about goals of care and plan of treatment.
- Provide time for patient/family to express fears and/or concerns.

(continued)
Two days later, the group meets again to discuss AJ's condition, prognosis, and goals of care. Five additional family members are present; several cousins, two aunts, and the family's clergyman, a Catholic priest. Kevin has facilitated the logistics of this meeting in spite of being quite busy caring for AJ and another patient, because he knows how important the meeting will be to ensure that goals of care are clarified for his patient AJ. AJ's father has been appointed his health care surrogate.

Further diagnostic testing has confirmed that AJ has significant anoxic brain damage, and his prognosis for neurological recovery is nil. As the interpreter relays this message from Dr. B to the family group, many break out in tears and exclamations. AJ's mother repeats, "No, no, no, it is not true" in Spanish while wringing her hands over and over. AJ's father appears stoic but grim faced. Dr. B offers two alternative plans of care: the first would be to perform a tracheostomy and gastrostomy, and seek placement for AJ in a long-term care facility; the second would be to choose comfort measures only and withdraw his ventilator support, artificial hydration and nutrition, allowing a natural death to occur. AJ's father becomes incensed when he hears that option suggested, and he loudly tells Dr. B that he will not give up on his son (in Spanish). He leaves the room and storms down the hall. Other family members are tearful and sob, holding each other for support. Kevin and the priest provide as much support as possible. Dr. B suggests that they meet again in 24 hours so that they may consider what they have heard.

Questions to Consider Before Reading On

1. Using the elements provided in Box 3.2, what should be addressed in the goals of care conference for AJ?

2. What information should be provided? What questions asked?

CASE SCENARIO (CONTINUED)

Two days later, the group meets again to discuss AJ's condition, prognosis, and goals of care. Five additional family members are present; several cousins, two aunts, and the family's clergyman, a Catholic priest. Kevin has facilitated the logistics of this meeting in spite of being quite busy caring for AJ and another patient, because he knows how important the meeting will be to ensure that goals of care are clarified for his patient AJ. AJ's father has been appointed his health care surrogate.

Further diagnostic testing has confirmed that AJ has significant anoxic brain damage, and his prognosis for neurological recovery is nil. As the interpreter relays this message from Dr. B to the family group, many break out in tears and exclamations. AJ's mother repeats, "No, no, no, it is not true" in Spanish while wringing her hands over and over. AJ's father appears stoic but grim faced. Dr. B offers two alternative plans of care: the first would be to perform a tracheostomy and gastrostomy, and seek placement for AJ in a long-term care facility; the second would be to choose comfort measures only and withdraw his ventilator support, artificial hydration and nutrition, allowing a natural death to occur. AJ's father becomes incensed when he hears that option suggested, and he loudly tells Dr. B that he will not give up on his son (in Spanish). He leaves the room and storms down the hall. Other family members are tearful and sob, holding each other for support. Kevin and the priest provide as much support as possible. Dr. B suggests that they meet again in 24 hours so that they may consider what they have heard.
EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION STRATEGIES

Making informed decisions (autonomy) requires information, and communicating information effectively requires patience, self-awareness, and skill. Information regarding patient prognosis and available care options must be communicated from the lead HCP/physician to the patient/family/surrogate, and information regarding patient values, questions, and goals of care must in turn be communicated from the patient/surrogate to the lead HCP/physician. Communication styles vary significantly among cultural groups and it is essential that nurses are keenly aware and sensitive to these variations. Native language and patient/family understanding of the health care team’s language is vital, and a professional interpreter should be used, not a family member. Even with a professional interpreter, care conferences using interpretation have been found to contain fewer elements of shared decision making and greater imbalance of physician/family speech (Van Cleave et al., 2014).

Significant opportunity for improvement exists in this vital communication and goal-setting process, as described in the Establish Goals of Care As Early As Possible section. In addition, a majority of family members consistently overestimate the patient’s prognosis for recovery after receiving prognostic information from the ICU team, which may adversely affect the decision-making process and lead to undue suffering for patients with a poor prognosis (Chiarchiaro et al., 2015). These data reveal that a significant communication gap frequently exists and likely contributes to team–patient/family conflict. This disconnect may jeopardize the honoring of patient preferences when they are known, due to a surrogate’s lack of understanding or acceptance of a poor patient prognosis. Thoughtful and consistent attention to the communication process and knowledge of available evidence-based strategies to improve HCP/patient/surrogate communication can decrease or eliminate much conflict and drama. Both the quality and the quantity of patient/family/team meetings are important, and regular, structured meetings providing written information to educate decision makers have been proven helpful in improvement of communication (Harvey, 2014; Scheunemann, McDevitt, Carson, & Hanson, 2011). Communication training for the multidisciplinary health care team has also demonstrated improved communication as a result and is recommended, in addition to consideration of early ethics and/or palliative care consultation if appropriate. These interventions improve family emotional outcomes and reduce ICU length of stay and treatment intensity (Scheunemann et al., 2011; Shaw, Davidson, Smilde, Sondoozi, & Agan, 2014). Effective communication with families may also be improved through attention to some key points, which are described in Box 3.3. Related evidence-based practice findings on family support are described in Box 3.4.
Box 3.3

**Effective Communication Strategies in the Health Care Environment**

**General Strategies**

1. Identify the patient/family-preferred communication style (individual, small group, or family unit).

2. Choose a time and place for the meeting that allows for unhurried, uninterrupted conversation.

3. Clarify patient/family/surrogate understanding of situation.

4. Assess the patient/family/surrogate readiness to hear information about prognosis.

5. Transmit information clearly (avoid jargon, assess understanding of medical terms).


**VALUE mnemonic**

- V = Value comments made by the family
- A = Acknowledge family emotions
- L = Listen
- U = Understand the patient as a person
- E = Elicit family questions

*Developed by U. Washington End-of-life Care Research Program; Lautrette et al. (2007).

Box 3.4

**Evidence-Based Practice—Family Support**

**Improve Family Satisfaction and Increase Decision-Making Participation**

**Problem:** Families of patients in this surgical intensive care unit were not satisfied with their level of participation in the decision-making process. There was also a family perception of a lack of multidisciplinary teamwork.

**Intervention:** The researchers developed an algorithm to bundles of communication interventions at specific points in the patient ICU

(continued)
Questions to Consider Before Reading On

1. Have you or a peer participated in a discussion or family conference in which communication and understanding were less than optimal? Describe the problems.

2. How could the strategies and evidence provided in Boxes 3.3 and 3.4 improve future discussions/conferences?

Sources of Conflict in Health Care Decision Making

Despite our best efforts, conflict is nearly inevitable when dealing with health situations that may be uncertain, unwelcome, unanticipated, and laden with personal preferences and value judgments. The emotional nature of health situations also contributes to a stressful decision-making process for all concerned, especially when the illness is sudden and life-threatening. When the values of the nurse (or other health care team member) are different from those of the patient/family, the nurse may experience moral distress from having to provide treatments with care team disagreement about prognosis and the viability of various treatment options.

- Patient/family misunderstanding of the situation or prognosis
- Lack of communication

Box 3.4

Evidence-Based Practice—Family Support (continued)

stay: at 24, 72, and 96 hours after unit admission. These bundles contained clinical triggers to expedite multidisciplinary care meetings as indicated by the patient condition, as well as specific family educational interventions (both written and verbal).

Results: Pre- and postintervention scores were compared for family participation in decision making (45% pre, 68% post) and perception of how well the health care team worked together (64% pre, 83% post).

Conclusions: Use of a structured family communication algorithm improved family satisfaction with decision making and perception of health care team functionality. Although specific to this unit, similar algorithms to improve family communication may provide similar positive outcomes.

Source: Huffines et al. (2013).
- Feeling that moving to comfort measures is a sign of “giving up” or failure
- Team loss of focus from macro- to micro-level (i.e., focus on small irrelevant gains and missing the “big picture”)
- Patient/family feelings of powerlessness
- Mistrust of the health care team

It may be useful to distinguish between ethical conflicts and decisional conflicts, as this may help the nurse frame the issue and act accordingly with decreased moral distress.

**Ethical Conflict**

A situation may be determined to contain ethical content when “an action performed or not performed has the potential to harm or benefit others” (Robichaux, 2012, p. 69). This harm in a health situation may include death, pain, disability, further injury, and emotional or spiritual suffering. Based on this definition, the vast majority of end-of-life care situations contain significant ethical content, making this a particularly complex decision-making arena. Patients/families as well as HCPs may experience ethical conflict, or an ethical dilemma, when ethical principles collide. As an example, a nurse caring for a seriously ill patient (unable to make his or her own decisions) knows that further aggressive treatment will only prolong suffering for the person. However, the decision maker for the patient chooses aggressive care instead of comfort care because the patient had “always been a fighter.” The nurse experiences ethical conflict between the principles of caring, beneficence, and nonmaleficence (knowing that further aggressive care will lead to prolonged suffering, and the nurse’s desire to do good for the patient) versus a desire to respect the autonomy of the patient/surrogate to make his or her own decisions. Provision 1.4 of the Code of Ethics for Nurses (ANA, 2015), the right to self-determination, helps clarify that in this example the primacy of the patient’s right to self-determination (through the surrogate) and the ethical principle of autonomy overshadows the nurse’s feelings of “doing wrong” for the patient. This example can also serve to demonstrate how this nurse may experience moral distress as a result of the situation.

**Decisional Conflict**

Decisional conflict may be defined as a situation in which differing values or preferences are the cause of the conflict. In this type of situation, the choices made and actions taken (or not taken) do not harm others (Robichaux, 2012). Often the consequences of various courses of action in health situations are uncertain, complicating our ability to choose or make recommendations
effectively. Decisional conflicts may exist within or between persons involved, often resulting from uncertainty about what choice is best for them, given the circumstances. This kind of conflict may often arise within families making choices for a family member, and also within health care teams where differing opinions may exist about the viability of various treatment options.

### Case Scenario (continued)

Twenty-four hours later, most of the group members meet again. Kevin and AJ’s night nurse Maria have spent significant efforts answering the family’s questions and educating them on the choices they face, trying consciously not to project their own values and opinions on the family. AJ’s father has regained his composure and he appears tense but not visibly angry. The mother relays to Kevin that the family has discussed the two alternative plans of care and has decided as a group that the family cannot give up on AJ. They will consent to a tracheostomy and gastrostomy for long-term care, and express hope that divine intervention will allow AJ to recover. Kevin and Dr. B personally disagree with the decision as they would not want that for themselves knowing the grim future for AJ and his family, but they support the family in their decision and do not voice their opinions, knowing that different values guide AJ’s family’s decision.

### Resolving Conflict Effectively

Conflict exists in epidemic proportions in health care situations, especially those in the acute and critical care environment where patient/family stress, surrogate decision making, and emotional exhaustion are common (Institute of Medicine, 2014; Kayser, 2014; Long & Curtis, 2013). Practicing nurses are likely to be drawn into these conflicts, and Provision 2.1 of the Code of Ethics, Primacy of the Patients’ Interests (ANA, 2015) clarifies the role of the nurse in supporting the patients in resolving conflicts and assisting them in understanding all available treatment options. As the profession consistently rated as the most trusted (Gallup, 2014), nurses are strongly positioned to resolve conflicts effectively.

Recent data also reveal a significant disconnect in perceived conflict between physicians and patients/families. Either the physician or the surrogate identified conflict in 63% of cases in a four-ICU study, but the agreement between physicians and surrogates regarding the presence of conflict was poor, revealing a “perception gap” between the health care team and the surrogate (Schuster, Hong, Arnold, & White, 2013). Conflict contributes to adverse patient outcomes, and resolution of conflict between the health care team and patient/surrogates is a critical step toward improving care, especially end-of-life care. This conflict also contributes to burnout (and/or moral distress), anxiety, mistrust, and patient/family dissatisfaction (Institute of Medicine, 2014). A consensus working definition of conflict in critical care is
“a dispute, disagreement, or difference of opinion related to the management of a patient in the ICU involving more than one individual and requiring some decision or action” (Fassier & Azoulay, 2010). These situations may arise in any clinical area, but are more common in the inpatient environment. In general, these conflicts arise in situations of inadequate or ineffective communication, or situations in which the patient/family has a poor opinion of the physician or health care team. Therefore, improving communication as described earlier is likely the most effective way to minimize conflict in health care situations. Valuable assistance may be received in conflict resolution via pastoral care, ethics, and/or palliative care consultations. However, in most cases, nursing intervention and patient advocacy to improve, clarify, or augment the communication process will be the most important conflict resolution tool.

**Question to Consider Before Reading On**

1. Do you think Kevin and Dr. B may experience moral distress in this case, since they did not agree personally with the choice that AJ’s family made? If so, how could they deal with those feelings? What resources should be available?

**CONCLUSION**

Making decisions in health care settings is challenging for patients, surrogates, nurses, and other members of the multidisciplinary health care team. Advance care planning is essential for any persons with significant health challenges or advanced age, and is recommended for all adults. These important health decisions and the ways in which they are made are strongly influenced by one’s cultural background, previous health care experiences, trust in the health care team, and the effectiveness of the communication process between all parties involved. Nurses play an important role in this decision-making process through patient advocacy, ensuring the integrity and effectiveness of the communication process, helping clarify the prognosis and its meaning to individual patient/family groups, and guiding decision makers through the decision process using a sound ethical framework. Ethical decision-making frameworks such as the FCM and the ethical framework described in this text can help guide nurses through the decision-making process by prompting thoughtful questions. Familiarity with the concepts they contain may help nurses minimize personal moral distress while advocating effectively for patients.
Critical Thinking Questions and Activities

1. In the case of AJ, what actions did the nurse take to uphold AJ’s autonomy?

2. What other actions could Nurse Kevin have taken to uphold the ethical principle of beneficence?

3. Is it ethical to bring a discussion of the patient financial/insurance status into the care conference discussions between the multidisciplinary team and the family? Explain.

4. “The global migration of populations presents nurses with the challenge of delivering care to unprecedented numbers of patients with health care beliefs and practices that may differ from their own” (Douglas et al., 2014, p.109). Read the guidelines for implementing culturally competent nursing care in the following link. Discuss how these guidelines were illustrated in the chapter Case Scenario and how they may be implemented in your current practice.
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Recognizing and Addressing Moral Distress in Nursing Practice: Personal, Professional, and Organizational Factors

Catherine Robichaux

LEARNING OBJECTIVES AND OUTCOMES

Upon completion of this chapter, the reader will be able to:

- Identify and discuss four responses to ethical situations: moral uncertainty, moral dilemma, moral distress, and moral residue
- Describe personal, professional, and organizational causes of moral distress
- Analyze current interventions and strategies to address moral distress at the personal, professional, and organizational levels

In a 2009 investigation, 71.6% of nurses and physicians from 24 countries reported experiencing an ethical conflict the week before completing the study survey (Azoulay et al., 2009). Current sources of ethical conflict reflect advances in technology, consumers’ expectations of medical care, differing values/goals, poor communication, disruptive provider behaviors, and a business-focused model of health care, among others (Pavlish, Hellyer, et al., 2015). As a nurse, you may encounter such conflicts on a daily basis and believe you know what kind of ethical action is needed, but are unable to act on that knowledge. This inaction may result in feelings of moral distress.
Marcia taught high school math for several years and then received her BSN 2 years ago at the age of 42. Recently, Marcia enrolled in the master in science nurse educator program at a smaller university. This semester, she is taking the clinical practicum course in which she and a faculty preceptor, Ann, have a group of eight senior associate degree students in a 40-bed medical–surgical unit. One of the students, Jackie, has been having difficulty in both the clinical and didactic components of the course and is often late in the morning and for clinical conferences. Marcia has recently observed Jackie conducting a very superficial physical assessment and documenting inaccurate findings in the patient's electronic record. When she attempts to discuss this situation with her, Jackie states, “You have no authority over me; you’re just a student, too!” Although Ann, the faculty preceptor, had Jackie repeat the physical assessment and correct her charting, Jackie continues to take shortcuts and narrowly avoids making a medication error on the following clinical day. Marcia decides to discuss her concerns regarding Jackie's competence and professionalism with Ann, who says “I agree, but she has been passed along by the other faculty and is about to graduate. The former dean didn't want to lose any more students from the program and I'm not sure about the new dean. In addition, Jackie works nights right now and is the main provider for her three kids. She really needs a better job, like nursing.” Marcia considers Ann's comments and thinks, “Well, I am just a student in this program and I don’t want to get in an argument with the dean or ruin Jackie’s chance for a career, but what if she continues to be unsafe?”

Marcia is both a student and a practicing nurse who has a primary professional obligation to protect patients; however, she does not want to harm her own career by potentially angering the dean of the school in which she is a student. Marcia is also concerned that the university faculty “passed along” Jackie and believes it should have been their responsibility to take action sooner in the program. She does not want to jeopardize Jackie's future and ability to care for her family, but is aware of Provision 3 of the Code of Ethics: “The nurse promotes, advocates for, and protects the rights, health, and safety of the patient” (ANA, 2015a, p. 9). In addition, Statement 3.3 mandates: “Nurse educators, whether in academics or direct care settings, must ensure that basic competence and commitment to professional standards exist prior to entry into practice” (p. 11). As the practicum continues, Jackie's clinical skills and didactic performance remain marginal and Marcia begins to have headaches and bouts of sleeplessness. Marcia is experiencing moral distress, described as the psychological, emotional, and physiological suffering that nurses and other health professionals endure when they act in ways that are inconsistent with deeply held ethical values, principles, or commitments (McCarthy & Gastmans, 2015). Another definition proposes that moral distress is “mental anguish as a result of being conscious of a morally appropriate action, which despite every effort cannot be performed owing to organizational or other constraints” (Schluter, Winch, Holzhauser, & Henderson, 2008, p. 306).
Despite its apparent prevalence across nursing specialties and among all health care disciplines, both nationally and internationally, moral distress remains a contested concept. For some, the notion of moral distress remains ambiguous and they maintain that further examination will not contribute to quality deliberation or ethical nursing practice (Johnstone & Hutchinson, 2015; Pauly, Varcoe, & Storch, 2012). Others propose that inattention to moral distress among nurses and other providers will continue to result in burnout and/or leaving the profession (Whitehead, Herbertson, Hamric, Epstein, & Fisher, 2015). To bridge this gap, Peter (2015) suggests that our understanding of moral distress has expanded and may serve as a window through which nurses and others can describe the nuances of their ethical experiences. She proposes that perhaps “we have asked too much of this concept [moral distress] by attempting to articulate more about the nature of nurses’ ethical lives than it can reliably hold” (p. 3). Although recognition of moral distress is essential, developing and implementing interventions to reduce its impact is critical. Thus, the purpose of this chapter is to describe the origins of moral distress, its contributing factors, and potential interventions designed to mitigate its deleterious effects on ethical nursing practice.

RESPONSES TO ETHICAL SITUATIONS

Question to Consider Before Reading On

1. How would you describe Marcia’s initial responses in this situation?

As initially described by philosopher Andrew Jameton in his book, *Nursing Practice: The Ethical Issues* (1984), and experienced by Marcia in the Case Scenario, moral distress can occur when a nurse or other provider believes he or she knows what ethical action is needed but is unable to act on that knowledge. Recall that in Chapters 1 and 2 we discussed Rest’s four-component model (FCM, 1986) for developing ethical skills or competence in nursing practice: sensitivity, judgment, motivation, and action. Moral distress inhibits or impedes motivation, resulting in inaction. This response to an ethical situation differs from other reactions described by Jameton (1984) and Rushton & Kurtz (2015), moral/ethical uncertainty, dilemmas, and conflicts, presented in Box 4.1.

CASE SCENARIO (CONTINUED)

If Marcia were unsure whether the situation with Jackie constituted an ethical issue or did not understand which ethical principles or provisions/statements from the Code of Ethics were relevant, she would be experiencing moral uncertainty. This uncertainty may be the result of lack of sensitivity or ethics (continued)
As discussed in Chapter 1, an ethical or moral dilemma occurs when there are two competing principles or values that are in opposition to one another. While each option may be ethically viable, only one may be chosen and the nurse may feel that he or she is compromising one value for another. Nursing care situations in which patient autonomy may be compromised to maintain safety and prevent harm are examples of possible ethical dilemmas. Differing values or goals of the organization may also conflict with those of the nurse or other provider. In the Case Scenario, Marcia may feel that her core values of protecting patients and maintaining professional standards conflict with the educational institution’s goal of retaining students.

Providers and others involved in an ethical dilemma may have opposing views about how the situation should be resolved, resulting in moral conflict. As Rushton and Kurtz (2015) observe, conflicts generally arise over disagreements about the goals of care or perceived treatment outcomes. They describe resuscitation status as a decision that may result in conflict among or within health care team members and the patient/family. The decision to resuscitate

**Case Scenario (continued)**

education and there may be no resolution of the issue. However, Marcia may still experience emotional or physical symptoms that suggest something is “not quite right” and continue with ethical deliberation and action as presented in the FCM.

**Box 4.1**

**Responses to Ethical Situations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Moral uncertainty</th>
<th>uncertainty about which ethical principles and/or provisions from the Code of Ethics apply in an ethical situation.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Moral dilemma</td>
<td>two ethically viable principles or goals are in opposition to each other in an ethical situation and only one may be chosen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moral conflict</td>
<td>stakeholders in an ethical situation have opposing views about how it should be resolved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moral distress</td>
<td>a nurse or other provider believes he or she knows what ethical action is needed but is unable to act on that knowledge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moral residue</td>
<td>painful feelings that remain after experiencing morally distressing situations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Jameton (1984); Rushton and Kurtz (2015).*

As discussed in Chapter 1, an ethical or moral dilemma occurs when there are two competing principles or values that are in opposition to one another. While each option may be ethically viable, only one may be chosen and the nurse may feel that he or she is compromising one value for another. Nursing care situations in which patient autonomy may be compromised to maintain safety and prevent harm are examples of possible ethical dilemmas. Differing values or goals of the organization may also conflict with those of the nurse or other provider. In the Case Scenario, Marcia may feel that her core values of protecting patients and maintaining professional standards conflict with the educational institution’s goal of retaining students.

Providers and others involved in an ethical dilemma may have opposing views about how the situation should be resolved, resulting in moral conflict. As Rushton and Kurtz (2015) observe, conflicts generally arise over disagreements about the goals of care or perceived treatment outcomes. They describe resuscitation status as a decision that may result in conflict among or within health care team members and the patient/family. The decision to resuscitate
extremely premature infants provides an example of this potential moral conflict (Molloy, Evans, & Coughlin, 2015). Those involved in the decision may have differing opinions regarding whether the benefits of resuscitation outweigh the risks of possible long-term health issues and compromised quality of life for the infants and families. The intensely emotional nature of such conflicts makes reasoning very difficult. In the communication process necessary to address these ethical conflicts, it is critical that those involved are not required to abandon their core values or professional integrity.

Questions to Consider Before Reading On

1. How would you define moral distress?
2. Do you believe you have experienced moral distress?
3. How did you learn to deal with it in your initial nursing program or in continuing education since you graduated?

DEFINING MORAL DISTRESS

In describing the origins of the concept of moral distress, Jameton (2013) discusses the introduction of bioethics courses in medical school curricula in the 1970s and 1980s. Faculty teaching these courses recognized that nurses and nursing students were very interested in the study of ethics and, consequently, the courses were offered campus wide. Although often labeled “medical ethics,” many more nurses enrolled in these courses than students in other health care professions. While faculty had previously taught major ethical theories and representative dilemmas that highlighted the central role of the physician, the predominance of nurses in the classroom shifted that focus. As a result, Jameton notes, Davis and Aroskar published one of the first modern nursing ethics books in 1978, Ethical Dilemmas and Nursing Practice.

Jameton (2013) observes that nurses in the ethics courses discussed concerns that were practical and relational in nature. As the time period (1970s–1980s) coincided with a beginning interest in feminism and feminist ethics, these concerns also included issues of powerlessness, inequality, and bureaucratic constraints on ethical nursing practice. Although many students had several years of clinical experience, Jameton states “they expressed little confidence in their own views” on ethical issues and expected to “receive little support from physicians or nursing administrators” (p. 298). The concept of moral distress then appeared to represent a more comprehensive depiction of nurses’ moral problems and challenges.

While the original definition of moral distress is credited to Jameton (1984), both he and Fowler (2015) maintain that Kramer’s 1974 work on reality shock in nursing predates his identification of the phenomenon. Kramer’s seminal research explored the transition of recently graduated nurses into the workforce and “the discrepancy and shock like reactions that follow”
(p. 19) when they realized that their professional values and identity were not congruent with or supported by the immediate practice environment and/or employing organization. Given the increasing complexity of the current health care environment, many contend that this reality shock continues and is perhaps even more serious today (Dyess & Sherman, 2010; Kramer, Brewer, & Maguire, 2013). This experience of reality shock is reflected in Jameton’s definition of moral distress, “one knows the right thing to do but institutional constraints make it nearly impossible to pursue the right course of action” (p. 6). As Epstein and Delgado (2009) observe, with moral distress, the appropriate or right action has been identified and discussion of the precipitating ethical situation is less critical. Rather, addressing moral distress requires consideration of both personal and professional factors and identification of organizational constraints.

**CAUSES OF MORAL DISTRESS**

**Personal and Professional Factors**

While Jameton’s original definition of moral distress focused on organizational constraints on moral action, others propose that personal factors also hinder ethical practice (Epstein & Hamric, 2009; Rushton & Kurtz, 2015; Webster & Bayliss, 2000). In addition to those personal characteristics and internal constraints discussed in Chapter 2, such as individual values, protecting one’s position, or lack of ethical sensitivity, these authors include perceived powerlessness, past experiences, and emotional stability.

**Perceived Powerlessness**

The often hierarchal nature of the health care system contributes to power differentials based on whose work may be considered more important (Pavlish, Brown–Saltzman, et al., 2015). As a result, nurses may feel that they have little influence on directing patient care or on decision making in general. Implementing the decisions of others while lacking authority and experiencing increased responsibility may contribute to moral distress. In the Case Scenario, Marcia may feel powerless as she is “just a student” and has to adhere to the decisions of the dean and faculty while feeling responsible for the impact of Jackie’s incompetence on present and future patient care.

**Past Experiences**

In studies exploring moral distress in nursing, several researchers found that those who had been in practice for a longer period experienced more moral distress than those newer to the profession (Epstein & Delgado, 2010; Sauerland, Marotta, Peinemann, Berndt, & Robichaux, 2014; Sauerland, Marotta, Peinemann, Berndt, & Robichaux, 2015). As those past experiences causing moral distress may recur, nurses can have a “here we go again” response
associated with dread, helplessness, and disengagement. These recurrent ethical situations may or may not be resolved and the painful feelings linger, resulting in moral residue. As defined by Webster and Bayliss (2000), moral residue is “that which each of us carries with us from those times in our lives when in the face of moral distress we have seriously compromised ourselves or allowed ourselves to be compromised” (p. 208). Frequent situations associated with moral distress and residue include providing aggressive, prolonged futile care, working with incompetent clinicians, and conflicts with other health care providers (Hamric, Borchers, & Epstein, 2012; Sauerland et al., 2014, 2015; Whitehead et al., 2015).

While nurses and other providers who have been practicing longer may have higher levels of moral distress, those newer to the profession may also be susceptible to its damaging effects. Indeed, the resulting “reality shock” and moral distress experienced by novice nurses have been identified among undergraduate nursing students who report witnessing poor nursing practice and experiencing bullying from preceptors (Grady, 2014; Sasso et al., 2015; Yoes, 2012). Students and recent graduates may not have sufficient experience and coping skills to address such morally distressing situations and/or may not be aware of existing resources to assist them.

CASE SCENARIO (CONTINUED)

Returning to the Case Scenario, Marcia continues to think about her preceptor Ann’s comments regarding the former dean’s goal of retaining students in the associate degree nursing (ADN) program. Marcia realizes that she is unfamiliar with the academic role of the nursing instructor; however, she is aware of the impact that “passing along” unprepared students has on faculty and the reputation of a school. Having taught high school for several years, Marcia recalls students who should not have progressed from the previous year into her class. These students continued to struggle and Marcia believed that the school was doing them a disservice. At that time, she spoke with the principal about her concerns and the potential repercussions for the school if the students could not pass state-mandated examinations. Her experience and maturity enabled Marcia to discuss the issue in a calm manner and the principal listened to her concerns and agreed to address the issue. After reflecting on this experience, Marcia talks with Ann, and they decide to make an appointment to speak with the dean of the nursing school.

Emotional Stability

Rushton and Kurtz (2015) state that a nurse’s ability to remain mentally and emotionally stable in morally distressing situations may also be a factor in his or her experience of moral distress. Feeling helpless or unable to act in these circumstances can initiate stress responses such as “fight (anger), flight (abandonment), or freeze (numbing)” (p. 13). The fact that nurses are expected to be stoic and endure without overt reaction may add to these overwhelming
stress responses. The experience of emergency department (ED) nurses working in resuscitation rooms provides a graphic example of struggling to maintain emotional control in these situations.

Houghtaling (2012) describes the moral suffering of nurses in the ED, who often witness unnecessary suffering and must perform painful procedures while “literally holding themselves together”: “When seconds are all these nurses have, there is no time to premeditate or look inward; they must perform—whether or not they agree with the care practices that are carried out in the situation immediately unfolding around them” (p. 235). The stress and pressure to endure in such scenarios may cause the nurse to vent his or her frustration on another staff member and/or experience moral distress and moral residue. Houghtaling suggests that when nurses learn to recognize highly volatile and morally, ethically charged dilemmas, they may become more effective in finding skills within themselves to maintain a sense of well-being and balance. Strategies to increase resilience and mental/emotional stability when experiencing moral distress are discussed in the section on addressing moral distress.

Organizational Factors

**Question to Consider Before Reading On**

1. How would you describe the ethical climate in the organization in which you currently work or have worked in the past?

Ethical climate is described as the organizational conditions and practices in which problems with ethical implications are identified, discussed, and decided (Olson, 1998). As discussed in Chapter 2, moral distress can be exacerbated in organizations with a deficient ethical climate. Fear of reprisal for actions and/or limited access to ethics resources when dealing with ethical situations can result in moral distress. Additional institutional factors include lack of ethical, supervisory support, inadequate and/or incompetent staff, excessive workloads, and bullying, lateral violence, incivility, and workplace violence (Hamric, 2014; Whitehead et al., 2015). These organizational influences may create sources of moral distress and inhibit its resolution. Several of these factors are discussed in more detail as follows.

**Lack of Ethical, Supervisory Support**

**Question to Consider Before Reading On**

1. What level of ethical, supervisory support have you received where you are currently employed or have been employed in the past?

Effective, supportive leadership is essential to ethical nursing practice and is associated with a healthy work environment, improved patient safety and satisfaction, and decreased nurse turnover (Laschinger & Smith, 2013; Zook,
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2014). Lack of such leadership can contribute to or directly cause moral distress (De Veer, Francke, Struijs, & Willems, 2013; Galletta, Portoghese, Battistelli, & Leiter, 2013). As noted previously, if the nurse feels that he or she will not be supported when speaking up in an ethical situation, patient safety may be compromised and nurse moral integrity impaired.

While supportive, ethical leadership has been examined extensively in the business literature, it has received far less attention in nursing (Makaroff, Storch, Pauly, & Newton, 2014; Storch, Makaroff, Pauly, & Newton, 2013). Although leadership theories discussed in nursing contain moral components and behaviors, ethical leaders focus explicitly on ethical obligations and guidelines and hold others accountable to do the same. Thus, their potential impact goes beyond simply increasing sensitivity to ethical issues and standards. Peers and employees trust ethical leaders and display more positive attitudes and greater job performance because of this heightened trust. In addition, these nurse leaders may influence the ethical conduct of others by modeling critical thinking and action regarding situations with ethical content (Zheng et al., 2015). The importance of ethical, supervisory support and leadership to ethical nursing practice is discussed more fully in Chapter 10.

**CASE SCENARIO (CONTINUED)**

Returning to the Case Scenario, Marcia and Ann arrive for their appointment with the dean of the nursing school and are escorted into her office. Marcia describes their concerns regarding Jackie’s clinical competence and lack of attention to constructive feedback from both her and Ann. Marcia shares her distress regarding possibly jeopardizing Jackie’s future but believes it is a professional, ethical responsibility to share their assessment. Dr. B, the dean, thanks Marcia and Ann for coming forward with their honest appraisal. She continues by adding that nurses in all roles, including education, administration, and research, share the primary, ethical commitment of providing high-quality care to the patient. Dr. B then refers to interpretive statement 7.3 in the Code of Ethics (2015a), “Academic educators must also seek to ensure that all their graduates possess the knowledge, skills, and moral dispositions that are essential to nursing” (p. 28). Dr. B states that she, Marcia, and Ann will meet with Jackie to discuss her continued progression in the program. She also notes that, as contained in the undergraduate student handbook, students who have a documented pattern of unsafe or unprofessional clinical performance and have not improved following remediation may not be permitted to repeat the course. After leaving the dean’s office, Ann thanks Marcia for arranging the appointment and states, “I feel more supported now in making these difficult decisions about students.”
Inadequate and/or Incompetent Staff

Questions to Consider Before Reading On

1. Have you ever worked with incompetent staff?
2. What was the outcome?
3. Use the Box 4.2 to assess any personal, professional, or organizational factors that are present where you are employed that may lead to moral distress.

Several studies that have used the original Moral Distress Scale (MDS; Corley, Elswick, Gorman, & Clor, 2001) or the revised version (MDS-R; Hamric et al., 2012) or a qualitative, open-ended survey reported that nurses and other providers identified working with inadequate and/or incompetent staff as both highly distressing and occurring frequently (Sauerland et al., 2014, 2015; Wilson, Goettemoeller, Bevan, & McCord, 2013). In addition, research participants described providers who offered less than optimal treatment that did not meet the standard of care, witnessing poor patient care because of inadequate staff communication. Despite the prodigious amount of research documenting the direct relationship between inadequate registered nurse staffing and poor patient outcomes and increased mortality, this issue remains an ongoing concern (Dent, 2015; Needleman, 2015; West et al., 2014). As discussed in Chapter 10, the American Nurses Association (2012) and several specialty organizations (Thompson & Davidson, 2014) have proposed guidelines and strategies for adequate and competent nurse staffing. In addition, federal legislation regarding safe nurse staffing is presently under review in the U.S. Senate (Registered Nurse Safe Staffing Act of 2015).

Continued work is needed to develop an optimal staffing model that integrates site specific variables such as acuity, provider preparation, and the relational work of nursing, among other factors (Malloch, 2015; Needleman, 2015). As Malloch observes, much of the work of nursing is relational and therefore difficult to measure and integrate in a staffing model. In addition, nursing requires critical thinking, the synthesis of disparate data items, teamwork coordination around episodes of patient care, and ensuring safe navigation through the health care system. This complexity requires not only innovative measures, but new classifications of the work of nursing (Archibald, Caine, & Scott, 2014). Meanwhile, nurses may remain caught between their obligations to care for a potentially unsafe number of patients and maintaining their professional and ethical integrity. The Code of Ethics (2015a) is explicit in identifying the frontline nurse and nurse administrator’s responsibility to take action in situations of incompetent or unsafe care (Box 4.2). Developing and contributing to moral environments that support and encourage such action is essential to ethical practice.
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Relevant Provisions and Selected Statements from the Code of Ethics (2015a)

**PROVISION 1**  
**INTERPRETIVE STATEMENT 1.5**  
**RELATIONSHIP WITH COLLEAGUES AND OTHERS**  
Respect for persons extends to all individuals with whom the nurse interacts. Nurses maintain professional, respectful, and caring relationships with colleagues and are committed to fair treatment, transparency, integrity preserving compromise, and the best resolution of conflicts. The nurse creates an ethical environment and culture of civility and kindness, treating colleagues, coworkers, employees, students, and others with dignity and respect. This standard of conduct includes an affirmative duty to act to prevent harm. Disregard for the effects of one’s actions on others, bullying, harassment, intimidation, threats, and violence are always morally unacceptable behaviors.

**PROVISION 3**  
**INTERPRETIVE STATEMENT 3.5**  
**PROTECTION OF PATIENT HEALTH AND SAFETY BY ACTING ON QUESTIONABLE PRACTICE**  
Nurses must be alert to and must take appropriate action in all instances of incompetent, unethical, illegal, or impaired practice or actions that place the rights or best interests of the patient in jeopardy.

**PROVISION 4**  
**INTERPRETIVE STATEMENT 4.4**  
**ASSIGNMENT AND DELEGATION OF NURSING ACTIVITIES OR TASKS**  
Nurses in management and administration have a particular responsibility to provide a safe environment that supports and facilitates appropriate assignment and delegation. This includes orientation, skill development; licensure, certification, continuing education, competency verification; adequate and flexible staffing; and policies that protect both the patient and the nurse from inappropriate assignment or delegation of nursing responsibilities, activities, or tasks.

*(continued)*
PART II  
Skills and Resources for Ethical Decision Making

Box 4.2
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Provision 5
Interpretive Statement 5.2
Promotion of Personal Health, Safety, and Well-Being
Fatigue and compassion fatigue affect a nurse’s professional performance and personal life. To mitigate these effects, nurses should eat a healthy diet, exercise, get sufficient rest, maintain family and personal relationships, engage in adequate leisure and recreational activities, and attend to spiritual or religious needs.

Interpretive Statement 5.4
Preservation of Integrity
When the integrity of the nurse is compromised by patterns of institutional behavior or professional practice, thereby eroding the ethical environment and resulting in moral distress, nurses have an obligation to express their concern or conscientious objection individually or collectively to the appropriate authority or committee. Nurse administrators must respond to concerns and work to resolve them in a way that preserves the integrity of the nurses. They must seek to change enduring activities or expectations in the practice setting that are morally objectionable.

Provision 6
Interpretive Statement 6.2
The Environment and Ethical Obligation
Nurses in all roles must create a culture of excellence and maintain practice environments that support nurses and others in the fulfillment of their ethical obligations.

Many factors contribute to a practice environment that can either present barriers or foster ethical practice and professional fulfillment.

Source: ANA (2015a).

Bullying, Lateral Violence, Incivility, and Workplace Violence

Question to Consider Before Reading On

1. What types of bullying, lateral violence, incivility, and/or violence have you witnessed or experienced in your workplace?

Rushton and Kurtz (2015) suggest that nurses’ support or lack of support for one another can affect the level of moral distress in the health care environment.
The complexity of patient care demands that all health care professionals work together collaboratively as a team; however, that is often not the reality. The old adage of “nurses eat their young” still exists and, sadly, remains quite robust. Indeed, the health care professions have one of the highest levels of bullying in the workplace (Farouque & Burgio, 2013) and with incivility, and lateral violence behaviors, contribute to and result in moral distress. It is difficult to find a recent professional journal in any health care discipline that does not contain an article on these and other disruptive behaviors, their effects on the quality of patient care, and the morale of providers (Fink-Samnick, 2015; Trossman, 2015; Van Norman, 2015).

The terms bullying, lateral or horizontal violence, and incivility are often used interchangeably. Although there are commonalities among these behaviors, there are also differences. Bullying is repeated, long-term, health-harming mistreatment of one or more persons by one or more perpetrators and is marked by behavior that is threatening, humiliating, or intimidating. Bullying can be a reflection of the hierarchal system in health care and other organizations in which those who occupy higher levels or are more experienced bully individuals who are new and/or at lower levels. Recent graduates continue to be victims of bullying despite overwhelming evidence that these behaviors contribute to moral distress, turnover, and leaving the profession. In addition, as seen in Box 4.2, bullying and other destructive conduct are a direct violation of the Code of Ethics and countermand Quality and Safety Education for Nurses (QSEN) competencies associated with teamwork and collaboration (Box 4.3).

Lateral or horizontal violence is described as “Unkind, discourteous, antagonistic interactions between nurses who work at comparable organizational levels and commonly characterized as divisive backbiting and infighting” (Alspach, 2007, p. 13). While behaviors associated with lateral violence, such as sarcastic comments and withholding support, are similar to those used in bullying, the perpetrator and victim are at comparable levels in the organization or unit.

The prevalence of bullying and lateral violence behaviors in nursing has been attributed to prior victimization and oppressed group theory, among other reasons. Being the recipient of such destructive conduct may cause the nurse to retaliate in kind with a peer or other employee, thus continuing the cycle of victimization and moral distress. Oppressed group theory proposes that people who are victims of a situation of dominance turn on each other rather than confront the system, which oppresses them both. If the nurse in these situations is unable to speak up because of fear of retribution and is forced to work under such duress, he or she may experience moral distress. Dellasaga and Volpe (2013) note that those who repeatedly witness bullying and lateral violence may also experience moral distress if they are reluctant to intervene for fear of becoming a victim themselves.

Disrespectful and uncivil interactions in health care not only contribute to an unethical, morally distressing environment but also jeopardize patient safety. For example, a new graduate makes a medication error because he or
she did not want to clarify the dosage with his or her preceptor for fear of being ridiculed again. Dr. R. continually berates and intimidates the perioperative staff, "fostering an atmosphere in which medical errors become more likely and interpersonal interactions erode the primary goal of putting the patients’ welfare foremost" (Van Norman, 2015, p. 215). Studies have reported startling statistics indicating a direct relationship between these egregious behaviors, adverse events, and staff turnover. In Rosenstein’s (2010) survey of over 4,500 respondents (nurses, physicians, pharmacists, and administrators) from more than 100 hospitals, 67% identified a strong relationship with adverse event occurrence, while 27% felt that the behaviors contributed to patient mortality. Rawson, Thompson, Sostre, and Deitte (2013) estimated that in a 400-bed hospital, the combined costs of disruptive physician behaviors resulting in staff turnover, medication errors, and procedural errors exceeded $1 million annually. According to a recent national survey (Nursing Solutions Incorporated, 2016), the average cost of turnover for a bedside registered nurse ranges from $37,700 to $58,400, resulting in the average hospital losing $5.2 million to $8.1 million.

The National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) defines workplace violence as those physically and psychologically damaging actions that occur in the workplace or while on duty (2002). Although often discussed in the same context as bullying, lateral violence, and incivility, workplace violence includes actions perpetrated by patients and/or family members. The findings of an American Nurses Association (ANA) survey of 3,765 registered nurses and nursing students demonstrate evidence of the prevalence of these behaviors committed by those to whom we provide care.
Forty-three percent of the respondents reported having been verbally and/or physically threatened while 24% had been physically assaulted by a patient or family member of a patient in the previous 12 months (ANA, 2014). That these behaviors are considered endemic in certain settings such as EDs and psychiatric units suggests “that workplace violence is a culturally accepted and expected part of one’s occupation” (ANA, 2015b).

There has been a great deal of research on moral distress across health care disciplines (Whitehead et al., 2015). It has been identified as a reality of nursing practice that is not going away (Rushton & Kurtz, 2015). Development of evidence-informed interventions to address its often deleterious effects, however, remains ongoing. Although nurses and other providers may be familiar with the feelings associated with moral distress, they may not be aware of the term itself. Consequently, recognition and labeling of the experience is an initial first step toward implementing any intervention. As one nurse shared in a recent study, “When I first joined the NEC (Nursing Ethics Council), I had no idea how to define moral distress. Now, I am more vigilant about situations that can cause moral distress, seek to address those situations early, and try to act as a resource for my peers.” (Sauerland et al., 2015). The NEC mentioned by this nurse is part of a multilayered approach initially discussed in Chapter 2. In conjunction with developing ethical skills, this approach also has relevance in addressing moral distress. The personal and professional causes of moral distress were identified in addition to organizational sources. The following section will discuss building competencies at each level to address moral distress.

Personal and Professional Competencies

Ethics Education

Questions to Consider Before Reading On

1. What types of formal or continuing education have you had in ethics?

2. What resources do you have to turn to when you experience moral distress?

The necessity of ethics education for nurses is well documented and has been shown to influence moral confidence and action (Grady, 2014; Laabs, 2015; Witt, 2011) and decrease moral distress (Robinson et al., 2014). The inclusion of a specific course on ethics in undergraduate or master’s programs, however, does not universally exist (Bartlett, 2013). While some programs do have identified ethics courses, others “integrate” content across curricula which, as Rushton observes, “means that it can be pretty invisible” (as quoted in Der Bedrosian, 2015). In addition, current didactic approaches to teaching ethics content may not prepare students to recognize day-to-day ethical issues and engage in problem solving. Krautscheid and Brown (2014) reported that
Senior baccalaureate students were unable to recall or apply principles presented in an ethics course to a simulated medication safety scenario. Rushton (as quoted in Der Bedrosian, 2015) states that nurses’ potential, inadequate ethics preparation is exacerbated by a lack of continuing education opportunities in ethics. As a result, nurses may be challenged to “demonstrate ethical competence in professional life” (p. viii) as directed in the Code of Ethics (ANA, 2015a).

It may not be necessary to have extensive knowledge regarding ethical terms, theories, and principles. However, nurses should have an adequate understanding of these components to be able to identify and engage in situations with ethical content from the day-to-day issues or “microethics” to those more complicated. Frequently, nurses believe they have this understanding when in actuality they are referring to their morality (i.e., they are good people who were raised well, have values, and can therefore make appropriate ethical decisions). While an understanding of personal values is essential, it is not sufficient for ethical practice. Although the terms “ethical” and “moral” are often used interchangeably in this book, Klugman notes an important distinction between ethics and morality, stating that the latter is sometimes “irrational and illogical” (Chapter 1). Chapter 1 also provides an overview of ethics terms, theories, and principles needed to initiate and participate in ethical discussions, including those causing moral distress.

Recognizing that additional education in ethics and moral distress may be beneficial, the individual nurse can take advantage of material offered by professional organizations such as the ANA. Resources available on the ANA website “Ethics” tab include several articles on moral distress and moral courage in addition to position statements on end of life and other ethical issues of concern to nurses (2016a). The American Association of Critical Care Nurses (AACN) identifies addressing moral distress as a strategic initiative in creating a healthy workplace environment. The organization has issued a position statement on moral distress (AACN, 2012) and developed a handbook, The 4 A’s to Rise Above Moral Distress: Ask, Affirm, Assess, and Act (2004). The three-part Moral Distress Education Project at the University of Kentucky (2015) is a free, multimedia CE program that provides an overview of the root causes of moral distress and presents strategies to prevent its recurrence.

Reading and discussing articles related to ethics such as those contained in the references in this book is another approach to enhancing ethical skills and competence. As mentioned earlier, forming a nursing ethics group or committee and conducting interdisciplinary or nursing ethics rounds may provide opportunities to identify and clarify issues with ethical or nonethical content. The author participates in a NEC at University Health System in San Antonio, Texas. The council, which meets monthly, serves as a supportive environment for discussion of ethical issues pertinent to nurses and provides opportunities for ethics education.
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Effective Communication and Conflict Engagement
Competencies

Questions to Consider Before Reading On

1. How do you usually respond when faced with moral distress or conflict?  
2. Does this work for you?  
3. How would you improve these skills?

Baccalaureate essential VI states that the nursing program prepares the graduate to “Incorporate effective communication techniques, including negotiation and conflict resolution to produce positive professional working relationships” (AACN, 2008, p. 23). These skills are also considered essential QSEN competencies, as presented in Chapter 2. Despite these mandates, new graduates and experienced nurses continue to be described as lacking assertive communication skills and using avoidance when confronted by conflict (Pavlish, Brown-Saltzman, et al., 2015; Theisen & Sandau, 2011). We continue to hear about the detrimental effects of conflict avoidance and overall poor communication among health care team members and the impact on patient safety and mortality (Okuyama, Wagner, & Bijnen, 2014; Sayre, McNeese-Smith, & Leach, 2012). More than 15 years after the Institute of Medicine (IOM) report, *To Err is Human: Building a Safer Health System* (1999), and the follow-up report, *Crossing the Quality Chasm* (2001), and following national ongoing initiatives from The Joint Commission (2015) and the Institute for Healthcare Improvement (2013a, 2013b), little progress has been reported in improving quality and safety (Dolansky & Moore, 2013; Rainer, 2015).

As a result of this lack of improvement, several programs have been developed to strengthen communication and conflict resolution skills and perhaps decrease the incidence of moral distress among health care providers. Crucial conversations training (Patterson, Grenny, McMillan, & Switzler, 2011), discussed in Chapter 2, has been shown to specifically increase perioperative nurses’ ability to address physicians’ disruptive behaviors (Saxton, 2012). The program has been implemented successfully in several health care organizations including Spectrum Health in West Michigan and Maimonides Medical Center in Brooklyn, New York. Results indicated that, after crucial conversations training, nurses and staff members addressed issues and concerns with one another instead of relying on managers and there was a 39% improvement in confronting violations of respect (VitalSmarts, 2015). Additional communication and conflict engagement skills include elements of TeamSTEPPS (AHRQ, 2016; Harvey et al., 2013) and cognitive rehearsal (Griffin, 2004; Griffin & Clark, 2014). These skills are based on scripting and require actual practice, as with developing any technical competency. Ideally, they should be practiced in a group setting using role play but can also be applied by the individual nurse.

Cognitive rehearsal is an evidence-based strategy used in behavioral health that involves memorization, learned, although not by rote, of a thought or an
expression “designed to help an individual cue a certain behavior or express a desire to others” (Glod, 1998, pp. 58–59, as quoted in Griffin & Clark, 2014, p. 540). This strategy can take several forms and be used to address common, uncivil behaviors and/or patient safety and conflict situations. Table 4.1 lists several common uncivil behaviors and associated cognitive rehearsal responses. Being able to recall these responses may allow the nurse to address the behavior or situation in the moment rather than experiencing anger and/or regret later for not speaking up.

The “CUS” technique and “DESC” scripting methods associated with TeamSTEPPS (AHRQ, 2016) are variants of the cognitive rehearsal strategy. CUS, an acronym for concerned, uncomfortable, and safety, is an assertive communication technique used when a patient safety issue or change in status is identified and can also be used to address uncivil behaviors. For example, the CUS technique can be applied in the following way: “Dr. Smith, I am concerned about Mr. Brown’s rapid increase in heart rate. I am uncomfortable with his change in status. I don’t think this it is safe for him to be unmonitored.” Similarly, a nurse may respond to a bullying or lateral violence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Uncivil Behaviors and Cognitive Rehearsal Responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nonverbal behaviors (sighing, eye rolling, etc.)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spreading rumors, gossiping, sabotaging</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Using silent treatment or withholding information</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sarcastic comments, yelling, demeaning remarks</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Distracting, disruptive behaviors, inattention during handovers/meetings</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: ANA (2012); Griffin (2004); Griffin and Clark (2014).
experience by saying, “I am concerned about your uncivil tone. I am uncomfortable and stressed by this unprofessional situation which makes it difficult to work together and provide safe patient care.”

The DESC communication model is used in TeamSTEPPS and described as “carefronting” by Briles (2007). The DESC acronym refers to describe the behavior/situation, explain the effect of the behavior/situation, state the desired change or outcome, and consequences, or what will happen if the behavior/situation continues. It is an assertive but caring technique based on work by Augsberger (1973), a family therapist, and adapted to nursing by Kupperschmidt (1994, 2006, 2008). Carefronting is similar to having a crucial conversation in that it involves holding someone accountable by confronting them in situations involving disrespect and/or those jeopardizing patient safety. Nurses have reported experiencing moral distress and remorse when they are unable to speak up and get others to listen to them or respect their opinions (Maxfield, Greeny, Lavandero, & Groah, 2011; Maxfield, Lyndon, Kennedy, O’Keefe, & Zlatnik, 2013). The goal of all these techniques is to develop an ethical environment based on mutual respect in which providers can work together to provide safe patient care. Kupperschmidt (2008) notes that carefronting is honest, courageous communication that requires courage (Chapter 2) and rigor. She states that rigor “means having the discipline to plan for effective carefronting: to make optimal use of resources, to say what one will do, and to do what one says. We cultivate rigor, and thus courage, by putting personal convenience in perspective, letting logic prevail, and ensuring that we are not blaming and shaming” (p. 15). Box 4.4 provides an example of a carefronting DESC script.

Rainer (2015) reminds us that providers from different cultures, including nurses, may have additional challenges employing effective communication and conflict engagement skills. While some difficulties are related to language barriers, others reflect differences in values associated with perceptions of patient autonomy, decision making, and workplace hierarchy. In a qualitative study exploring the ability to speak up and be heard, Garon (2012) reported that nurses who self-identified as Asian or Hispanic (n = 15) described endeavoring to emulate the assertive behavior of peer role models. The support of nurse managers in establishing an open, ethical environment that encouraged nurses to voice their concerns was also recognized as essential to speaking up by these participants.

**Self-Care Competencies**

**Questions to Consider Before Reading On**

1. What are your attitudes or feelings when you experience an ethical concern or conflict?

2. How would you describe your current level of moral courage?

Authors and researchers observe that moral distress in health care is not likely to go away and is “becoming part of our new normal” (Lavandero, as quoted in
Wood, 2014). Others note that experiences of moral distress can have a positive effect by increasing awareness of personal and institutional obstacles to ethical practice. This awareness can initiate a learning process that may contribute to a proactive approach as demonstrated by one nurse in a recent study who wrote, “I do more good by staying and correcting these distressing situations than I would if I left because they bothered me so!” (Sauerland et al., 2014, p. 242). A positive and proactive attitude may be enhanced by developing self-care competencies that address cognitive, somatic, and affective dimensions. These self-care competencies may also mitigate the physical and psychological symptoms associated with moral distress including headache, insomnia, and depression (Rushton, Kasniak, & Halifax et al., 2013; Sauerland et al., 2014, 2015).

---

**Box 4.4**

**Application of a Carefronting DESC Script**

Dr. C is a senior resident in the PICU and has had a good working relationship with the nurses. Recently, the unit has expanded to accommodate transplant patients and more nurses were hired. You are one of several newly hired nurses who feel intimidated by Dr. C as she is often rude and unhelpful. She is also slow to respond to pages and insists that only certain, “more experienced” nurses care for “her” patients.

Today, Dr. C has loudly complained about your assessment skills in front of others:

**Describe the behavior/situation:**

*Dr. C, this morning you shouted at me in the nurses’ station in front of others. This is not the first time you have spoken to me in that manner.* (Stay silent)

**Explain how the situation/behavior makes you feel and your concerns:**

*I feel angry and humiliated because it seems like you are trying to make me appear incompetent.*

**Suggest alternatives and seek agreement:**

*In the future, I would like you to talk to me personally if you have questions about my patient assessments as we are both here to provide safe patient care. Please do not raise your voice to me again. Are you committed to doing this?* (Stay silent)

**Consequences should be stated in terms of impact on goals/patient safety:**

*If you continue with this behavior, which I have documented, I will report it to (manager, supervisor, director) as it is bullying, against hospital policy, and affects my ability to provide safe care.*

Although Provision 5 of the Code of Ethics states, “The nurse owes the same duties to self as to others including the responsibility to promote health and safety” (ANA, 2015a, p. 19), self-care education is rarely addressed in nursing or medical school curricula (Sanchez-Reilly et al., 2013). Indeed, as Blum (2014) observes, nurses express reluctance to take the time for self-care or have difficulty finding relevant activities that are easily adapted to their lives. A comprehensive review of the numerous self-care activities available is beyond the scope of this chapter. As Sanchez and colleagues note, however, self-care activities include a spectrum of knowledge, skills, and attitudes that contribute to personal resilience, defined as the ability to adapt coping strategies to minimize distress or the capacity to keep functioning in the face of stress, trauma, adversity, or tragedy (Rushton, Batcheller, Schroeder, & Donohue, 2015; Sullivan et al., 2012).

A fundamental, personal self-care strategy includes maintaining a healthy lifestyle by ensuring adequate nutrition, sleep, and exercise. In addition, time for vacations, family, and hobbies contributes to overall resilience. The Wellness Wheel, such as that used by the Vanderbilt University Wellness Center (2016), is an instrument that addresses eight dimensions of wellness (Figure 4.1). The Vanderbilt website link to each dimension of the wheel provides a definition and associated attributes in addition to suggested resources and articles. Consideration of each dimension may encourage reflection on current life balance and self-care activities. The American Nurses Association HealthyNurse initiative (2016b) offers a healthy nurse toolkit that provides information on nurse fatigue and preventing back injuries, among other issues. ANA has also collaborated with Pfizer to develop The HealthyNurse Health Risk Appraisal survey. This instrument provides real-time data on individual health, safety, and wellness, both personally and professionally. Upon completion of the survey, a nurse can compare his or her results to national averages and ideal standards and access resources individualized to his or her responses. The American Holistic Nurses Association (2015) also has extensive resources on stress management modalities including mindfulness meditation, journaling, and cognitive restructuring.

Lachman (as quoted in Jones, 2015) observes that moral courage (Chapter 2) is a means to overcome fear through practical action. Similarly, developing resilience to deal with ethical challenges may require a change in how nurses think about their roles and responsibilities, for example:

- Accepting change as a part of living
- Keeping things in perspective
- Avoiding seeing crises as insurmountable problems
- Looking for opportunities for self-discovery
- Maintaining a hopeful outlook
- Getting needed social support (Jones, 2015, p. 16)
Use of the tools and resources included in this section may enhance self-care competencies, increase resilience, and reduce the incidence of overall stress and moral distress.

Organizational Competencies

**Supportive, Ethical Leadership**

**Question to Consider Before Reading On**

1. How do your leaders provide you support in ethical situations in your workplace?

Lack of supportive, ethical leadership is identified as contributing to a deficient ethical climate and subsequent moral distress among health care providers (Galletta et al., 2013; Makaroff et al., 2014). In contrast, the presence of ethical leaders who serve as mentors and role models for nurses enhances the moral community and may mitigate the causes and effects of moral dis-
tress (Edmonson, 2015). Chapter 8 discusses the components and behaviors of the ethical leader in more detail and recognizes that he or she can serve in an informal or formal leadership capacity. For example, the majority of members of the NEC at University Health System in San Antonio, Texas, are staff nurses. These informal nurse leaders provide ethics resources to their peers and may assist them in identifying, articulating, and addressing ethical conflicts and instances of moral distress (Sauerland et al., 2015).

As indicated in the Code of Ethics (Box 4.3), formal nurse leaders and administrators have a particular obligation to recognize and respond to issues that erode the ethical environment and contribute to moral distress among nurses. These leaders can preserve the moral integrity of nurses by developing and implementing policies and protocols that address identified concerns such as provider incompetence or incivility, unsafe staffing, and disruptive patient/family behavior, among others. They can also ensure that nurses are aware of and have access to ethics resources, continuing ethics education, and consultation services. In addition, they can support and respect those nurses who choose to exercise conscientious objection and serve as a representative voice in forums with other providers and health care administrators (Rushton & Kurtz, 2015).

To assist nurse leaders in being proactive about moral distress in clinical practice, Pavlish et al. (2016) developed the SUPPORT model. This model “provides strategies for nurse leaders to simultaneously develop nurses’ ethical skills and team based dialogue while also creating policies shaped by standards of healthy work environments and the American Nurses Association Code of Ethics” (p. 319).

Organizational Policies and Support Services

Organizational policies and programs that address specific causes of health provider moral distress such as disruptive patient/family behavior, provider incivility/bullying, and workplace violence are becoming more prevalent. Nurses should be familiar with and use those available at their facilities. If they are not available, nurses can work with other leaders to develop these resources and policies using examples provided in this chapter and in Box 4.5. One resource is The Safe at Hopkins (2015) program at Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore, Maryland. As with many institutions, Johns Hopkins has adopted a policy that calls for “zero tolerance of violent behavior, threats, bullying, intimidation, and any behavior of concern that contributes to an abusive environment” (2014, p. 2). The Safe at Hopkins program website provides online tools and resources to recognize and act upon behaviors of concern including a training module (2015). Another example with extensive resources and information is the stopbullyingtoolkit (2015) created by members of the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation Executive Nurse Fellows program.

Moral distress can occur when patient safety and patient/family satisfaction are given priority over the nurse’s safety and moral integrity (Lipscomb & London, 2015). Noting that the “nursing profession will no longer tolerate violence of any kind from any source” (p. 1), the ANA (2015b) has issued a
## Box 4.5

### Moral Distress Resources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position Statements/Documents</th>
<th>Website/Document</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Websites, Webinars, Videos, Toolkits</th>
<th>Resource</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

(continued)
**Moral Distress Resources (continued)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource</th>
<th>Website/Link</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

A position statement on incivility, bullying, and workplace violence. This statement contains recommendations and resources for individual nurses and employers related to preventing and mitigating these damaging behaviors. An example resource is the NIOSH (2014) free online course entitled Workplace Violence Prevention for Nurses. The Emergency Nurses Association has also developed a Workplace Violence Toolkit (2010) to assist leaders at various levels in an institution to create a customized violence prevention plan. Mc Phaul, London, and Lipscomb (2013) have also created a research-and regulatory-based framework for establishing a comprehensive workplace violence prevention program.

In the Case Scenario presented in this chapter, the ADN student Jackie demonstrated uncivil behavior toward Marcia, the MSN student who attempted to speak with her about her inaccurate charting by stating, “You have no authority over me; you’re just a student too!” Clark, Barbosa-Leiker, Gill, and Nguyen (2015) observe that bullying and general incivility, whether instigated or experienced by students or faculty, is also a serious issue in nursing education. Clark has conducted extensive research on incivility in academic and work environments. She has developed a number of assessment tools, interventions,
and programs that can be adapted by students, practicing nurses, and formal leaders. For example, Clark’s civility curriculum includes signing a civility pledge, establishing classroom and clinical behavioral norms, and participating in communication and conflict negotiation simulations among other strategies (as quoted in Nikitas, 2014). The Clark Workplace Civility Index (CVI, 2013) is a tool for self-reflection that allows an individual nurse or other health care team member to assess his or her own civility level (Figure 4.2).

To complete the index, consider the 20 statements listed below. Read each statement carefully. Using a scale of 1–5; (5) always, (4) usually, (3) sometimes, (2) rarely, (1) never, select the response that most accurately represents the frequency of each behavior by asking yourself . . .

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How often do I . . .</th>
<th>Always (5)</th>
<th>Usually (4)</th>
<th>Sometimes (3)</th>
<th>Rarely (2)</th>
<th>Never (1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Assume goodwill and think the best of others</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Include and welcome new and current colleagues</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Communicate respectfully (by e-mail, telephone, face-to-face) and really listen</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Avoid gossip and spreading rumors</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Keep confidences and respect others’ privacy</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Encourage, support, and mentor others</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Avoid abusing my position or authority</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Use respectful language (no racial, ethnic, sexual, age, or religiously biased terms)</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Attend meetings, arrive on time, participate, volunteer, and do my share</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.2 Clark workplace civility index.
Source: Clark (2013). Used with permission. (The Clark Workplace Civility Index used herein is the copyrighted property of Dr. Cynthia Clark. The material should not be reproduced in any form without Dr. Clark’s expressed written permission.)
### Scoring the Clark Workplace Civility Index

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Always (5)</th>
<th>Usually (4)</th>
<th>Sometimes (3)</th>
<th>Rarely (2)</th>
<th>Never (1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10. Avoid distracting others (misusing media, side conversations) during meetings</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Avoid taking credit for someone else’s ideas/work/contributions</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Acknowledge others and praise their ideas/work/contributions</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Take personal responsibility and accountability for my actions</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Speak directly to the person with whom I have an issue</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Share pertinent or important information with others</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Uphold the vision, mission, and values of my organization</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Seek and encourage constructive feedback from others</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. Demonstrate approachability, flexibility, and openness to other points of view</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. Bring my ‘A’ Game and a strong work ethic to my workplace</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. Apologize and mean it when the situation calls for it</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subtotal

Add the scores for each column; Enter your TOTAL score in the column to the right

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Score Range</th>
<th>Civility Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90–100:</td>
<td>Very civil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60–69:</td>
<td>Barely civil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80–89:</td>
<td>Moderately civil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50–59:</td>
<td>Uncivil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70–79:</td>
<td>Mildly civil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than 50:</td>
<td>Very uncivil</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4.2** (continued)
The CVI is designed to raise individual awareness and recognize civility strengths and areas for improvement (Clark, 2013).

To create and sustain civility at the organizational level, Clark (2013) has developed an eight-step framework, the Pathway for Fostering Organizational Civility (PFOC, Figure 4.3). As can be seen, this is a cyclical process designed to engage nursing and other leaders at various levels in the organization with the goal of promoting “collegiality, teamwork, and collaboration—and ultimately a culture of civility” (p. 182). As Clark observes, this process is based on the premise that simply raising awareness is insufficient; rather a sustained and dedicated commitment coupled with adequate resources is needed for transformational change. In addition, pre- and postorganizational evaluations are required. These assessments are done to identify areas needing improvement and those with clear policies and procedures for addressing incivility and rewarding civil, collegial behaviors (as cited in Nikitas, 2014).

**Questions to Consider Before Reading On**

1. Do you feel there is a need for improvement in your workplace civility?
2. How do you think that could be accomplished?

This chapter has emphasized the need to have organizational support services such as ethics consultation, education, and employee assistance programs for those experiencing moral distress. Chaplaincy departments and ethics consultation services may also provide individual assistance or unit-based debriefings when moral distress is affecting health care team members. Epstein and Hamric (2009) observe, however, that traditional ethics consultation for moral dilemmas or conflicts may overlook the presence of moral
distress, which may be the underlying reason for calling the consult. They instituted a Moral Distress Consult Service (MDCS) at the University of Virginia Health System that seeks to address the three levels of moral distress concerns or causes: the patient/family, the unit/team, and the organization. The consultants endeavor to find a time where all members of the team can meet, talk about the issue, and try to identify the “right” thing to do and barriers preventing them from doing so. The team then works together to identify and prioritize strategies to get around the barriers that may be at one or more of the three levels. Dr. Epstein states that team members have to realize that they are not weak or unusual in their experiences of moral distress and what they see as the right action might have several different avenues. She observes that “the key is addressing it [moral distress] somehow,” whether it be through a formal consult or unit-based discussions (E. Epstein, personal communication, July 9, 2015). Jeanie Sauerland, the assistant director of nursing ethics at University Health System in San Antonio, Texas, and an ethics consultant, provides an example of a unit-based discussion/consultation for moral distress in Box 4.6.

**Box 4.6**

**Moral Distress—Unit-Based Discussion/Consultation**

**BACKGROUND**

The consult was initiated by a staff nurse and the unit nurse manager in response to a patient/family situation resulting in moral distress among the health care team members. The patient, Mr. S, had been hospitalized for many weeks, was experiencing organ failure, and was in great pain. On several occasions, he had requested that interventions be stopped and providers were willing to honor his wishes. The patient’s wife, however, objected to withdrawing care and instituting a do not resuscitate (DNR) order. Mrs. S would speak with her husband, resulting in his autonomous decision to continue aggressive care. Nurses who cared for Mr. S believed that they were contributing to his pain and suffering by continuing to provide nontherapeutic interventions. In addition, the providers were angry with Mrs. S whom they saw as prolonging the dying process.

**DISCUSSION/CONSULTATION**

Ms. Sauerland and the nurse manager arranged meeting times for both shifts that could be attended by as many providers (nurses, physicians, respiratory therapists, chaplain) as possible. After listening to the views of the participants, Ms. Sauerland discussed the difference between a moral dilemma and moral distress (Box 4.1). She observed that moral distress is a highly personal experience rooted in personal and profes-
Moral Distress—Unit-Based Discussion/Consultation (continued)

sional values, and, for nurses, relieving pain and suffering is a primary professional value. The primary value for Mr. S, however, is perhaps not to disappoint or abandon his wife by “giving up”—as this may be more emotionally and physically painful for him than enduring continued interventions. Ms. Sauerland suggested to the providers that they step back and acknowledge both their pain and that of the patient and his wife. She reminded them that family dynamics are deeply entrenched and few of us know how we would respond if a similar situation involved someone we love. Ms. Sauerland stated, “When we’ve hit that ‘it was just wrong’ button, we need to talk about the situation. What felt right, what felt wrong, and what we would do differently the next time. We have to support each other.” Sharing, understanding, and respecting each other’s stories, those of the patient, his wife, and the providers, may not result in a solution or prevent moral distress but allows us to imagine the best possible way to act in the situation (Frank, 2014).

Conclusion

The night shift nurse caring for Mr. S encouraged Mrs. S to participate in care activities, as she (the nurse) believed it might enable her to see and experience his continual pain and suffering (Adams, Bailey, Anderson, & Docherty, 2011). This strategy resulted in a turning point, a reframing of hope, and a revision of their stories, as Mrs. S was able to let go and aggressive care was stopped.

Ms. Sauerland followed up with the unit nurse manager and made several recommendations that addressed aspects of the three levels of moral distress: the patient/family, the unit/team, and the organization (Epstein & Hamric, 2009; Hamric, 2014):

- Encourage early family meetings between days 3 and 5 of the patient stay to begin discussions about the goals of care and provide frequent, consistent communication with patients/family members.
- Provide education to the interprofessional team regarding how to recognize and speak up about moral distress.
- Empower all team members to initiate ethics consults and/or seek assistance to work through situations of moral distress.
- Encourage communication and collaboration with palliative care services.
- Strengthen the unit ethical climate.
- Identify root causes of moral distress and develop strategies to address them.
Building organizational competencies to address moral distress contributes to development of an ethical climate and a moral community. An individual nurse may feel that this organizational challenge is beyond his or her level of duty or influence. The NEC and unit-based ethics steward program discussed in this chapter and Chapter 2, however, demonstrates that this transformation can begin with one or more motivated individuals. In discussing organizational civility, Clark (2013) likens this process to that of a single seedling in an aspen grove; however, this metaphor can also be applied to developing a moral community:

[T]he workplace is a constant flow of interaction and relationships between and among individuals. We continuously affect one another as well as being affected by the organizations in which we work. Organizations are living systems and, fostering change is an organic process that ultimately proliferates and thrives. Like an aspen grove, the process for fostering organizational civility might begin with one seedling of change that grows and spreads by sending runners that take deep root to fortify and reinforce the strength of the system. (pp. 180–181)

CONCLUSION

This chapter identified and discussed four responses to ethical situations, including that of moral distress. The origin of the concept of moral distress was presented followed by a description of personal, professional, and organizational causes. Current interventions and strategies to address moral distress at the personal, professional, and organizational levels were explored. Table 4.2 provides a summary of moral distress causes and interventions/strategies to address them.

Table 4.2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Causes of Moral Distress and Interventions/Strategies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CAUSES OF MORAL DISTRESS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Personal and Professional Factors</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protecting position or reputation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of ethical knowledge/sensitivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived powerlessness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past experiences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional stability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
Table 4.2

Causes of Moral Distress and Interventions/Strategies (continued)

**Organizational Factors**
- Deficient ethical climate
- Fear of reprisal for actions
- Lack of ethical leadership
- Limited ethics resources
- Inadequate/incompetent staff
- Bullying, lateral violence, incivility, workplace violence

**MORAL DISTRESS INTERVENTIONS/STRATEGIES**

**Personal and Professional Competencies**
- Ethics education—formal courses and continuing education
- Effective communication and conflict engagement skills
- Self-care competencies

**Organizational Competencies**
- Supportive, ethical leadership
- Organizational policies
- Support services

---

**Critical Thinking Questions and Activities**

1. What did you learn from the chapter Case Scenario?

2. Think of an ethical conflict you have experienced. Use the CUS (I am Concerned, I am Uncomfortable, this is a patient Safety issue) and DESC (Describe, Express, Suggest, Consensus) to replay your communication in these situations. What did you learn?

3. What would you do differently in your workplace based on the principles and content presented in this chapter?

4. Use Figure 4.1 to assess your current self-care and identify ways to improve your self-care.

5. Use Figure 4.2 to reflect on your personal level of workplace civility.

6. Give suggestions as to how your workplace could increase its organizational civility using the pathway in Figure 4.3.

7. Explore the additional resources provided in Box 4.5. Choose one from each section and discuss its relevance to your practice with a class peer or colleague.
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Understanding the Process of Clinical Ethics: Committees and Consults

CRAIG M. KLUGMAN

LEARNING OBJECTIVES AND OUTCOMES

Upon completion of this chapter, the reader will be able to:

- Explain the three functions of an ethics committee
- Describe the history of ethics committees
- Explain the process of a clinical ethics consultation
- Describe the history of clinical ethics consultation
- Understand the knowledge, skills, and experiences necessary to be a clinical ethics consultant
- Have awareness of the three forms of ethics consults
- Understand the process of ethics facilitation

In most hospitals, registered nurses and other clinicians faced with ethical dilemmas or issues can request an “ethics consult.” As described in Chapter 1, these dilemmas and issues are problems where there is either a conflict of values or a question of what one ought to or ought not to do. The ethics consultant facilitates conversations and deliberations to determine what are the relevant ethical issues, what questions need to be asked, and to assist patients, families, and providers in resolving the issue. “Clinical ethics is a practical discipline that provides a structured approach for identifying, analyzing and resolving ethics issues in clinical medicine” (Jonsen, Siegler, & Winslade, 2006, p. 1).

As a registered nurse, you need to know when and how to call for an ethics consult where you are employed. You also need to understand the process
of an ethics consultation and the role of ethics committee (EC) members. Finally, understanding ethical consult services and the skills necessary to conduct an ethics consult will assist you with your role in the process.

**Case Scenario**

Mr. Ramirez is the youngest of nine children. Because of his developmental disability, at the chronological age of 32 he is at the developmental age of 8. He lives at home with his mother and his 34-year-old brother who are his primary caregivers. Mr. Ramirez has multiple health problems and now has a deep infection in the bones of his big toe that has not responded to antibiotics. His physicians have proposed amputating his toe to try to stop the infection from spreading. If the infection progresses further, it will enter his blood and long bones and kill him. Because of his inability to make choices, his mother is his legal guardian. However, she is in the hospital battling cancer and is unable to assist. His brother says that he wants nothing to do with providing care or making decisions. The majority of the siblings do not want the amputation saying that death would be preferable.

Not knowing who is the decision maker or what to do in this case, the attending physician requests an ethics consultation.

This opening Case Scenario demonstrates both a conflict of values and a question of what one ought to or ought not to do—a difference in values about amputation as well as an inability to move forward because of a lack of an identified decision maker.

Ethics consult services exist in 81% of U.S. hospitals and in 100% of hospitals with more than 400 beds (Fox, Myers, & Pearlman, 2007). However, only 8% of nurses have ever requested a consult (Gordon & Hamric, 2006). Those who conduct ethics consults have backgrounds in medicine (34%), nursing (31%), social work (11%), or chaplaincy (10%). Only 41% have formal training in ethics consultation (Fox et al., 2007).

Ethics consultation serves many purposes in a hospital. Such services increase patient satisfaction, improve employee morale, reduce costs, reduce risk of lawsuits, sustain corporate integrity, maintain the institution’s brand identity, and improve the hospital’s reputation (VA Ethics, n.d.). For nursing, ethics support services are part of professional practice, which is one aspect of the American Nurses Credentialing Center’s Magnet® Model for excellence in nursing practice and for health care organizations seeking recognition through the Magnet program.

This chapter will examine the two main forms of clinical ethics in a hospital: ECs and ethics consultation services. After defining the history and function of each, the chapter examines the methods of ethics consultation.
Questions to Consider Before Reading On

1. Does your current place of work have an ethics consultation service?
2. Who can call for an ethics consult?
3. Only 8% of nurses have ever requested an ethics consult. What are some possible barriers to requesting an ethics consult?
4. As the nurse caring for Mr. Ramirez, which Quality and Safety Education for Nurses (QSEN) competencies (Box 5.1) are relevant to this opening Case Scenario?

Box 5.1

Process of Clinical ECs and Consults: Relevant QSEN Competencies

- Acknowledge the tension that may exist between patient rights and organizational responsibility for professional, ethical care. (Attitudes)
- Appreciate shared decision making with empowered patients and families even when conflicts occur. (Attitudes)
- Communicate patient values, preferences, and expressed needs to other members of the health care team. (Skills)
- Describe basic principles of consensus building and conflict resolution. (Knowledge)
- Describe strategies to empower patients or families in all aspects of the health care process. (Knowledge)
- Elicit patient values, preferences, and expressed needs as part of clinical interview, implementation of care plan, and evaluation of care. (Skills)
- Engage patients or designated surrogates in active partnerships that promote health, safety and well-being, and self-care management. (Skills)
- Explore ethical and legal implications of patient-centered care. (Knowledge)
- Integrate understanding of multiple dimensions of patient-centered care: patient/family/community preferences/values; information, communication and education; involvement of families and friends. (Knowledge)

(continued)
ECs are groups composed of representatives of the disciplines and units at a hospital, which gather to address ethical problems in clinical practice. Ideally members of the committee are not involved with the cases they review. ECs often range in size from 10 to 40 people and may include physicians, nurses, social workers, lawyers, risk management specialists, and administrators. If the hospital has a trained clinical ethicist, then that person will also be a member. Some committees choose to have a community member who represents the morals and values of the community at large. In most cases, EC members are volunteers, not paid for their time or service. Historically, ECs developed as a result of case law and resource scarcity caused by technological development.

Questions to Consider Before Reading On

1. If you have an EC at your workplace, who are the nurse members and other committee members?

2. How does one become a member of your ethics committee at your workplace?

3. Do you have an interest in becoming a member of your EC? Why or why not?

History

Chapter 1 described the events and trends that led to the development of bioethics. Clinical ECs and consultation grew out of the same trends and interests: abuses in human subjects research, the Civil Rights movement, engagement with the public, and advances in life sciences and health care.
delivery technology. One such technology was kidney dialysis, a process that became available on a chronic basis with the invention of the Scribner shunt in 1960. However, with an expanded pool of eligible candidates, there was not an increase in the number of available artificial kidney machines. This begged the question as to who would get treatment—and thus live—and who would be turned away—and thus die. Swedish Hospital in Seattle convened the Admissions and Policies Committee of the Seattle Artificial Kidney Center (later known as the “God Committee”). Composed of community leaders, the committee was tasked with determining who would have access to dialysis. This group is considered the first modern EC. Similar committees formed at other hospitals as they were able to offer dialysis and soon thereafter, organ transplants.

In 1976, the New Jersey Supreme Court ruled on the case of Karen Ann Quinlan. Quinlan fell into a persistent vegetative state in 1975 after consuming alcohol and tranquilizers. A year later, her family sued the hospital, which had refused their request to remove her ventilator. In finding that there was indeed a right for the ventilator to be removed, the Court stated that the legal system was not the appropriate place for resolving ethical issues. Instead, the ruling recommended the use of ECs that had appeared in some hospitals:

> I suggest that it would be more appropriate to provide a regular forum for more input and dialogue in individual situations and to allow the responsibility of these judgments to be shared. Many hospitals have established an Ethics Committee composed of physicians, social workers, attorneys, and theologians . . . which serves to review the individual circumstances of ethical dilemma and which has provided much in the way of assistance and safeguards for patients and their medical caretakers. (The Supreme Court of New Jersey, 1976)

### Functions

As shown in Box 5.2, ECs can have three functions: policy, education, and consultation (Hester & Schonfeld, 2012). In many hospitals, the EC develops, reviews, and implements institutional policies that deal with ethical concerns. For example, policies that deal with surrogate decision makers or advance directives may come under the EC. More recently, policies related to treating Ebola patients and whether staff members are required to assist or volunteer have required review. ECs meet at least monthly and should be supported by upper administration in order to be integrated into hospital operations and not exist just for show. Through this work, the committee supports the institution’s mission, relations with patients, and treatment of employees.

The education role of the committee has two components: of the committee and by the committee. In the first sense, committee members need
to be educated on ethics theories, issues, and methods. As stated at the outset, only 41% of committee members have formal training. It is the task of the EC chair and a clinical ethicist—if one exists—to provide continuing education opportunities. In the second sense, the members of the committee are local ethics experts for their discipline and their units. They are expected to take what they learn in the committee and spread that knowledge to their coworkers. Thus, they become a resource about hospital policies that deal with ethics and identify ethical challenges. Committee members can also help advise when a case should be referred for an ethics consult.

The third role of the EC is ethics consultation. In most hospitals, consults are done by a small subgroup of the committee or by a few individuals. The full committee, however, should regularly review such cases for quality improvement, education, and identifying when new policies may be needed or old ones may require revision. Thus, a case log and case discussion are a part of every scheduled EC meeting. The actual process and history of ethics consultation are addressed in the next section.

### Questions to Consider Before Reading On

1. Do members of your EC provide ethics education opportunities? 
2. What types of ethics education do you believe are needed in your facility/unit?

### ETHICS CONSULTANTS

An ethics consultant (also known as *clinical ethics consultant* or *clinical ethicist*) is an individual with specific training who works with care providers and hospital staff to identify, analyze, and recommend resolutions to ethical dilemmas and issues in the course of clinical care. An ethics consultation service is a hospital-based program that assists in addressing ethical issues.
Often, ethics consults are requested for reasons that do not relate to clinical ethics. For example, some consult calls are reporting a colleague doing wrong, aiding someone who is having problems with a supervisor or peer, or helping a patient who “just does not understand how sick she is.” None of these are ethical issues. This delineation is confusing, especially when posted signs tell people to call an “Ethics Hotline” if they see people stealing staplers, misusing resources, or treating patients badly. In some institutions, ethics services are located under the mission department and thus become connected with the idea of pastoral care. Ethics consultation is not medical or nursing review, risk management, compliance, palliative care, or pastoral care. The reason people call for an ethics consult with these concerns or questions is because there is often no clear information on how to deal with these issues or a designated department that has responsibility.

Ethics consultants are also not an “ethics police” out to catch people in wrongdoing. Ethics is about value disagreement. Consults are most often called because an uncertain situation is encountered. For example, for assistance in making a decision regarding patient care, for help interacting with a difficult patient or family, for advice on legal or administrative questions, for an “emotional trigger” in the case, or for help “thinking through an ethical issue” (DuVal, Sartorius, Clarridge, Gensler, & Danis, 2001). Consults are most often about end-of-life care (advance directives, do-not-resuscitate orders, futility, withholding or withdrawing treatment), identifying a surrogate decision maker, patient autonomy, informed consent, and conflicts between parties. Less common reasons for consults are questions of genetics, abortion, substance abuse, religious and cultural issues, professional misconduct, confidentiality, and truth-telling (DuVal et al., 2001; Fox et al., 2007; McClung, Kamer, DeLuca, & Barber, 1996).

**Question to Consider Before Reading On**

1. Ethics consults are most often called because an uncertain situation is encountered. Have you or a class peer or colleague experienced a situation in which a consult might have been helpful but was not initiated?

The next section examines the history of ethics consultation, the areas of core knowledge, and essential skills that a clinical ethics consultant brings to resolving a case.

**History**

As scholars from medicine, law, philosophy, and theology began studying the ethical issues raised by new medical technologies, they worked to incorporate this material into medical and nursing curricula. In 1972, only 17 medical schools offered ethics courses but by 1976 that number had risen to 56,
although only 6 had a required course (Veatch & Sollitto, 1976). A 1977 survey found that two thirds of nursing schools integrated ethics into their teaching, but did not offer separate required or elective courses (Aroskar & Veatch, 1977). One of the reasons for the lack of stand-alone courses was the lack of nursing specific materials.

Once they were teaching in health professional education environments, these scholars found themselves interested in issues in real-world practice. Across the United States, bioethics scholars began entering the hospital and helping health care professionals to think about difficult ethical challenges. Among the early practitioners were two philosophers: Albert Jonsen at the University of California at San Francisco and Ruth Purtilo at the University of Nebraska (Aroskar & Veatch, 1977).

These new consultation services ran into early philosophical challenges. Physicians who also practiced ethics believed that only physicians could resolve these dilemmas. Nonphysicians, who included philosophers and theologians, believed that only outsiders could bring in ethical theory and neutral perspective. In 1982, a philosopher, attorney, and physician—all involved with clinical consultations—coauthored the first edition of Clinical Ethics, a book that described ethics consultation and suggested a method for thinking about these challenging cases (Tapp, 2013).

As of 1983, 4.3% of hospitals had ECs and all of those had over 200 beds (Jonsen et al., 2006). A 1983 report by the President’s Commission for the Study of Ethical Problems in Medicine and Biomedical and Behavioral Research stated that hospital ECs should be an important body in making decisions for incapacitated patients (Youngner, Jackson, Colton, Juknialis, & Smith, 1983). In 1985, the Department of Health & Human Services called for the creation of “infant care committees” to facilitate decision making in care of impaired newborns. This action was a response to a series of cases involving the deaths of newborns with severe health problems where parents refused treatment. Ultimately, this led to the Baby Doe rules and established an abuse hotline to report when newborns were not given care.

Also in 1985, a group of individuals who identified themselves as ethics consultants gathered at the National Institutes of Health. This meeting led to the formation of the first professional organization, the Society for Bioethics Consultation (now part of the American Society for Bioethics & Humanities), and defined the function of the clinical ethics consultant.

In 1992, the Joint Commissions for the Accreditation of Hospital Organizations (now The Joint Commission) released a statement that all hospitals should have a mechanism for resolving ethical issues. Today, Joint Commission accreditation has 24 standards related to ethics, patient rights, and organizational responsibilities. The American Medical Association adopted a statement in support of ethics consultation in 1997. And in 1999, Medicare regulations (64 Fed Reg 36060) required that institutions that receive federal funding had to inform patients of the availability of ethics consultation.

As a result of these events, 81% of all U.S. hospitals now offer these services.
Questions to Consider Before Reading On

1. Have you or a class peer or colleague participated in an ethics consultation?
2. Describe the skills and knowledge used by the consultant(s) in the case:
   - For example, did he or she assist in clarifying the major issues?
   - Discuss relevant prior cases.
   - Use mediation skills to resolve a conflict.

CONSULTANT CREDENTIALING

In hospitals that have a dedicated clinical ethics consultant, that individual is likely to have many responsibilities. Beyond chairing or being a leader in the EC, the consultant will attend rounds on patients, organize educational sessions, serve on other hospital committees as an ethics liaison and expert, and be involved with clinical ethics consultation.

Although there are currently no accreditation standards for people who do ethics consultations, some standards are being established. The American Society for Bioethics and Humanities is developing a method of credentialing that requires a person to have (a) an advanced degree in bioethics or related field, (b) completed a fellowship in clinical ethics consultation, (c) completed mediation training, (d) familiarity with the proposed code of ethics and professional responsibilities for health care ethics consultants (see Box 5.3), (e) demonstrated experience in a clinical setting, and (f) undergone quality attestation review.

Box 5.3

Code of Ethics and Professional Responsibilities for Health Care Ethics Consultants

1. Be competent
2. Preserve Integrity
3. Manage conflicts of interest and obligation
4. Respect privacy and maintain confidentiality
5. Contribute to the field
6. Communicate responsibly
7. Promote just health care

Source: ASBH (2014).
The last is a process in development. The quality attestation review will most likely consist of a written examination on core knowledge as well as a demonstration of skills through presentation of a case portfolio and an oral examination.

A clinical health care ethicist needs to have a broad range of knowledge to bring to the consult. This includes knowing about ethical theories, communication skills, law, mediation, process of a consult, religion, as well as history of bioethics and clinical ethics consultation. In addition, a consultant should know major cases that have influenced thinking in clinical ethics and the debates surrounding major issues:

- Decision-making capacity
- Informed consent
- Surrogate decision making
- Advance care planning and advance directives
- End-of-life decision making
- Privacy and confidentiality
- Pregnancy and perinatal issues
- Difficult patients
- Culture (anthropology, sociology, and ethnography)
- Minors (best interest, assent, parental limits)
- Newborns, infants and children (delivery room, neonatal intensive care unit (NICU)/pediatric intensive care unit (PICU), Baby Doe regulations, sterilization)
- Adolescents (mature minor, emancipated minor) (ASBH Clinical Ethics Task Force, 2009)

A consultant must also possess the skills necessary to conduct a clinical ethics consultation. This expertise includes communication, mediation, research, ethical analysis, issue identification and clarification, implementation science, and evaluation.

**FORMS OF CONSULTS**

Consult services may differ in how they structure the consultation response based on institutional history and available resources. Consultations may be done by individuals, teams (or EC subcommittee), or the full committee. Small hospitals may not have enough resources to have a consultant or an EC. In those situations, the hospital may consult with an academic medical center’s ethics program or be part of a regional or state-wide clinical ethics network that serves as an ethics education and consultation service.
A large hospital may have a clinical ethicist on staff. In this situation, the ethicist may do consultations alone or as the leader of a small team. A solo consultant is a highly trained professional who can respond quickly. However, given that ethics consultation is not reimbursable by insurance, this model is a cost center for the hospital and thus not as common.

If a clinical ethicist is not on staff, then consults may be done by a subset of the EC who are trained in conducting consults. In the team approach, two to three individuals may be involved in the case. The team approach allows for a division of duties, as well as offering several different perspectives and areas of expertise. This larger group, though, makes scheduling and responsiveness more challenging.

A full EC consult is the norm in a few places, but in most circumstances, this approach is reserved for cases that present novel situations, is required by law, or where the decision to be made is controversial. The full committee model requires coordinating schedules of a large number of people and makes reaching decisions more difficult. Thus, this approach should be used only in the circumstances outlined previously.

**PROCESS OF A CONSULT**

Many different methods have been developed for performing a consult including CASES (clarify, assemble information, synthesize information, explain, support the process) by the Veteran’s Administration National Center for Ethics in Health Care, clinical ethics mediation, clinical ethics, facilitation, and more (see Chapter 1). Each of these approaches has its advantages and disadvantages.

The process for ethics consultation that has been endorsed by the American Society for Bioethics and Humanities is known as “bioethics facilitation.” This is a process where the consultant helps create a safe space for discussion that ensures that all voices are heard. The consultant works with interested parties (health care team, patient, family) to guide them in reaching an acceptable solution.

Bioethics facilitation is a five-step process for completing the consult:

1. Gather information
2. Analyze
3. Negotiate options
4. Document
5. Evaluate (Spike, 2012)

These steps are not necessarily sequential and any one step may be revisited multiple times. Similarly, several could happen at once. For example, at a family meeting, one might be gathering new information, analyzing, and negotiating options simultaneously.
Request

The first step of an ethics consult is that someone has to request it. As a consulting service in the hospital, an ethics consultant does not have any patients, but rather assists other health care providers in caring for their patients. Hospital policy determines who is permitted to request a consult. In many hospitals, anyone can request. In others, all requests must go through the attending physician. The hospital may have a consult pager or phone number that one calls to request ethics assistance while others enable one to make the request through the electronic medical record.

Unfortunately, few people in a hospital are aware of the availability of this service or how to contact it. Studies show that most house staff have never requested a consult and that only in half of hospitals do nurses have access to them or to request them (Danis et al., 2008; Gacki-Smith & Gordon, 2005). Consider that only 8% of nurses have requested consults while 15% expressed a desire to ask for one but did not. This difference between knowledge and action is explained by the reasons nurses give for not requesting consults:

1. Lack of awareness or not knowing how to request
2. Fear of adverse repercussions
3. Case resolved on its own
4. Emergency situations created time constraints
5. Lack of availability on the night shift (Gordon & Hamric, 2006)

Fear of repercussions includes concerns about angering physicians, injuring peer relationships, and worries that such a request could lead to dismissal. Nearly half of nurses have experienced or observed retaliation for an ethics consult request (Danis et al., 2008). Ideally, all individuals including patients and families should have access to an ethics consultation request.

Questions to Consider Before Reading On

1. Discuss the process used to request an ethics consultation in your facility and/or that of a class peer or colleague. What are the similarities and differences in the process?

2. How do the provisions and relative statements from the Code of Ethics in Box 5.4 support the nurse’s role in ethics consultation?

Once contact has been made, the requestor will be asked several questions: What is the ethical issue? What has happened so far to resolve the situation? Who should be part of the discussion? Does the attending physician know of this request? Who is the patient? And what is the urgency? Some requests
Box 5.4

Process of Clinical Ethics: Committees and Consults—Provisions and Relative Statements From the Code of Ethics

**PROVISION 1**
The nurse practices with compassion and respect for the inherent dignity, worth, and unique attributes of every person.

**PROVISION 6**
The nurse, through individual and collective effort, establishes, maintains, and improves the ethical environment of the work setting and conditions of employment that are conducive to safe, quality health care.

**FROM INTERPRETIVE STATEMENT, 1.4**
Respect for human dignity requires the recognition of specific patient rights, in particular, the right to self-determination. Patients have the moral and legal rights to determine what will be done with and to their own person; to be given accurate, complete, and understandable information in a manner that facilitates an informed decision; and to be assisted with weighing the benefits, burdens, and available options in their treatment, including the choice of no treatment. They also have the right to accept, refuse, or terminate treatment without deceit, undue influence, duress, coercion, or prejudice and to be given necessary support throughout the decision-making and treatment process.

**FROM INTERPRETIVE STATEMENT, 6.1**
- Virtues are universal, learned, and habituated attributes of moral character that predispose persons to meet their moral obligations, that is, to do what is right.
- Virtues are what we are to be and make for a morally “good person.”

**FROM INTERPRETIVE STATEMENT, 6.2**
- Obligations focus on what is right and wrong or what we are to do as moral agents.
- Obligations are often specified in terms of principles such as beneficence or doing good; nonmaleficence or doing no harm; justice or treating people fairly; reparations, or making amends for harm; fidelity, and respect for persons.

**FROM INTERPRETIVE STATEMENT, 6.3**
Nurses are responsible for contributing to a moral environment that demands respectful interactions among colleagues, mutual peer support, and open identification of difficult issues, which includes ongoing professional development of staff in ethical problem solving.

*Source: American Nurses Association (2015).*
are time sensitive and need immediate response. Others have longer time scales of days or weeks. This information is important for the consultant to know how much time he or she has to respond.

**Question to Consider Before Reading On**

Recall a recent situation in which you or a class peer/colleague believed an ethics consultation should have been requested.

1. As the requestor, how would you respond to the questions in the previous section?

**Gather Information**

After receiving the request, an individual consultant or consultation team will be assigned to the case (for this discussion we will assume an individual consultant). Information gathering requires looking at records, making phone calls, visits to the ward, and possibly a family meeting. The consultant will contact the individual who initiated the request for further information. The consultant will review the patient chart and interview the care team (nurses, physicians, social workers, and other allied health specialists, if relevant). Conversations will also be held with the patient, surrogate decision maker, and family.

**Analyze**

The analysis step is where the consultant applies ethical theories, health law, hospital policies, and community standards to identify the ethical issue—which may or may not be what was reported—and to examine the issues in the case. This step requires research, referring to similar previous cases, discussion, and reflection.

**NEGOTIATE OPTIONS**

An ethics consultant in discussion with all relevant parties will identify the options available for dealing with the issue at hand. Each option will be examined for its potential positive and negative outcomes in order to assess the viability of the choices. The consultant can then work with the health care team, patient, and family to reach a consensus choice and/or can make a recommendation. Note that ethics consultants can only offer recommendations. Since the health care team has the fiduciary relationship with the patient and thus is responsible for providing care, the consultant’s suggestion can be followed or not.
Like all consult services, the consultation process and recommendation will be entered into the patient’s chart. Some hospitals even have separate ethics notes. These notes outline the facts of the case, the steps taken, the analysis done, and the recommendation made.

After the consult, the ethics service will request that the health care team, patient, and family provide feedback on the consult and how helpful it was. Through this step, the ethics consult program performs continual quality improvement and makes sure that the services meet the needs of its users. Most studies of physicians and nurses show strong satisfaction with ethics consult services in helping to resolve an ethical issue or dilemma (Schneiderman et al., 2003). Clinical ethics consults are correlated with shorter hospital stays and shorter ICU stays (Chen et al., 2014).

Ethics Consult for Mr. Ramirez

**Case Scenario (continued)**

Using the facilitation method discussed here, we will examine the opening case of Mr. Ramirez to demonstrate how these steps transpire in a case. The consultation request for Mr. Ramirez’s case came from the patient’s primary nurse. A consultation team of two people (one ethicist and one attorney) then began gathering information by reading through his chart, talking to the nurse who requested the consult, talking to the physicians (in this case a general medicine physician, podiatrist, and psychiatrist), and talking to other team members (nursing, social work). The consult team visited the patient in his room and was able to talk to his two sisters who were the only siblings able to visit. The other siblings were working, taking care of their children, or dealing with their mother who was a patient at another hospital. The ethics team realized that a family meeting was necessary. The medical team in charge of the patient’s care organized this meeting.

One of the most shocking events at this meeting was when the various doctors and health care providers introduced themselves. Despite the complicated nature of this case requiring several specialties, none of the care providers had spoken to each other before. Their only contact had been from reading notes in the chart, if that even happened. For 45 minutes, the ethics team acted as facilitator, making sure that each member of the health care team had an (continued)
opportunity to speak. For many of them, it was the first time they had heard about some of the issues involved. With all of the information on the table, it was time to hear from the family and then negotiate the options. However, when the social worker turned to the family and asked, “Do you understand what has been said,” the two sisters turned to each other and spoke in Spanish. Then one sister said haltingly, “No, we do not speak English.” No one had thought to ask if the family spoke English. Thus began a period of time where the family was told what had happened in their own language. While the ethics group spoke Spanish and participated, none of the care providers did. Their body language made it apparent that they were not interested in the language issue.

At this point, the ethics group offered a summary analysis of the conflicting values. For the physicians, patient autonomy was important and lacking that, they wanted a decision maker to make the choices for the patient. The family was going through a great deal at the time and none of the siblings felt they could take responsibility for making a choice, nor could they agree. They believed that the amputation was unnecessary because a family member with diabetes had a similar infection on her hand and was told that she would have to lose a finger. After much prayer and family folk healing, she was healed and the amputation was not necessary. Thus, their lived experience was that the doctors were wrong. Underlying this conversation was a desire to honor beneficence, that is, to do what was best for Mr. Ramirez. The medical truth was that his spreading infection was life threatening.

Part of analysis is understanding the law and hospital policies. Under the law of this state, lacking a medical power of attorney and a spouse meant that decision-making power fell to the parents. His father was deceased and his mother was unavailable.

According to statute, next in line were the siblings: Not one sibling, or the loudest sibling, or the eldest sibling, but all siblings. They had to agree and in this family, there was no agreement. It was medically clear that the toe needed to be amputated—that was in the patient’s best interest. What was not clear was who could decide for the patient. The negotiation became about this issue. In the end, the ethics group told the family that one sibling had to be the spokesperson for the family and tell the group the decision. In return for that person taking on the responsibility, the rest of the siblings should support him or her even if they disagree. The family needed to come together.

The next day one of the sisters called to say that the family had talked. She was to be the decision maker and she said to do the surgery. This information was documented. Ethics detailed the process in the patient’s chart and contacted all of the physicians working on the case. In follow-up evaluation conversations with the health care team, the ethics group learned that the ethics consultation process was helpful in elucidating the issues, making sure everyone was heard, and in recommending a solution.
Questions to Consider Before Reading On

1. None of the care providers had communicated with each other prior to the meeting. As the nurse caring for Mr. Ramirez, how could you have facilitated this communication process earlier in his care? Which QSEN competencies and Code provisions/statements would support your role as facilitator?

2. What would you share in the follow-up evaluation conversation with the ethics consultation team?

CONCLUSION

Clinical ethics is a method for “identifying, analyzing and resolving ethics issues in clinical medicine” (Jonsen et al., 2006). A method for resolving ethical issues is required by The Joint Commission, Medicare, case law, and professional organizations. The most common methods found in hospitals are ECs and clinical ethics consultation services.

ECs are interdisciplinary groups composed of experts from various health disciplines and hospital units. The committee can have three functions: policy, education, and consultation.

Ethics consultants are trained in ethical theories, mediation, facilitation, and communication. They also have an advanced degree, clinical experience, and knowledge of relevant laws and policies. Accreditation of consultants will likely include written and oral exams and maintenance of a case portfolio.

Ethics consultation can be done by individuals, teams, or the full EC. The American Society for Bioethics & Humanities recommends a process of bioethics facilitation that includes (a) gathering information, (b) analyzing, (c) negotiating options, (d) documenting the process and recommendations, and (e) evaluating the process.

Ethics consultation helps support the care of patients as well as the well-being of health care practitioners by providing assistance in difficult cases. A strong consult service can improve patient satisfaction, reduce costs, reduce the risk of lawsuits, and improve the hospital’s reputation.

Box 5.5

Exemplar—Case Study

Mark is a 70-year-old man with multiple myeloma in the hospital. Mark has no family. Two years ago, he completed a medical power of attorney document naming Daniel, his 17-year-old neighbor, as his proxy decision maker and Daniel’s mother as the second agent. At the

(continued)
time, Mark chose that he wanted all efforts made to prolong his life as long as possible. This decision has meant considerable time in the hospital and undergoing uncomfortable treatments. Now Mark is significantly more debilitated. In a conversation with his nurse he has stated that he was done and that if his heart stopped, he did not want any further treatment. He then completed an advance directive and requested a do not resuscitate (DNR) order. Daniel has not visited Mark nor is Daniel aware of the new advance directive. When Mark declines further and slips into unconsciousness, a decision needs to be made to intubate him. Daniel (who is now 19 years old) is called and says, “He wanted everything done. Yes, you must intubate Mark.”

1. What are the ethical issues in this case?
2. How can an ethics committee assist in this situation?
3. How can the patient’s voice be represented?
4. What information needs to be gathered? Who needs to be involved in conversation?
5. What are the action options in this case?
6. Should Daniel still be the decision maker?
7. How does a nurse best care for Mark?
8. What recommendation should the ethics committee make?

Box 5.6

**Evidence-Based Practice Resources**


(continued)
Box 5.6

Evidence-Based Practice (continued)


Critical Thinking Questions and Activities

1. As in the Case Scenario, providers may not be communicating with each other or with the patient/family about the patient’s status. Nurses are in a unique position to facilitate this communication process. Discuss the strategies proposed to improve this process in the article by Milic et al. (2014), with a class peer or colleague.

   http://ajcc.aacnjournals.org/content/24/4/e56.full.pdf+html

2. Review the roles for bedside nurses in discussions of prognosis and goals of care with patients’ families and physicians in Figure 1 of the Milic article. Do nurses perform these roles in your current practice? If not, how could they be implemented?

(continued)
3. Identify how the communication skills and example statements presented in Table 1 of the Milic article could have been utilized in a recent (or future) patient situation.

4. Choose one of the evidence-based articles in Box 5.6 and discuss with a class peer or colleague.
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Emerging Ethical Issues in Nursing Practice
As a registered nurse, you have seen the degree of patient and family involvement in decision making regarding nursing care varies depending on the patient’s individual needs, preferences, and values. Nursing practice has always centered on the care of the patient, although the relationship has varied, ranging from the nurse providing total care and making all the decisions to one that can be accurately characterized as a full partnership where the expertise of the patient and family, if the patient wishes, is valued equally with that of the nurse. In such a partnership the patient and nurse jointly identify the problem, establish goals, create a plan of care, and evaluate the success of the plan. The term patient centeredness, introduced in medical literature (Balint, 1969) to characterize the concept of understanding each patient as a unique human being, is now recognized as an essential concept to achieve quality in health care (IOM, 2001). As you read this chapter, think about relationships and concerns you have experienced in caring for patients and families regarding decision making in their nursing care.
**Case Scenario**

Mr. Charles Jones is 35 years old and hospitalized for a severe genetic cardiopulmonary condition. He has survived long past the average life expectancy for an individual with his diagnosis. Hospitalizations are increasingly necessary as his disease has progressed and nighttime ventilator support became part of his home routine 5 years ago. His father is his primary caregiver. They share a home and both describe the importance of their faith throughout the long journey with his progressive and life-limiting condition. Admitted for worsening heart failure symptoms, nurses express frustration with his care, primarily related to maintaining his oral fluid limits and his nighttime ventilation routine. Physicians express annoyance when the very limited oral fluid allowance is not maintained. Some nurses “give in” to his requests to quench his ever present thirst, leaving fluids at his bedside where he can access them as needed; other nurses describe an obligation to follow physician orders, posting signs alerting staff to not respond to the patient’s request for beverages. Respiratory therapists resist his requests to veer from their standard hospital routine; he wants to follow his home schedule for nighttime ventilation. Since Mr. Jones’s home routine for sleep is much later than the 9 p.m. hospital standards, he objects to going on the ventilator when the therapists make their evening rounds; he enjoys late night TV with a snack before going on the ventilator and wants to start his morning routine much later than the hospital’s 6 a.m. routine. The nurse manager, recognizing the ethical aspects to this situation, consults the nurse ethicist for assistance in addressing the care issues for the patient and the emerging conflict among the nurses and between physicians and nurses.

**BACKGROUND**

Societal changes marked by the quality and patient safety movement, consumer demand, and regulatory and accrediting bodies are forcing health care settings to shift the culture to one truly centered on the needs of patients and families rather than on the preferences of providers. Furthermore, provisions in the American Nurses Association (ANA) Code of Ethics for Nurses, the ethical standard for professional practice, mandate attention to the primacy of the patient’s interests, the right to self-determination, and the recognition of the unique needs of the individual (ANA, 2015a).

Clinical nurses practicing in acute care settings are likely to be challenged to provide PFCC as patient values and preferences may be invisible or alternately not honored as they conflict with clinician or organizational values. However, their proximity to the patient in a therapeutic relationship places them in a pivotal position to promote this cultural transformation albeit requiring significant changes in nursing practice. Ethical concerns will likely arise for clinical nurses with the recognition of professional obligations as
well as honoring personal values, the values of their organization, and those of the patient and family. In this chapter, several ethical issues will be identified along with the requisite knowledge, skills, and attitude (KSA) that support the provision of PFCC.

**Question to Consider Before Reading On**

1. How would you define PFCC in your current practice setting?

**WHAT IS PFCC?**

The Institute of Medicine, in its landmark report *Crossing the Quality Chasm*, identified one of six imperatives for quality as patient-centered care, defined as “providing care that is respectful of and responsive to individual patient preferences, needs and values and ensuring that patient values guide all clinical decisions” (IOM, 2001, p. 40). An extension of the IOM definition of patient-centered care developed for the Quality and Safety Education for Nurses (QSEN) work highlights both nursing’s obligations to patients and the importance of partnership, “recognizing the patient or designee as the source of control and full partner in providing compassionate and coordinated care based on respect for patient’s preferences, values and needs” (Cronenwett et al., 2007, p. 123).

Partnership and engagement are central to achieving an exceptional experience in the inpatient setting:

- Every care interaction is anchored in a respectful partnership, anticipating and responding to patient and family needs (e.g., physical comfort, emotional, informational, cultural, spiritual, and learning).
- Patients are part of the care team and participate at the level the patient chooses.
- Care for each patient is based on a customized interdisciplinary shared care plan with patients educated, enabled, and confident to carry out their care plans. (Balik, Conway, Zipperer, & Watson, 2011, p.14)

**Question to Consider Before Reading On**

1. How are these aspects of partnership and engagement integrated in your current practice?

An analysis of the concept of patient centeredness through the formal theories of ethics justifies the concept as the ethical approach to care (Duggan et al., 2005)
Although the QSEN competency reads *patient-centered care*, the term *person- and family-centered care* is more representative of the concept. Many experts have brought forth the idea that in order to treat the patient, one must see the person (Barnsteiner, Disch, & Walton, 2014; Koloroutis & Trout, 2012; Schenck & Churchill, 2012). Moreover, individuals are engaging in health care beyond the hospital walls and family plays a significant role in health care experiences.

**ETHICAL ISSUES ARISING IN PFCC**

The Code of Ethics for Nurses embraces the ethical demands of respecting the wholeness of the person dwelling in a family and community (ANA, 2015a). However, models of ethical decision making in clinical practice traditionally focus on quandary ethics using formal biomedical principles and theories to examine dilemmas and conflicts often to the exclusion of the importance of everyday skillful ethical comportment (Dreyfus, Dreyfus, & Benner, 2009).

Ethical dilemmas often present with the dramatic events in health care where decisions may have an immediate and irreversible impact on patients and their loved ones—listing for transplant, whether to use invasive life-sustaining technology, or whether to limit or withdraw aggressive care. However, the attention given to these momentous decisions characterized as “quandary ethics” draws attention away from the everyday ethical issues embedded in nursing practice:

> Doctors and nurses make “constant small ethical decisions [in their] everyday clinical work” like whether to make eye contact with a patient or take seriously a patient’s complaints about treatment side effects. Their choices have a major impact on patients and caregivers. Concepts like beneficence and respect for persons are as relevant to these interactions as they are to conventional ethics concerns like decision-making about life-sustaining interventions.” (Dresser, 2011, p.15)

Although the challenges that face patients, families, and clinicians at the margins of life require skilled analysis, as the field of bioethics has matured, there is increasing recognition of the ethical aspects of everyday clinical practice—microethics rather than quandary ethics (Churchill, Fanning, & Schenck, 2013; Truog et al., 2015). The constant small decisions made in routine, everyday interactions are inherently ethical in nature; they have significant impact on vulnerable patients and families. Every clinical encounter between a nurse and a patient or his or her family member is an opportunity to care; the act of caring is a moral ideal and foundational to the practice of nursing (ANA, 2015b).
Looking at nursing practice through the lens of PFCC reveals opportunities that arise for ethical issues and conflicts for clinical nurses in the acute care setting. Three ethical issues related to the introductory Case Scenarios for analysis are:

1. Ensuring that the patient’s voice has primacy over that of the nurse
2. Honoring the choices of the patient even when they conflict with those of the nurse
3. Engaging with family as the patient directs

Questions to Consider Before Reading On

1. What are some microethics issues you have encountered in your daily practice?
2. How did you identify these as ethical in nature?

Primacy of the Patient’s Voice

The need for patient-centered care is recognized in the Institute of Medicine report *The Future of Nursing: Leading Change, Advancing Care*, “yet practice still is usually organized around what is most convenient for the provider, the payer, or the health care organization and not the patient. Patients are repeatedly asked, for example, to change their expectations and schedules to fit the needs of the system” (IOM, 2010, p. 51). PFCC calls for clinicians to re-envision how work is accomplished by shifting the power base from the clinician to the patient toward establishing a partnership for safe, high-quality care. In fact, no longer is the clinician’s evaluation of the quality of care considered the ultimate measure of quality. How the individual person experiences care is now a recognized quality metric; patient experience is broadly defined as “the sum of all interactions, shaped by an organization’s culture, that influence patient perceptions across the continuum of care” (Wolf et al., 2014). However, in the acute-care setting, where professionals from many disciplines are responsible for accomplishing myriad tasks in set chronological 24-hour time blocks, staff schedules and unit routines hold higher priority than patient preferences and dictate practices to achieve standardization, efficiency, and safety. For clinical nurses, individualizing care presents challenges; furthermore, seeing the patient as the source of control and a full partner may seem virtually impossible. Nurses often describe their own inability to have control over schedules, let alone more complex care issues. While standardization can promote safety and efficiency, it is blind to individual needs and preferences. Nurses are uniquely positioned to engage patients in articulating their values and preferences and creating partnerships to ensure clinical decisions reflect the same.
Valuing Patient and Family Choices Over Those of Nurse and/or Organization

For inpatient experiences to be both satisfactory to the patient and achieve quality health outcomes, patients need to be actively engaged in their care. The Nursing Alliance for Quality Care (NAQC), which includes both nursing and patient/consumer representatives, endorses the vision of partnership, competent decision making, and ethical behavior to achieve high-quality and safe care. Nurses must support patients not only in making competent, well-informed decisions, but also in supporting their actions in carrying out those decisions (Sofaer & Schumann, 2013). The nurse is in the ideal position among health care providers to experience the patient as a unique human being with individual strengths and complexities in order to advocate from a patient rather than a provider-centric stance. Gadow’s concept of existential advocacy expresses the ideal that advocacy is “the effort to help persons become clear about what they want to do, by helping them discern and clarify their values in the situation, and on the basis of that self-examination, to reach decisions which express their reaffirmed, perhaps recreated, complex of values” (Gadow, 1980, p. 44). This approach to nursing’s advocacy role can ensure that a patient’s decision is actually self-determined rather than a decision that a clinician would choose for him or her.

The Case Scenario illustrates a lack of coordination and continuity of care among the bedside nurses as well as open conflict about one of the strategies to treat the patient’s cardiac symptoms. The nursing staff is not in agreement about honoring the medical orders and there is no evidence of any collaboration with the patient and/or the interprofessional team about this aspect of care. Given the patient’s years of experience—in fact, his established expertise—the Case Scenario does not indicate that the patient’s perspective on this issue is sought. Clinical nurses will appreciate the frustration of working with physicians who expect medical orders followed; however, can they imagine how a person with an intense thirst feels when begging for fluids? In the Case Scenario, Mr. Jones is clearly not the source of control nor does it seem decisions are based on his preferences and values. Exploring the
patient’s experience with managing his cardiac condition and his goals not only for the hospitalization but also for his future is indicated. Did he participate in and agree to the plan for fluid restriction? Is his refusal to adhere to medical recommendations a signal that he wants to renegotiate goals? Is he evaluating the risk/benefit equation and deciding the burden of tight fluid control is not worth the benefit of reduced symptoms? Perhaps he does not believe fluid restriction is effective. Could a care-planning discussion with the patient and the clinical team reveal new goals and/or strategies that the patient can support? Can nurses and physicians accept and honor decisions that Mr. Jones makes based on his values and goals, even if they do not represent standard medical practices?

Questions to Consider Before Reading On

1. Recognizing the variation in the clinical nurses’ response to Mr. Jones’s requests for fluids, how might you engage your colleagues in coordinating the plan for fluid restriction with the patient? Who could be an ally?

2. Do you think “giving in” accurately characterizes professional practice? Alternately do you believe following medical orders against the patient’s wishes reflects ethical practice?

Engaging Family in Care

Recognizing the inherent vulnerability of any individual who is hospitalized, regulations and standards issued in 2010 by Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) and The Joint Commission specify the patient’s right to have a support person present in the inpatient setting, including critical care settings, at all times. As family presence and participation is increasingly recognized as essential for patient safety and quality, clinical staff is challenged to shift from doing for or to patients to doing with patients and their families. Nurses must work with patients and their family if the patient so directs; these loved ones offer invaluable knowledge of the patient as a person as well as home and community resources. They can offer history and assistance with plans for transitions to home or other care settings. Recognition of the important role of the patient’s support person is essential for PFCC.

Family is defined by the patient, not solely by blood or legal relationships, and can be characterized as “those for whom it matters.” Ethical concerns about protection of the rights of privacy and confidentiality must be carefully addressed; confusion about legal considerations related to Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) regulations should not prevent sharing information and working with family members as directed by the patient.
KSA to Achieve PFCC

There are 39 QSEN graduate-level KSAs associated with the QSEN patient-centered care competency. Eleven are selected here to illustrate how the KSAs relate to the scenario.

Knowledge

- Analyze multiple dimensions of patient-centered care including patient/family/community preferences and values, as well as social, cultural, psychological, and spiritual contexts.
- Analyze patient-centered care in the context of care coordination, patient education, physical comfort, emotional support, and care transitions.
- Analyze ethical and legal implications of patient-centered care.

Skills

- Based on active listening to patients, elicit values, preferences, and expressed needs as part of clinical interview, diagnosis, implementation of care plan as well as coordination and evaluation of care.
- Work to address ethical and legal issues related to patients’ rights to determine their care.
- Work with patients to create plans of care that are defined by the patient.
- Assess patients’ understanding of their health issues and create plans with the patients to manage their health.

Attitudes

- Commit to the patient being the source of control and full partner in his or her care.
- Commit to respecting the rights of patients to determine their care plan to the extent that they want.
- Respect the complexity of decision making by patients.
- Value the involvement of patients and family in care decisions (QSEN, 2012).

Question to Consider Before Reading On

1. How could one of the nursing actions related to knowledge, skill, or attitude be used by the nurse in the chapter Case Scenario?
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Skills and Practices Using Selected Key PFCC Practices

Among the many recognized practices that support a culture of PFCC (Herrin et al., 2016), there are two that clinical nurses have significant authority to influence/implement: (a) recognizing the patients’ right to specify which family members will be actively involved in their care, and (b) encouraging patients and family to participate in nurse-shift change report. Two routine nursing practices, the admission assessment and nurse-shift change report, serve to illustrate how the QSEN competencies are demonstrated.

The Admission Assessment

Nurses interview all patients on admission to the hospital. Assessing the patient’s physical and emotional condition, learning needs and orienting the patient to the care environment are well-established nursing responsibilities. Integral to this activity is recognizing the impact of first impressions, identifying communication needs and a support person, and beginning role negotiation (Walton, 2011). Engaging patients or their support persons in expressing their goals as well as discussing the role they want to play in this health care experience lays the foundation for a positive experience. Nurses should first learn about goals for the hospitalization from the patient’s perspective. Prompting the patient to describe personal expectations is informative; goals of care are concepts patients recognize and may be more helpful than focusing solely on interventions (Kaldjian, Curtis, Shinkunas, & Cannon, 2009). For example, whether a patient is being admitted for an elective procedure or an exacerbation of a medical condition, nurses can elicit not only the intervention(s) planned or underway but also the patient’s understanding of what these measures will achieve. Understanding patient expectations may highlight important distinctions from the clinician’s perspective and should inform the consent process. Orienting patients to the team and hospital routine should also include a discussion of the role the patient and support person hope or want to play in shaping the care plan and achieving the goals as the patient sees them. The phrase “nothing about me without me” serves to remind clinicians that the voice of the patient is essential in all aspects of inpatient care (Delbanco et al., 2001).

Case Scenario (continued)

Examples of prompts that could be used to elicit the patient’s goals, care preferences, and preference of family involvement in the Case Scenario of this chapter are:

(continued)
Case Scenario (continued)

- Mr. Jones, since you have been hospitalized in the past, I consider you an expert in your own care. It is important that we have your guidance and direction.
- Can you share with me your goals for this admission? Tell me a little about how the decision for admission was made and what you hope will be achieved.
- Mr. Jones, can you tell me about your home routine for your nighttime ventilation program? Please highlight what you know works best and why.
- We recognize the value of having a family member or friend as a support person while in the hospital. We welcome them as you wish. Are there people (there may be more than one) you want us to include in your care?
- What approaches have been used in previous hospital stays that worked? How have nurses helped you be successful in managing treatment interventions that are challenging for you? What is most important for us to know about your care or hopes for this inpatient stay?

Prompts such as these signify a desire to work with the patient and, if he desires, family members/support persons. It also creates a clear opportunity for the patient to set his standards for care. This approach validates his success in managing a complex care routine and conveys respect and dignity for his role in self-care. Clinical nurses practicing in the acute care setting will likely learn successful home care strategies when patients have the opportunity to share their knowledge and skills and teach the nurse. Here, the nurse would learn more about Mr. Jones as an individual, managing his health care at home in contrast to learning about his care when he objects to plans based on clinician and organizational needs. Additionally, engaging a family member in developing a plan will likely introduce both knowledge and skill based on experience for this patient as well as emotional support.

Nurse Bedside Shift Report

The goal of bedside shift report is to ensure the safe handover of care between nurses by exchanging accurate information, providing for continuity, and involving the patient and family in the process. Here the patient and family have the opportunity to hear what has happened throughout the shift and the next steps in their care. It also offers the opportunity for them to ask questions and provide input into the care process; it is a visible symbol of patient-centered care as nurses are engaging with the individual in evaluating care and establishing goals. Engaging patients in rounds refocuses the exchange of information to include the patient and family (Radtke, 2013). Exchanging information in the presence of the patient without their participation in the process is not patient/family centered. This is an important distinction. Learning how to accomplish effective and efficient bedside shift report requires planning and practice. An implementation handbook published by Agency
The desire to create partnerships with patients is essential; however, developing partnership requires significant communication skills in order to create a safe space for patient preferences, values, and needs to be expressed and discussed. Values may best be thought of in the broadest sense as the preferred events that people seek, arising from needs and wants; values are evident in the everyday life experiences of individuals (Glen, 1999). Nurses must recognize that health care is not a value-neutral science and expert clinicians are more than repositories of facts and technical skills—they become experts at a set of activities that can only be described as governed and constituted by particular values and ends: the badness of pain, a picture of human flourishing and wellness, the nature of dignity and more. . . . There is no extractable core of value neutral knowledge that forms the essence of the clinician’s skilled expertise. (Kukla, 2007, p. 32)

If care is to be truly centered on the values of the person who is the patient rather than those of the clinician, there needs to be both a recognition of the values of both and clarity about the primacy of the patient’s values over those
of the clinician. Developing communication skills to elicit and discuss values is as essential to safety and quality as are the myriad technical skills that nurses are required to demonstrate competency. How patients conceptualize their health and illness and their explanatory framework is likely to vary from that of the clinician, given the diversity of human experience. Eliciting the patient’s explanatory framework, active listening, and responding to emotion are all communication skills that take time and experience to develop.

Active listening is an essential skill to elicit values, preferences, and expressed needs as part of clinical interviews to determine how to deliver, coordinate, and evaluate care (Cronenwett et al., 2009). Although typically portrayed as a simple skill, listening actually takes energy and concentration. It is a way of focusing and giving attention and communicates, “You are worth my time. I think this interaction with you is important. I am willing and able to be with you rather than somewhere else” (Churchill et al., 2013, p. 60). Nurses routinely ask patients for a great deal of information, such as medication history, symptoms, and functional level. This information is most often elicited through closed-ended questions in order to populate standardized forms and may inhibit revealing unique aspects of the patient’s story. This process can become rote rather than an opportunity for the nurse to learn from the patient and begin building the trust necessary for the therapeutic relationship. Curiosity and a genuine interest in learning about the patient as a person with a life story that is not solely grounded in his or her health and illness journey will convey respect for the dignity of the person and enrich the work life of the nurse. Numerous tools are recognized in the literature as valuable in helping clinicians elicit health beliefs that patients hold and will likely influence how they make decisions about their care and shape their expectations of care providers. Two that support PFCC are Kleinman’s Questions (Box 6.1; Kleinman, Eisenberg, & Good, 1978) and LEARN (Berlin & Fowkes, 1983). Selecting a few of the eight Kleinman’s Questions to explore aspects of care with Mr. Jones could reveal valuable insight into what matters to the patient. They are included in The Joint Commission Roadmap (TJC, 2010).

**Question to Consider Before Reading On**

1. How would you use the LEARN framework (Box 6.2) in a past experience you have had with a patient to improve communication of both your and the patient’s perspectives and perceptions of the situation?

Using the LEARN framework in a discussion about the patient’s preferences and the medical recommendations for heart failure highlights the need for the clinician and patient to explore each other’s perspective in order to develop a mutually agreed upon plan for the inpatient stay.

**Responding to Emotion**

Sometimes in eliciting patient values and preferences, nurses will have an internal emotional response as the patient’s values and preferences may differ
from theirs. Given the inherent vulnerability of patients and their loved ones in the acute care environment and the goal of providing compassionate care, nurses must develop skill in responding to emotions. A tendency to withdraw from intense and challenging emotions will inhibit a sense of partnership and prevent the healing benefits of therapeutic presence. Nurses who develop an accepting response to expressions of emotion will learn about the patient's thoughts and feelings. Rather than providing immediate reassurance, rebuttal, or agreement, the accepting response accepts what the patient says without judgment, acknowledges that patients ought to hold their own views and feelings, and validates the importance of the patient's contributions in

---

**Kleinman's Questions**

1. What do you think has caused your problem?
2. Why do you think it started when it did?
3. What do you think your sickness does to you? How does it work?
4. How severe is your sickness? Will it have a short or long course?
5. What kind of treatment do you think you should receive?
6. What are the most important results you hope to receive from this treatment?
7. What are the chief problems your sickness has caused for you?
8. What do you fear most about your sickness?

Adapted from Kleinman et al. (1978).

---

**LEARN**

L *Listen* with sympathy and understanding to the patient's perception of the problem
E *Explain* your perceptions of the problem
A *Acknowledge* and discuss the differences and similarities
R *Recommend* treatment
N *Negotiate* Agreement

Adapted from Berlin and Fowkes (1983, p. 934).
a therapeutic relationship. This is distinct from agreeing with the patient’s hopes or beliefs. NURSE is a useful mnemonic corresponding to and accepting patient emotions.

Questions to Consider Before Reading On

1. Think about your previous experiences with patients’ family members (Box 6.3). Were you able to accept their emotional expressions and validate their right to those feelings even if they were critical of your work or your organization?

2. Reflect on family members’ response to your interventions—were you an active listener or alternately did you correct, dismiss, or ignore their emotional expressions?

3. How did your interactions engage them or alternately distance them from supporting the patient’s care?

Box 6.3

Responding and Accepting Patient Emotions

**NURSE:**

**N = Name the emotion**

Naming, restating, and summarizing are ways to begin. 

* I wonder if you’re feeling angry. Some people in this situation would be angry; not I can see you are angry.

What is the difference between the two examples from patient perspective?

**U = Understanding**

* My understanding of what you are saying is . . . .

This gives the patient an opportunity to clarify or correct if the restatement does not capture the emotion that is felt and offers confirmation of being accurately heard.

**R = Respecting**

Can be nonverbal response—facial expression, touch, change in posture.

**S = Supporting**

*I will be with you;* express willingness to help. Think presence.

**E = Exploring**

*Tell me more;* clues offered with emotions. Asking to elaborate.

Adapted from Back et al. (2005).
CONCLUSION

Appreciating the vulnerability of individuals when hospitalized and in need of nursing care is foundational to developing the therapeutic nurse–patient relationship and ethical practice. Engaging patients and their families as full partners in care requires specific KSAs as described in the QSEN KSAs for patient-centered care. Embracing these beliefs and developing these skills will reshape the care experience to one truly centered on the values and preferences of the individuals and families receiving nursing care. In the introductory Case Scenario, partnership has not been established and the patient is not the source of control. If clinical nurses worked to create a partnership with Mr. Jones, starting with the admission assessment and continuing with the bedside shift report, the impasses described would likely be prevented. On admission, the patient’s goals and expectations could have been explored and a plan negotiated; physicians and therapists could have been consulted before the plan the patient objected to was enacted. Realistic and feasible approaches needed to be agreed upon in collaboration with physicians and therapists. Clinicians needed to value the patient’s reasons for maintaining the home time schedule for ventilation such as the pleasure he experiences with late night TV and knowing he will not have to readjust his schedule when he returns home. Or alternately, does the clinical condition that necessitated hospitalization support a rationale for a different, perhaps longer time on the ventilator? These are components of the benefit/burden analysis that should be discussed rather than requiring conformity with departmental standard routine. Given Mr. Jones’s expertise in living with his condition with multiple hospitalizations, it is likely he has ideas and approaches that are workable. Working with Mr. Jones about the recommended strategies will reveal his beliefs about what caused his current exacerbation and what will improve it. If he believes fluid restriction is a successful strategy, he can direct nurses in how to help him follow it. If he does not believe fluid restriction is important, together with nurses and physicians, a compromise or alternative strategy must be developed including perhaps even considering discharge if there is not a care plan that warrants an inpatient stay.

Using strategies to elicit the patient’s values, beliefs, and care preferences, negotiating plans and providing emotional support are all within the purview of the clinical nurse. Informed consent is an ethically relevant principle for the everyday aspects of care, not only those that require documentation of the informed consent process. Engaging with patients from the time of admission and consistently in nurse bedside shift report will support PFCC in the acute care setting. Inpatient nurses are central to the quality of the inpatient experience of care and are well positioned to establish partnerships with patients and their family members. Nurses are also influential in promoting other disciplines to work more collaboratively with patients and family
members given their central role in the acute care setting. A culture of PFCC is based on mutual respect of knowledge and skills among all stakeholders in the care relationship and values multiple points of view.

### Critical Thinking Questions and Activities

1. Since many individuals successfully manage complex chronic illnesses in their homes, and may in fact have greater expertise than nurses and physicians with some aspects of their care, identify strategies to engage patients in teaching clinicians.

2. Explain how you could have acknowledged the need to learn from a patient to your colleagues. Was this or would this type of acknowledgment be viewed in your current workplace within your practice group as a strength or a weakness? Explain.

3. Explain how your acknowledgment could or did influence the development of a therapeutic relationship with your patient.

4. Explore the resources and assessment tools available on the Institute for Patient- and Family-Centered Care website: www.ipfcc.org/tools/downloads-tools.html. Describe a situation in which you could use some of these resource tools in your nursing practice.
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Applying Ethics in Research and Evidence-Informed Practices

Catherine Robichaux

LEARNING OBJECTIVES AND OUTCOMES

Upon completion of this chapter, the reader will be able to:

- Describe the nurse’s role in promoting ethical research and evidence-informed practice
- Discuss the historical events that resulted in development of ethical research guidelines
- Use criteria to determine the ethical nature of research studies
- Explain how to promote ethical nursing practices based on research evidence

Nurses are advocates for patients involved in research studies and their role in ensuring adequate informed consent for participation is well documented (Judkins-Cohn, Kielwasser-Withrow, Owen, & Ward, 2014). This role has expanded dramatically, however, with recommendations from the Institute of Medicine (IOM; 2011) and the American Nurses Credentialing Center (ANCC, 2014) Magnet® program requirements, among other regulatory and accrediting bodies. As seen in Box 7.1, Provision 7 of the Code of Ethics also states, “The nurse, in all roles and settings advances the profession through research and scholarly inquiry . . .” (2015).

As nurses’ participation in research has increased, so has the number of alternatives sites in which research is conducted such as special clinics and private offices. Nurses may be involved in offering research information, recruiting and monitoring participants, obtaining/maintaining data, and writing and/or presenting results. They may be primary or coinvestigators or be
involved in critiquing research, quality improvement studies, and clinical practice guidelines. Nurses are also required to provide safe, effective nursing interventions using current research findings and evidence-based outcomes. In all these roles and settings, nurses are responsible for understanding the principles and issues underlying the ethical conduct of research and evaluate the ethical components of research studies and evidence-based practice recommendations/guidelines (Barrett, 2010; Grady & Edgerly, 2009). The purpose of this chapter is to provide you as a practicing nurse with a clear understanding of your role responsibilities in research and related issues.

You will see the terms “evidence-based” and “evidence-informed” practice used in this chapter and in others. The former is the more frequently used term, originally defined as the “conscientious, explicit use of current best evidence in making decisions about the care of individual patients” (Sackett et al., 1996, p. 71). Although this definition has been expanded, evidence-informed practice, as described in the Code of Ethics (2015, p. 43) and by Fowler (2015), reflects a more comprehensive understanding:

Evidence-informed practice, then, utilizes a diversity of forms of knowledge including clinical expertise; ethical understanding;
patient and family values, beliefs, and preferences; theories, healthcare resources and practice environments; and even nurse practice or DHHS regulations. While it includes evidence-based practice, *evidence-informed practice* is a more encompassing term. (Fowler, 2015, p. 124)

Fowler (2015) also notes that this interpretation and application influences not only direct patient care but ultimately affects health systems worldwide. In so doing, evidence-informed practice works to reduce inequalities in care and is a matter of justice. The difference in understanding between these two terms is discussed further in the section Ethics and Evidence-Informed Practice. Additional interpretive statements relevant to ethics in research and evidence-informed practice are included in Box 7.1.

**Question to Consider Before Reading On**

1. Have you participated in a research study? What was your role? Discuss your experience with a class peer or colleague.

**Case Scenario**

Jeanie, who has worked in a large medical surgical unit in an academic medical center for 5 years, recently transferred to the oncology unit after receiving her BSN. Several patients on this unit are participants in various clinical trials. Sarah, a 55-year-old woman with stage IV breast cancer, who has not responded to therapy, has been asked to participate in a study. She has been offered participation in an institutional review board (IRB)–approved phase one clinical trial to evaluate the safety of a new biological agent. Although new to the unit, Jeanie knows that phase one trials are conducted to evaluate the safety of investigational agents in terms of dosage and side effects. While participants in such trials may benefit from the intervention, that is not the primary goal of the research and many patients may receive minimal to no benefit. After reading the informed consent required for participation in the study, Sarah tells Jeanie, “I know this says that the treatment may not help me but I really think it will.” Jeanie is concerned that Sarah does not seem to fully understand the clinical trial informed consent and believes that the intervention will help her although it may have no benefit. In addition, Sarah does not seem to be aware of possible alternatives to participation, however limited.

**Question to Consider Before Reading On**

1. How would you respond to Sarah’s initial misunderstanding of the clinical trial intervention?
BRIEF HISTORY OF ETHICAL GUIDELINES

The Code of Ethics for Nurses (American Nurses Association [ANA], 2015) and other guidelines are vital to our understanding of ethical research and evidence-informed practice. This understanding encompasses more than one document or a set of regulations and depends on the attention, knowledge, integrity, and courage of the professionals involved.

Nursing regulatory boards such as ANA and those in other countries such as Australia and Great Britain (Australian Nursing Federation [ANF], 2009; Haigh & Williamson, 2009; Royal College of Nursing [RCN], 2009) have provided direction for nurses in various roles on the ethical conduct of research and measures required to protect those participating in the process. These directions and mandates have resulted from ethical breaches committed during human experimentation in the past.

After World War II, the Nuremberg trials were conducted to prosecute Nazi leaders and physicians for crimes against humanity including subjecting prisoners to appalling procedures done in the name of clinical research. At this time, there were no regulations, codes, or formal documents that contained standards for ethical research on human subjects so the trials resulted in development of the Nuremberg Code (1949). The three essential elements of the Nuremberg Code are voluntary and informed consent, a favorable risk–benefit ratio, and the right to withdraw from a study without repercussion. These elements form the basis of subsequent ethics codes and international research regulations including the Declaration of Helsinki (World Medical Association, 1964), which states that the interests of the subject should supersede those of society and every subject should receive the best-known treatment available (Layman, 2009; Rice, 2008).

Although the United States was involved in the creation of the Nuremberg Code, federal regulations regarding research and IRB approval were not developed until 1974 with the National Research Act followed by guidelines based on principles outlined in the Belmont Report (The National Commission for the Protection of Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research, 1978). The Belmont Report serves as the basis for regulations affecting research sponsored by the U.S. government including studies supported by the National Institute for Nursing Research (NINR). This report identifies three major principles in evaluating research: respect for persons, beneficence, and justice. These principles maintain that an individual must understand what he or she is being asked to do, make a reasoned judgment about the effect(s) of his or her participation, and make a choice free of coercive influence. In addition, individuals incapable of making their own informed choices should be protected. The investigator is obligated to ensure that the research is based on a sound design and has undergone review, and that the obligation to maximize benefits and minimize risks is heeded (Horner & Minifie, 2011a; Layman, 2009; Polit & Beck, 2014).

The Belmont Report also delineates the difference between research and treatment, emphasizes the assessment of risks and benefits, and reiterates
the importance of informed consent. In addition, several populations are identified as “vulnerable” or requiring additional protection including children, pregnant women and fetuses, neonates, prisoners, and the institutionalized mentally disabled. Following development of the Belmont Report, the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) issued the Federal Policy for the Protection of Human Subjects or the “Common Rule” in 1991 to provide a uniform approach to human research in the United States. This document has been revised and amended several times with the latest revision occurring in 2009 (DHHS). While these regulations and guidelines may seem excessive, several egregious, unethical research studies that occurred in the United States before, during, and even after their development indicate the ongoing need for awareness and monitoring of research practices. Table 7.1 describes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STUDY AND YEAR(S) CONDUCTED</th>
<th>PARTICIPANTS AND PURPOSE</th>
<th>ETHICS BREACHES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tuskegee, Alabama Syphilis Study 1932–1973 Study was funded by the U.S. Public Health Service (USPHS)</td>
<td>Men with syphilis from a poor African American community. To investigate the natural history of untreated syphilis in humans. When penicillin treatment became available, it was withheld from participants.</td>
<td>Participants who consented had no meaningful understanding of the research or their condition and many believed they were receiving medical care. Study risks outweighed potential benefits and withholding of treatment violates protection from harm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jewish Chronic Disease Hospital Study 1963 Brooklyn, NY Study was funded by the USPHS and the American Cancer Society</td>
<td>Chronically ill, senile, elderly, hospitalized patients with compromised immune systems. Patients received bloodstream injections of live liver cancer cells to determine the influence of weakened immunity on the spread of cancer.</td>
<td>Vulnerable patients who could not give informed consent. Subjects received no benefit and investigators had no proof that they would not develop cancer.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
### Table 7.1
Examples of Unethical Research in the United States (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STUDY AND YEAR(S) CONDUCTED</th>
<th>PARTICIPANTS AND PURPOSE</th>
<th>ETHICS BREACHES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Willowbrook State School Hepatitis Study 1955–1970 Staten Island, NY</td>
<td>Mentally and physically disabled children were infected with viral hepatitis by feeding them an extract from the feces of other infected residents. The purpose was to discover a vaccine for viral hepatitis.</td>
<td>Parents were coerced to sign consent forms so their children would be admitted to a “newer” part of the facility. Parents and children were not informed of the risks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Antonio Contraceptive Study 1969</td>
<td>Indigent Mexican American women seeking contraceptives. One randomized half received oral contraceptives and the others a placebo. The purpose was to determine the side effects of contraceptives.</td>
<td>Participants were not informed that they might receive the placebo and many became pregnant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCLA Schizophrenia Medication Study 1983–1994</td>
<td>Patients with schizophrenia had their treatment medication withheld. The purpose was to determine if some patients might improve without such medication that had untoward side effects.</td>
<td>Participants signed consent forms but were not informed of potential acute relapse or possible worsening of symptoms.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Hardicre (2014); Horner and Minifie (2011a); Polit and Beck (2014); Wilson and Stanley (2006).
the purpose of these studies and the ethical breaches that occurred (Hardicre, 2014; Horner & Minifie, 2011a; Polit & Beck, 2014; Wilson & Stanley, 2006).

Question to Consider Before Reading On

1. What elements of the Nuremberg Code are included in the informed consent used in your workplace?

COMPONENTS OF ETHICAL RESEARCH

Ethical conduct of research includes, but is not limited to, the three basic ethical principles outlined in the Belmont Report. These principles were integrated and expanded upon by Emanuel et al. (2000, 2011) in their framework for evaluating the ethics of research studies and adapted for critical care nursing research by Richmond and Ulrich (2013). This framework extends from study development through dissemination of findings and addresses aspects of care and virtue ethics. Framework components include assessment of social value, scientific validity, fair subject selection, favorable risk–benefit ratio, independent review, informed consent, respect for potential and enrolled subjects, and research integrity. While nurses may not be called upon to evaluate all components of the framework, an understanding is necessary as identified in the ANA Code of Ethics (2015) interpretive statements and Quality and Safety Education for Nurses (QSEN; Cronenwett et al., 2007) competencies (Boxes 7.1 and 7.2).

Question to Consider Before Reading On

1. Choose two of the QSEN competencies from Box 7.2. How are they demonstrated in your current practice?

Social Value

A study that has social value must help the researcher determine how to improve people's health and/or well-being. This can be accomplished directly through findings that may lead to better tests or treatments for disease, such as in the Case Scenario, or by obtaining data that increases understanding or leads to future research. As noted, “If the research doesn’t help in . . . these ways, it wastes money and resources” (Emanuel, Abdoler, & Grady, 2011, p. 4). Clinical trials are certainly not the only type of research and nurses may be engaged in additional studies that evolve from clinical experience, the literature, or priority areas such as those identified by specialty groups. The assessment of social value or significance remains the same for all research studies. Conducting a needlessly redundant investigation or one based on a trivial
research question does not meet the criterion of social value. It is also unethical to put potential participants at risk of harm or discomfort when no benefit may be realized (Gennaro, 2014). In the Case Scenario, Jeanie realizes that the biological agent has potential social value for future breast cancer patients. However, she questions Sarah’s understanding of the value of the intervention in her own treatment, potential risks, and side effects.

**Scientific Validity**

To be scientifically valid and ethical, a research study should be conducted in a methodologically rigorous manner and be expected to have useful results and add to the body of scientific knowledge. Whether a clinical trial or other quantitative or qualitative study, it must be designed using accepted principles and methods, be feasible, and have an appropriate data analysis plan. Nurses may be involved in ensuring the scientific validity of a study as primary investigators or coinvestigators or as members of an IRB. As care providers, nurses

---

**Box 7.2**

**Ethics in Research and Evidence-Informed Practice: Relevant QSEN Competencies**

Describe EBP to include the components of research evidence, clinical expertise, and patient/family values. (Knowledge)

Adhere to institutional review board (IRB) guidelines. (Skills)

Value the need for ethical conduct of research and quality improvement. (Attitudes)

Analyze ethical issues associated with continuous quality improvement. (Knowledge)

Value ethical conduct in quality improvement efforts. Value the roles of others, such as IRBs, in assessing ethical and patient rights/informed decision making. (Attitudes)

Maintain confidentiality of any patient information used in quality improvement efforts. (Skills)

Value working in an interactive manner with the institutional review board. (Attitudes)

Actively engage with the institutional review board to implement research strategies and protect human subjects. (Skills)

contribute to the scientific validity of a study through evaluation of adherence with the protocol or requirements and monitoring participants for adverse events. They also assess the impact of participation on the patient’s/subject’s disease process and overall well-being (Grady & Edgerly, 2009; Richmond & Ulrich, 2013). For example, in the Case Scenario, Jeanie is concerned about the potential effects of the biological agent on Sarah’s quality of life.

**Fair Subject Selection**

Nurses may be involved in recruiting and enrolling patients in a research study. Fair subject selection means that the scientific goals of the study, not convenience, vulnerability, or other factors form the basis for recruiting individuals or groups to participate. As seen in Table 7.1, in the past certain individuals became research subjects because they were easily accessible or compromised in their ability to understand and/or protect themselves. This is also a consideration in the chapter Case Scenario as Jeanie is assessing Sarah’s understanding of participating in the clinical trial and whether she may be vulnerable given her present condition.

**Question to Consider Before Reading On**

1. Patients like Sarah, who are asked to be research participants, are often considered “vulnerable” because of their advanced illness. What additional safeguards can the nurse implement when recruiting such patients for research studies?

Since it is important that research results be useful to the population for whom the intervention is intended, certain groups or individuals should not be excluded without good reason. This requirement comes from past instances when women and children were excluded from research studies. If a potential intervention is likely to be used for women and/or children, then these groups should be included. The IRB review process requires investigators to identify inclusion/exclusion criteria and justify why certain individuals or groups may be excluded.

**Favorable Risk–Benefit Ratio**

To be ethical, the risks in participating in a research study must be balanced by benefits to the subjects and/or the importance of new knowledge to be gained. This comparison is called the risk–benefit ratio. “The riskier the research study, the more benefit it must offer to be considered ethical” (Emanuel et al., 2011, p. 5). For example, in the Case Scenario, the potential risks of participating may be quite high for Sarah and could include accelerating disease progression and mortality. Therefore, the overall benefit of determining the safety
and efficacy of the new investigational agent for treatment of breast cancer must be considered highly important to meet this ethical requirement.

All research involves some degree of risk but in many studies, the risk is considered minimal or expected to be no more than is encountered in daily life or during routine physical care, procedures, or tests. When risks are more than minimal, they are considered burdensome and the researcher must ensure that steps are taken to reduce their occurrence. Potential risks for participants may be fatigue, emotional distress, loss of privacy, and loss of time, among others. Such risks must be weighed against possible benefits including satisfaction from participation, direct benefit from the intervention, or gains from incentives or stipends provided. Aspects of the risk–benefit ratio are addressed in IRB review process and throughout the course of the study.

As a caregiver, the nurse is often in the best position to assess daily risks and possible burdens for the patient/participant and communicate these to the investigator and/or research team (Grady & Edgerly, 2009). In the chapter Case Scenario, although Jeanie is new to the oncology unit, she has extensive experience in assessing the effects of various interventions and treatments on patients’ physical condition and well-being. Her professional relationship with Sarah contributes to Jeanie’s ability to determine Sarah’s complete understanding of the proposed clinical trial.

Independent Review

Designing a research study is extremely time consuming. Although investigators believe strongly in their work, they may experience various conflicts or distractions that result in overlooking ways to ensure adherence to ethical principles and other research requirements. Independent review by individuals not associated with the proposed research study helps ensure that the investigation is consistent with these requirements. Most hospitals, universities, and other institutions where research is conducted have established formal review committees called “human subjects committees” or IRBs. The United States requires that any research that receives federal funding must be approved by an IRB as do other granting organizations and editorial review boards that review manuscripts for professional scholarly journals (Barrett, 2010; Richmond & Ulrich, 2013).

The National Research Act of 1974 requires that the IRB must have at least five members who reflect professional, gender, racial, and cultural diversity. At least one member must have a nonscientific background and one must be unaffiliated with the institution. Primary responsibilities of the IRB are outlined in Box 7.3. Based on assessment of subject risk level, the IRB determines if the research proposal is exempt (minimal risk), is expedited (no greater than minimal risk), or requires full board review (Richmond & Ulrich, 2013; Sims, 2008). In general, clinical trials such as presented in the Case Scenario require full board IRB approval (DHHS).
Question to Consider Before Reading On

1. Do you have a mechanism for independent review of research in your current practice setting? Compare its responsibilities with those in Box 7.3.

Informed Consent

Informed consent is the foundation of ethical research. Nurses participate in the process to ensure informed consent at many levels. The purpose of informed consent is to ensure that individuals control whether or not to participate in a research study and that they participate only “when the research is consistent with their values, interests, and preferences” (Emanuel, Wendler, & Grady, 2000, p. 2706). This process promotes the principle of respect for persons, their autonomous choices, and is a requirement of justice, understood in terms of participant empowerment. Informed consent also reflects the virtue of fidelity and care in the professional–patient/participant relationship (Messer, 2004).

Conditions of informed consent include competence, adequate information, and voluntariness. Competence can be both a medical and legal issue but essentially refers to the ability to perform a task, and in the research context, to make decisions about one’s own health care and participation in the study. Competence is the ability to understand the proposed action or intervention, reason about it, and choose to express that choice. To make an informed choice, the participant must have adequate information about the proposed intervention, probable consequences and possible alternatives, and their consequences. More information is not necessarily better and a limited

---

**Box 7.3**

**Responsibilities of Institutional Review Boards**

1. Determine if the research is reasonable.
2. Ensure that risks are minimized and reasonable in relation to anticipated benefits.
3. Determine if subject selection is equitable.
4. Review informed consent procedures.
5. Monitor data collected to ensure subject safety and privacy.
6. Ensure that safeguards are in place for vulnerable participants.

*Source: U.S. Food and Drug Administration (2016).*
amount of accurate and relevant information may be considered sufficient. The decision to participate must also be voluntary and not the result of pressures such as undue inducement or coercion (Emanuel et al., 2011; Judkins-Cohn et al., 2014). In the chapter Case Scenario, although Sarah may be competent, Jeanie questions whether she has adequate information to make an informed decision that is consistent with her values and preferences.

In clinical trials and other types of research, the potential participant should be evaluated for therapeutic misconception or misestimation. The former refers to the erroneous belief that the research intervention is based on the individual participant’s needs and is designed to benefit him or her personally. Therapeutic misestimation occurs when the participant does not fully understand the estimated risks or benefits or believes that a greater chance of personal benefit exists while failing to understand possible risks. To prevent therapeutic misconception and misestimation, the nurse may ask potential participants to repeat consent information using their own words in order to identify need for clarifications and further education (Scott, 2013).

Several elements of an informed consent document include explanation of the purpose of the research, expected duration, and a description of the procedures and foreseeable risks or discomforts, among other components. Additional information included in the consent may address termination of the subject’s participation by the researcher and the sharing of findings with the subject. See the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 21, Part 50 (2CFR50.35), for a complete description of the elements of informed consent.

Question to Consider Before Reading On

1. In the Case Scenario, what are some questions Jeanie could ask Sarah to further assess her understanding of the clinical trial informed consent?

Variations to the signed informed consent process do occur. In studies employing a self-administered questionnaire, implied consent is assumed when the participant returns the completed questionnaire. Certain qualitative studies require repeated contact with subjects and continued participation may be renegotiated throughout the investigation (process consent). The rights of vulnerable subjects including children, pregnant women, and those who are mentally or physically disabled or severely ill must be protected through additional procedures. In research, vulnerability refers to the inability to provide informed consent because of incapacity, educational or emotional burdens. Participant safeguards may include obtaining assent to participate from children who are least 7 years of age or the use of surrogate or proxy decision makers for critically ill patients. Surrogates are generally asked to use the substituted judgment standard or consider what the patient would have wanted based on previously expressed wishes or other factors such as prognosis or religious/moral beliefs. In certain circumstances, such as emergency care research, a waiver of consent may be justified by the IRB if it meets specific criteria (Grove, Burns, & Gray, 2013; Polit & Beck, 2014). These criteria and
additional information about IRBs and the informed consent process are available on the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Office of Human Research Protections website (2016a; 2016b).

**Case Scenario (continued)**

Returning to the Case Scenario, Jeanie considers the ethical framework (see Chapter 2) for decision making and determines that Sarah’s autonomy may be compromised. Jeanie also thinks that Sarah’s ability to fully understand the consequences of participation may have been affected by recently administered pain medication. Although initially hesitant to speak up, Jeanie reflects on the virtue and caring components of the ethical framework and decides to call the primary investigator (PI).

In speaking with the PI about her concerns, he agrees with Jeanie that Sarah may not fully understand the difference between research and treatment or “therapeutic misconception.” The primary purpose of the research trial is to evaluate the safety and efficacy of the intervention, not to provide specific treatment for Sarah’s cancer. It is very difficult for patients/participants to understand this distinction, as they may inherently trust that the provider would not offer the treatment if he or she thought it would not provide benefit.

Following a multidisciplinary patient care conference, the PI, oncologist, and Jeanie speak with Sarah and her family. They clarify the intent of the research and discuss possible care alternatives, including hospice. After meeting with a member of the hospice care team, Sarah and her family decide that this is the best choice.

**Respect for Potential and Enrolled Subjects**

Respect for subjects is inherent in acknowledging their autonomy in the research process and extends from initial approach, throughout the project, and after the investigation ends. In addition to autonomy, patients/participants have identified respect to include empathy, care, and dignity, among other elements (Dickert & Kass, 2009). For seriously ill or vulnerable patients like Sarah, this may require recognizing their right to choose whether to be approached by a research member or team. Nurses often have an integral role in this initial process, as they may be most knowledgeable about the patient’s daily physical, mental, and emotional status. As a patient advocate, a nurse may express legitimate concern about the burden on the patient and question his or her ability to provide informed consent.

Respect is also given to those individuals who choose not to participate in a study (Entwistle, Cater, Cribb, & McCaffery, 2010). Should an individual decide to participate in research, Emanuel et al. (2000) note that respect involves at least five activities: maintaining privacy and confidentiality, respecting a decision to withdraw from the study, sharing significant new information, monitoring the participant’s status, and informing the participant of overall study findings. While privacy is about people, confidentiality is about
data and maintaining both helps protect individuals from potential harm (beneficence). Private health information in medical records is protected both legally and ethically. Participants have the right to expect that any data they provide will be kept in strictest confidence. This includes assurance of privacy during interviews and ensuring or minimizing the collection of identifiable information, among other measures.

An individual’s right to withdraw at any time during the course of the study is included in the informed consent document. This right encompasses freedom from coercion or threat to the care they would otherwise receive. Participants may not be able to evaluate the potential burdens or inconveniences of participation until they are enrolled in the study (Schafer & Wertheimer, 2010, 2011). In caring for and monitoring the patient/participant, the nurse may be the first to identify these unforeseen consequences. Any significant new information obtained during the study, whether of benefit or risk to the participant, should be shared with him or her in addition to knowledge regarding new available interventions.

Offering the results of completed research studies to participants recognizes their dignity and contribution to the investigation. Whether in summary or individual format, most participants indicate that they place a high value on the offer of results. The components of a process to return results may vary based on specific needs and context. This ethical obligation is reflected in several national and international regulatory requirements and is recognized by IRBs (Fernandez et al., 2012; Ferris & Sass-Kortsak, 2011).

In the chapter Case Scenario, had she agreed to participate in the clinical trial, the PI would be primarily responsible for ensuring that Sarah is afforded the five components of respect outlined by Emanuel et al. (2000). Nurses, however, may be in the best position to safeguard these aspects of patient care and dignity.

Research Integrity

As noted, nurses participate in research at many levels and in different roles. To meet IOM recommendations and Magnet requirements, nursing research is no longer limited to academic settings but is conducted in clinical areas by bedside nurse scientists. The pace of this overall growth may exceed understanding of the ethical components of research, presented in the section Components of Ethical Research. The clinical environment may also lack the support required to ensure research integrity, thus contributing to the possibility of research misconduct. Research integrity is defined as “active adherence to the ethical principles and professional standards essential for the responsible practice of research.” In contrast, research misconduct means “fabrication, falsification, or plagiarism in proposing, performing, or reviewing research, or in reporting research results” (Korenman, 2006).

Fabrication involves making up data and reporting it while falsification is changing or omitting data or manipulating results such that the research is not accurately reported. For example, in the Case Scenario, falsification would occur
if Sarah enrolled in the study and she and other participants experienced adverse events that were omitted from the final research report or publication. Plagiarism is, unfortunately, a well-known form of misconduct and involves using someone’s (or one’s own) words, ideas, or results without giving credit or citing (Fierz et al., 2014).

While these three forms of misconduct are considered the most egregious, others include, but are not limited to, bad data practices such as intentional protocol violations, failure to disclose conflicts of interest, and issues related to authorship and publication. Not reporting facts, including funding sources and other conflicts of interest that could affect the interpretation of published articles, is unethical. Repeated publication, use of ghostwriters, and the conferment of unmerited authorship are additional forms of research misconduct. In addition to the Office of Research Integrity (ORI), there are several useful websites and resources that provide guidance on these issues including the Committee on Publication Ethics, the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE), and the International Academy of Nurse Editors (INANE; Fierz et al., 2014; Horner & Minifie, 2011b).

The effects of scientific misconduct can impact patients, researchers, the institution, and the larger community. Patients may be harmed if providers rely on fabricated or falsified data and public trust in science may be damaged. Individual careers and the reputation of the research institution may also be discredited. It has been estimated that the cost of investigating incidents of scientific misconduct reported to the ORI exceeds $100 million each year (Horner & Minifie, 2011b).

Participation in and use of research is considered an essential component of professional nursing practice as stated in the Code of Ethics (2015) and other documents. An environment that supports research integrity is vital. Despite these mandates, most nurses in clinical practice may not have received information about their role in the research process or scientific integrity in their educational programs. Strategies to promote research integrity in the clinical setting identified by nurses overseeing the process at Magnet hospitals include basic and continuing education about the responsible conduct of research, nursing research councils, and the use of research mentors. The role of the mentor in providing ongoing support and guidance was deemed particularly important to cultivating research confidence and accountability. Mentoring differs from formal instruction as the mentor demonstrates how to be a competent, professional, and ethical researcher. This process is reflective of a virtue approach to research integrity as it focuses on the character traits of the ethical researcher (Barrett, 2010; Resnik, 2012).

Question to Consider Before Reading On

1. As part of a Magnet project in your unit, the primary investigator, an RN academic faculty member, asks that you identify potential research participants for a study exploring family caregiver stress. How would you evaluate the ethical components of this study?
ETHICS AND EVIDENCE-INFORMED PRACTICE

The systematic collation, synthesis, and application of high-quality evidence have improved the quality and safety of health care delivery. The EBP movement is not without critics, however, in nursing and other disciplines. These authors/providers suggest that the overwhelming emphasis on use of evidence to guide practice may devalue other knowledge, decrease patient safety, and damage the ethical foundation of the patient–provider relationship (Cody, 2013; Greenhalgh, Howick, & Maskrey, 2014; Upshur, 2013). When the nurse begins to practice, he or she may rely solely on guidelines, protocols, and evidence. With increasing experience, the nurse may internalize or refer to these strategies but develops a more nuanced, holistic practice that integrates additional forms of knowing such as aesthetics and ethics. Clinical expertise may evolve from mastery of these skills leading to an intuitive ability to efficiently make complex patient care decisions while grasping the entire nature of a situation. While some nurses become experts, others remain at the competent level and continue to capably apply rules and protocols to patient care. However, they may miss the subtle patient differences that represent exceptions to these protocols or lack the skills to practice in situations for which there are no guides or sufficient evidence. As a result, patient safety may be compromised, if it is dependent on the nurse’s expert anticipation of potential problems and consequences. Indeed, in a clinical environment focused solely on efficiency and empirical evidence, an inexperienced clinician may engage mechanically and defensively. This reductionist approach may impede development of critical thinking and delivery of quality, patient/family-centered care (McHugh & Lake, 2010; Walker, 2015). In the chapter Case Scenario, for example, a competent nurse may have overlooked Sarah’s therapeutic misconception regarding the clinical trial in an endeavor to obtain her timely consent in accordance with the study protocol.

Mitchell (2013) observes that, over the last decade, many nurses have been “indoctrinated with the mantra that research evidence is knowledge and individual nurses require evidence to be competent professionals.” The EBP movement is so dominant in nursing and health care that we may not consider it with the same critical appraisal recommended for evaluating the ethical components of research. Critics of EBP question whether the findings from average results in clinical studies can inform decisions about real patients who may not resemble the textbook description of disease and differ from participants in clinical trials. They note that the evidence from large trials may be statistically but not clinically significant and often overestimates benefits while underestimating risks (social and scientific value and risk–benefit analysis; Greenhalgh et al., 2014; Miles & Loughlin, 2011).

observes that evidence about clinical issues such as the effects of prolonged immobility in the ICU or prevention of infection is available. However, other questions relevant to nursing practice are often not addressed in systematic reviews or the results reported are deemed inconclusive. An example is cancer-related fatigue, the most common problem in patients with cancer. The only evidence-based nursing intervention recommended among the dozens listed for this pervasive symptom is exercise (Oncology Nursing Society, 2014).

The amount of relevant evidence available may also be unmanageable. One study of 18 patients with 44 diagnoses identified 3,679 pages of national guidelines relevant to their immediate care (Greenhalgh et al., 2014). In addition, there are important issues that cannot be studied completely by quantitative methods; ethical decision making is one of those areas. Rigid compliance with best evidence and guidelines can become an end in itself and may diminish patient-centered care and provider integrity (Benner, Hughes, & Sutphen, 2008; Miles & Mezzich, 2011).

**Question to Consider Before Reading On**

1. Do you have questions/issues in your current practice for which the evidence to support your nursing practice is unavailable, inconclusive, or not relevant?

**Ethical, Evidence-Informed Practice**

Ethical, evidence-informed practice builds on a strong relationship between the nurse and the patient/client/family. It acknowledges that there are factors other than empirical, quantifiable, evidence that influence clinical and ethical decision making in patient/family-centered care (Miles & Loughlin, 2011; Walton, 2017). Individualized, evidence-informed practice asks, What is the best course of action for this patient, in this circumstance, at this point? Being autonomous, the patient is free to make appropriate decisions that may not match current best evidence. This approach acknowledges the values and expertise of clinicians and the values and preferences of patients/clients who may be in a better position to guide respectful and ethical nursing practice (Benner, Sutphen, Leonard-Kahn, & Day, 2008; Greenhalgh et al., 2014). Walton provides an excellent Case Scenario example of this ethical, patient/family-centered approach in Chapter 6.

Cody (2013) acknowledges the important distinction between evidence-informed clinical care and values-based, ethical nursing practice. Ghinea and colleagues (2014) note that the use of evidence is itself a matter of values, stating, “What the evidence tells us to do tends to depend on what we see as important” (p. 38). The nurse chooses how to practice based on personal/professional values and provides care to address the patient’s/client’s needs.
that is informed by the best evidence available combined with other forms of
knowledge such as personal, ethics, and aesthetics. While evidence may be
important to a practice decision or intervention, it does not determine that
decision or intervention. Nurses provide evidence-informed interventions,
but they are also educated to make ethical judgments, provide care and
comfort, and bear witness to suffering (Greenhalgh et al., 2014; O’Halloran,
Porter, & Blackwood, 2010).

**Case Scenario (continued)**

Jeanie visits Sarah in the in-patient hospice unit and observes her interacting
with the therapy dog, Ruby, a large golden retriever. Sarah is smiling and
appears to be in less pain as she pats Ruby on the head. Jeanie speaks with one
of the hospice nurses, who tells her that complementary alternative therapies
(CAM) such as animal-assisted therapy and acupuncture seem to be providing
symptom relief for Sarah and other hospice patients experiencing chronic pain
from metastases. While definitive effectiveness of these therapies has not been
established, offering and using such alternatives also enable Sarah to remain
alert and interact with her family and friends.

Greenhalgh et al. (2014) suggest that ethical, evidence-informed health
care may be characterized by:

- Making ethical care of the patient the top priority
- Demanding individualized evidence in a format that clinicians and
  patients can understand
- Using expert judgment rather than mechanical following of rules
- Sharing decisions with patients through meaningful conversations

Greenhalgh et al. (2014) state that these principles can also be applied at
the community level for evidence-informed public health. This approach
refuses to let process such as tests and procedures dominate the agreed-upon
health care goal or outcome. It involves finding out what matters to the
patient and family and incorporating evidence in a way that informs a con-
versation about what best to do, how, and why. Evidence-informed, individ-
ualized nursing care is not bound by rules but integrates clinical expertise,
personal knowledge, ethics, and judiciously selected research evidence. Box
7.4 provides an example of this approach to ethical, individualized nursing
care.
CONCLUSION

This chapter provided an overview of the expanding role of the professional nurse in applying and evaluating the ethical components of research studies and evidence-based recommendations. The historical development of ethical
guidelines in the context of ethical breaches was presented in addition to a framework for evaluating the ethics of research studies from initial development to dissemination of findings. The distinction between values-based nursing practice and evidence-informed, individualized nursing care was discussed.

### Critical Thinking Questions and Activities

1. What have you learned from the chapter Case Scenario?
2. Describe a recent patient/family scenario in which you employed an evidence-based guideline or recommendation with other forms of nursing knowledge such as personal, ethics, and/or aesthetics.
3. Explore and discuss the information available on the IRB or human subjects committee website in your current practice setting or in the following link:
   http://research.uthscsa.edu/irb/forms_NewResearch.shtml
4. Read and discuss *Ethical Issues in the Creation of Clinical Practice Guidelines* (Fulda, 2014). How do you see or could you see these guidelines applied in your current workplace setting?

### REFERENCES


All nurses are leaders in their roles as health care providers and advocates, meeting the needs of patients and families directly or indirectly from the classroom to the bedside and boardroom, as managers, executives, educators, or researchers. At the bedside, nurses communicate and collaborate with the patient, family, and health care team regarding the provision of safe, quality care. At the department and unit levels, nurse leaders engage nurses in decision making about patient flow and staffing, quality improvement activities, and continuous learning opportunities to improve overall care delivery. Nurse managers strive to ensure that appropriate staffing and other resources are in place to achieve safe care and optimal patient outcomes (Thompson, Hoffman, & Sereika, 2011; Tregunno et al., 2009). At the organizational level, nurse executives contribute to strategic directions through their participation in senior level decision making and their ability
to influence how nursing is practiced and valued (Marquis & Huston, 2014; Wong, Spence Laschinger, & Cziraki, 2014). Academic faculty, nurse educators, and researchers assist in guiding students and developing the discipline. At the national and international level, nurse leaders participate in health care reform and policy formation. So regardless of your nursing role as a formal or informal leader, you will encounter ethical issues and will have ethical responsibilities associated with your role.

**Case Scenario**

Sandy has worked in the labor and delivery unit of a large, academic medical center for 5 years. Recently there has been increased staff turnover and several new graduates have been hired for the 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. shift. In postpartum care, the nurse to mother-baby couplet ratio has been one nurse to four stable couplets with alterations based on acuity. For the past 2 weeks, Sandy has had several assignments of five couplets in which mothers had been immediate postoperative cesarean section or the baby was late preterm and at risk for complications. In addition, Sandy is serving as preceptor for two of the new graduates who also have patient assignments. As an active member of Association of Women's Health, Obstetric, and Neonatal Nurses (AWHONN), Sandy is aware of the recommendations for staffing of perinatal units (AWHONN, 2010) and realizes that these assignments jeopardize patient care and nurse professional integrity and licensure. She also knows that in her state, Texas, the Board of Nursing has a safe harbor regulation that can be invoked without employer retaliation when a nurse believes an assignment is unsafe (Texas Board of Nursing, 2013).

At the end of the shift, she discusses her concerns with the charge nurse, Irene, who states, “You better get used to it because I don’t think they will be hiring any experienced nurses soon.” Sandy informs the charge nurse that she intends to invoke safe harbor on her next shift if such unsafe patient assignments continue.

**Questions to Consider Before Reading On**

1. How would you respond to a similar situation in your workplace if you were Sandy?

2. How would you respond as the charge nurse?

**Leadership in Nursing**

There are many definitions, types, and theories of leadership. One definition states that leadership is “the process through which an individual attempts to
intentionally influence another individual or a group in order to accomplish a goal” (Pointer, 2006, p. 125). A distinction is often made between leadership and management or administration. While the latter may be positional roles, “leadership” is a qualitative statement of personal or individual ability. This difference suggests that while management is about tasks, leadership is about perception, judgment, and philosophy. In nursing, however, the two may overlap and be similar in that they involve determining what has to be done, collaborating to attain the goal, and ensuring that it is accomplished. As leaders in diverse roles, nurses establish a direction and motivate others to achievement through trust, credibility, and relationships. Thus, leadership is a set of knowledge, skills, and attitudes that can be used by all nurses. Effective leadership at the management and administration levels is also associated with a healthy work environment, improved patient safety and satisfaction, and decreased nurse turnover rates, among other factors (Laschinger & Smith, 2013; Zook, 2014).

The American Association of Colleges of Nursing (AACN) documents on baccalaureate (2008) and master’s essentials (2011) support the development of leadership competencies in all nurses. Scott and Miles (2013) state that “if nurses are to make an impact on the advancement of patient care and the promotion of patient safety, then leadership must be considered an integral dimension of nursing education across the continuum” (p. 78). In the baccalaureate document, essential II states that “knowledge and skills in leadership, quality improvement, and patient safety are necessary for the provision of high-quality health care” (p. 3). This document also states that “Leadership skills . . . that emphasize ethical and critical decision making, . . . effective working relationships, . . . , and developing conflict resolution strategies” are needed. In addition, “The baccalaureate program prepares the graduate to engage in ethical reasoning and actions to provide leadership in prompting advocacy, collaboration, and social justice as a socially responsible citizen” (p. 12). Of the nine essentials for master’s-prepared nurses, two contain the word “lead” and most imply the use of leadership knowledge, skills, and attitudes.

The American Association of Colleges of Nursing (AACN) Quality and Safety Education in Nursing (QSEN) graduate competencies state that “graduate nurses will be the future leaders in practice, administration, education, and research. It is essential that these nurses understand, provide leadership by example, and promote the importance of providing quality health care and outcome measurement” (author’s emphasis; AACN, 2012, p. 2). Those QSEN competencies relevant to leadership in nursing are presented in Box 8.1.

**Question to Consider Before Reading On**

1. How do you or other nursing leaders in your workplace demonstrate the QSEN competencies in Box 8.1?
Although numerous leadership theories exist, transactional, transformational, and authentic leadership are popular models in nursing literature and education. These theories have several similar or overlapping components or behavioral attributes and it has been suggested that authentic leadership evolved from transformational leadership (Tonkin, 2013). An in-depth discussion of these theories is beyond the scope of this chapter; however, transactional leaders focus on achieving goals through clarifying expectations and, at times, offering recognition and rewards. In contrast, transformational nurse leaders stimulate and inspire others to achieve through charisma, and authentic leaders accomplish the same through honesty and consistency.

A transactional leader is focused on the maintenance and management of ongoing, day-to-day functions. She or he may work within the existing organizational culture as a direct care provider or charge nurse and demonstrate effective, stable leadership (Huber, 2014). The transformational nurse leader encourages others to collaborate rather than compete with each other, inspiring a sense of being connected to a higher purpose. Authentic nurse leaders endeavor to speak the truth, be transparent in their actions, and encourage and mentor others to achieve higher levels of performance. Transformational and authentic leadership may be necessary for organizational culture change in circumstances of growth, change, and crisis and is future oriented (Clark, 2009; Huber, 2014). These leadership approaches or styles are not mutually exclusive; behaviors or characteristics associated with one or more may be appropriate or used in another given situation.

While leadership has been explored extensively across disciplines, the role of ethics in leadership or ethical leadership has received focused atten-
tion only within the last 15 years and primarily in the business literature (Storch, Makaroff, Pauly, & Newton, 2013). This current interest is undoubtedly related to recent and ongoing scandals in business, government, sports, nonprofits, religious, and health care organizations (Dinh, Lord, Gardner, Meuser, & Hu, 2014; Sama & Schoaf, 2008). In nursing, Nightingale and other early nurse leaders gave specific attention to ethics, with chapters, articles, and books written about the ethical behavior and responsibilities of nurse leaders (Aikens, 1916/1935; Ulrich, 1992). Makaroff, Storch, Pauly, and Newton (2014) note, however, that attention to ethics and nursing leadership has waned over the last two decades perhaps contributing to a deficient ethical climate and pervasive moral distress among nurses. These authors (Makaroff et al., 2014) and others (Edmonson, 2015; Gallagher & Tschudin, 2010; Keselman, 2012) call for renewed attention to ethics in nursing education and leadership. This attention is especially significant in the current health care environment as ethical leaders may influence peer/employee ethical conduct in situations that may have great impact on patient outcomes, safety, and quality care (Keselman, 2012; Piper, 2011; Piper & Tallman, 2015).

**Question to Consider Before Reading On**

1. Identify a nurse leader in your current workplace. Does he or she demonstrate characteristics or behaviors associated with one or more leadership theories in Figure 8.1?

---

**Figure 8.1 Ethical leadership behaviors integrated into leadership styles in nursing.**

*Sources: Fox, Crigger, Bottrell, and Bauck (2007); Huber (2014).*
ETHICAL LEADERSHIP

Ethical behavior is certainly a characteristic of transactional, transformational, and authentic leaders. These nurses are individuals of integrity who engage in ethical decision making and are role models for others. A distinction is made, however, in that in ethical leadership at all levels, nurses proactively influence others through personal conduct, communication, and expectations. As Zheng et al. (2015) note, the difference between ethical leadership and other forms of leadership is one of breadth. Although all leadership theories contain moral components, ethical leaders focus explicitly on ethical obligations and guidelines and hold others accountable to do the same. As a result, these nurse leaders may influence ethical conduct and accountability by encouraging critical thinking and questioning regarding situations with ethical content.

In a meta-analysis of the effects of ethical leadership, Ng and Feldman (2015) suggest that the behaviors and expectations of ethical leaders go beyond merely increasing sensitivity to ethical issues and standards. Peers and employees trust ethical leaders and display more positive attitudes and greater job performance because of this heightened trust. Figure 8.1 illustrates behaviors associated with ethical leadership that may be incorporated into transactional, transformational, and authentic leadership styles. These behaviors are discussed in more detail in the section on developing ethical leadership.

The specific elements of ethical leadership and associated attributes of an ethical leader in nursing and other disciplines remain an ongoing area of inquiry. Storch et al. (2013) provide an initial framework for considering the responsibilities of ethical nurse leaders at the macro-, meso-, and micro-levels both within and outside their organizations (Figure 8.2).
Questions to Consider Before Reading On

1. Figure 8.2 illustrates the responsibilities of ethical nurse leaders at three different levels. In addition, it depicts how ethical leadership behaviors cross all levels. How would you demonstrate these responsibilities and behaviors in your current workplace?

2. Can you identify a nurse leader with whom you have worked who demonstrates these behaviors and responsibilities at the macro-level?

The terms “macro,” “meso,” and “micro” reflect the environment of practice rather than the magnitude of influence of the ethical nurse leader. In addition, a nurse may be an ethical leader in several levels, for example, a staff nurse or nurse manager who is also a member of the institutional ethics committee or professional organization(s).

At the macro-level, ethical nursing leaders are spokespersons, political strategists, researchers, and advocates for social justice and health care reform. These leaders also ensure that nurses’ views on and experiences of ethical issues are heard and represented in various national and international forums. For example, Marla Weston, Chief Executive Officer, American Nurses Association, has championed federal legislation regarding safe nurse staffing presently under review in the U. S. Senate, the Registered Nurse Safe Staffing Act of 2014 (ANA, 2014). Carol Pavlish, Associate Professor, UCLA School of Nursing, and colleagues have conducted extensive research on moral distress in nursing (2013, 2015a, 2015b), developed an early intervention tool to mitigate its deleterious effects (2014, 2015c), and an evidence-based action guide for nurse leaders (2016). Pavlish and her co-investigators have also explored gender-based violence in South Sudan and Rwanda and identified the global advocacy role of nursing in supporting these vulnerable populations (Pavlish, Ho, & Runkle, 2012).
At the meso-, or organizational, level, the nurse executive “serve(s) as the conscience of the health-care team” by avoiding compromises that lead to decreased standards of care or negate nurses’ contributions (Storch et al., 2013, p. 4). These nurse leaders interpret nursing concerns clearly and support research and guidelines for ethical practice and quality patient care. In addition, as exemplified by Donna Casey, they ensure that ethics resources are available and used by nurses. Ms. Casey, Director of Patient Care Services, Cardiovascular and Critical Care at Christiana Care, participates in and mentors nurses in preventative ethics strategies. She has also integrated the Code of Ethics into the performance appraisal and peer review process to “help nurses make a clear connection between their ethical obligations and what they do at the bedside” (Trossman, 2013). A selected example of the Registered Nurse III competencies and associated ethical obligations contained in the Christiana Care performance review tool is presented in Box 8.2.

Nursing directors and nurse managers are leaders at both the organizational and unit levels. They are called on to foster healthy work environments and create a climate of caring and connectedness. These frontline leaders must also recognize the importance of meeting nurses’ needs in order to meet client needs, and provide meaningful participation in decision making. The nurse director/manager position is critical to organizational success, patient outcomes, and nurse empowerment (Duffield, Roche, Blay, & Stasa, 2011; Lucas, Laschinger, & Wong, 2008; Wong et al., 2010). Over the past two decades, this role has become increasingly complex as these nurses may lead one or more units and have increased responsibility for budget, staffing, and regulatory compliance (Hewko, Brown, Fraser, Wong, & Cummings, 2014; Kath, Stichler, & Ehrhart, 2012; Shirey, McDaniel, Ebright, Fisher, & Doebbeling, 2010). These responsibilities and others may create tension between personal values, the ethical obligations of the profession, and working within the priorities and needs of the organization.

The challenging position of the frontline nurse manager or leader in ethical situations was explored by several researchers (Aitamaa, Leino-Kilpi, Puukka, & Suhonen, 2010; Pavlish et al., 2015b; Porter, 2010). Many issues identified by the nursing leaders in these studies are similar to those reported by direct care nurses. However, they occur at multiple levels as presented in Box 8.3, and reflect the nurse manager/leader’s complex role in navigating diverse perspectives. Rather than taking a proactive stance or intervening early in these situations, Pavlish and colleagues (2015b) reported that the nurse leaders in their investigation often waited until the conflicts escalated. Reasons for the delay included perceptions that intervening could be risky, harm relationships, and/or jeopardize their ability to accomplish other initiatives. Although many participants believed that system-level issues contributed to ethical conflicts, few identified approaches to operate at the organizational level to change those contributing factors. Pavlish and colleagues concluded that the frontline nurse manager or leader may need to develop “more awareness, skill, and confidence in working with institutional level ethics” (p. 317).
## Box 8.2

**Registered Nurse III Performance Review Tool Selected Competencies**

### Advocacy/Moral Agency

**Patient Assessment/Ethical Plan of Care**

Works on another’s behalf to help resolve ethical and clinical concerns within the clinical setting for patients and families when they cannot represent themselves.

Cultivates an environment that is supportive of colleagues’ development in ethical reasoning and advocacy.

 Represents the patient when the patient cannot represent self. Seeks available resources to help understand, formulate, and implement ethical decisions.

### Patient/Family Satisfaction/Ethical Involvement

Supports ongoing initiatives and implements new initiatives that improve patient satisfaction and foster ethical decision making.

Assumes a leadership role to provide support to other members of the team seeking resolution to patient satisfaction concerns or ethical solutions.

Empowers the patient and family; knows what rules or guidelines can be suspended or modified to allow patients and families to represent themselves or meet their moral needs.

Serves as a resource and a patient advocate. Is alert to and takes appropriate action regarding incompetent, unethical, illegal, or impaired practice by any member of the health care team.

### Professionalism in Nursing—Exemplary Professional Practice

The nurse owes the same duties to self as to others, including the responsibility to preserve integrity and safety, to maintain competence, and to continue personal and professional growth (ANA Code of Ethics, 2015).

- Attended a local or national nursing conference
- Submitted an article for publication in a nursing or medical journal within the current review year
- Active member of the unit or hospital nursing Quality and Safety Council

Adapted from Registered Nurse III Performance Review Tool (2012). Used with permission.
Question to Consider Before Reading On

1. Are the ethical issues identified by nurse managers in Box 8.3 similar to, or different from, those in your current workplace?

Recognizing that the frontline nurse manager role is crucial to sustaining a healthy, ethical work environment and optimal patient outcomes, the American Association of Critical-Care Nursing (AACN) and the American Organization of Nurse Executives (AONE) have collaborated to develop educational and certification programs to recognize and support the leadership role of nurse managers and directors. Several of the ethical leadership competencies identified by these organizations are consistent with Pavlish and colleagues’ (2015b) recommendations:

- Engage in discussions with entity and system leaders that advance familiarity with ethical principles and incorporate values as guardrails for ethical decision making.

| Box 8.3 |

| Ethical Issues Identified by Frontline Nurse Managers |

**Patient Care Level**
Development and maintenance of the quality of care
- Disagreement between patients and/or families and health care professionals about treatment decisions
- Ethical practices in end-of-life care
- Patient suffering

**Staff Level**
Adequate staffing and competence
- Professionalism in patient care
- Provision of ethics resources
- Respectful, collaborative, inter/intraprofessional relationships

**Organizational Level**
Ethical climate
- Resource allocation
- Conflict between nursing professional values and organizational goals
- Respect and dignity for employees

*Sources: Aitamaa et al. (2010); Pavlish, Brown-Saltzman, et al. (2015b); Porter (2010).*
Facilitate standardized approaches to competency development in ethics and monitor regularly for all members of the system.

Role model principled, values-based, ethical thinking to the system.

Develop moral courage in expressions of clinical priorities, values, and perspectives at all system levels effectively. (AONE, 2015, p. 12)

Box 8.4 presents an exemplar of ethical leadership in the nurse manager role.

Box 8.4

Exemplar—Ethical Leadership at the Meso-Level in the Nurse Manager Role

JL is a 44-year-old woman with a complicated medical history including hydrocephalus, asthma, and obesity. She has also been diagnosed with bipolar disease and has required frequent surgeries for foreign body ingestion to include pens, paper clips, and flash drives. As she is prone to agitation and physical aggression necessitating hospital security intervention and application of 4-point restraints, JL is usually assigned a 1:1 safety companion. Immediately following her last discharge, JL was readmitted for further ingestion of noxious objects requiring the extensive involvement of both trauma and thoracic surgery.

Nurse managers in the emergency department and unit to which JL had been admitted in the past became aware of the emotional and moral distress experienced by nurses and other providers caring for JL. They also recognized that this complex ethical situation included elements of futility, allocation of scarce resources, patient autonomy, and duty to treat. The nurse managers requested an ethics consultation, which was conducted in an open, interdisciplinary format to facilitate dialogue and problem solving.

Following the discussion, administrators, nurses, social workers, and physicians recognized that repeated foreign body ingestion may be considered an addiction and is resistant to treatment (Lytle, Stagno, & Daly, 2013). They acknowledged that progress for JL may be slow or she may eventually die from her addiction. A plan of care was developed that emphasized partnering with JL and understanding what triggers her ingestions. If readmission is absolutely necessary, all positive reinforcement such as a private room and access to snacks and movies is to be omitted. JL will continue to receive intensive psychotherapy in the community setting.

(continued)
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In ethical nursing leadership at the micro-, or direct patient care, level, nurses such as Sandy in the Case Scenario recognize ethical issues and communicate their concerns:

Box 8.4

Exemplar—Ethical Leadership at the Meso-Level in the Nurse Manager Role (continued)

These nurse leaders at the meso-level demonstrated the ethical skill of relational involvement as they were engaged in this situation in an open and attentive manner that enabled them to collaborate and intervene (Cathcart, 2014). This relational skill, and moral courage, empowered them to participate in a discussion with health system administrators and members of the ethics committee to collectively develop a plan of care for JL.

Sources: Cathcart (2014); Lytle, Stagno, and Daly (2013).

In ethical nursing leadership at the micro-, or direct patient care, level, nurses such as Sandy in the Case Scenario recognize ethical issues and communicate their concerns:

Case Scenario (continued)

Sandy approaches Irene the next morning to discuss the AWHONN (2010) staffing guidelines and relevant statements from Provision 4 of Code of Ethics (2015; Box 8.5). Although initially reluctant, stating, “I am too busy to sit down and read that,” Sandy persists and Irene agrees to review the documents with her. Irene expresses surprise and concern after reading the AWHONN staffing guidelines related to immediate postpartum recovery and mother-baby care and how these recommendations are not currently known or followed in their unit. As the census is lower this morning, she and Sandy arrange a meeting with Kate, the nurse manager.

Kate has been in her position for 3 months, having worked as a staff nurse in the unit for several years. She is familiar with the staffing shortages but has been directed to cut her budget as the census has varied but is usually lower than in recent years. Kate is also a member of AWHONN and the hospital nursing ethics committee. She recognizes that, as a nurse manager, her primary obligation remains to the patient, as stated in the Code of Ethics (2015) and the Standards for Professional Nursing Practice in the Care of Women and Newborns (AWHONN, 2009). Kate has advocated for hiring additional experienced nurses and increasing the number of assistive staff. Kate meets with Sandy and Irene and together they develop a plan to present their documents and research to the chief nursing officer (CNO).
Question to Consider Before Reading On

1. As a nurse manager at the meso- or organizational level, what ethical behaviors and responsibilities (Figure 8.2) did Kate demonstrate?

Ethical issues identified by staff nurses are often similar to those described by nurse managers and directors and include concerns regarding protection of patient autonomy, staffing, and surrogate decision making (Ulrich et al., 2010). In addition, witnessing unnecessary patient suffering and differing perspectives on treatment goals are often associated with experiences of moral distress (Pavlish et al., 2015b; Varcoe, Pauly, Storch, Newton, & Makaroff, 2012).

The ability to initiate and engage in discussions such as withdrawal of aggressive treatment and transitioning to palliative care is a skill often demonstrated by experienced ethical leaders in the ICU. This is a complex and nuanced communication process in which the nurse (a) organizes and interprets knowledge from different sources, (b) learns who the patient is as a person, (c) helps the family see the deteriorating status of the patient, (d) reminds the family what the patient may have wanted, and (e) facilitates saying good-bye (Peden-McAlpine, Liaschenko, Traudt, & Gilmore-Szott, 2015).

An example of this leadership skill is provided by Blas Villa, a clinical nurse at University Health System in San Antonio, Texas, who stated (personal communication Feb. 15, 2015):

So often as a bedside nurse here in the Medical-Coronary Care Unit (MCCU), we encounter many patients that are in the end stages of a particular disease. It is a disheartening experience to hear those words “Am I going to die?” during patient encounter. I remember as a young inexperienced nurse, when faced with that question, often I would find myself answering jokingly “not on my watch” because I believed in my ability to care for them to at least get them through another day with their loved ones. But in the back of my mind I knew their time was limited but I never let that show in the way I delivered my care to them. But, in every sense as a nurse or even any member of the health care team, we want to give the patients hope. With all the technological advances in medicine and people living longer, I think we as nurses we don’t ask enough of those tough questions. Such as: What is your understanding of the disease process? What are your priorities now that you are in the hospital? What are you willing to give up as a patient, mother, father, brother, husband or wife in order to gain something that may or may not help you get better? I think if we could tailor the care based on the patient’s understanding of the disease process, we could see more of a meaningful quality of care that could potentially increase their quality of life. So now being more mature in my answers, I think being serious, more empathetic, and honest will show you on your patient’s side. It certainly won’t make miracles happen, but it’s the best thing any nurse should do. As with my own patients,
when I am in charge, I make it a point to ask the nurses if the palliative care team should be consulted sooner rather than later.

**DEVELOPING ETHICAL LEADERSHIP**

Gallagher and Tschudin (2010) state that becoming an ethical leader in nursing is “a complex and multifaceted process” (p. 226). Many nursing educational programs offer or require a basic ethics course or have content integrated throughout the curriculum. The competence necessary for ethical leadership, however, requires additional knowledge and skills. Ethical competence includes, but is not limited to, self-understanding or awareness of personal values, knowledge of diverse professional codes of ethics, ethical principles and theories, and decision-making frameworks. As discussed in Chapter 2, it also requires ethical sensitivity or the ability to recognize a situation with ethical content and conflict resolution skills. Of course, ethical leadership is demonstrated not only by what leaders do, their conduct, but also by their character. Thus, these nurses develop a range of moral virtues including courage and trustworthiness through practice and reflection (Brown & Trevino, 2006; Fox et al., 2007; Gallagher & Tschudin, 2010).

As part of the integrated ethics program at the Veterans Health Administration, Fox et al. (2007) propose four components or behaviors of ethical leaders that can be adapted and used by nurses at all levels: demonstrate that ethics is a priority, role model and communicate expectations for ethical practice, engage in ethical decision making, and develop/utilize ethics resources. In addition, this author has added a fifth component, engage in continuing ethics education, discussed in the next section and in Chapter 2. Many of these components or behaviors are demonstrated in the examples and Case Scenarios presented previously and illustrated in Figures 8.1 and 8.2.

**ENGAGE IN CONTINUING ETHICS EDUCATION**

If included in the curriculum, ethics courses have been shown to increase students’ ethical perceptions and reasoning processes. To be effective, teaching strategies should include both didactic content and carefully constructed case studies. Case studies should be consistent with students’ own clinical practice, and be analyzed in a safe environment that encourages discussion of conflicting viewpoints and self-examination (Cannaerts, Gastmans, & Dierckx de Casterle, 2014; Park, Kjervik, & Crandall, 2012). Since ethics is a collaborative endeavor, several educational institutions have developed interprofessional ethics education courses in which students from nursing, medical, dental, and other schools learn the skills necessary to respectfully
address ethical issues within the team (UT Houston, OHSU). This approach, while logistically challenging in terms of class scheduling, addresses the competency of “values and ethics for interprofessional practice” identified in the Core Competencies for Interprofessional Collaborative Practice (2011).

As with clinical competence, maintaining ethical competence is a continuous, ongoing process that is emphasized in Chapters 2 and 4 of this book. The responsibility to develop and maintain this competence is an individual professional obligation that should also be supported at the organizational level by formal nurse leaders (Poikkeus, Numminen, Suhonen, & Leino-Kilpi, 2013).

**DEMONSTRATE THAT ETHICS IS A PRIORITY**

In their research exploring ethical leadership among nurse managers and executives, Makaroff et al. (2014) discovered that many participants chose not to identify issues as “ethical” or use the language of ethics as they believed it was “too scientific” and/or created distance between themselves and others. The use of euphemisms that obscure ethical uncertainty or conflict diminishes the essential role of ethics in everyday nursing practice. Fox et al. (2007) suggest that to demonstrate that ethics is a priority, leaders identify and talk about ethical concerns using explicit language. For example, nurses should use words and phrases such as “ethical principles,” “advocacy,” “integrity,” and “duty” and refer to illustrative provisions in the Code of Ethics (2015), when applicable. Box 8.5 illustrates several provisions and statements from the Code of Ethics relevant to the leadership role.

**Question to Consider Before Reading On**

1. As a nurse leader at the meso- or macro-level, how would you support one of the provisions/statements in Box 8.5?

Ethical leaders in nursing can create or take advantage of opportunities to discuss ethical issues with peers or staff members and use cases or narratives to illustrate the importance of ethics. Examples include initiating conversations about situations with ethical content such as saying, “The bullying on this unit is causing moral distress for many nurses and several are talking about leaving; let’s discuss why this is happening” or “I believe an ethics consultation is needed because this patient’s autonomy is being ignored. I would like to hear your opinion about this situation.” As mentors, ethical nursing leaders use such conversations to encourage others to think about ethics in their own practices and professional relationships.
Box 8.5

Ethics in the Leadership Role—Relevant Provisions and Statements From the Code of Ethics

**PROVISION 1**
**INTERPRETIVE STATEMENT 1.3**
**THE NATURE OF HEALTH**
Nurses are leaders who actively participate in ensuring the responsible and appropriate use of interventions in order to optimize the health and well-being of those in their care. This includes acting to minimize unwarranted, unwanted, or unnecessary medical treatment and patient suffering.

**PROVISION 4**
**INTERPRETIVE STATEMENT 4.3**
**RESPONSIBILITY FOR NURSING JUDGMENTS, DECISIONS, AND ACTIONS**
The nurse acts to promote inclusion of appropriate individuals in all ethical deliberations. Nurse executives are responsible for ensuring that nurses have access to and inclusion on organizational committees and in decision-making processes that affect the ethics, quality, and safety of patient care.

**INTERPRETIVE STATEMENT 4.4**
**ASSIGNMENT AND DELEGATION OF NURSING ACTIVITIES OR TASKS**
Nurses in management and administration have a particular responsibility to provide a safe environment that supports and facilitates appropriate assignment and delegation. This includes orientation, skill development, and policies that protect both the patient and nurse from inappropriate assignment or delegation of nursing responsibilities, activities, or tasks.

**PROVISION 5**
**INTERPRETIVE STATEMENT 5.2**
**PROMOTION OF PERSONAL HEALTH, SAFETY, AND WELL-BEING**
These [health maintenance and promotion] activities and satisfying work must be held in balance to promote and maintain the health and well-being of the nurse. Nurses in all roles should seek this balance and it is the responsibility of nurse leaders to foster this balance within their organization.

(continued)
To be effective, the nurse at any level must role model moral behavior before he or she is seen as an ethical leader by peers, staff, and others. In their extensive exploration of ethical leadership in business, Brown and Trevino (2005), Brown, Trevino, and Harrison (2006), and Jordan, Brown, Trevino, and Finklestein (2013) propose that this perception by others is based on the leader’s consistent ethical conduct and actions with *everyone*. Thus, in ethical leadership, the principles of autonomy, beneficence, nonmaleficence, and justice, in conjunction with caring and virtue ethics, are applicable to patient/family care and interactions with peers/staff and others. While nurses are familiar with these principles in patient/family care, their relevance to all professional relationships may not be as well understood. As an example, autonomy in professional practice is defined as the ability to make autonomous decisions based on an extensive knowledge base, clinical expertise, and evidence (Papathanassoglou et al., 2012). The inability to exercise autonomy in nursing practice is directly related to job dissatisfaction and perceptions of
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poor quality care. Limited nurse autonomy may also be associated with lack of interprofessional collaboration and contribute to moral distress and turnover (Galletta, Portoghese, Battistelli, & Leiter, 2013). The nurse leader role models ethical behavior by supporting nurse autonomy through recognition and respect at the bedside, including staff nurses on practice and operation committees, and other actions. He or she also demonstrates the principle of justice and caring in treating everyone with fairness and dignity.

Role modeling ethical behavior and practice can positively influence and motivate others to do the same. However, it is often necessary for the nurse leader to explain the values and principles underlying his or her actions and expectations. We may erroneously assume that others are familiar with aspects of ethical practice when their knowledge may be limited to an abstract understanding rather than concrete, everyday application. For example, the nurse leader can describe how the virtue of courage and principle of nonmalfeasance apply to advocating for a colleague who is being bullied: “To work together as a team for quality patient care, we have to actively support and speak up for one another; at times, this may take courage. Comments that belittle (name of nurse) or imply that his patient care is substandard is harmful to him and the team. If you have concerns about (name of nurse) patient care, it would be more constructive to discuss them with him personally.”

ENGAGE IN ETHICAL DECISION MAKING

Through self-understanding and ethical sensitivity, leaders in all areas of nursing should be able to identify issues with ethical content and discuss their concerns using appropriate language, as noted previously. At times, this may require the skill of moral courage, addressed in Chapter 2. Once the nurse determines that the situation requires an ethical decision, he or she must address the decision in a systematic manner. Depending on the complexity of the situation, this process may include collecting relevant facts, identifying stakeholders, understanding differing values, analyzing potential benefits and burdens of possible courses of action, and reasoning in a coherent, logical manner. Using a systematic model such as the one in this text serves to improve the quality of ethical decisions (Grace, 2014). In addition, sharing the process by which one reaches and implements a decision serves to mentor and inform others.

DEVELOP AND/OR UTILIZE ETHICS RESOURCES

Ethical nursing leaders are aware of the ethics resources in their respective institutions. Nurse managers and executives are responsible for ensuring that such resources are available and communicating their expectations for access and use by staff members. All providers should be informed of the process for calling for an ethics consultation and what to expect. Chapter 3 and others discuss instances in which a formal ethics consultation might be indicated.
Chapter 5 presents the three roles of an ethics committee—education, policy review/creation, and consulting. In addition, the differences between an ethics committee and an ethics consultant, and the types of consultation that can occur are discussed.

While The Joint Commission (2016) and American Nurses Credentialing Center (ANCC) Magnet® (2014) program require that hospitals have such ethics resources, nurses may work in settings where they do not exist or where what is available is insufficient. Ethical nurse leaders in these institutions can collaborate to develop initial resources that include ethics education and nursing ethics groups or committees and ethics journal clubs as discussed in Chapter 2.

Questions to Consider Before Reading On

1. Choose one of the ethical leadership behaviors discussed previously and illustrated in Figure 8.1. Describe how you would demonstrate this behavior in a chosen leadership style.

2. How would a transformational or authentic leader at the meso- or organizational level integrate/demonstrate this behavior?

CONCLUSION

Recognizing that all nurses are leaders in their respective positions, the purpose of this chapter was to discuss the important role of ethical leadership. Relevant leadership theories used in nursing were briefly reviewed and their relationship to ethical leadership presented. The behaviors and responsibilities of ethical leaders at the micro-, meso-, and macro-levels of the nursing practice environment were described. Five strategies to develop and maintain ethical leadership in nursing were explored.

Critical Thinking Questions and Activities

1. Recall a recent ethical situation from your practice. Discuss the behaviors and responsibilities of an ethical nurse leader in this situation at the micro-, meso-, and macro-levels.


Then describe how the role of the ethical nurse leader is integrated into the exam within the four practice areas of (a) financial management, (b) human resource management, (c) performance improvement, and (d) strategic management.
3. Nurse leaders are responsible for contributing to an ethical climate or moral environment. The Hospital Ethical Climate Survey (Olson, 1998) has been used extensively in studies conducted nationally (Sauerland, Marotta, Peinemann, Berndt, & Robichaux, 2014 and 2015; Whitehead, Herbertson, Hamric, Epstein, & Fisher, 2015) and internationally (Hwang & Park, 2014; Suhonen, Stolt, Gustafsson, Katajisto, Charalambous, 2014; Numinen, Leino-Kilpi, Isoaho, & Meretoja, 2015).

Review the items in the HECS (Box 8.6) and used in the study by Sauerland, Marotta, Peinemann, Berndt, and Robichaux (2014, p. 240) to assess the ethical climate in your workplace. Compare and contrast your answers and overall score with those of a class peer or colleague (score can range from a low of 26 to a high of 130).

http://journals.lww.com/dccnjournal/Fulltext/2014/07000/Assessing_and_Addressing_Moral_Distress_and.9.aspx

---

Box 8.6

**Hospital Ethical Climate Survey**

**Directions:** Here is a series of statements relating to various practices within your work setting. Please respond in terms of how it is in your current job on your current unit. As you read and respond to each statement, think of some difficult patient care issues you have faced. For those items that refer to your manager, think of your immediate manager (nurse manager, assistant nurse manager, shift supervisor). It is important that you respond in terms of how it really is on your unit, not how you would prefer it to be. It is essential to answer every item. There are no right or wrong answers, so please respond honestly. Remember, all your responses will remain anonymous.

Please read each of the following statements. Then, circle one of the numbers on each line to indicate your response.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Almost Never True</th>
<th>Seldom True</th>
<th>Sometimes True</th>
<th>Often True</th>
<th>Almost Always True</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. My peers listen to my concerns about patient care . . . . . . 1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Patients know what to expect from their care . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*(continued)*
### Hospital Ethical Climate Survey (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Almost Never True</th>
<th>Seldom True</th>
<th>Sometimes True</th>
<th>Often True</th>
<th>Almost Always True</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>When I’m unable to decide what’s right or wrong in a patient care situation, my manager helps me</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Hospital policies help me with difficult patient care issues/problems</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Nurses and physicians trust one another</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Nurses have access to the information necessary to solve a patient care issue/problem</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>My manager supports me in my decisions about patient care</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>A clear sense of the hospital’s mission is shared with nurses</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Physicians ask nurses for their opinions about treatment decisions</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>My peers help me with difficult patient care issues/problems</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Nurses use the information necessary to solve a patient care issue/problem</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>My manager listens to me talk about patient care issues/problems</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Box 8.6

**Hospital Ethical Climate Survey (continued)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Almost Never True</th>
<th>Seldom True</th>
<th>Sometimes True</th>
<th>Often True</th>
<th>Almost Always True</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>The feelings and values of all parties involved in a patient care issue/problem are taken into account when choosing a course of actions</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>I participate in treatment decisions for my patients</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>My manager is someone I can trust</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>Conflict is openly dealt with, not avoided</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>Nurses and physicians here respect each others’ opinions, even when they disagree about what is best for patients</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>I work with competent colleagues</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>The patient’s wishes are respected</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>When my peers are unable to decide what’s right or wrong in a particular patient care situation, I have observed that my manager helps them</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>There is a sense of questioning, learning, and seeking creative responses to patient care problems</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td>Nurses and physicians respect one another</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
## Hospital Ethical Climate Survey (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Almost True</th>
<th>Seldom True</th>
<th>Sometimes True</th>
<th>Often True</th>
<th>Almost Always True</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>23. Safe patient care is given on my unit</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24. My manager is someone I respect</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25. I am able to practice nursing on my unit as I believe it should be practiced</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26. Nurses are supported and respected in this hospital</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

© Copyright 1995 Linda Olson.
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Public Health Ethics and Social Justice in the Community

JOAN KUB

LEARNING OBJECTIVES AND OUTCOMES

Upon completion of this chapter the student will be able to:

- Define public health and public health ethics
- Differentiate public health ethics from clinical ethics
- Describe the ethical tensions inherent in addressing public health problems
- Discuss different theoretical approaches and principles used in public health ethics
- Apply a public health framework in analyzing the development of a new program or policy
- Discuss ethical principles involved in implementing programs and designing policies in the community

As a practicing nurse, you more than likely have experienced situations that involve clinical ethics. In general, clinical ethics focuses on the nurse and other providers’ roles in individual patient/family issues such as confidentiality, privacy, respect, and autonomy. In contrast, public health ethics is concerned with the overall health of communities and populations. Public health also seeks to better understand social inequities in health and to address them using a social justice lens, a responsibility of all nurses as identified in the Code of Ethics (2015). Since public health nursing is a specialty area you may or may not have experienced public health ethical situations.

This chapter discusses the development of the burgeoning field of public health ethics. In doing so it (a) differentiates clinical ethics from public/population health ethics; (b) discusses theoretical foundations and principles
of public health ethics; (c) discusses the relevance of human rights and social justice as key to public health ethics; (d) presents one framework for analyzing public or population health decision making; and (e) uses selected public health issues to illustrate the application of theory and principles in the analysis and justification of public health decisions and actions.

**Case Scenario**

On January 5, 2015, the California Department of Health was notified of a suspected case of measles. The 11-year-old unvaccinated child had visited one of two adjacent Disney theme parks located in Orange County, California. On that same day, six additional suspected measles cases, all of whom had visited the same theme parks from December 17 to 20, were also reported in California and Utah. By February 11, a total of 125 measles cases with a rash occurred from December 28, 2014 to February 8, 2015 (Zipprich et al., 2015). “Among the 110 California patients, 49 (45%) were unvaccinated; five (5%) had 1 dose of measles-containing vaccine, seven (6%) had 2 doses, one (1%) had 3 doses, 47 (43%) had unknown or undocumented vaccination status, and one (1%) had immunoglobulin G seropositivity documented, which indicates prior vaccination or measles infection at an undetermined time” (Zipprich et al., 2015, p. 153). From January 1 to August 21, 2015, 188 people from 24 states and the District of Columbia developed reportable measles. One hundred and seventeen cases (62%) were part of a large multistate outbreak linked to the amusement park in California (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2015a).

This Case Scenario raises several ethical questions that have implications for the health of the public. The key question is whether compulsory mandated measles vaccination that impinges upon individual autonomy, privacy, and liberty is justifiable for reasons of protecting the health of the entire population and realizing public health goals?

**Questions to Consider Before Reading On**

1. Do you believe compulsory mandated measles vaccination that impinges upon individual autonomy, privacy, and liberty is justifiable for reasons of protecting the health of the entire population and realizing public health goals?

2. Are certain vaccinations mandatory for nurses where you currently work?

Measles is a serious illness with the potential of putting the health of the public at risk with devastating outcomes for individuals and populations. Controversies and tensions exist surrounding concerns about vaccine safety, mandatory school vaccination regulations, suboptimal vaccine coverage, the
prevalence of preventable cases of disease, the fairness of exemptions to the law, and liberty/personal rights (Ransom, Swain, & Duchin, 2008). In 2013, the Institute of Medicine report *Childhood Immunization Schedule and Safety: Stakeholder Concerns, Scientific Evidence, and Future Studies* provided an update on the safety of immunizations for children (Chi, 2014; Institute of Medicine, 2013). Despite this report, it is clear that hesitancy about immunizing children and refusals to immunize children are growing problems, so much so that a study of families in California found that personal belief exemption rates rose by 9.2% from 0.6% in 1994 to 2.3% in 2009 (Richards et al., 2013). This Case Scenario illustrates concerns about individual rights/autonomy versus concern for the overall good of the public.

### PUBLIC HEALTH AND PUBLIC HEALTH ETHICS

The field of public health ethics evolved in the early 1980s with the emergence of a number of infectious diseases such as AIDS and severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS; Knight, 2015; Simón-Lorda, Barrio-Cantalejo, & Peinado-Gorlat, 2015). Debates concerning the relationship of ethics, public health, and human rights surfaced at this time. It became clear that actions required in public health practice are different from actions required in clinical ethics. These differences stem in large part because of the nature of public health.

In 1988, the Institute of Medicine (IOM) defined public health as what we, as a society, do collectively to ensure the conditions in which people can be healthy (Institute of Medicine, 1988). The IOM report went on to define the core functions of public health as assessment, assurance, and policy development (Figure 9.1). The American Public Health Association further defined public health by the 10 essential services that help define effective performance (American Public Health Association, n.d.; Table 9.1). Public health seeks to improve the health of communities and populations. It is concerned with not only understanding the causes of disease but first and foremost the prevention of disease. It is often focused on underlying social, economic, and environmental conditions and population-level health interventions, policies, or programs that shift the distribution of health risk.

A five-tier health impact pyramid illustrates the focus of interventions in public health. (Figure 9.2; Frieden, 2010). The broad base focuses on what has now been called social determinants of health (housing, sanitation, nutrition) followed by interventions that change the context for health (clean water, safe roads, eliminating trans fat in foods), followed by protective interventions such as immunizations, followed by direct clinical care and counseling and education. The two top tiers are focused more on individual care and are dependent on individuals changing their behavior. The lowest
tier has the greatest potential to change population health, while tier 2 usually consists of the most effective public health actions (Frieden, 2010).

**Questions to Consider Before Reading On**

1. What interventions could nurses implement at each tier in Figure 9.2?
2. What are the ethical implications of these interventions?

**PUBLIC HEALTH ETHICS**

In 2002, the American Public Health Association adopted a code of ethics for public health practice (Public Health Leadership Society, 2002; Thomas, Sage, Dillenberg, & Guillory, 2002; see Table 9.2). Until that time, public health was guided by medical ethics with the four principles of autonomy, beneficence, nonmaleficence, and justice (Thomas, 2008). Although these
Table 9.1
Ten Essential Public Health Services

1. **Monitor** health status to identify community health problems.
2. **Diagnose and investigate** health problems and health hazards in the community.
3. **Inform, educate, and empower** people about health issues.
4. **Mobilize** community partnerships to identify and solve health problems.
5. **Develop policies and plans** that support individual and community health efforts.
6. **Enforce** laws and regulations that protect health and ensure safety.
7. **Link** people to needed personal health services and ensure the provision of health care when otherwise unavailable.
8. **Ensure** a competent public health and personal health care workforce.
9. **Evaluate** effectiveness, accessibility, and quality of personal and population-based health services.
10. **Research** for new insights and innovative solutions to health problems.

*Source: American Public Health Association (n.d.)*

Figure 9.2 Five-tier health impact pyramid.
*Source: Frieden (2010).*
### Table 9.2

**Principles of Public Health**

1. Public health should address principally the fundamental causes of disease and requirements for health, aiming to prevent adverse health outcomes.

2. Public health should achieve community health in a way that respects the rights of individuals in the community.

3. Public health policies, programs, and priorities should be developed and evaluated through processes that ensure an opportunity for input from community members.

4. Public health should advocate and work for the empowerment of disenfranchised community members, aiming to ensure that the basic resources and conditions necessary for health are accessible to all.

5. Public health should seek the information needed to implement effective policies and programs that protect and promote health.

6. Public health institutions should provide communities with the information they have that is needed for decisions on policies or programs and should obtain the community’s consent for their implementation.

7. Public health institutions should act in a timely manner on the information they have within the resources and the mandate given to them by the public.

8. Public health programs and policies should incorporate a variety of approaches that anticipate and respect diverse values, beliefs, and cultures in the community.

9. Public health programs and policies should be implemented in a manner that most enhances the physical and social environment.

10. Public health institutions should protect the confidentiality of information that can bring harm to an individual or community if made public. Exceptions must be justified on the basis of the high likelihood of significant harm to the individual or others.

11. Public health institutions should ensure the professional competence of their employees.

12. Public health institutions and their employees should engage in collaborations and affiliations in ways that build the public’s trust and the institution’s effectiveness.

*Source: Public Health Leadership Society (2002).*
principles guide the interactions between individuals and their health care providers, ethical quandaries in public health are concerned with the needs of populations. The moral considerations generally include concerns with . . .

producing benefits; avoiding, preventing, and removing harms; producing the maximal balance of benefits over harms and other costs (often called utility); distributing benefits and burdens fairly (distributive justice) and ensuring public participation including the participation of affected parties (procedural justice); respecting autonomous choices and actions, including liberty of action; protecting privacy and confidentiality; keeping promises and commitments; disclosing information as well as speaking honestly and truthfully (often grouped under transparency); and building and maintaining trust. (Childress et al., 2002, pp. 171–172)

Although some of these moral considerations apply to clinical ethics, there are distinct differences between public health ethics and clinical ethics. Clinical ethics is concerned with the individual patient and relationships with individual clinicians. Typical concerns include issues of confidentiality, privacy, respect, and autonomy (Carter, Kerridge, Sainsbury, & Letts, 2012). In contrast, public health ethics is focused on collective thinking and tradeoffs between the well-being of communities and the well-being of individuals (Carter et al., 2012). According to the Canadian Institutes of Health Research (2012), public health ethics differs from traditional bioethics because of its emphasis on moral evaluations related to populations, the realization that “upstream” interventions occur outside the health care system, and the focus on the prevention of illness and disease.

The prevention imperative is evident, for example, in current global HIV/AIDS policy discussions. Although the initial focus of HIV/AIDS policy was focused on individual behavior and ensuring access to biomedical treatment, public health efforts are now focused on a combination of behavioral, structural, and biomedical prevention strategies (Meier, Brugh, & Halima, 2012). The behavioral approaches include not only traditional educational and motivational approaches but also community normative approaches. The aim of structural approaches is to change the social, economic, political, and environmental factors that influence HIV risk and vulnerability. The biomedical approaches involve technological interventions not solely dependent on behavior change (Meier et al., 2012).

**Question to Consider Before Reading On**

1. What are some of the identified public health needs in your community?
THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS AND PRINCIPLES OF PUBLIC HEALTH ETHICS

Within both clinical and public health ethics, it is important to examine the theory and principles guiding normative behavior. Theories that are particularly pertinent to public health ethics are utilitarianism, deontology, libertarian theories, and communitarianism. These theories have been described in earlier chapters but often have particular relevance to public health. Utilitarianism, for example, is often used to justify public health interventions supporting the belief that the most ethical course of action is the one that produces the greatest good for the greatest number (Buchanan, 2008). The moral worth of actions using utilitarianism is based on their contributions to overall “utility” (Mill & Bentham, 1987). Utilitarianism often utilizes economic approaches such as cost–benefit analyses or cost-effectiveness analyses to guide decision making in public health (Faden & Powers, 2008). Deontology is the theory proposed by Kant that begins with the premise that human beings have the capacity for reason and are worthy of respect and dignity. Therefore, human beings have a duty to respect the dignity of other human beings and humans should not be treated as a means to an end (Misselbrook, 2013). In public health, appeals to the avoidance of stigmatization of vulnerable groups such as individuals with HIV have been used to guide moral decision making within the public realm (Dean, 2014). Libertarian theory is concerned with ensuring that public policies do not violate human rights or rights to property influencing tax policies (Faden & Powers, 2008). Communitarianism is a social philosophy concerned with a collective reflection on shared values and what is good for society. Communitarians examine the ways shared good or values are formed, transmitted, justified, and enforced (Etzioni, 2006). Communitarian ethics can be used in examining the allocation of scarce resources and rationing of care or resources in time of need (Etzioni, 2011) or in the development of infectious disease policies (Cheyette, 2011).

PRINCIPLES OF PUBLIC HEALTH ETHICS

The principles that have particular relevance to our discussion of public health ethics are paternalism, human rights, and social justice.

Paternalism Versus Autonomy

Distinguishing clinical ethics from public health ethics is often concerned with identifying when paternalistic interventions that override individual autonomy are justified (Buchanan, 2008). Paternalism is described by Schickle as the interference with a person’s autonomy by performing an act or agreeing to perform an act without the consent of that person with the intention of improving or preventing a decline in the welfare of that person (Schickle, 2009).
Discussions of paternalism often relate back to a 1905 single Supreme Court case, *Jacobson v. Massachusetts*. The court found:

The liberty secured by the Constitution of the United States to every person within its jurisdiction does not impart an absolute right in each person to be, at all times and in all circumstances, wholly freed from restraint. There are manifold restraints to which every person is necessarily subject for the common good. (Supreme Court of the United States, decided February 20, 1905, cited by Buchanan, 2008)

In thinking about communicable diseases, overriding individual rights or autonomy for purposes of controlling infectious diseases is often justified. Tuberculosis, for example, is a classic example when individual patients have been “quarantined” in the past to ensure a cure and to protect others from the disease. This is an example of John Stuart Mill’s theory of liberty and “harm principle” that is invoked to control risk and to control infectious diseases. This is justified since an individual poses a significant harm to others and therefore liberty-limiting interventions are supported (Gostin & Gostin, 2009).

In cases of infectious diseases, it is easier to justify what appear to be paternalistic public health interventions. Today we are not only concerned about infectious diseases, however, but also the growing public health emphasis on noncommunicable diseases. The key question is whether any public health intervention can rightfully infringe upon individual autonomy. Childress and colleagues defined five “justificatory conditions” when this could occur. These criteria include (a) effectiveness, (b) proportionality, (c) necessity, (d) least infringement, and (e) public justification. An intervention or policy must show evidence of realizing its goal, being necessary for the accomplishment of the goal, and justifiable by public health agents. In addition, it is essential to show that the public health benefits outweigh the infringed moral considerations (proportionality) and the public health agents seek to minimize and attain the least infringement of general moral considerations (Childress et al., 2002).

**Question to Consider Before Reading On**

1. Recall a recent incident of communicable or noncommunicable disease. Did the interventions proposed and/or implemented meet the criteria defined by Childress et al. (2002)?

**Case Scenario (continued)**

Returning to our Case Scenario, mandating school vaccinations would be considered an example of overriding individual autonomy for the welfare of the entire community with the goal of achieving health for children. This case does raise other complex concerns. There are often differing opinions about not only
These arguments illustrate the complexity involved with justifying public health interventions and the tensions between traditional principles of autonomy, beneficence, and nonmaleficence. In the case of mandatory vaccinations for children, the ultimate goal is the health of the community. At the end of this chapter, a framework applied to mandatory vaccination of health care workers (HCWs) is presented that can also be used in thinking about mandatory childhood vaccination (Kass, 2001). Ethical questions for consideration include:

- What are the public health goals of the mandatory vaccination program?
- How effective is mandatory vaccination in achieving its stated goals?
- What are the known or potential burdens of the program including considerations of the threat to individual liberty?
- Can burdens be minimized and are there alternative approaches?

In the case of mandatory childhood vaccinations, exemptions often include medical or personal beliefs. States are currently making exemption processes more restrictive in hopes of reducing the numbers of exemptions (Constable, Blank, & Caplan, 2013). Two additional questions for consideration are whether programs are implemented fairly and if benefits and burdens of a program such as mandatory vaccination can be fairly balanced. The ultimate concern, though, of mandatory childhood vaccination is the health of the community.

In other examples of public health interventions such as regulating seatbelt usage, wearing motorcycle helmets, or fluoridation of water at a community level, regulations are intended to safeguard the individual’s own health and safety (Gostin & Gostin, 2009). Using Mill’s concept of liberty, these public health efforts would not necessarily be justified since the intervention primarily affects the person concerned. Others would argue, however, that “hard paternalism” in which a person knows that his or her actions or inactions can be harmful is justified if the interventions do not pose a truly sig-
These arguments for the justification of “hard paternalism” in public health are also evident in the most recent approaches in addressing noncommunicable diseases, especially with the rising rates of overweight and obesity in populations (Carter & Rychetnik, 2013). Hard paternalism is defined as an action that may be permissible when the individual knows that actions or inactions could be harmful (Shickle, 2009). Approximately one third of U.S. adults and 16% of children and adolescents aged 2 to 18 years are obese (Flegal, Carroll, Kit, & Ogden, 2012; Ogden, Carroll, Kit, & Flegal, 2012). This growing concern about the negative effects of overeating and unhealthy eating has resulted in the development and implementation of policies that are meant to improve healthy eating. These policies include bans on trans fat in restaurants, nutritional requirements for fast-food meals, policies to limit unhealthy food from food assistance programs, taxes on sugary drinks, or policies to limit the sale of large sugary drinks (Barnhill & King, 2013; Resnik, 2015). The ethical concerns about such policies have focused on concepts such as “fairness, equality, respect, legitimacy, paternalism, infantization, as well as liberty and freedom” (Barnhill & King, 2013, p. 117). According to Barnwall and King (2013), concerns about obesity policies actually focus on three dimensions of autonomy—liberty, understanding of available options, and psychological capacity—to make choices and to act on them. Using the ban on the sale of sugary drinks as an example, one ethical criticism is that these policies limit individual liberty due to external restraint while a counter argument stresses that these policies actually promote autonomy since they increase an individual’s psychological capacity to make good choices.

Questions to Consider Before Reading On

1. Do you agree or disagree with the ethical criticism of the ban on sugary drinks?

2. What is your opinion about the counter argument that the ban promotes autonomy?

Human Rights, Health, and Health Care

A human rights approach is used to think about public health problems (Easley & Allen, 2007; Ivanov & Oden, 2013). This approach strengthens public health ethics by defining health as a human right, protecting human rights as a determinant of health, and focusing on the duties of states to realize the health of citizens (Nixon & Forman, 2008). Human rights can be both negative rights (noninterference) and positive rights (receiving or possessing certain goods; Carter et al., 2012). In the case of paternalism, the concern is often with negative rights (noninterference). In contrast, positive rights are concerned with a right to health, privacy, and/or confidentiality.
The World Health Organization (WHO) first articulated health as a fundamental human right in the 1946 Constitution of the WHO. It defined health as a “state of complete physical, mental, and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity” (WHO, n.d.). These ideas were further developed in 1948 with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights that also mentioned health as part of the right to an adequate standard of living (Article 25; Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, n.d.).

Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health and well-being of himself and of his family including food, clothing, housing, and medical care and necessary social services, and the right to security in the event of unemployment, sickness, disability, widowhood, old age, or other lack of livelihood in circumstances beyond his control. Motherhood and childhood are entitled to special care and assistance.

In 2000, the United Nations Committee on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights further developed these ideas by specifying that the right to health extends to timely and appropriate health care as well as underlying determinants of health such as water, sanitation, an adequate supply of food, housing, health education including sexual and reproductive health, and healthy occupational and environmental conditions (World Health Organization, 2013).

Within clinical ethics, individual rights–based frameworks are often used to support the provision of medical treatment initiatives. The HIV/AIDS pandemic was an example of how human rights were initially operationalized for public health (Meier, Brugh, & Halima, 2012). Initially the pandemic in the early stages of the disease led to the development of HIV/AIDS policy with a focus on prevention in contrast to treatment and concerns about discrimination, privacy, confidentiality, equal access to care, and other human resources (Easley & Allen, 2007).

Social Justice

Despite the fact that international conventions and institutions emphatically say that health is a human right, health statistics do not substantiate this (Eleftheriadis, 2012). Whether health is viewed as a right or a value, the important point is that health inequalities or inequities exist and these are of concern to public health. In 2007, the Nuffield Council on Bioethics published a report, Public Health: Ethical Issues, that outlines a model of public health ethics called the stewardship model (Lee, 2012; Nuffield Council on Bioethics, 2007). The model is based on a liberal framework with the belief that liberal states have a duty to look after the important needs of people individually and collectively. Although a major focus of the report was on clarifying the issues of individual rights versus collective needs, one of the major points of discussion was concerned with inequalities in health. Questions focused on whether success was defined by health outcomes or access to
resources and within which groups or subgroups should equality be sought. This report also emphasized the importance of “community” defined as a society in which each person’s welfare mattered to everyone else (Lee, 2012).

Terms used to discuss disparities such as inequalities and inequities are sometimes confusing and not well defined. Health disparities was defined by Margaret Whitehead in the early 1990s as differences that are unfair and unjust in addition to being avoidable and unnecessary (Whitehead, 1992). Health equity was defined by Braveman as “providing all people with fair opportunities to attain their full health potential to the extent possible” (Braveman, 2006, p. 181). There are two different types of health equity—horizontal and vertical. Horizontal equity means equal treatment for equal needs while vertical equity refers to different levels of treatment for different needs. In the latter case, one would expect greater expenditures of resources to treat people most in need—poor individuals with more chronic conditions in comparison to wealthier individuals (Giles & Leburd, 2010).

The relevance of justice or fairness to public health ethics in addressing inequalities and inequities is founded on “a societal responsibility to protect and promote the health of the population as a whole” (Buchanan, 2008, p. 15). Justice is central to the mission of public health and it is considered a core value that guides public health practice (Gostin & Powers, 2006). It is focused on health improvement for the population and fair treatment of the disadvantaged. Its attributes have been defined by Buettner-Schmidt and Lobo (2011) as follows:

- Fairness
- Equity in the distribution of power, resources, and processes that affect social determinants of health
- Just institutions, systems, structures, policies, and processes
- Equity in human development, rights, and sustainability
- Sufficiency of well-being

Justice is usually defined in two major categories: procedural and distributive (Summers, 2014). Procedural is concerned with whether certain procedures were followed while distributive justice is concerned with the allocation of resources.

John Rawls (1971) is perhaps best known for his philosophical egalitarian theory of justice as fairness presented in his original 1971 work, A Theory of Justice. Rawls addresses distributive justice issues by using a social contract theory. His theory consists of two principles of justice. The first principle is one of liberty with each person having the most extensive basic liberty in line with the liberty of others and the second principle stating that social and economic positions are to everyone’s advantage (Wenar, 2013). Objective decisions are to then be made under a veil of ignorance maximizing the minimum level of primary goods (Ruger, 2008). This theory was not directly applied to health care although Norman Daniels has used it to argue that health care is
a right because it provides equality of opportunity (Daniels, 1985). Three exemplars that have particular relevance to a discussion of justice are access to health services, social determinants of health, and allocation of scarce resources in time of emergencies.

Questions to Consider Before Reading On

1. Provision 8.1 of the Code of Ethics (2015) states that health is a universal right. What is your understanding of this assertion?

2. What is the nurse’s role in meeting this obligation?

ACCESS TO HEALTH SERVICES: A SOCIAL JUSTICE CONCERN

The United States is one of the few industrial countries that does not guarantee ongoing access to health care for its citizens (Dalen, Waterbrook, & Alpert, 2015). Health care outcomes including measures such as infant mortality and life expectancy are worse than in other Western countries. The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA) that passed in March 2010 seeks to improve these statistics and target major impediments in accessing health care for millions of Americans. Its goal is to improve the health of Americans by increasing the number of individuals covered by insurance. This act was the culmination of decades of political debate revolving around issues of health care access, quality of care, costs, and the role of government in health care (Gable, 2011). The focus of the ACA is on health insurance reform with prevention as a key theme in its initiatives. It also supports marked expansions in Medicaid coverage, thus decreasing the number of uninsured individuals.

The Patient Protection and ACA completed the second enrollment period in February 2015 (Dalen et al., 2015; Sommers, Gunja, Finegold, & Musco, 2015). The percentage of uninsured individuals decreased from 18% to 19% after the introduction of the ACA (Geyman, 2015; Hall & Lord, 2014). Despite these improvements, many uninsured individuals reside within states that have chosen not to expand Medicaid services to the poor, a benefit that is possible with ACA. As of January 2016, 17 states have chosen not to extend Medicaid services to individuals (The Advisory Board Company, 2015). A recent study of 156 clinics in nine states found that clinics in Medicaid expansion states had a 40% decrease in the rate of uninsured visits in the postexpansion period and a 36% increase in the rate of Medicaid-covered visits. Clinics in nonexpansion states had a significant 16% decline in the rate of uninsured visits but no change in the rate of Medicaid-covered visits. Sommers and colleagues found similar findings supporting the fact that Medicaid expansions are associated with significant benefits for low-income individuals (Sommers et al., 2015). Despite the significant improvements associated with the ACA, challenges remain including the expansion of Medicaid services. It is still predicted that 36 to 45 million individuals will be uninsured by 2019 (Geyman, 2015; Hall & Lord, 2014).
Questions to Consider Before Reading On

1. What are some problems associated with access to health care in the community in which you live?

2. What are the ethical implications of limited access to health care?

3. What is the nurse’s ethical role in improving access to health care?

DISPARITIES AND SOCIAL DETERMINANTS OF HEALTH

Disparities in health are often driven by social determinants that include socioeconomic status, social structure, education, social position, racism, and discrimination (Trin-Shevrin, Islam, Nadkarni, Park, & Kwon, 2015). Other significant determinants include housing, transportation, and concerns about the built environment. These inequalities are seen across the life span and across the globe. Life expectancy differences that span sometimes 40 years between high- and low-income countries are issues of social justice. Chronic illnesses including heart disease, stroke, type 2 diabetes, and certain types of cancer disproportionately affect minority populations in the United States. American Indian or Alaska Natives (15.9%) and non-Hispanic Blacks (13.2%), for example, have higher prevalence of diabetes compared with non-Hispanic whites (7.1%; Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2015b). A recent study examined the interplay of race, poverty, and place (neighborhood) to estimate the impact of these variables on the odds of having diabetes (Gaskin et al., 2014). The odds of diabetes increased for Blacks and those living in poverty and in poor neighborhoods. These findings illustrate the need to address health from a broad perspective and in all policies. Examples of evidence-based approaches can be found in the Community Guide (The Community Guide to Preventive Services, n.d.). An example of addressing disparities in a North Carolina community can be seen in Box 9.1.

Box 9.1

Creating Walkable Communities in North Carolina

**Problem:** North Carolina tipped the scales when more than one in five of its residents were classified as obese in 2002.

**Granville’s Greenways Master Plan:** Outlines the future of a county that embraces changing the built environment to promote active lifestyles.
Public health emergencies or disasters are another example of a public health issue illustrating the junction between social justice and public health, especially as they relate to a scarcity of resources. In thinking about past disasters such as Hurricane Katrina, it is clear that disenfranchised communities can suffer excessive burdens and that planning must address what Swain and colleagues call public health principles including interdependence (individual rights versus health of others), community trust, fundamentality (concern about underlying diseases and the environment), and justice (Swain, Burns, & Etkind, 2008).

In addition to natural disasters, other disasters such as pandemic influenza have been of concern. Some important ethical considerations were outlined by a Subcommittee of the Advisory Committee for the Centers for Disease Control (Kinlaw, Barrett, & Levine, 2009). Ethical issues in emergencies often revolve around sound planning maximizing preparedness, transparency, and engagement with the community, sound science, concerns with justice, and balancing individual and liberty and community interests (Kinlaw et al., 2009). Rationing of resources in disasters of this magnitude would most likely include, for example, a limited number of mechanical ventilators to treat patients. The key question of course would be how providers would make difficult decisions as to who should be placed on a ventilator or who should remain on one (Lin & Anderson-Shaw, 2009). Lin and Anderson-Shaw present a useful algorithm based on utilitarian principles that is intended to serve as a guide in the allocation of scarce resources in a just way (Lin & Anderson-Shaw, 2009).
Another infectious disease disaster is that of Ebola, also illustrating the importance of examining these situations with a public health ethical lens.

Questions to Consider Before Reading On

1. What factors should be considered in the use of scarce resources such as mechanical ventilators in a public health emergency?
2. What are the ethical implications of these factors?

Ebola and Social Justice—QSEN—Quality and Safety—Ebola

In August, 2014, the WHO declared Ebola a public health threat to the global community. At that time the primary ethical focus was whether it was permissible to use experimental drugs in the treatment of a few individuals. There was little focus on public health issues of establishing trust and a fair distribution of resources in the face of scarcity (Dawson, 2015). Dawson points out in her ethical analysis that this public health disaster resulted in many unanswered issues about global health inequities which were relevant to issues of quality and safety. By the end of the epidemic, many health care providers had lost their lives. A few of the questions that were not initially addressed related to an inadequate public health infrastructure in the countries affected including the capacity for surveillance, security, quarantine, and protection of health workers (Dawson, 2015).

FRAMEWORKS FOR PUBLIC HEALTH ETHICS

Frameworks can guide decision making in the development of public health programs and policies. Although public health ethics is a relatively new field, there are more than 13 frameworks that have been presented with an awareness that public health raises ethical issues that require a different approach than traditional bioethics (Lee, 2012; Marckmann, Schmidt, Sofaer, & Strech, 2015). One model that can then be used in discussing public health decision making related to program or policy development is a six-step framework proposed by Nancy Kass (Kass, 2001). This model serves as an analytic tool to help consider the implications of proposed interventions, policy proposals, research initiatives, and programs (Kass, 2001). The framework raises six important questions for consideration in making decisions (Table 9.3). Important points to consider under each question are also listed. The Case Scenario on mandatory HCW vaccination presents an opportunity to apply these questions within this framework to developing either a program or policy related to this health issue.
### Kass's Public Health Ethics Framework

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEPS</th>
<th>CONSIDERATIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What are the public health goals of the proposed program?</td>
<td>Should be expressed in terms of public health improvement&lt;br&gt;Epidemiologic data can provide descriptive data&lt;br&gt;Ultimate concern with morbidity/mortality&lt;br&gt;Other benefits could be included (e.g., social benefits)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How effective is the program in achieving its stated goals?</td>
<td>What data exist to substantiate assumptions of program?&lt;br&gt;Does program change not only knowledge but also behavior?&lt;br&gt;Implement data-based policies and programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the known or potential burdens of the program?</td>
<td>Consider risks to privacy and confidentiality; risks to liberty and self-determination; risks to justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can burdens be minimized? Are there alternative approaches?</td>
<td>If any risks exist, can the program or policy be modified to minimize burdens without effecting the efficacy?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is the program implemented fairly?</td>
<td>This refers to the ethics principle of distributive justice—fair distribution of benefits and burdens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How can the benefits and burden of a program be fairly balanced?</td>
<td>Most burdensome programs/policies should be implemented in context of extensive and important benefits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


## CONCLUSION

Public health ethics has been growing over the past decade as a distinct discipline that differs from the traditional theories of clinical and bioethics (Carter et al., 2012; Lee, 2012). This chapter briefly presented the traditional ethical frameworks that have been used to think about ethics as well as the principles
important in any discussion of public health. Public health ethics is concerned with the moral questions that relate to the mission of public health—ensuring the conditions in which people can be healthy. The concern is with making the right decisions related to programs and policy development to achieve health for often the most vulnerable populations in our communities. Over the past decade there are many newer frameworks that provide some guidance in this decision-making process. We started this chapter with a public health issue, the increasing number of cases of measles in our country. While the issues are different, the one public health framework by Kass provides us with the tools to examine this issue as well as other issues such as that of examining mandatory influenza vaccinations for HCWs.

The field of public health ethics will continue to evolve as the health issues and technology become increasingly complex. The benefits and burdens of public health actions will need to be distributed equitably across our society requiring tools and analytics to address the public health and ethical issues that are likely to arise. Issues that are currently and likely to raise ethical issues in the future include public health genetics, public health access to personal health information, and public health lifestyle with the prevalence of chronic illness and behavioral health issues (Rothstein, 2012).

Critical Thinking Questions and Activities

Case Example
Similar to the measles vaccination, mandatory vaccination for HCWs is another public health issue that has raised many ethical controversies. Despite recommendations from the Centers of Disease Control (CDC) on influenza vaccination since the 1980s, the rates of vaccinations among HCWs are usually around 40% to 50% (Galanakis, Jansen, Lopalco, & Giesecke, 2013). The belief that mandatory vaccination for seasonal influenza is necessary stems from the need to reduce nosocomial transmission of influenza. Some questions to think about in the development of a policy for mandatory vaccination of HCWs relate to how HCW vaccination contributes to patients’ health. We can use Kass’s framework to think through mandatory vaccination programs for HCWs.

1. What are the public health goals of the proposed program? What questions would you want to consider? What is the primary goal of your program? Do patients and HCWs benefit as a result of the HCW vaccination?

2. How effective is the program in achieving its stated goals? How effective is the vaccine? What is the efficacy of immunizing HCWs in preventing nosocomial transmission in health care facilities? How are various beliefs about the disease or about the vaccines handled? Is the vaccine cost-effective?

3. What are the known or potential burdens of the program? Can burdens be minimized? Are there alternative approaches?

(continued)
Critical Thinking Questions and Activities (continued)

4. Is the program implemented fairly?
   How can this program be fairly implemented? How does one evaluate the sincerity of beliefs for medical or nonmedical exemptions? How does one consider conscientious exemption? Do all HCWs have to be vaccinated or would it depend on their level of patient contact? Are different forms of exemptions treated equitably? Is the review process fair?

5. How can the benefits and burden of a program be fairly balanced?
   Do the health benefits to patients outweigh the health risks to the HCWs? Do the health benefits outweigh the burdens on liberty? At what level is herd immunity achieved? Are the policies within the institution outlined explicitly? What is the scope of acceptable exemptions?

6. How would you frame justice issues in this discussion of mandatory seasonal influenza immunization for HCWs?

7. Choose a relevant topic from The Guide to Community Preventive Services in the following link. How are (or could) nurses be involved in implementing the recommendations and findings?
   http://www.thecommunityguide.org
   (Refer Antommaria [2013], Galanakis [2013], and Omer [2013])
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Exploring Ethical Issues Encountered With the Older Adult

MARYANNE M. GIULIANTE

LEARNING OBJECTIVES AND OUTCOMES

Upon completion of this chapter, the reader will be able to:

- Discuss why nurses, regardless of the setting, frequently encounter older adults in the current health care system
- Describe why there is a current shortage of workers able to care for older adults
- Discuss how nurses can effectively advocate for the desires and preferences of older adult patients
- Discuss why cognitively impaired patients are at higher risk for encountering ethical dilemmas
- Describe how the nurse can advocate for patients who are older or those who have cognitive impairment in situations of medical futility
- Apply relevant provisions from the Code of Ethics to ethical issues encountered with the older adult
- Identify signs and symptoms of elder abuse
- Discuss risk factors that predispose one for elder abuse

Caring for older adults is not a specialty area that nurses frequently choose after graduating from nursing school. More popular specialties include critical care, medical–surgical, or oncology nursing. However, as a practicing RN, you have probably cared for many older adults regardless of your specialty, unless you are a pediatric or obstetrical nurse. In addition, you may have realized that ethical quandaries arise with a greater degree of frequency when working with the older adult population. Their medical, physical, economic,
and social issues are often age specific. How medical issues manifest in older adults can differ greatly from the presentation of a younger individual. Ethical situations that arise in this population are often complex, leaving nurses to wonder about their role, and if they should voice their concerns to the rest of the health care team or remain silent. Consider the following Case Scenario.

**Case Scenario**

Angel works in a medical–surgical unit of a large urban hospital. Although this unit has patients with mixed diagnoses and ages, he often finds himself caring for older adults with cancer. Angel works overnight, and often does not have a great deal of interaction with family members. Today, he has agreed to help out during the day and has found himself in the middle of an emotional family discussion. The topic of discussion was his patient, Mrs. Smith. Angel has taken care of her for several days, and has found her to be cognitively intact. She is 83, and has just been diagnosed with end-stage anaplastic thyroid cancer. Angel remembers that this cancer is one of the deadliest, and often patients with anaplastic thyroid cancer do not live past a few months following the diagnosis. Mrs. Smith is somewhat frail already, and has a history of emphysema, heart failure, osteoporosis, and type II diabetes. With his experience and education, Angel realizes that this diagnosis is terminal. She has recently been told by the oncologist working with her that she is unsuitable for chemotherapy, surgery, and radiation (the three forms of treatment for cancer). Her interprofessional team consisting of an oncologist, geriatrician, oncology nurse, oncology social worker, and palliative care specialist is recommending only palliative (comfort) care. Though saddened, Mrs. Smith seems accepting of this news and verbalizes her agreement to focus on her comfort. However, Mrs. Smith’s daughter, her health care proxy (HCP), is visibly upset and agitated and tries to convince her to go to another hospital for a second opinion. Although Angel thinks that this request is reasonable, Mrs. Smith does not want to go, and is asking for him to convince her daughter that she should stay in this hospital. Mrs. Smith states, “I have had a long life, and I am ready to die.” Angel is uncomfortable with this discussion, and believes that Mrs. Smith’s wishes should be respected.

**Question to Consider Before Reading On**

1. How would you respond to Mrs. Smith’s family if it asks why a geriatrician is needed on her medical team?

It is imperative that we make a clear distinction that older adults are not the same as middle-aged adults. They have different issues, by virtue of their age, that should cause us to evaluate what makes them unique. Age does become
an important factor when we consider certain aspects of care (such as social support, physiologic functioning, and diseases that typically affect this population). However, we need to consider much more than only the chronological age of the patient. Functional, cognitive, and social issues must be taken in consideration to allow us to provide the most holistic care possible. Older adults should not be judged solely by their chronological age, as their age is just one of a variety of factors that informs us about their health status. An unfit 56-year-old is unlikely to have the same issues as a fit 76-year-old. This understanding will be the foundation of how we analyze our patients as it relates to questions surrounding ethics and other aspects of age-appropriate care.

**GROWING POPULATION OF OLDER ADULTS**

**Question to Consider Before Reading On**

1. Why are nurses more likely to care for older patients in the current health care environment?

It is important to recognize that there has been tremendous growth among the older population in the past decade. In addition, we should be aware of the data regarding anticipated growth in coming years. Evaluating these statistics can help properly frame this group’s overrepresentation in health care markets, understand their unique needs, and anticipate the ethical quandaries that may arise. According to the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Administration for Community Living, the adult population over the age of 65 has increased from 35.9 million in 2003 to 44.7 million in 2013 (a 24.7% increase) and is projected to more than double to 98 million in 2060 (Administration on Aging, 2014). In addition to the growth of this segment of population, the subsegment considered “older-old” is expected to surge. This population of 85+ is projected to increase from 6 million in 2013 to 14.6 million in 2040 (Administration on Aging, 2014; see Figure 10.1).

**CAUSES OF MORBIDITY AMONG OLDER ADULTS**

These statistics may help us understand the proportion of the population that older adults represent; however, there is still more to know. To appreciate the entire picture, we must evaluate the most common patients that nurses are likely to encounter in their practice. Not only do older adults represent a fair percentage of the population as a whole, but they are frequent utilizers of health care. According to the National Council on Aging, “approximately 92% of older adults have at least one chronic disease, and 77% have two.
Four chronic diseases—heart disease, cancer, stroke, and diabetes—cause almost two-thirds of all deaths each year” (NCA, 2016). This data may provide insight into the kind of ethical quandaries that older adults and their caregivers are likely to encounter.

Older adults frequently experience multiple chronic conditions (otherwise known as “multimorbidity”), making them potentially more frail and vulnerable. The degree of frailty and chronicity of illness that older adults experience can predispose them to ethical quandaries. According to Journal of the American Geriatrics Society, “Multi-morbidity is associated with higher rates of death, disability, adverse effects, institutionalization, use of healthcare resources, and poorer quality of life” (American Geriatrics Society [AGS], 2012). These data illustrate why nurses caring for older adults may encounter more ethical challenges than those caring for a younger population. Because their care can be more complex, nurses and other providers must understand the needs of the older adult and advocate for them using ethical competence and judgment.

Never before has the cost of health care been scrutinized as much as it is today. With the implementation of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, commonly called the Affordable Care Act (ACA), cost has become a major influencing factor in health care decisions. The quality of care is also constantly evaluated. As a result, the provision of ethically competent care that is appropriate and cost-effective has become more important than ever before. As an example of this paradigm shift, we can return to the chapter Case Scenario and identify relevant issues that may arise in the era of the ACA.
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Question to Consider Before Reading On

1. How would you respond if Mrs. Smith’s daughter asked, “If my mom is going to die anyway, why not try a little chemo on her. . . . what’s the difference”?

Ageism

What is “ageism”? According to Ageismhurts.org, ageism is, “The stereotyping or discrimination of a person or group of people because of their age” (Ageism Hurts, n.d.). This stereotype suggests that people are treated differently based on their age, and not their functional ability. Generally speaking, employing stereotypes is frowned upon. However, ageism seems to have endured, while other prejudices such as racism and sexism are not socially acceptable. We often crack a smile when comedians joke about somebody with gray hair who drives too slowly. However, these insensitive comments can have long-lasting effects on older adults and those who care for them. We may be quick to react negatively to comments such as these when we become the subject of the jest. Remarks highlighting the noteworthy value of youth in our Western society seem to undermine our inability to appreciate and respect our older adults.

As nurses, we should support a paradigm shift that does not evaluate a person based on their chronological age, but on their functional status. Return to the chapter Case Scenario to explore how ageism could play an unintended role in Mrs. Smith’s care. If she were not a frail 83-year-old with multiple comorbid medical conditions, but a fit 83-year-old who was healthy and jogged 2 miles a day, we may consider her ability to withstand the rigors of

Case Scenario (continued)

As has already been established, Mrs. Smith is 83, and has recently been diagnosed with a terminal disease. She appears cognitively intact, accepting of the disease and its anticipated trajectory. However, her family seems unwilling to share this acceptance. If we examine this case through the lens of a provider who is conscious of current trends and limitations in health care, it may seem reasonable to forgo curative therapy and focus on keeping Mrs. Smith comfortable (especially given the fact that her medical team does not recommend any anticancer treatment). Interventions such as additional blood tests or scans and providing an anticancer therapy drug may be costly, burdensome, potentially uncomfortable, and likely result in poor clinical outcomes. Mrs. Smith may already be somewhat frail given her age and presence of multiple comorbid medical conditions, which will further undermine the medical team’s ability to achieve a favorable outcome.
anticancer therapy differently. Although the medical team may persist in recommending a focus on palliation, this fit 83-year-old may have a different disease and life trajectory. Functional status and anticipated disease trajectory should be determining factors in the care provided, not merely how long Mrs. Smith has been alive.

To emphasize this point further, let us consider Mrs. Smith to be 53, not 83. At first glance, we might assume that this individual will be healthy and vibrant. However, as we learn about the functional status of this 53-year-old, we are surprised that she is bedbound and frail, resulting from double below-the-knee amputations secondary to uncontrolled diabetes. In addition, she is completely blind. This is not the image that we generally have of a 53-year-old, right? We should apply this insight to older adults as well. There are many 66-year-olds who are frailer, sicker, and less functional than 83-year-old adults. In summary, age is just a number!

Respecting Autonomy and Beneficence

Many older adults struggle with maintaining independence, often their most important goal. Multiple chronic conditions and frailty may affect their functional status. Care providers are sometimes met with resistance from older adults when we advocate for “safety over independence.” This becomes a very difficult situation, especially when family members diminish in number or in their ability to participate in care of the older adult. How can we effectively advocate for the safety and health maintenance of the older adult when their care may exceed the ability of family members and/or their financial resources? These difficult questions become the basis for further discussion, and are rarely easy.

As nurses, we recognize our obligation to advocate for our patients. This role seems easier to enact at certain times than in others. For example, this professional responsibility may feel quite easy when we share a critical aspect of our patient’s care that has been overlooked. Perhaps we think that integration of this key information will support a favorable clinical outcome. We may feel relatively comfortable providing the necessary information to clarify what our patient needs, and see ourselves as our older adult patient’s strongest ally. We may feel satisfied when we witness our patient receiving more comprehensive, patient-centered care because of our efforts (Box 10.1). These successful advocacy experiences reinforce this aspect of nursing care in a positive way, and our patients and their caregivers may be overtly grateful for our efforts. The lines may become somewhat blurred, however, when we are advocating for the health care team’s recommendation and it runs counter to the wishes of our older adult patient. It may be then that we question how to fulfill our responsibilities, without disrespecting our older adult patient. Providers are challenged when they perceive a dichotomy between what is deemed right and what the patient wants. How can we as nurses walk this “tight rope?”
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Box 10.1

QSEN Box Example: Patient-Centered Care

Providing patient-centered care to the older adult population is critical. In the case of Mrs. Smith, Angel is mindful of this QSEN competency when he considers the best care that can be rendered to his patient with terminal cancer. He explores ways to deliver care in a safe, comprehensive manner while keeping her wishes at the forefront of his mind. Angel may be somewhat conflicted regarding his ability to successfully navigate this clinical situation. Requesting his colleagues in the medical team to help him tackle this situation is the best way to deliver high-quality, patient-centered care for this older adult patient.

Question to Consider Before Reading On

1. Your older adult patient refuses transfer to a facility to maintain safety following an acute care episode, stating, “I want to go home, even if it means I fall and break a hip, or die!” How would you respond?

CASE SCENARIO (CONTINUED)

Returning to the Case Scenario, let us reflect back to the clinical care of Mrs. Smith. We are going to modify the case a bit to illustrate the points discussed previously. Instead of agreeing with the team of health care providers and advocating for palliation (comfort), let us say instead that Mrs. Smith wanted to take the more aggressive approach, despite professional opinion that does not support anticancer treatment. Let us further imagine that her family was taking a spirited position of encouraging her to choose the less aggressive approach, and they are leaning toward seeing this difficult situation in the same way as her medical team: focusing on palliation. Additionally, let us say that Mrs. Smith reports having heard of an international clinic that reports great success with treating patients with her type of cancer. She reports all related expenses (including travel, hotel accommodations, and treatment costs) would total $1M, and she is willing to spend all of her life savings on this last-ditch effort. She reports being able to physically “make the trip.” You disagree, and believe that she is so severely physically limited that you as her nurse believe that her safety would be at risk by taking such a trip. She may even die in transit.

Question to Consider Before Reading On

1. How can you apply Provision 3 of the Code of Ethics to promote, advocate for, and protect the rights, health, and safety of Mrs. Smith in the Case Scenario?
It is important to restate that Mrs. Smith has no cognitive impairment, and does not seem to be confused. This situation is perplexing to us as nurses, and there is often not a “right” or “wrong” decision. To revisit what has already been stated in previous chapters, autonomy is the patient’s right to make decisions about his or her health care (Box 10.2). Beneficence is the act of health care providers “doing good.” It is clear that to support this patient in autonomous decision making, we may have to forgo our usual conception of “doing good,” since we believe that by supporting her, she would be jeopardizing her safety. In this instance, however, we are abiding by Provision 3 of the Code of Ethics. Requesting an ethics consultation may also be indicated as they can provide recommendations to both the patient/family and medical team. This interprofessional approach may result in a reasonable and acceptable outcome for all involved.

**DEMENTIA: ETHICAL IMPLICATIONS**

The number of patients with dementia is on the increase. According to The Elder Workforce Alliance, “7.7 million people will have Alzheimer’s disease in 2030, up from 4.9 million in 2007” (Figure 10.2; EWA, 2016). This growing segment of the population forces us to evaluate how to best care for
dementia patients and the frequent ethical issues that arise. The degree of the patient’s memory/cognitive impairment increases the complexity of these issues and must be addressed by the health care team.

According to the Alzheimer’s Association, “Concern for the autonomy of a person with dementia requires an assessment of an individual’s capacity to understand the relevant options and consequences of a particular task or decision in light of one’s own values” (2016). This recommendation allows us a basis for understanding the scope of our responsibilities as nurses. It also “keeps the door open” for the possibility that even those with dementia may be cognitively intact enough to make their own health care decisions. As we know, cognitive function can vary over the course of time, making ongoing assessments an important intervention. Factors such as certain medicines, time of day, and sleep patterns can influence cognitive function, so these factors must be considered when making an assessment.

Figure 10.2 The growth of numbers of people with dementia in high-income countries and low- and middle-income countries: 2010 to 2050. *Source: Alzheimer’s Disease International (2010).*
It is imperative that the interprofessional team correctly interprets the patient’s level of cognitive function. Misinterpretation can negatively influence a patient’s choices, thus health care outcomes. There are two ways in which teams can falsely interpret a patient’s cognitive status. The first involves caring for a patient who is impaired, but the impairment is not recognized by the health care team (Mitty, 2012). The second is the patient who is cognitively intact enough to make informed decisions, but the health care team is unable to recognize this state (Mitty, 2012). Either of these cases could result in poor patient/caregiver-centered outcomes. As nurses, we are often the ones who spend the most amount of time with our patients. This supports the idea that we may be in the most suitable position to alert the rest of the team that the patient’s cognitive status has changed (either improved or devolved). In addition, nurses need to advocate for ongoing reassessments so that these changes are identified, and care adjusted accordingly.

Some health care professionals may believe that if their patients do not possess the cognitive ability to make their own decisions, they should be left out of the conversation altogether. This may not be the best approach. In addition, we need not think of cognitive function as an “on/off” switch. As previously mentioned, cognitive function is quite variable, and must be reassessed frequently. To do so, we need to include our patients in the conversation as often as possible. Although it is difficult to know exactly how much information is understood and retained by each individual patient, ongoing engagement remains an important aspect of patient-centered care. However, an important caveat exists. Some conversations may cause a patient with dementia to become agitated, and even more confused. Health care providers must constantly reassess as conversations unfold to determine if the patient’s level of agitation/confusion is increasing. The conversation should be concluded if agitation/confusion occurs and reinitiated when appropriate.

To ensure understanding during these conversations, we must avoid using jargon and speak slowly to allow processing of information. However, speaking too slowly can insult patients. Too much or too little information can also undermine the ability of the health care team to paint a clear picture for the patient and their loved ones. Conversations with cognitively impaired patients may require additional planning. We must carve out as much time as possible, so that the information delivered to the patient and their loved ones is accomplished in a calm manner. The room should be free from extraneous noise, and the environment should be comfortable. Anticipating the needs of your patient with dementia, such as toileting them prior to the conversation, can help support success.

Questions to Consider Before Reading On

1. What are some strategies that interprofessional health care teams can use to improve the chances of a successful conversation with an older adult that has some degree of cognitive impairment?
2. How often should the health care team assess for cognitive impairment and why?

**INTEGRATING THE INTERPROFESSIONAL TEAM INTO DEMENTIA CARE**

According to the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, “Research has long suggested that collaboration improves coordination, communication, and, ultimately, the quality and safety of patient care” (2011, p. 1). Social workers, psychologists, psychiatrists, neurologists, and geriatricians can add great value to clinical cases involving patients with dementia. These professionals may view difficult situations through a different lens, and add perspective to the situation at hand.

**MEDICALLY FUTILE CARE AMONG OLDER ADULTS**

Advances in technology and medical science have led to unimaginable breakthroughs. This progress has allowed life to be supported during acute episodes when the body cannot function independently. Life-sustaining measures such as ventilators, feeding tubes, critical care medicine, and other modalities were developed primarily as a bridge to eventual recovery. However, these measures are often employed to deter certain death among older adults and their younger counterparts. No one would argue that there are clinical cases in which the use of these life-sustaining measures is appropriate. Conversely, it is also true that there are cases where positive outcomes are unlikely—either with or without the use of these interventions. Moreover, the employment of life-sustaining treatments may only prolong suffering. These costly measures are also financially burdensome for family members.

When are life-sustaining therapies potentially “less appropriate” for older adults? First, we need to lay the groundwork for the discussion by stating the obvious; death is certain. It is not a failure of our medical system, but a known inevitability. All of us, on some level, understand this fact to be a reality, although many cultures consider the subject to be taboo. Many of us recognize the signs and symptoms of death as it draws near. Even before death is imminent, we may recognize that “things are not going well” with our patients. As nurses, we may be frustrated when our patient’s condition becomes increasingly dire yet important conversations do not take place. And sadly, we may shake our heads when the health care team responds to a clinical crisis that we knew was looming for days or even weeks as if they were caught off guard. Perhaps the inappropriate use of life-sustaining interventions could be avoided by encouraging a conversation to take place earlier.

There are patients/family members who demand life-sustaining interventions despite all signs indicating a negative clinical outcome. Nurses and other providers may believe that these interventions are not appropriate, given
the patient’s clinical situation, age, and preexisting comorbidities . . . and we may be right! Inappropriate use of the interventions may be avoided by providing full disclosure regarding the patient’s clinical condition. As professionals, we have a moral obligation to share our recommendations with patients and family members. Some providers avoid fully disclosing their opinion in the spirit of supporting patient/caregiver autonomy. They may argue that they do not want to “interfere” with what the patient wants at the end of his or her life. Perhaps they believe that their opinion will sway the patient/family in one direction or another. Well, it should! Patients and their caregivers need to know what our opinion is so they are able to formulate a plan based on the most recent information.

It is an unfortunate reality that discussing death and dying in our culture is not widely accepted. This resistance is not only among patients and their caregivers, but also among doctors, nurses, and other health care professionals. When opportunities for discussing end-of-life wishes are lost, patients may receive care that they would not have elected had the conversation taken place.

**Question to Consider Before Reading On**

1. How can you apply Provision 2 of the Code of Ethics to a situation such as the one stated previously, in which the nurse’s commitment is to the patient, whether an individual, family, group, community, or population?

Not only is this care futile (in many cases), but is also costly, costly on many levels. We may first think of monetary costs; the actual cost of performing the intervention rather than not performing it. There is also a “time cost” associated with these interventions that may leave the patient unable to engage in meaningful dialogue with his or her family due to side effects, recovery times, or necessary sedation. Absent these interventions, our patients may have had more quality time to spend with loved ones.

**LACK OF CAREGIVER SUPPORT FOR OLDER ADULTS—HOW CAN THIS INFLUENCE ETHICAL ISSUES?**

**Questions to Consider Before Reading On**

1. How can you apply the Code of Nursing Ethics Provision 7: The nurse in all roles and settings advances the profession through research and scholarly inquiry, professional standards development, and the generation of both nursing and health policy to begin to improve the care of older patients in health care settings today?

2. How can you apply the Code of Nursing Ethics Provision 4: The nurse has authority, accountability, and responsibility for nursing practice, makes
decisions, and takes action consistent with the obligation to promote health and to provide optimal care to make sure the older patient receives optimal care to assist older patients and their families to seek the care they need?

3. What actions can you take to assist families with planning for the long-term care often needed by older patients?

4. Have you ever witnessed signs of elder abuse or risk factors associated with elder abuse? What are your responsibilities as an RN in such situations?

Have you heard of the “Silver Tsunami?” Well, we would better prepare like we would for any other storm! The Silver Tsunami describes the massive “wave” of patients over the age of 65 that will require care in the coming years. Even though we know this, we continue to have significantly less caregivers (both paid and unpaid) than we need. Paid caregivers, such as nurses, nurses’ aides, and other allied support are the backbone of health care today. It is these (paid) caregivers upon whom we rely so heavily, the same people who often get the brunt of work when patient acuity increases. In this section, we will discuss the relationship that both paid and unpaid caregivers may have on ethical issues among older adults.

How influential are unpaid (family) caregivers to the care needed by our older adults? It may be shocking to discover just how many unpaid (family) caregivers there are providing care to our older adult patients. According to the Family Caregiver Alliance (2016), “65.7 million caregivers make up 29% of the U.S. adult population providing care to someone who is ill, disabled or aged.” It is not difficult to imagine that having family caregivers can be a double-edged sword as it relates to ethical issues in this population. On one hand, it may seem like a significant advantage to be cared for by a person who has a familial relationship. It may seem safe to assume that the care provided is superior to that of paid caregivers. Unlike the paid caregiver, however, family members may experience undue stress in this role. Caring for a loved one can create personal and financial burdens. Because of personal feelings of attachment, family caregivers may also not be able to see what is in the best interest of the older adult.

According to AARP, “In 2009, about 42.1 million family caregivers in the United States provided care to an adult with limitations in daily activities at any given point in time, and about 61.6 million provided care at some time during the year. The estimated economic value of their unpaid contributions was approximately $450 billion in 2009, up from an estimated $375 billion in 2007” (AARP, n.d., p. 1). This caregiver involvement is imperative and heavily relied upon in today’s health care climate. However, this reliance comes with a significant (and costly) disadvantage. One can anticipate that a lack of family caregivers will result in greater cost, the need to hire/train paid caregivers, or unfortunately, the need to institutionalize our older adults who lack home-based caregiver involvement. It is not difficult to predict that this
increased demand on institutionalization will (and already does) stretch the paid/unrelated workforce beyond its current capabilities, creating an environment where ethical dilemmas can flourish.

There are certainly many challenges that are experienced by paid/unrelated caregivers, and these challenges likely differ from those experienced by family caregivers. The paid caregiver workforce is currently stretched thin, and it will only get worse as the number of baby boomers reach and exceed 65 years of age. Moreover, the number of caregivers who are adequately trained to deal with this population, their common health challenges, and potential ethical issues is grossly inadequate. According to the Eldercare Workforce Alliance, “It is estimated that by 2030, 3.5 million additional health care professionals and direct-care workers will be needed” (2015). This shortage of adequately prepared caregivers can have devastating, unintended, and costly consequences. How can we make a difference? We must recognize that the care of the older adult is a specialty. Formalized and ongoing education can help strengthen the nurse’s understanding about the unique and challenging situations that can be encountered with this population. This understanding may serve to enhance care and communication among patients and the health care team and decrease the incidence of ethical issues.

The number of caregivers available to work with this population within these institutions is also shrinking, increasing the burden on the workforce as a whole. These workforce stresses may create environments where ethical issues abound. Institutionalized older adult patients may also lack a family member who can serve as their advocate. Often, institutions default to “lifesustaining treatment,” unless they are directed otherwise. This may strike some as being odd, especially when the medical team has already determined that the patient’s situation is dire, and there is no known cure for the disease. Yet, life-sustaining care is often provided. Aside from the costly nature of these (potentially inappropriate) interventions, the absence of a family advocate can create an environment in which the patient’s best interest becomes entangled in strategies aimed at preserving life, even when death is near.

**ELDER ABUSE AND NEGLECT**

“Elder mistreatment (i.e. abuse and neglect) is defined as intentional actions that cause harm or create a serious risk of harm (whether or not harm is intended) to a vulnerable elder by a caregiver or other person who stands in a trust relationship to the elder” (NCEA, 2016). Types and examples of older adult abuse are presented in Box 10.3.

Unfortunately, elder abuse is quite common. According to the Centers for Disease Control, “Elder abuse, including neglect and exploitation, is experienced by 1 out of every 10 people ages 60 and older who live at home” (CDC, 2016). The nurse should be aware of risk factors associated with mistreatment of the older adult as described by Terry Fulmer, an expert in geriatric nursing:
A number of risk factors for elder mistreatment and its subsequent health outcomes create opportunities for prevention or intervention. These include: increased physical dependency of frail elders on caregivers; fewer family members living in the same geographic region or caregivers being elderly or impaired themselves; substance abuse, cognitive impairment and mental illness among caregivers and/or the mistreated as well as poverty, age, race, functional disability, frailty, loneliness and low education. (Fulmer, 2013)

Abuse or mistreatment of older adults can be inflicted by anyone: a relative, friend, spouse, or unrelated (paid) caregiver. There are inherent barriers in the identification of such abuse, which are sometimes created by the victims themselves. There may be shame, denial, fear of reprisal, and other concerns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of Elder Abuse</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical abuse</td>
<td>Inflicting physical pain or injury on a senior, for example, slapping, bruising, or restraining by physical or chemical means</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual abuse</td>
<td>Nonconsensual sexual contact of any kind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neglect</td>
<td>The failure by those responsible to provide food, shelter, health care, or protection for a vulnerable elder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exploitation</td>
<td>The illegal taking, misuse, or concealment of funds, property, or assets of a senior for someone else’s benefit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional abuse</td>
<td>Inflicting mental pain, anguish, or distress on an elder person through verbal or nonverbal acts, for example, humiliating, intimidating, or threatening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abandonment</td>
<td>Desertion of a vulnerable elder by anyone who has assumed the responsibility for care or custody of that person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-neglect</td>
<td>Characterized as the failure of a person to perform essential, self-care tasks and that such failure threatens his or her own health or safety</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

that may prevent older adults from reporting such abuse. For example, some victims may find it difficult to understand how their adult child could hurt them. There may be ashamed or embarrassed that the one inflicting such violence is the person whom the victim has raised. These difficult feelings can make reporting such behavior even more challenging.

As nurses, we must have a clear understanding of the “red flags” indicative of elder abuse. Often, nurses and other professionals miss key signs and symptoms because we have not had the proper training to identify abuse or because we do not want to be accusatory. Signs and symptoms of elder abuse/neglect are presented in Box 10.4.

Advocacy for older adults means asking the difficult questions, the ones that we typically avoid. It is imperative that we understand the risk factors, signs and symptoms, and the best way to proceed once abuse/neglect is suspected. This improved understanding can serve to minimize subsequent risk to the older adult victims, and protect their rights. It is of particular importance to underscore the added complexity when working with patients experiencing some type of cognitive impairment, such as dementia. For this group in particular, helping discover elder mistreatment and advocating for their rights may be even more difficult.

**ADVANCE CARE PLANNING FOR THE OLDER ADULT**

What prevents older adults from telling their loved ones what they would want, in the event that they become unable to do so? Perhaps it is the fear of poor treatment, neglect, or lack of available treatment options that cause some to not want to discuss this sensitive topic. As a nurse practitioner in an oncol-
ogy practice, I often spend a great deal of time talking to older adults about advance care planning. In attempting to have meaningful dialogue with my patients and their loved ones, I often encounter barriers. The one that appears to be most frequent is wanting to “avoid” such discussions. Some say, “I don’t want to talk about that right now” or “I am not prepared to make a decision.” Although having these discussions are sure to bring up uncomfortable topics, the need to do so with our patients is imperative. Never before have we seen such technological advances leading to more opportunities to support life. With these advances comes an obligation to engage in meaningful dialogue with our patients about the ramifications of proceeding with this level of care, and the ramifications of not doing so.

How can we emotionally support our patients during these difficult discussions, while imparting to them the critical nature of such a decision? Nurses can encourage the medical team to engage in such discussions before the patient is critically ill. The irony is that we (both medical and nonmedical professionals alike) may choose to delay such conversations until they are absolutely necessary. Postponing such discussions serves only to illicit fear, as our patients may suspect that the “end is near.” Instead, we can choose to engage in such discussions before the patient is critical/unstable, thereby decreasing the time-sensitive nature of such conversations and emotions that may arise. We can even portray such discussions as “standard,” which may decrease the chances of patients thinking, “Why is he or she having this conversation with me now?” For example, you may say, “We have this conversation with all of our patients, to make sure that we don’t do anything to you that you don’t want. It’s a way of making sure you are in the driver’s seat when it comes to your care.” You may want to follow this statement with one stating (if this is true) that the medical team does not expect anything critical to happen imminently, but that diseases tend to be unpredictable. It may be a helpful tactic to reveal to those patients that report that they “are not ready” to make such decisions, that they are, in fact, making a decision by not making one. Patients are often surprised to know that the default action when advance directives have not been discussed is the “do-everything” approach (in most cases); therefore, not making a decision can be viewed as indeed having made one.

So what is “right” in cases of older adults as it relates to end-of-life care? Well, it is a good start to establish that they need to be active participants in their care, whenever possible. It is essential that we as nurses provide them and their caregivers with all of the information that is needed to make an informed decision. Even more important may be to ensure (to the extent this is even possible) that they and their health care providers understand the information being provided to them, in clear, non-medical jargon. They should be given the opportunities to think about their choices, and we should spend some time with them trying to clear up any misconceptions. The time that we dedicate to these important tasks could mean the difference between patients dying peacefully, or spending their last days connected to equipment and medications that they never really wanted.
CONCLUSION

This chapter presented some of the unique challenges that may be encountered when working with the older adult patient. A background on geriatrics was provided, which gave the reader a better understanding of the distinctive needs of this population. We explored chronological age and how it may influence health care decisions. The causes of mortality among older adults were discussed and ethical issues associated with ageism, dementia, and elder abuse were explored. The need for advance care planning among the older adult population was explored, and the role of the nurse in this aspect of care was discussed. Throughout this chapter, a Case Scenario unfolded, and concepts outlined were applied to this Case Scenario, to help the nurse have a better understanding of how these issues can influence care and decision making.

Critical Thinking Questions and Activities

Case Study on Dementia Care

Mr. Alex Jones is a 92-year-old patient with a history of metastatic melanoma from a skin nodule to his brain, spinal cord, and liver. He also has a history of hypertension, osteoarthritis, diabetes (diet controlled), and advanced Alzheimer’s dementia. Mr. Jones is an
inpatient on your medical unit, after falling in his home. He sustained a fracture to his humorous, and has multiple bruises. His primary caretaker is his daughter, who lives with him. Although she seems fairly active in Mr. Jones’s care, the daughter claims that the care needed to keep her dad at home and safe has become “too much” for her, and she is advocating for institutional placement. Further, the daughter claims that her dad often wanders, and she is frightened that he will get lost. You are sitting at the nurse’s station one Monday afternoon charting, when you are approached by the oncology attending physician. Dr. Ariano tells you that Mr. Jones is no longer a candidate for any additional anticancer therapies, as his cancer has progressed through all forms of therapy. He is too weak to withstand any additional treatment. Dr. Ariano reports to you that it is the oncology team’s recommendation that he focus on palliation and be transferred to an inpatient hospice setting. Based on your interaction with him, you cannot imagine that Mr. Jones could meaningfully participate in his health care decisions. You remember reading that his HCP is his daughter. You walk into Mr. Jones’s room, and find his daughter speaking with Dr. Ariano about Mr. Jones’s condition. She seems distraught because she understands that her dad can no longer make decisions now, but sometimes she thinks he is “there.” Mr. Jones’s daughter asks you to revisit this conversation with her dad when he is more “with it.”

1. How would you apply the Code of Nursing Ethics Provision 1 to practice with compassion and respect for the inherent dignity, worth, and unique attributes of Mr. Jones?

2. How would you apply the Code of Nursing Ethics Provision 2: The nurse’s primary commitment is to the patient, whether an individual, family, group, community, or population to explain how you would respond to Mr. Jones’s daughter. What is your rationale?

3. How would you apply Code of Nursing Ethics Provision 8 to collaborate with other health professionals and the public to protect human rights, promote health diplomacy, and reduce health disparities in the care of Mr. Jones?

4. What did you learn from the case studies of Mrs. Smith and Mr. Jones?

5. Have you ever had a similar situation occur in your workplace? If so, please provide details regarding similarities and differences you observed and experienced in your situation as compared to the chapter Case Scenario.

6. What would you do differently in your workplace, based on the principles and content presented in this chapter?

7. Using the website www.cdc.gov explain how a patient would properly communicate and document his or her wishes regarding advance directives.

8. Using the website http://www.rwjf.org/content/dam/farm/reports/issue_briefs/2011/rwjf72058 identify three strategies you can use to collaborate with other health care professionals when caring for older adults. Explain how these strategies may prevent the emergence of ethical issues.
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Exploring Ethical Issues Related to Emerging Technology in Health Care
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES AND OUTCOMES

Upon the completion of this chapter, the reader will be able to:

- Discuss how the ethical principles of dignity and autonomy are challenged by technology
- Identify strategies to optimally integrate the use of technology with the human element or art of nursing
- Analyze difficulties in weighing the costs and benefits of technology use in health care
- Explain the challenges to ensuring ongoing, technological competence in nursing
- Identify the nurse’s role in contributing to the ethical use of technology

As an RN you most likely have been able to see how technology is dramatically changing the world around us and this is especially evident in health care settings. Electronic health care records, smart devices, robotics, clinical decision support, and genetics are just a few of the technologies changing the health care landscape. In fact, one could argue that nothing has changed or will change the way nursing is practiced more than advances in technology. Indeed, the current rate of technology development and implementation is staggering. Andersen and Rasmussen (2015) suggest that society is transformed whenever new technologies emerge that change our means of production and ability to communicate and that the rapid technological development of the past century—in biotechnology, information technology, nanotechnology, and artificial intelligence—holds promise to do the same for our current,
part of the postindustrial world. As all of this occurs, it is good to reflect upon the statement made by Elvin Charles Stakman (1949): “Science cannot stop while ethics catches up. . . . And nobody should expect scientists to do all the thinking for the country.”

**Case Scenario**

As the “nurse” in the family, relatives often call to solicit health care advice. Julie, your sister-in-law, called this morning and shared that her 40-year-old sister was recently diagnosed with ovarian cancer. Because of a fairly strong family history of ovarian and breast cancers in her family, she is considering genetic testing (BRCA) to better assess her own risk, but is concerned about the confidentiality of these data.

When she discussed it with her husband, he discouraged her, suggesting that she was overreacting, that they could not afford it, and that having the genetic marker could increase the cost of life insurance or have other negative financial repercussions down the road. Julie feels she could keep the costs lower and control the confidentiality of results better if she did her testing privately through a low-cost commercial vendor online but knows that the results may have less reliability/validity and be less comprehensive than if it was ordered by her physician (subtyping could be included). She also mentions, however, that insurance might cover the cost of the testing if it was ordered by her physician, but the results then would be a part of her permanent medical record.

In addition, when she mentioned the possibility of genetic testing to her two daughters, one daughter said, “Do it if you must, but I do not want to know the results as it could influence my decision to marry and have children.” The other daughter encouraged her to have the testing, suggesting that she would want to know the results right away so that she could do whatever necessary to mitigate her own risk.

Ethical issues contained in the case: confidentiality, autonomy, paternalism, beneficence, truth telling, duty-based ethics, nonmaleficence, justice

It is disconcerting that in many cases, technology mania has occurred without the much needed, prior critical analysis of the ethical questions surrounding its development and use. Certainly the old adage “If we build it, they will come” is at least somewhat true when discussing technology advances in health care. One must at least question whether some new technologies should be built at all, who should come, and what the unintended consequences might be once these technologies are created.

Pickersgill (2013) agrees, suggesting that as new health technologies are introduced, transformations in the meanings of care occur. For example, as patients gain new choices in care options as a result of emerging technologies, new questions arise as to how to mandate and monitor “good care.” Thus, care becomes more mutable and context-specific; furthermore, risk increases
that “good” care may entail practices of coercion. Gabr (n.d.) concurs, suggesting that vigilance systems are needed to ensure that rapid advances in science and technology will not result in uncontrollable evolution or unacceptable deviation or harm.

Questions to Consider Before Reading On

Returning to the Case Scenario, Julie asks you to help her think through what decision she could make and asks you what other issues she should consider.

1. Can Julie make a decision that is truly unencumbered by the wishes of others?
2. Can Julie actually “control” confidentiality in this case?
3. Can Julie protect her “right to know her genetic data” and also protect her daughter’s “right not to know”?

This chapter addresses some of the ethical considerations associated with emerging technologies in health care including how the basic ethical principles of dignity and autonomy are challenged by technology; the need to balance technology and the human element; the difficulty in weighing the costs and benefits of technology in health care; the challenges inherent in ensuring ongoing technological competence in the workforce; and the ongoing struggle by to ensure that technology use is ethical (Table 11.1). In addition, the chapter suggests strategies nurses might use to lessen the potential ethical dissonance between increasingly technologically driven practice and ethical practice.

DIGNITY AND AUTONOMY

A problem noted by Daniel Dennett (“Ethical Quotes,” 2001–2015) was “that no ethical system has ever achieved consensus. Ethical systems are completely unlike mathematics or science. This is a source of concern.” Multiple ethical
principles are relevant when looking at the potential impacts of emerging technology: justice, autonomy, fidelity, paternalism, fairness, beneficence, confidentiality, dignity, autonomy, and agency, to name just a few. Given space constraints, however, only two are discussed in this chapter: dignity and autonomy.

**Question to Consider Before Reading On**

1. Do new discoveries related to human enhancement pose ethical threats to human dignity or are they supported by beneficence?

**Dignity**

Merriam-Webster defines *dignity* simply as “the quality or state of being worthy, honored, or esteemed” (“Dignity,” 2016). The International Federation of Social Workers (2012), however, suggests a greater complexity to the definition of dignity, noting that dignity entails respecting the right to self-determination, promoting the right to participation, treating each person as a whole, and identifying and developing strengths in others.

The right to self-determination is discussed with autonomy in this chapter. It is the subdefinition of “treating each person as a whole” that may be most threatened by emerging health care technologies since technology-enhanced diagnosis and treatment are frequently directed at specific body parts rather than a more holistic approach.

For example, Chan (2015) suggests that dignity may be threatened by technology advances such as genetics since genetic research tends to reduce individuals to their genetic endowment. Wadhwa (2014) agrees, noting that, while access to and use of genetic information may promote better diagnosis and treatment, such information can also be used to restrict an individual’s freedoms and right to participation by care as a sole result of his or her genetic structure. For example, Wadhwa notes that the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act of 2008 prohibits the use of genetic information in health insurance and employment, but provides no protection from discrimination in long-term care, disability, and life insurance. And, it places few limits on commercial use. There are no laws to stop companies from using aggregated genomic data in the same way that lending companies and employers use social-media data, or to prevent marketers from targeting ads at people with genetic defects.

Similarly, the John J. Reilly Center (2015a) suggests that new discoveries related to human enhancements pose ethical dilemmas to dignity since magnifying some aspect of human biological function beyond the social norms violates the treatment of the individual as a whole. It also results in physical risk and creates an unlevel playing field (some individuals are artificially enhanced). For example, drugs designed to treat attention deficit hyperactivity disorder can also be used to enhance the alertness and cognition of those...
without the disorder. While using performance-enhancing drugs such as stimulants, blood-boosters, and synthetic growth hormone is generally considered unethical by bodies that govern academics and athletics since they violate expectations of fairness and equity, the John J. Reilly Center (2015a) questions whether such enhancements are really unethical if they can be justified on utilitarian grounds. They also promote self-determination and promote strengths in individuals (part of the definition of dignity).

Allhoff, Lin, Moor, and Weckert (2009) suggest, however, that human enhancement technologies directly impact “human dignity” (p. 7); what it means to be human. For instance, they question whether the desire for enhancement shows ingratitude for what we have and (further) enables an attitude of unquenchable dissatisfaction with one’s life. Would human enhancement technologies hinder moral development since many believe that “soul-making” is impossible without struggle? Is the frailty of the human condition necessary to best appreciate life? Can or should children be enhanced to give them an edge in society? Allhoff and colleagues (2009) conclude that a sensible middle path may be the best choice at this point in time and encourage individuals to use their own moral compass to find answers to these difficult questions.

Questions to Consider Before Reading On

1. In reflecting on the Case Scenario, should Julie’s desire to protect her daughter’s “right not to know” change if she actually develops genetically susceptible cancer?

2. Should Julie’s decision to be tested be influenced by her daughter’s wish to not know the results?

3. Does the duty to warn outweigh the need to promote autonomy?

Autonomy

Merriam-Webster defines “autonomy” as “the quality or state of being self-governing” or having “self-directing freedom and especially moral independence” (“Autonomy,” 2016). Rhodes (2013) agrees, suggesting that the ethical principle of autonomy represents a demanding standard for the self-regulation of one’s actions since it gives beings moral worth and holds people responsible for their actions. With autonomy, individuals are viewed as having a distinctive self-legislating ability (assumes decisional capacity) and this requires others to respect their choices.

In health care, however, patients do not always have the capacity or the desire to make autonomous health care decisions. Indeed, the health care system historically has been paternalistic and the ethical principle of agency has been used to justify decision making based on what the provider considered the most appropriate course of action. Merriam-Webster defines agency as “the capacity, condition, or state of acting or of exerting power” to achieve
an end ("Agency," 2016). Agency, however, should also be viewed as a moral directive as most individuals have notions of right and wrong and are held accountable to take actions that are beneficent.

The Internet is one example of an emerging technology that has significant potential to impact patient autonomy. Historically, providers were recognized as the keepers of medical information. This allowed them to be the primary health care decision maker, often relegating patients to a somewhat passive and dependent role (Huston, 2013). The Internet changed these dynamics because it expanded the power and control of health information from providers alone to patients themselves. Indeed, the Internet, which is growing faster than any other medium in the world, has great potential to improve health by enhancing communications and improving access to information for care providers, patients, health plan administrators, public health officials, biomedical researchers, and other health professionals.

Indeed, thousands of health information websites currently exist for consumers to explore in attempting to answer their health-related questions and more are launched daily. "Indeed, when it comes to health-related mobile technology, patients may be more frequent users than health care professionals. Thousands of software applications are developed each year just for personal health issues and medical conditions, and they are easily accessible from smartphones and tablets."

The end result is that patients have electronic access to medical information on virtually any topic, any time. This suggests that many consumers have at least the opportunity to be better informed about their health care problems and needs than in the past. In fact, this increased opportunity for consumers to access information has resulted in the creation of what is known as the expert patient—a patient who has the confidence, skills, information, and knowledge to participate in his or her health care.

Theoretically, expert patients are better informed and thus better able to be active participants in decision making. Although most providers appreciate well-informed patients who have demonstrated the initiative to learn more about their health care needs and problems, there are concerns regarding the accuracy and currency of information patients find on the Internet. In addition, many patients do not fully understand the information that is available to them, even when it is accurate. Some providers are concerned that patients will inappropriately self-diagnose, leading them to seek inappropriate treatment or no treatment at all.

In addition, little research has been done to validate the currency or accuracy of the information on health care Internet sites. Krotoski (2011), citing a recent study or more than 12,000 people across 12 different countries, noted that more people than ever are using the web to find out more about an ailment before or instead of visiting the doctor. Alarmingly, only a quarter of the people surveyed checked the reliability of health information they found online by looking at the credibility of the source. In addition, Krotoski suggests that "a typical medical consultation follows this trajectory:
1) you discover a growth, 2) do a Google search, 3) believe the first result that confirms your expectations” (para 6).

Krotoski concludes then, that while the wealth of health information online has contributed to a more informed public, the expertise of the professional should not be undermined by the leveling power of the web. Clearly, patients need to become experts at retrieving health care information and deciphering it to better empower themselves in health care decision making and to promote autonomy.

**Question to Consider Before Reading On**

1. What safeguards exist or could be created to better ensure accuracy and currency of layman health care information posted on the Internet?

**BALANCING THE HUMAN ELEMENT AND TECHNOLOGY**

Munro (2012) states:

> For each of us there is a moment of discovery. In the flash of a synapse we learn that life is elemental. This knowledge changes everything. We see all things connected. The element not listed on the chart—is the missing element—the human element. And when we add it to the equation—the chemistry changes. Every reaction is different. The human element is the element of change. Nothing is more fundamental. Nothing more elemental.

The human element is the art of nursing and nurses need to be actively involved in determining how best to use technology to supplement, not eliminate, human resources (Huston, 2013). One of the most significant challenges nurse leaders face in using technology is to find that balance between maximizing the benefits of using that technology, while not devaluing the human element. Nurses need to make sure that the human element is not lost in the race to expand technology. Pols (2015) agrees, suggesting that nurses, patients, and ethicists have expressed concern that “care through technology can become a cold and dehumanizing affair.” This is certainly a potential concern with the use of robots as caregivers, with the Internet as a health care tool, and with some new technological devices.

**Questions to Consider Before Reading On**

1. What aspects of physical and mental nursing care do you believe could or should be replaced by robotics in the coming decade?

2. Are the elderly at greater risk of technology-related harm and ethics violations than other age groups?
Robots as Caregivers

Robotics provides a clear example of how the human element is being replaced by or supplemented with technology. Indeed, in some parts of the world, robots are being developed to provide direct patient care, particularly for the elderly. This is especially true in Japan, known as the “Robot Kingdom,” as a result of a burgeoning elderly population and a low birth rate, which has resulted in a severe shortage of caregivers (Huston, 2013).

For example, physical service robots have been created to help with tasks such as washing or carrying elderly people, and mental service robots provide emotional support through therapeutic listening and feedback (robots use vision systems to monitor human expressions, gestures; use body language and voice sensors to pick up on intonation and individual words and sentences; and sense human emotion through wearable sensors that monitor pulse rate and perspiration). In addition, robotic walkers now exist that can obtain information about the environment through sensors, cameras, obstacle recognition systems and software. These walkers can guide elderly users to paths that minimize the chances of stumbling and falls (European Commission, 2015).

Sharkey and Sharkey (2012) suggest, however, that the increased use of robots in elder care raises a number of ethical concerns, including the potential reduction in the amount of human contact (opportunities for human social contact can be reduced); an increase in the feelings of objectification and loss of control (robots lack sensitivity to people’s feelings and provide care at the convenience of caregivers); a loss of privacy; the loss of personal liberty; deception and infantilization (robots may restrict the behavior of humans); and a lack of clarity regarding the circumstances in which elderly people are allowed to control the robots (who is responsible if things go wrong?).

Sharkey and Sharkey suggest that at present:

Apart from fundamental human rights legislation, there is little protection for elderly people against the potential downsides of robot care. In particular, there are no obvious restrictions on the amount of time that elderly people could be left in the care of robots, nor on the amount of human contact that they should experience. Like children, the very old and infirmed can be seen as being in need of special protection. (p. 33)

Huston (2013) notes that many consumers and health care providers negate these ethical concerns arguing that the lack of emotion in patient care robots is the element of human caregivers that can never be replaced. However, as technology continues to advance, the ability to distinguish robot from human caregiver is declining. The appearance of robot caregivers is increasingly lifelike, and Sharkey and Sharkey (2012) note that this physical embodiment means that they can be used to perform tasks in the world to a
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greater extent than purely computational devices. Their often personable appearance may lead them to be welcomed in the home and other locations, (where for instance a surveillance camera would not be accepted) and their personable, or animal-like, appearance can encourage and mislead people into thinking that robots are capable of more social understanding than is actually the case.

In addition, although machines have historically been unable to demonstrate caring, the development of new robotic devices is beginning to challenge this long-held belief. Researchers at the Georgia Institute of Technology have developed “Cody,” a robotic nurse the university says is “gentle enough to bathe elderly patients” (Bilton, 2013). “Hector,” a robot developed by the University of Reading in England, can remind patients to take their medicine, keep track of their eyeglasses, and assist in the event of a fall (Bilton, 2013).

Some robots are even being created with the purpose of therapeutic communication or interaction. Crisotomo (2015) and Bilton (2013) note that “Paro,” a therapeutic robot that looks like a baby harp seal, is meant to have a calming effect on patients with dementia and Alzheimer’s in health care facilities. First introduced last 2010, Paro was developed by Fujisoft to literally talk with its users and is currently used in nursing homes worldwide. More recently, Softbank’s “Pepper” robot was designed not only to chat, but also to alter its reactions and speech by sensing and “feeling” the emotion of its users (Crisotomo, 2015).

Similarly, a laboratory at Carnegie Mellon has designed a robot to work with therapists and people with autism (Bilton, 2013). The machine can develop a personality and blinks and giggles as people interact with it. Jim Osborn, a roboticist and executive director of the Robotics Institute’s Quality of Life Technology Center at the university, noted that those who tested it loved it and hugged it, and began to think of it as something more than a machine with a computer.

Indeed, Cynthia Breazeal, founder of the world’s first social robot for the home called “Jibo,” suggests that technology and humans can and should work hand in hand. She argues that what is being created are robots that are really teammates and that these robots should complement the services that human professionals can provide (Fox, 2015).

Sharkey and Sharkey (2012) agree in that they suggest that while all of us should be concerned about the use of robots for elder care, it is not the use of robots in elder care per se that should be of concern; it is the ways in which they are used. Sharkey and Sharkey suggest positive contributions by robotics including the following:

Assistive robots and robotic technology could help to overcome problems of mobility, and reduce elderly people’s dependence on busy, and sometimes inattentive, care staff. The use of remote controlled robots to monitor, and virtually visit elderly people could enable the elderly to live independently for longer. Robots could remind them
what medicines to take, watch out for health problems and safety risks. Companion robots could facilitate the social lives of elderly people, by giving them an interesting gadget to talk to other people about. Social interaction could also be facilitated by monitoring robots that enabled virtual visits from friends and family. (p. 30)

Bilton (2013) expresses concern, however, in his warning that given the increasing number of elderly people and the decline in the number of people to take care of them, it is likely that robots will start to fill in the care gaps. Sherry Turkle, a professor of science, technology, and society at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and author of the book *Alone Together: Why We Expect More From Technology and Less From Each Other*, voiced her concerns as well in sharing that she was troubled when she saw a 76-year-old woman share stories about her life with Paro, the robotic seal. Turkle suggests, “We have been reduced to spectators of a conversation that has no meaning,” and since robots do not have a true capacity to listen or understand something personal, tricking patients to think they can is unethical (Bilton, 2013). Debates, then, about how best to merge the human element of care (caring) and emerging robotic technology will undoubtedly continue.

**The Internet**

The Internet is another example of a technology that may significantly impact or interfere with the relationship between the caregiver and the patient, with Bajarin (2015) identifying the Internet as the most disruptive innovation of our time. For example, Dombo, Kay, and Weller (2014) suggest that maintaining professional boundaries becomes more challenging and critical for health care providers when online treatment or forms of communication are involved. The online setting may give the impression that the health care provider is always available, which can create unintentional opportunities for a client to feel rejected or for boundary violations on the part of the professional, particularly if she or he is immediately responsive on weekends and evenings through a variety of messaging mediums.

In addition, Harris and Robinson Kurpius (2014) report that mental health graduate students often engage in ethically questionable behavior as part of social networking, including such activities as conducting online searches for client information without informed consent. More than half of these students they studied did not believe their graduate programs adequately addressed professional social networking guidelines and slightly less than half did not believe their professional organization adequately addressed professional social networking guidelines. Students noted they needed additional guidance on how to navigate ethical dilemmas created by social networking.

Privacy concerns related to Internet use also pose ethical considerations. Walcerz (1999–2015) notes that many websites collect user data, from user-
names and passwords to personal information such as addresses and phone numbers, without the explicit permission of users. Selling this information is widely considered unethical, but is often in a legal gray area because the user provides the data in the first place. Similarly, copyright and intellectual property rights are continually threatened by the Internet as a publishing medium with the end result being a host of ethical concerns related to plagiarism and piracy.

**Technological Devices**

Da Silva and Ferreira (2013) note that two forms of nursing action exist in the field of intensive care: caring and technological action. “Caring requires a greater application of knowledge, which directs the attention of nurses in search of the client’s objective and subjective data, as well as data from the devices. The technological action is mostly sustained by information from the technological device, leading professionals to perform actions based on data supplied solely by the device” (p. 1324).

Da Silva and Ferreira (2013, p. 1324) suggest these two forms of nursing action lead to conflict with some suggesting that more attention to objectivity involved in care occurs with the technological actions and that this occurs at the expense of expressiveness or caring. Others, however, believe that “the fact that the nurse concentrate his observation more on certain critical situations that require technology for care does not presuppose a notion primarily of devaluation of subjectivity, indicating a mechanistic view, or lack of patient care, seen as inhumane conditions.”

Van Manen (2015) suggests that even routine, noninvasive technologies, however, may impact the patient–provider or patient–family relationship and that these technologies are often a taken-for-granted part of the medical lifeworld. For example, van Manen suggests that while providers may view the neonatal cardiorespiratory monitor as a relatively simple technology to assist with vital signs and patient monitoring, it also may be a barrier to parent–child interaction. Van Manen concludes that, as the monitor is woven into human relationships, the monitor may carry more ethical significance than other seemingly ordinary things since the monitor penetrates the ethical moment, the ethicity of ethics, as it weaves into the relation of self and other, parent and child.

Dombo et al. (2014) also suggest that technology may promote a lack of face-to-face interactions between the patient and the provider. Practitioners may struggle with communication dynamics that inhibit building rapport and engagement when they are unable to read nonverbal cues when using e-mail or messaging. Additionally, there appears to be a distinct lack of regulation of what care should and should not be provided virtually.

Pols (2015), in detailing several case studies involving telecare, agrees, noting that “noisy technology” must be turned off since people and devices direct
each other and each tries to “act back” at the other in order to establish a workable, livable, or even a good situation. In her case studies, telepatients . . .

did not check their figures on the television, but trusted their nurses to call them if something was wrong. Webcams seduced people to contact each other about disease in daily life, but people used them to discuss many other things as well. Hard working nurses and frail elderly are notoriously difficult to organize “around the table.” Attending to what they do, and how this expresses their practical knowledge and normative solutions is a way of making them heard. Not as autonomous spokespersons, but as the relational beings an empirical ethics wants to articulate. (p. 90)

Another ethical consideration associated with the use of medical devices includes whether adequate safeguards are in place for the patients who use them. For example, the John C. Reilly Center (2012) notes that implanted medical devices, such as pacemakers, are susceptible to hackers who can breach the security of the wireless device from a laptop and reprogram it to deliver an 830-volt shock. How do we make sure these devices are secure? Similarly, Dodds (2015) notes that unlike the case of developing a new drug, stem cell therapy (e.g., that used in 3D printing) cannot be tested on a sizable number of healthy people prior to being tested on patients and then, finally, being made available as a standard treatment. The point of using a patient’s own stem cells is to tailor the treatment quite specifically to that patient, and not to develop a treatment that can be tested on anybody else. She concludes that researchers must continue to develop new models for testing technological discoveries and treatments for safety and effectiveness before their implementation to overcome this ethical concern.

**BALANCING COSTS AND BENEFITS**

**Questions to Consider Before Reading On**

1. In reflecting on the Case Scenario, does potential socioeconomic discrimination discourage individuals from testing for genetically susceptible cancers?

2. What safeguards could be put in place to reduce this risk?

The United States is home to numerous technology developments that have led to health care advances and improved quality of life. Huston (2013) notes, however, that the U.S. health care system is already the most expensive health care system in the world and technology is one of the leading cost drivers. Sivy (2012) agrees, suggesting that while new technology sometimes reduces health care costs, mostly it drives spending higher.
In addition, since access to technology is often dependent on a person’s ability to pay for that technology, many health care disparities still exist in this regard. Dodds (2015) asks, “Should these treatments only be available to those who can pay the additional cost? If so, then those patients who lack financial resources may not receive effective treatments that others can access for a range of serious conditions.”

The reality is that emerging diagnostic and treatment technologies are expensive and thus may need to be used selectively. Decisions about who should have access to them and at what cost are at the heart of many ethical debates.

The Markkula Center for Applied Ethics (n.d.) suggests that the same technologies that offer hope for ever-increasing life expectancy (e.g., promising cancer treatments, surgical procedure and pharmacological breakthroughs, and advanced genetic research) are also leading to increased demands on the health care system from a growing population of senior citizens. “Ethicists and health professionals alike are now raising questions about when and from whom treatments should be withheld, as competition for the scarce medical resources of the health care system grows beyond the system’s capacity to provide care for everyone. Already, some forms of rationing have been implemented, and more rationing of health care resources may be inevitable” (Markkula Center, n.d., para 2). Should health care technology be rationed by age? By ability to pay? By perceived potential contributions to society at large?

Sivy (2012, para 4) agrees, suggesting that as health care spending soars, thorny ethical questions will become more urgent. When should aggressive treatment be limited for someone who is terminally ill? More than 30% of the Medicare budget is now spent on patients in their last year of life, and the benefits of that treatment vary enormously. Who decides how much to do?

Similarly, Dodds (2015) notes that while the introduction of 3D printing has offered great benefits in medicine, it also raises a number of ethical questions as the technology develops. For example, she notes that if the technology can be used to develop replacement organs and bones, could it not also be used to develop human capacities beyond what is normal for human beings? Should existing bones be replaced with artificial ones that are stronger and more flexible, less likely to break; or muscle tissue be improved so that it is more resilient and less likely to become fatigued, or new lungs be implanted that oxygenate blood more efficiently, even in a more polluted environment?

Dodds (2015) goes on to caution that 3D printing could be associated with military use with the idea that it could provide an advantage if our soldiers were less susceptible to being wounded, fatigued, or harmed in battle. She notes that “while it is clear that it would be preferable for military personnel to be less vulnerable to physical harm, the history of military technology suggests that 3D printing could lead to a new kind of arms race. Increasing the defenses that soldiers have in the face of battle would then lead to increasing the destructive power of weapons to overcome those defenses. And in so doing, increasing the harm to which civilians are exposed.”
In addition, questions have been raised about whether need drives technology or whether technology is driving need. For example, a 2011 study showed that after Wisconsin hospitals acquired robotic surgery technology, the number of prostate removals they performed doubled within 3 months. In contrast, the number of prostate surgeries stayed the same at hospitals that did not purchase the new $2 million technology (“Do Robots Drive Up Prostate Surgeries?” 2011). One must question whether surgeons at hospitals with robots are recommending surgery for men with prostate cancer because the outcomes (potential reductions in incontinence and impotence) are better or whether the new technology is simply more exciting than alternative treatments like radiation or “watchful waiting” (“Do Robots Drive Up Prostate Surgeries?” 2011).

Furthermore, Hansen and Gee (2014) suggest that “scientific inertia” exists regarding new technology due to the scientific requirement for high levels of proof via well-replicated studies; the need to publish quickly; the use of existing intellectual and technological resources; and the conservative approach of many reviewers and research funders. Indeed, since 1996, the funding of environmental, health, and safety (EHS) research represented just 0.6% of the overall funding of research and technological development (RTD).

Compared with RTD funding, EHS research funding for information and communication technologies, nanotechnology, and biotechnology was 0.09%, 2.3%, and 4% of total research, respectively. The low EHS research ratio seems to be an unintended consequence of disparate funding decisions; technological optimism; a priori assertions of safety; collective hubris; and myopia. Clearly then, more EHS research is needed to anticipate and minimize potential hazards while maximizing the commercial longevity of emerging technologies (Hansen & Gee, 2014). Without such research, accurately balancing cost and benefits is almost impossible.

This is especially the case when emerging technologies may provide the only hope for patients. Sivy (2012) notes that newspapers feature on a regular basis, stories about patients being denied access to new high-tech treatments. Often, these treatments are outrageously expensive with only a small chance of extending life for a relatively short period. A public outcry ensues, debates continue about whether the treatment should be funded, and patients often die in the meantime. Whatever the outcome is, no one is ever really satisfied.

Sivy (2012, para 10) goes on to suggest that when it comes to controlling technology, directing medical research is a monumental task. “Some discovery that affects only an obscure disease might be the key to unlocking something much more important. And having made such a discovery, is it ethical to refuse to make it available to someone whose life might be saved, even if the odds are low? Similarly, should a hospital not buy and use some exotic scanning machine if that might be the only way to diagnose certain rare diseases? Should progress be limited simply because it might lead to higher costs?”
Sivy (2012, para 1) concludes then that:

While policy experts complain that America has been slow to address its long-term economic problems—and unrealistic when such issues are actually discussed, there has been even greater evasion and denial when it comes to the ethical dilemmas that will accompany those economic problems, especially where healthcare is concerned. Politicians talk as though relatively painless solutions can be found. But in reality there is no magical escape from difficult choices—they can only be dealt with by facing up to them squarely.

ENSURING TECHNOLOGY COMPETENCE IN THE WORKFORCE

It has been said, “Technology is dominated by two types of people: those who understand what they do not manage, and those who manage what they do not understand” (“Technology,” 1977–2001).

Technology is not only expensive (both initially and in terms of maintenance and technical support), but also needs constant upgrades, and the education needed to truly be competent in the use of all this technology is never ending. This is certainly the case in newer “smart” technologies such as infusion pumps, beds, bedside medication verification systems, drug dispensing machines, and other clinical tools in use today.

Perhaps though, one of the best current examples of where technology introduction has preceded workforce competence is the use of genetic testing. The John J. Reilly Center (2015b) notes that within the last 10 years, the creation of fast, low-cost genetic sequencing has given the public direct access to genome sequencing and analysis, with little or no guidance from physicians or genetic counselors on how to process the information.

Calzone and colleagues (2010) agree that despite a burgeoning body of evidence regarding the contribution of genetics and genomics to health or illness, there is little evidence of a genomically competent nursing workforce. They suggest that “in order for people to benefit from widespread genetic/genomic discoveries, nurses must be competent to obtain comprehensive family histories, identify family members at risk for developing a genomic influenced condition and for genomic influenced drug reactions, help people make informed decisions about and understand the results of their genetic/genomic tests and therapies, and refer at-risk people to appropriate health care professionals and agencies for specialized care.”

Indeed, Calzone and colleagues (2010) argue that bringing all 2.9 million nurses in the U.S. workforce to the forefront of genetics/genomic health care practice is appropriate, as nurses must elicit health-related information, recognize what is important, and subsequently act upon that information in caring for the patients they serve. Calzone and colleagues suggest that public
policies that affect healthcare practice in the area of genetics/genomics will be stronger with inclusion of nurses and professional nursing organization representation in the policy-making process.

Similarly, Kamei (2013) suggests that telenursing requires advanced abilities and specialized knowledge since telenurses must have a deep understanding of the latest knowledge in the areas in which they conduct telenursing as well as highly developed critical thinking skills, the provision of information based on evidence, excellent patient teaching, counseling, and communication skills, and expertise in the use of telecommunication devices.

Huston (2013), however, asks:

Who is going to train all the healthcare professionals who will work with new emerging technologies? More importantly, who will need to be responsible for assuring ongoing competency in a digital era where half of what someone knows is obsolete in three years?

There are no national standards for defining, measuring, or requiring continuing competence in nursing. In addition, specialty nursing organizations, state nurses associations, state boards of nursing, and professional nursing organizations have not reached consensus about what continuing competence is and how to measure it, although there is little debate that it is needed. Huston (2014a) suggests the reality is that given the multiplicity and variations of the definition of continuing competence and the number of stakeholders affected by its promulgation, identifying and mandating strategies that ensure the continuing competence of health care providers will be very difficult.

The responsibility, then, for initial as well as continued competence then in the use of emerging technologies really falls to the license holder. Ward (2012) iterates that patients trust that their nurses are competent in their practice. This means that nurses must be compliant with Board of Nursing standards and they must complete necessary continuing education or whatever is necessary to demonstrate their competency.

**Questions to Consider Before Reading On**

1. How much input do nurses have at your place of practice in terms of the selection and use of new technology? Are ethical considerations included in these acquisition decisions?

2. What can or should a nurse do when his or her personal values appear in conflict with the organizational values regarding the ethical use of technology?

**ENSURING THAT TECHNOLOGY USE IS ETHICAL: NURSING’S ROLE**

Wood (2013) suggests that when nurses encounter ethical dilemmas in situations in which they cannot do what they consider to be “the right thing,” they
experience moral distress. Indeed, the problems faced by health care leaders regarding technology will increasingly be what is called wicked—meaning that they have many causes, they are tough to describe, and there is no right answer.

To counter this moral distress in technology-related ethical dilemmas, Huston (2013) suggests that nurses must increasingly speak up and ask “how” and “why” technology should be implemented. What parameters need to be put into place to determine its ethical use? These questions and others related to the ethical use of technology should be reviewed by ethics committees prior to the technology implementation and nurses should have a voice in that discussion.

In addition, Mayhew (n.d.) suggests that agencies should provide all employees with ethics training that engages them in scenarios to learn how to address and resolve ethical dilemmas. Policies should be developed that hold employees accountable for their actions and alert them to their responsibilities in upholding professional standards. In addition, Mayhew suggests that an ombudsperson should be available to assist employees with workplace ethical concerns and that an ethics hotline be available to employees who encounter ethical dilemmas that put them or patients into uncomfortable or threatening positions.

In a recent speech, Thomas Baldwin, a professor of philosophy at Britain’s York University, suggested that new technologies bring significant hopes of curing terrible diseases as well as fears about the consequences of trying to enhance human capability beyond what is normally possible (Kelland, 2012). Baldwin concluded that the blurring of the line between man and machine will continue to pose concerns about the ethics of emerging technologies in medicine and other fields. It is important for nurses to be a part of conversations to address these ethical concerns.

CONCLUSION

Huston (2014b) notes that evolving technologies offer great opportunities to improve the quality of patient care, but technology alone is not the answer. Regardless of the system that is deployed, health care organizations must consider what technology can best be used in each individual setting and how it should be used ethically. In addition, successfully adopting and integrating new technology requires care providers to understand that technology’s limitations as well as its benefits.

Unfortunately, Wadhwa (2014) suggests that with the pace of technology growth, we have not been able to come to grips with what is ethical, let alone determine what laws or rules should be in place. Gabr (n.d.) agrees, suggesting that the ethical consequences associated with technological change must be further examined and that some institutionalization of health ethics should be required. In doing so, new, sensitive, reliable indicators as well as
Critical Thinking Questions and Activities

1. In the chapter Case Scenario, can Julie’s health care providers make appropriate health care assessments/treatment plans if they are not given access to Julie’s genetic screening results?

2. What makes new technology worth the cost? What criteria should be used in making these value-based decisions?

3. Should health care technology be rationed by age? By ability to pay? By perceived potential contributions to society at large?

4. What emerging technologies are being introduced where you practice (as a student or as a nurse) that you believe need further ethical analysis/safeguards for patient use prior to their implementation?

5. Florence Nightingale said, “Rather, ten times, die in the surf, heralding the way to a new world, than stand idly on the shore” (“Florence Nightingale,” 2015). How can you apply this quote to the use of technology in your current nursing practice?

6. What does the following quote mean to you in terms of your nursing practice?

   Ours is a world of nuclear giants and ethical infants. If we continue to develop our technology without wisdom or prudence, our servant may prove to be our executioner.

   Omar Bradley (“Quotations by author,” 1977–2001)

7. What strategies could the professional nurse use to deemphasize the cold dehumanizing aspects of technological device use and reinforce the human caring (art of nursing)?

8. Consider the following information and questions from the John J. Reilly Center at the University of Notre Dame:

   Genetic testing has resulted in huge public health successes (diseases can now be prevented or helped by early intervention), but it also creates a new set of moral, legal, ethical, and policy issues surrounding the use of these tests. If the testing is useful, how do we provide equal access? What are the potential privacy issues and how do we protect this very personal and private information? Which genetic abnormalities warrant some kind of intervention? How do we ensure that the

   (continued)
information provided by genome analysis is correct (especially in the case of at-home tests)? Are we headed toward a new era of therapeutic intervention to increase quality of life, or a new era of eugenics? (John J. Reilly Center, 2015b, para 2).

Critical Thinking Questions and Activities (continued)
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Competent Ethical Practice as It Relates to Quality and Safety in Nursing Practice
LEARNING OBJECTIVES AND OUTCOMES

Upon completion of this chapter, the reader will be able to:

- Describe what is meant by ethics quality
- Discuss the levels of ethics quality throughout an organization
- List the domains of ethics in health care
- Describe the IntegratedEthics model and its three core functions: ethics consultation, preventive ethics, and ethical leadership
- Indicate how IntegratedEthics can be applied in the work setting

As an RN, you may have felt a conflict over how you should weigh the values that are important to you as a person, as a professional, and as a member of the organization where you work in deciding about what is the right thing to do in a particular circumstance. Have you thought about the quality of ethics throughout the organization in which you are employed? As you read the following Case Scenario, think about how well your organization supports ethics and how you can actively participate in ethics activities by asking yourself the following questions.

- From whom in the organization can I seek guidance when faced with an ethical concern that I cannot answer?
- How can I help to close a practice gap involving an ethics standard?
- Do I see leaders supporting an ethical environment and culture that benefits patients and staff?
Beatrice has been the nurse manager on the unit for 5 years. In that time she has evolved as a leader and it is clear that she takes her responsibility of creating a positive workplace very seriously. Personally, she attributes much of her growth to her conscious decision to implement the concepts and practices of IntegratedEthics® that she learned when she worked at a Department of Veterans Affairs medical center. The staff members on her unit know that while not perfect, it is a great place to work, and recognize that in large part it is because ethics matters to Beatrice.

Over the past few years, Beatrice has been working to integrate ethics into all aspects of the unit’s operations. Beatrice demonstrates to all staff that ethics is a priority, communicates clear expectations for ethical practice, practices ethical decision making, and supports the hospital’s overall ethics program. Staff members notice that she focuses on her responsibilities as a leader to promote a positive ethical environment and culture.

When anyone has an ethical concern about particular patient care situations or ethical concerns about general situations involving patient care or operations of the unit that he or she cannot resolve on his or her own, Beatrice is the first to suggest they call for an ethics consultation. Staff members have come to value the expertise that the ethics consultants bring to discussions about conflicts or uncertainty over values. They know that ethics consultants will analyze the situation; help foster consensus and resolve the conflict in an atmosphere of respect; honor participants’ authority and values in the decision-making process, and identify actions that are consistent with high ethical standards. The consultants do all this and they can be counted on to educate staff so that staff can become more skilled at handling the current and future ethical concerns. Knowing that ethical concerns will be responded to by the ethics consultation service makes staff members feel confident that they will not need to struggle alone with the inevitable ethical dilemmas that occur when providing health care.

Lately, Beatrice has been talking during staff meetings about some recurring ethical issues that she sees on the unit that create real gaps between what she knows is ethically the right thing to do and what staff sometimes do—these are ethics quality gaps. For example, she has noticed that informed consent and advance care planning practices are not being carried out in ways that are consistent with the best ethics practices that have been established in hospital policy. She knows that the nurses try their best but also that the organization’s systems and processes sometimes get in the way of doing what is right. Beatrice believes that there are ways to prevent these ethics quality gaps by looking upstream and fixing the systems problems that cause the concerns in the first place. She wants to get a group together to do “preventive ethics,” that is, performance improvement activities that reduce ethics quality gaps on a systems level.

Beatrice is excited to share what she knows and practices from IntegratedEthics so that everyone can participate and be a part of ensuring that the ethics
Nurses, along with other staff of a health care organization, have a duty to integrate values with the myriad rules that guide and direct actions meant to provide high-quality care to patients. Nurses promote quality in their everyday practice through leadership and quality improvement activities. The American Association of Colleges of Nursing (AACN) Quality and Safety Education in Nursing (QSEN) graduate competencies state, “Graduate nurses will be the future leaders in practice, administration, education, and research... It is essential that these nurses understand, provide leadership by example, and promote the importance of providing quality health care and outcome measurement” (American Association of Colleges of Nursing, 2012, p. 2). QSEN competencies relevant to quality in nursing are presented in Table 12.1.

Nurses play a critical role in ensuring that high ethical standards are practiced and maintained as they are one of the core health professionals that work 24 hours a day, 7 days a week in many health care settings. Their work is most fruitful when it is done as part of an overall ethics program in an organization committed to ethics quality. Health care organizations that have strong ethics programs and staff committed to ethics quality reap many benefits for their patients, employees, and the organization itself. Box 12.1 lists examples from a brief business case for ethics that describe how doing the right thing is also the sensible and wise thing to do (National Center for Ethics in Health Care, 2014a).

Questions to Consider Before Reading On

1. How do I know when I have provided nursing care of high ethics quality?
2. How would I define ethics quality?

When most people in health care think of quality, they think of technical quality (e.g., clinical indicators that a procedure or action was properly
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>KNOWLEDGE</strong></th>
<th><strong>SKILLS</strong></th>
<th><strong>ATTITUDES</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Describe strategies for improving outcomes at all points of care</td>
<td>Translate aims for quality improvement efforts</td>
<td>Commit to concepts of transparency, managing variability measurement and accountability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Describe nationally accepted quality measures and benchmarks in the practice setting</td>
<td>Align the aims, measures, and changes involved in improving care</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use a variety of sources of information to review outcomes, compare benchmarks of care, and identify potential areas for improvement (e.g., National Database of Nursing Quality Indicators; Hospital Compare; Centers for Medicare/Medicaid Services [CMS] indicators, The Joint Commission: ORYX, National Public Health Performance Standards and others)</td>
<td>Participate in analysis of databases as sources of information for improving patient care</td>
<td>Commit to achieving the highest level of processes and outcomes of care Inspire others to achieve benchmark performance Model behaviors reflective of a commitment to high-quality outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluate the relevance of quality indicators and their associated measurement strategies</td>
<td>Identify useful measures that can be acted on to improve outcomes and processes</td>
<td>Value the importance of the use of data in quality improvement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KNOWLEDGE</th>
<th>SKILLS</th>
<th>ATTITUDES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Explain variance and its common causes in patient care process and outcomes including costs</td>
<td>Select and use quality improvement tools (e.g., run charts, control charts, root cause analysis, flow diagrams, and GANTT charts) to achieve best possible outcomes</td>
<td>Commit to reducing unwarranted variation in care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyze ethical issues associated with continuous quality improvement</td>
<td>Participate in the design and monitoring of ethical oversight of continuous quality improvement projects</td>
<td>Value ethical conduct in quality improvement efforts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value ethical conduct in quality improvement efforts</td>
<td>Value the roles of others, such as IRBs, in assessing ethical and patient rights/informed decision making</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyze the impact of context such as access, cost, environment, workforce, team functioning, or community engagement on improvement efforts</td>
<td>Lead improvement efforts, taking into account context and best practices based on evidence</td>
<td>Value context (e.g., work environment, team functioning, social determinants) as an important contributor in quality care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstrate commitment to process improvement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understand principles of change management</td>
<td>Apply change management principles by using data to improve patient and systems outcomes</td>
<td>Appreciate that all improvement is change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Demonstrate leadership in affecting the necessary change</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
## Table 12.1

### Quality in Nursing (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KNOWLEDGE</th>
<th>SKILLS</th>
<th>ATTITUDES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evaluate the effect of planned change on outcomes</td>
<td>Design, implement, and evaluate small tests of change in daily work (e.g., using an experiential learning method such as Plan-Do-Study-Act)</td>
<td>Value planned change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyze the impact of linking payment to quality improvement</td>
<td>Use benchmarks that carry financial penalties (e.g., serious reportable events) to improve care</td>
<td>Consistent with the National Quality Strategy, commit to achieving the highest quality of care in the practice setting (e.g., national strategy’s aims of better care, healthy people, and affordable care)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Describe the intent and outcomes of public reporting</td>
<td>Use public reporting information to advance quality improvement efforts Appreciate that consumers will be more empowered to make decisions based on quality information</td>
<td>Value community engagement in quality improvement decision making</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Quality improvement (QI) in the area of ethics quality focuses on ensuring that systems and processes regarding specific ethical standards are improved.
Source: American Association of Colleges of Nursing (2012).

performed according to standards) and service quality (e.g., patient satisfaction with the health care experience). But ethics quality is equally important in the care provided by the staff of a health care organization (Wynia, 1999, p. 296) including its nurses. For example, consider a patient who has had a peripherally inserted central venous catheter (PICC) line placed by the nurse. From a technical quality perspective, the care was perfectly executed by the nurse who maintained sterile technique, and from a service quality perspective, the patient experienced no pain and was perfectly satisfied with the
A Brief Business Case for Ethics

**Doing the right thing brings business benefits by:**

**Increasing patient satisfaction.** When organizations support ethical health care practices—for example, by encouraging clinicians to actively involve patients in decisions about their health care—patients do better clinically and say they are more satisfied with the care they receive (Kaplan, Greenfield, & Ware, 1989; Tierney, 2001).

**Improving employee morale.** Organizations that support ethical decision making—especially organizations whose ethics programs focus on achieving high standards instead of simply complying with policy or law (Paine, 2003)—can expect to have happier, more dedicated employees (Bischoff, DeTienne, & Quick, 1999; 1999 National Business Ethics Study, 1999).

**Enhancing productivity.** A strong corporate ethics culture can improve not only employee morale but also performance, and help improve an organization’s efficiency and productivity (Arthur Anderson Co., 1999; Biel, 1999; Verschoor, 1999). An effective ethics program also makes it easier to recruit and retain quality staff (Francis, 2001).

**Conserving resources/avoiding costs.** Effective ethics programs have been shown to improve quality of care and reduce length of stay and cost (Halloran, 1995). Supporting patients’ rights to forgo life-sustaining treatment meets an important ethical standard, and at the same time can have the effect of avoiding costs (Dowdy, Robertson, & Bander, 1998; Heilicser, Meltzer, & Siegler, 2000; Schneiderman et al., 2003).

**Improving accreditation reviews.** As of January 2016, The Joint Commission includes 16 standards explicitly pertaining to ethics, patient rights, and organizational responsibilities (RI.01.01.01–RI.02.01.01 and LD.04.02.03). A strong ethics program can help ensure that the organization meets or exceeds those standards (“Joint Commission Manual,” 2016).

**Reducing risk of lawsuits.** Organizations that make strong commitments to ethical health care practices, such as being honest with patients, can reduce the risk of litigation and liability (Kraman, & Hamm, 1999; Levinson, Roter, Mullooly, Dull, & Frankel, 1997; Vincent, Young, & Phillips, 1994).

**Safeguarding the organization’s future.** Lack of an effective ethics program can seriously jeopardize an organization’s reputation and even its survival (Gellerman, 2003). Creating structures and processes by which an organization can hold itself accountable to its core values and to ethical practices is an investment in the organization’s future.
professional manner and efficiency of the nurse who provided the care. So, one may think that the care was of high quality, right? Well, not necessarily. Imagine that the nurse never really informed—or even misinformed—the patient about the purpose of the PICC line and the risks, benefits, and burdens of having it placed. As informed consent is a standard, a norm, and an expectation in health care and for nursing practice, this would indicate a problem with the ethics quality of the care provided by the nurse. The Integrated-Ethics model defines ethics quality in health care as, “Practices throughout an organization are consistent with widely accepted ethical standards, norms, or expectations for the organization and its staff” (National Center for Ethics in Health Care, 2013, p. 1).

**LEVELS OF ETHICS QUALITY**

Ethics quality should be evident, maintained, and improved throughout an ethical health care organization. The Integrated-Ethics model developed by the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs National Center for Ethics in Health Care (2007) uses the image of an iceberg (see Figure 12.1) to illustrate how ethical practices cut across three levels of the organization. In a highly ethical organization, there are strong practices at each of the three levels.

Figure 12.1, the Integrated-Ethics iceberg, illustrates at the first level above the waterline, the decisions or actions of individual staff in their daily work at the bedside, in the clinic, in administration, or in the board room. The staff’s everyday decisions and actions are driven by the organization’s mission and values statements, policies and procedures, and personal and/or professional standards, and codes of ethics. When an individual or group has a question about what is the right thing to do in a given circumstance, they call upon the ethics consultation function for assistance in resolving the ethical concern.

At the second level just below the waterline in Figure 12.1, we can examine the systems and processes that guide behavior of the organizations’ staff. It is through value- and rule-based policies and procedures that the organization’s staff knows if they are doing the right thing in a consistent and measurable manner. When an individual or group notices or discovers that the systems and practices are not consistent with ethical standards, or there is a quality gap between what is being done and what should be done, they call upon the preventive ethics function to close the ethics quality gap.

At the third level, deep below the surface seen in Figure 12.1, nurses must carefully and consciously examine the environment and culture of the organization in which they practice nursing. Nurses must explore the values, understanding, assumptions, habits, and unspoken messages (what people in the organization know but rarely make explicit) as they are the foundation for everything else. What is it about some organizations that set them apart as a magnet or more desirable workplace for staff and care setting for patients?
Each leader at every level of the organization has a responsibility to examine and improve the environment and culture. Leaders need to foster a positive environment and culture through what they say and do. The ethical leadership function supports leaders in this critical work.

Thus, ethics quality is the product of the interplay of factors at three levels: (a) decisions and actions, (b) systems and processes, and (c) environment and culture. Together, these three levels define the ethics quality of an organization. The IntegratedEthics iceberg model embraces a comprehensive approach to improving ethics quality by focusing on all three levels. The model is structured around three core functions, each of which targets a different level of ethics quality:

1. Ethics consultation—targets ethics quality at the level of decisions and actions
2. Preventive ethics—targets the level of systems and processes
3. Ethical leadership—targets the level of environment and culture

Questions to Consider Before Reading On

1. Which domains of health care (Box 12.2) are most prominent in my workplace?
2. How does the mission of my organization relate to each domain?
With the understanding that IntegratedEthics has three levels, let us think about the scope of the program. Within IntegratedEthics, the concept of ethics quality is very broad, crossing over clinical, organizational, and research ethics and encompassing the full range of ethical issues that all types of health care organizations including acute care hospitals, rehabilitation hospitals, out-
patient facilities, nursing homes, home care organizations, and large health care systems encounter. IntegratedEthics defines for the organization domains of ethics in health care and specific topics within each content domain and recognizes that there may be additional domains that are relevant to an organization based on its particular mission (National Center for Ethics in Health Care, 2014b). For example, the Department of Veterans Affairs has special responsibilities by virtue of its role as a government organization, and for that reason has added the domain of “ethical practices in government service (how well the organization fosters behavior appropriate for government employees).” Additional domains derived from special mission-specific responsibilities might include, for example the following:

- Ethical practices in mission integration (how well the organization manages the relationship between individual values and the values of Catholic health care)
- Ethical practices in military medicine (how well the organization ensures that its employees follow ethical standards that apply to military medicine)
- Ethical practices in occupational medicine (how well the organization manages conflicting ethical responsibilities to workers, employers, and the public)

A listing of the domains of ethics in health care is found in Box 12.2.

**WHAT IS THE GOAL OF THE INTEGRATEDETHICS PROGRAM?**

IntegratedEthics is a transformational idea that redefines ethics as it is practiced in the health care arena. The goal of IntegratedEthics is to move ethics into the organizational mainstream and to ensure that there is high ethics quality at all three levels of the organization. To achieve this goal, staff must coordinate ethics-related activities throughout the organization. This requires more than simply implementing the three core functions in a single work unit as is described in this chapter. It also requires strong leadership support, involvement of multiple programs, and clear lines of accountability as well as policy and evaluation. (A description of these requirements is beyond the scope of this chapter but further information is available at www.ethics.va.gov/integratedethics/index.asp.)

**Questions to Consider Before Reading On**

1. Do we have an ethics consultation team or committee in my organization?
2. How have or could I use this team or committee to resolve an ethical concern?
THE FUNCTION OF ETHICS CONSULTATION: RESPONDING TO ETHICS QUESTIONS IN HEALTH CARE

Often nurses must weigh important and relevant values to guide decisions or before taking actions involving patient care. Sometimes a conflict or uncertainty about the values—an *ethical concern*—arises. Ethical concerns lead to ethical questions. Every ethics program must have an effective mechanism for responding to these concerns to help nurses and other staff members, patients, and families. That is the role of the IntegratedEthics ethics consultation function. *Ethics consultation in health care* has been defined as “a service provided by an individual ethics consultant, ethics consultation team, or ethics committee to help patients, staff, and others resolve ethical concerns in a health care setting” (Berkowitz, Chanko, Foglia, Fox, & Powell, 2015, p. vi).

The overall goal of ethics consultation is to “improve health care quality by facilitating the resolution of ethical concerns” (Berkowitz et al., 2015, p. vi). By providing a forum for discussion and methods for careful analysis, effective ethics consultation does the following:

- Promotes practices consistent with high ethical standards
- Helps foster consensus and resolve conflict in an atmosphere of respect
- Honors participants’ authority and values in the decision-making process
- Educates participants to handle current and future ethical concerns

THE CASES APPROACH

The CASES approach is a practical, systematic, step-by-step approach to ethics consultation. The CASES steps were designed to guide ethics consultants through the complex process needed to effectively respond to ethical questions and concerns. Nurses who call for an ethics consult should expect that a consultant will work through a number of steps similar to those in the CASES approach as described in Box 12.3 (Berkowitz et al., 2015, p. 19).
### The CASES Approach

**Clarify** the consultation request
- Characterize the type of consultation request
- Obtain preliminary information from the requester
- Establish realistic expectations about the consultation process
- Formulate the ethics question

**Assemble** the relevant information
- Consider the types of information needed
- Identify the appropriate sources of information
- Gather information systematically from each source
- Summarize the case and the ethics question

**Synthesize** the information
- Determine whether a formal meeting is needed
- Engage in ethical analysis
- Identify the ethically appropriate decision maker
- Facilitate moral deliberation about ethically justifiable options

**Explain** the synthesis
- Communicate the synthesis to key participants
- Provide additional resources
- Document the consultation in the health record
- Document the consultation in consultation service records

**Support** the consultation process
- Follow up with participants
- Evaluate the consultation
- Adjust the consultation process
- Identify underlying systems issues

---

**Case Scenario Related to the CASES Approach**

Clare, a nurse on the unit, has an ethical concern about care decisions being made for her patient who cannot participate in decision making because he is sedated on a ventilator. She knows that the patient’s surrogate is authorized to make decisions for the patient and his decision to keep the ventilator should be respected, but she also knows from reading the patient’s living will that he would not want to be maintained on a ventilator if he had a terminal diagnosis and poor prognosis for ever coming off the ventilator, which is the current case. Staff and the surrogate seem to be at a standoff about what should be done.
Case Scenario Related to the CASES Approach (continued)

With encouragement from Beatrice, Clare call an ethics consultation and the CASES process began. The consultant clarified the concerns by obtaining some preliminary information, let her and others on the unit know what to expect about the process, and formulated the ethics question as follows: Given that staff believe that they ought to follow the wishes of an authorized surrogate of a patient without capacity because the patient trusted this individual to make decisions for him, but the staff believe that they should follow the wishes of the patient as described in his living will because they are his own wishes expressed for just this circumstance, what decisions or actions are ethically justifiable? The consultant then assembled information from primary sources about the patient’s medical facts, his preferences and interests, other party’s preferences and interests, and ethics knowledge about advance directives and informed consent. The consultant synthesized the information and then engaged in ethical analysis and facilitated deliberation about what decisions or actions were ethically justifiable in a formal meeting with the nurse, the team, and the patient’s surrogate. It was a very successful meeting and the ethics consultant clearly and concisely explained the synthesis to all the parties. He also provided some recommended reading for the staff and the surrogate. A few days later, the consultant supported the consultation process by calling Clare to ask if the planned decisions and actions had been implemented and if the concern was resolved. He also asked that she complete a feedback tool about the experience so that the consultation process can be improved.

In this case, the consultation process assisted all the parties but especially the surrogate who learned that he is called upon to make decisions when the patient lacks decision-making capacity and that he is responsible to make decisions based on the known wishes of the patient (i.e., substituted judgment [e.g., based on the patient’s living will]) or in the patient’s best interests. To this point, he had been somewhat overwhelmed with the numerous decisions being presented to him and could think only about keeping the patient alive at all costs so that he would not be burdened by the thought that his decision caused the patient’s death. Once the role of surrogate and the medical facts were explained to him, he felt more at ease following the direction left to him by the patient in the living will. He was glad that the nurse recognized the tension and called for an ethics consultation.

Nurses who have an interest in ethics consultation should seek out the ethics consultation leader or coordinator at their organization to learn more about how they might participate in ethics consultations or become an ethics consultant.
THE FUNCTION OF PREVENTIVE ETHICS: ADDRESSING ETHICS QUALITY GAPS ON A SYSTEMS LEVEL

In addition to responding to individual ethics questions as they arise, it is essential that organizations address the underlying systems and processes that influence ethical behavior. Every ethics program needs a systematic approach for proactively identifying, prioritizing, and addressing concerns about ethics quality at the organizational level. That is the role of the IntegratedEthics preventive ethics function. Preventive ethics is defined as “activities performed by an individual or group on behalf of a health care organization to identify, prioritize, and address systemic ethics issues” (Cook, Foglia, Landon, & Bottrell, 2015, p. 1). An ethics issue is an ongoing situation involving organizational systems and processes that gives rise to ethical concerns (i.e., that gives rise to uncertainty or conflicts about values). We use the term “ethics issue” to distinguish systemic ethical problems from the more familiar concept of “ethics cases.” Ethics issues differ from ethics cases in that issues describe ongoing situations, while cases describe events that occur at a particular time; in addition, issues involve organizational systems and processes, while cases involve specific decisions and actions by individuals. To help illustrate the difference, imagine a conflict about whether to provide home oxygen to a patient who smokes. The patient wants the home oxygen because it improves his quality of life, but the team thinks he should not get the home oxygen because there is risk of fire and harm to the patient and others. The parties might request an ethics consultation to help them decide what to do about the individual patient case. But what if this were not the first time this sort of situation had come to the attention of the ethics consultation service? What if this consultation was typical of many consultations involving the home oxygen program? In such circumstances, responding specifically to questions about the particular situation (i.e., through ethics consultation) is not enough. What is needed is a systematic approach to addressing the underlying systems and processes that repeatedly give rise to similar ethical concerns. That is the role of preventive ethics.

It is important to note that preventive ethics is not restricted to ethics issues in clinical care but is relevant to a whole host of issues across the domains of ethics in health care. For example, it might be used to address ethics quality gaps in personnel practices (e.g., around fair hiring), fiscal management (e.g., how some vendors are paid more timely than others), or protection of research subjects (e.g., proper informed consent processes).

The overall goal of preventive ethics is to improve quality by identifying, prioritizing, and addressing ethics quality gaps on a systems level, where the ethics quality gap is the difference between what is (current ethics practices) and what ought to be (best ethics practices). Best ethics practices refer to ideal practices established on the basis of widely accepted standards, norms, or expectations for the organization and its staff. When current ethics practices deviate from best ethics practices, a measurable ethics quality gap results
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(Cook et al., 2015, p. 4). The systems-level changes must generate measurable improvements in the organization’s ethics practices by reducing the disparity between current practices and best practices in the relevant area. Preventive ethics applies quality improvement techniques to improve ethics quality.

Specific quality improvement interventions in preventive ethics may include the following:

- Redesigning work processes to better support ethical practice
- Implementing checklists, reminders, and decision support
- Evaluating organizational performance with respect to ethical practices
- Developing specific protocols to promote ethical practices
- Designing strategies for patients and/or staff to address system-wide knowledge deficits
- Offering incentives and rewards to motivate and acknowledge ethical practices among staff

The preventive ethics function encompasses two types of activities to address systemic ethics issues: (a) general maintenance activities and (b) quality improvement cycles. General maintenance activities are often carried out by standing committees and typically include the following:

- Periodically updating policies on various ethical practices
- Providing regular ethics education for staff
- Maintaining continuous readiness relating to ethics for surveys by The Joint Commission and other accreditation organizations

In contrast, quality improvement cycles are time-limited interventions targeted toward specific ethics quality gaps and are best carried out by small, dynamic workgroups that include one or more members trained in the ISSUES approach (described in Box 12.4) and one or more ad hoc members who have subject matter expertise in the particular ethics issue being addressed.

Bringing the two activities together helps ensure that they are effectively coordinated and system-level thinking is applied to each activity. Ethics maintenance activities can benefit from a quality improvement approach. For example, instead of carrying out an ethics educational program to meet a vague training requirement, a preventive ethics approach targets educational activities to address identified quality gaps (e.g., clinical staff have significant misconceptions about the optimal timing for and benefits of holding goals of care conversations with patients), sets specific goals (e.g., 90% of clinical staff will complete the training and score at least 85% on the posttest), and then evaluates the effectiveness of the activities in meeting those goals. A quality improvement mindset is similarly useful when developing or updating policy or ensuring that the health care organization maintains accreditation readiness with respect to ethics standards.
The ISSUES Approach

**Identify** an issue
- Identify ethics issues proactively
- Characterize the type of issue
- Clarify each issue by listing the improvement goal

**Study** the issue
- Diagram the process behind the relevant practice
- Gather specific data about best practices
- Gather specific data about current practices
- Refine the improvement goal to reflect the ethics quality gap

**Select** a strategy
- Identify the major cause(s) of the ethics quality gap—do a root cause analysis
- Brainstorm about possible strategies to narrow the gap
- Choose one or more strategies to try

**Undertake** a plan
- Plan how to carry out the strategy
- Plan how to evaluate the strategy
- Execute the plan

**Evaluate** and adjust
- Check the execution and the results
- Adjust as necessary
- Evaluate your ISSUES process

**Sustain** and spread
- Sustain the improvement
- Disseminate the improvement
- Continue monitoring

**THE ISSUES APPROACH**

The ISSUES approach is a step-by-step method to help preventive ethics teams improve the systems and processes that influence ethics practices in a health care organization. While nurses are familiar with standard quality improvement (QI) methods, such as Plan-Do-Study-Act (PDSA), to address clinical or managerial quality issues, ISSUES is designed specifically to address ethics quality gaps (Cook et al., 2015). The steps of the ISSUES approach are summarized in
Questions to Consider Before Reading On

1. What mechanisms are in place at my workplace to address and close gaps between what I know to be the right thing to do and how the systems and processes are currently set up?

2. Do I use quality improvement techniques to improve ethics practices? Could I?

Case Scenario Related to the ISSUES Approach

Two months ago, the ethics consultation coordinator came to the realization that the service had been called eight times over the past 6 months to consult in the intensive care and other units about ethical concerns regarding surrogate decision making. She summarized the overall ethics issue as a gap between the best ethics practice for surrogate decision making described in hospital policy and the actual current practice in the various care settings, and presented the issue to the preventive ethics team for review and consideration. She was just informed that the preventive ethics team agreed that they would be starting an ISSUES cycle.

The preventive ethics team could easily identify the issue that having staff members and surrogates engaged in less than best practices around surrogate decision making was ethically problematic for the organization. The team also recognized that an improvement effort would likely have a real impact on the ethical practices and that increasing the agreement or consensus among parties caring for patients who had surrogate decision makers was a high priority for clinical and administrative leaders. The team began to study the issue by describing the best ethics practice articulated in ethical standards found in the hospital policy as well as the current ethics practices. Once the magnitude of the gap was quantified, the team was able to refine the improvement goal to reflect how much improvement could be achieved within a specific time period. Meetings were held to identify the major causes of the ethics quality gap. Included in the meetings were subject matter experts who assisted in completing cause-and-effect tools to identify the causes of the gap. They also helped identify and select a strategy that had the highest likelihood of success using the fewest resources. They decided to do some small-scale testing of the strategy on Beatrice's unit and Alex, who had become an IE champion, became the point of contact. Alex was able to assist the preventive ethics team and the unit staff to undertake the plan and evaluate if the strategy narrowed the gap. Weeks went by but eventually there were enough patients who lacked capacity but had a surrogate so that the team could evaluate and adjust the small-scale test. With only minor adjustments, a plan was put in place to sustain and spread the strategy to additional units.

(continued)
Nurses who have an interest in preventive ethics should seek out the preventive ethics coordinator or quality improvement leader at their organization to learn more about how they might participate in quality improvement efforts designed to close ethics quality gaps.

**THE FUNCTION OF ETHICAL LEADERSHIP: FOSTERING AN ETHICAL ENVIRONMENT AND CULTURE**

The third core function of IntegratedEthics is ethical leadership, which addresses ethics quality at the level of organizational environment and culture. Leaders in any health care system have obligations as health care providers and as managers of resources. As health care providers, leaders have an obligation to meet the health care needs of individual patients and the community they serve. In addition, leaders are responsible for leading others by demonstrating their commitment to quality and safety by role modeling high expectations in this area. Ethics must also be considered in their management of resources (The Joint Commission, 2016, Standard LD.03.01.01).

To fulfill these roles, leaders must meet their own ethical obligations and ensure that employees throughout the organization are supported in adhering to high ethical standards. Because the behavior of individual employees is influenced by the culture in which they work, the goal of ethical leadership is to foster an ethical environment and culture.

There is a plethora of writing about ethics and leadership; however, practical, how-to advice for leaders who wish to improve ethics quality in their organizations is harder to come by. IntegratedEthics seeks to fill that void by drawing on and complementing scholarly discussions of ethical leadership in ways that can inform health care leaders’ day-to-day practices. The National Center for Ethics in Health Care’s approach combines insights from ethicists and managers to provide a practical model, including tools, rather than engaging in thorough conceptual explorations of ethics in health care or leadership. The ethical leadership function targets staff at the executive leadership to...
mid-manager levels, although leaders at all levels of health care organizations may find the approach useful.

In the IntegratedEthics model, ethical leadership is defined as “activities on the part of leaders to foster an ethical environment and culture” (Fox, Crigger, Bottrell, & Bauck, 2007, p. 13). Rarely is it the case that ethical lapses in organizations are due to rogue employees or bad apples who willfully misbehave. Instead, research shows that the ethical behavior of individuals is profoundly influenced by the environment and culture in which they work. In organizations with a strong ethical culture, the frequency of observed ethical misconduct is dramatically reduced. For this reason, fostering an organizational environment and culture that makes it easy for employees to do the right thing is the key to ethical leadership.

Questions to Consider Before Reading On

1. Do I work in an organization with an ethical environment and culture? Why? Why not?

2. What is an ethical environment and culture?

Research has shown that certain features of an organization’s environment and culture predictably affect ethical practices in a positive way (Treviño, Weaver, Gibson, & Toffler, 1999). The IntegratedEthics model identifies specific features that characterize an organization with a positive or healthy ethical environment and culture as one in which everyone:

- Appreciates that ethics is important
- Recognizes and discusses ethical concerns
- Seeks consultation on ethics cases when needed
- Works to resolve ethics issues on a systems level
- Sees ethics as part of quality
- Understands what is expected of him or her
- Feels empowered to behave ethically
- Views organizational decisions as ethical

If leaders are to meet the challenge of fostering an ethical environment and culture, it is essential that they cultivate specific knowledge, skills, and habits required to demonstrate true ethical leadership.

The ethical leadership function of IntegratedEthics calls on leaders to observe four compass points, as described in Box 12.5. The ethical leadership compass applies insights and principles from organizational and business ethics to leadership in the context of health care ethics. It is specifically designed to help leaders orient themselves to their unique responsibilities in the terrain of ethics in health care, and to provide practical guidance to help
them address the challenges of fostering an environment and culture that support ethical practices across their organizations (Fox et al., 2007). A more detailed description of the four compass points is available at www.ethics.va.gov/integratedethics/elic.asp

Questions to Consider Before Reading On

1. What specific things have leaders in my organization done or said that support strong ethics practices by nurses and other staff?

2. Describe a time when leaders in my workplace guided the organization from an ethics perspective.

Case Scenario Related to Ethical Leadership

Recently other unit managers have become interested in Beatrice’s leadership approach and they asked her to give a briefing at the nurse manager’s semianual meeting. She was honored to be asked and wanted to make the most of the opportunity to influence others to join her in integrating ethics into the
workings of the organization. She focused her comments on the “four compass points” that she uses every day to guide her in fostering a positive ethical environment and culture and provided examples of her actions as follows:

Compass Point 1: Demonstrate that ethics is a priority
In my day-to-day interactions with staff and patients I make sure that those I relate to know that ethics is a priority for me. People see it in what I do and say, and I always encourage others to show their commitment to ethics, too. In staff meetings I spend a few minutes practicing with staff about how to communicating directly that ethics is important. I encourage staff to find time during their work to demonstrate that ethics is a priority. For instance, staff should say to one another, as the situation dictates, “If it’s the right thing to do, we’ll just have to figure out a way to do it” or “Now that we understand what we can do within the rules, or what’s legal, let’s talk about what we should do.”

Compass Point 2: Communicate clear expectations for ethical practice
Expertise in this compass point takes some work and experience to build. For starters I have to recognize when expectations for ethical practice need to be clarified before I can be explicit about the underlying values and what should be done. Harder still sometimes is being able to anticipate barriers that might come up for staff to meet the expectations. The chance to communicate clear expectations comes up, for instance, when there is a department-wide requirement that staff thinks is not as important as other duties. A simple example may be an all staff competency check for infection control protocols or privacy and confidentiality. Sure, every staff member knows that infection control is important for the safety of staff and patients, or that confidentiality of patient information is critical to maintain the trust of our patients and the community, but when it comes to processing through the competency checks, it’s pretty hard for the staff to stay committed with everything else they have to do. For that reason, I make the values explicit and anticipate barriers to full participation by the staff. I also ask staff to bring an unanticipated barrier to my attention so that I can do what I need to do as a leader to remove the barrier.

Compass Point 3: Practice ethical decision making
Whenever there is a decision to be made that involves values that might conflict or in an area that is highly charged from an ethics perspective, I am sure to break out the IntegratedEthics ethical decision-making rubric. For example, when I was developing a new overtime policy for my unit, I knew that the policy would need to balance patient care needs and the strong family values held by my staff. I was very systematic about making decisions about the policy. For example, I made sure to have all the important facts and involved everyone who should be part of the decision. I also ensured that the decision reflected organizational, professional, and social values and that the benefits of the decision
An IntegratedEthics program has two essential tasks. First, the program must move ethics into the organizational mainstream; second, it must coordinate ethics-related activities throughout the organization. This requires more than simply implementing the three core functions. It also requires strong leadership support, involvement of multiple programs, and clear lines of accountability. More information about the IE program structure and management is available at www.ethics.va.gov/integratedethics/program_management.asp.

CONCLUSION

This chapter presented a description of IntegratedEthics as a program comprising three functions—ethics consultation, preventive ethics, and ethical leadership—that are designed to improve ethics quality in health care. Nurses can and should adopt the concepts of IntegratedEthics and seek to participate in activities at all three levels of such a program in an effort to continuously ensure and improve ethics quality—an essential component of health care quality. Whether the nurse (a) needs assistance with an ethical concern...
and calls for an ethics consultation, (b) recognizes that there are systemic problems that cause an ethics quality gap between what is the right thing to do and what the current systems/processes allow and engages with others in a preventive ethics quality improvement cycle, or (c) appreciates that a positive environment and culture is important and demonstrates through words and actions that he or she is an ethical leader, there are IntegratedEthics resources to guide and improve his or her practices.

Critical Thinking Questions and Activities

1. Describe what staff can expect from an ethics consultant who is using the CASES approach.

2. Describe a situation from your nursing experience in which you believe you could have benefited from an ethics consultant.

3. Have you observed any ethical quality gaps in your workplace? Describe.

4. Use the four leadership compass points to describe ways to improve or foster an ethical environment in your current workplace.

5. Using the resources at http://www.ethics.va.gov/integratedethics/index.asp, choose one IntegratedEthics function (i.e., ethics consultation, preventive ethics, ethical leadership) to learn more about and make a plan to incorporate that learning into your practice.
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As a registered nurse, you know that the language of quality and safety permeates health care today. As the providers who spend the most time with patients, nurses are critical to ensuring their safety through identifying, interrupting, and correcting potential errors that can result in adverse events (Henneman, Gawlinski, & Giuliano, 2012; Henneman et al., 2014). In fact, nurses have been involved in defining and assessing quality health care, the umbrella under which patient safety resides, since long before the current proliferation of quality/safety programs and initiatives (Robichaux & Sauerland, 2012).

This chapter provides a brief history of the nursing profession’s concern with quality care, patient safety, and ethics. In addition, the relationship of ethics
principles, virtue ethics, and care ethics and examples of how they are manifested in the Institute of Medicine’s (IOM, 2001) quality domains are presented. Implications of the ethical principles, virtue ethics, and care ethics approaches for patient/family care, and nursing practice and leadership are discussed. To practice ethically and deliver safe, quality care, nurses must work in an ethical, supportive environment that reflects the same principles and qualities.

As you read the opening to the following Case Scenario, ask yourself:

- Which factors might contribute to a patient safety event?
- How could you prevent this potential patient safety event?
- Would you report this patient safety event? To whom?

**Case Scenario**

Betsy has worked on a cardiovascular intermediate unit for 4 years and assumed a charge nurse position last month. This morning, the 26 monitored patients include those postcardiac surgery and intervention procedures in addition to two admitted for unstable angina and EKG changes, respectively. The unit generally has two monitor techs per shift but one has been floated to the coronary care unit (CCU) and Betsy is caring for two patients. One recently admitted patient, Mr. D., is taken for an exercise stress test at 10 a.m. and Betsy becomes busy with Mrs. S. whose newly inserted pacemaker is failing to capture. After Mrs. S. is taken to the cardiac catheterization lab, Betsy checks on Mr. D. who states that he has been back for 15 minutes because he experienced light-headedness during the stress test. Noticing that his telemetry unit low battery alarm light is on, Betsy calls for new batteries and obtains a blood pressure of 122/74. Joe, the monitor tech, informs her that Mr. D is in a sinus rhythm of 66 bpm, somewhat slower than his average rate of 75 to 80 bpm. Although Mr. D states that he feels “a lot better now,” Betsy continues to monitor him and thinks, “That was a close call.”

**Question to Consider Before Reading On**

1. How do you describe quality and safety in your current nursing practice?

**QUALITY AND SAFETY**

While both are essential, the difference between patient safety and quality has been debated for some time. Safety has to do with a lack of harm, while quality means efficient, effective, purposeful care that gets the job done at the right time for the right cost. Quality nursing care also means meeting and exceeding the expectations of the client. Safety focuses on avoiding bad events while quality focuses on doing things well (Hospital Safety Score, 2015).
The Institute of Medicine describes six domains (safe, effective, efficient, timely, equitable, and patient centered) that constitute overall, quality health care. These six attributes were identified in the 2001 publication, *Crossing the Quality Chasm: A New Health System for the 21st Century* (IOM, 2001), a follow-up to *To Err is Human: Building a Safer Health System* (Kohn, Corrigan, & Donaldson, 2000). The latter document reported that, at the time, medical errors were estimated to cause 44,000 to 98,000 deaths annually and result in $17 to $29 billion dollars in excess medical expenses. Despite myriad international, national, and private endeavors to improve patient safety over the past 15 years, recent estimates indicate that 2 to 4 million serious adverse events still occur in the United States each year, with approximately 400,000 resulting in premature deaths (James, 2013).

Definitions of terms associated with patient safety and quality care also differ somewhat among agencies such as the National Quality Forum (NQF), the World Health Organization (WHO), and the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ). NQF (2009) describes “error” as: “the failure of a planned action to be completed as intended or the use of a wrong plan to achieve an aim (commission). This definition also includes failure of an unplanned action that should have been completed (omission).” AHRQ (2012) identifies both “close calls” and “near misses” as: “an event or situation that did not produce patient injury, but only because of chance. This good fortune might reflect robustness of the patient (e.g., a patient with penicillin allergy receives penicillin, but has no reaction) or a fortuitous, timely intervention (e.g., a nurse happens to realize that a physician wrote an order in the wrong chart).” Similarly, the WHO (2009) defines “near miss” as a serious error or mishap that has the potential to cause an adverse event but fails to do so because of chance or because it is intercepted, as presented in the opening Case Scenario.

**NURSING, QUALITY CARE, AND ETHICS: A BRIEF HISTORY**

Florence Nightingale (1863) was a pioneer of quality care. Her persistent advocacy of quality care included systematic data collection and statistical analyses. Nightingale was responsible for perhaps the most significant hospital quality improvement project ever undertaken and, as demonstrated in her meticulous documentation, of the processes and outcomes of care. Using innovative, color-coded bar graphs and pie charts, her analysis of mortality data among British troops at Scutari Hospital in what is now Istanbul accomplished significant reductions in deaths through organizational and hygienic practices. Sheingold and Hahn (2014) observe that Florence Nightingale’s three key contributions to the development of quality care evaluation and improvement are:

- The measurement of quality improvement in all of health care, which is the foundation upon which current international benchmarks for excellence are identified today
- The importance of proper documentation and presentation of measurement results
- The value of generating buy-in from others to support health care quality intervention (p. 21)

Nightingale also maintained that nurses should make independent judgments as opposed to unquestionably following the demands of physicians, thus providing the groundwork for modern nursing practice.

Aydelotte and Tener (1961) conducted one of the first studies exploring the relationship between the quality of the care provided by nurses and patient recovery or “welfare.” It was hypothesized that the quality of nursing care would improve by increasing the number of nursing staff and offering an education program focused on elements of quality care. Patient outcome measures assessed were number of hospital days, postoperative days, fever, and number of doses of narcotics, sedatives, and pain medications administered. Aydelotte and Tener’s findings indicated no significant improvement in patient recovery, perhaps due to insufficient reliability and validity of the instruments used (Griffith, 1995). The study served as a template for future investigations exploring the relationship of nurse staffing to patient outcomes (Aiken et al., 2012). Aydelotte identified the connection between quality care and ethics in her description of nursing: “Nursing encompasses an art, a humanistic orientation, a feeling of value of the individual, and an intuitive sense of ethics, and of the appropriateness of the actions taken” (Scrubs Magazine, 2015).

Phaneuf and Wandelt (1974) noted that “any profession that does not monitor itself becomes a technology” (p. 328) and encouraged nurses to develop and use methods of quality assessment that would assist in the improvement of nursing practice. Reflecting Provision 8 of the American Nurses Association (ANA) Code of Ethics (2015a), Phaneuf and Wandelt observed that “the availability of and access to health care for all are seen as human rights” and “the quality, quantity, and costs of care have become interrelated social and professional issues” (p. 329). The authors developed or shared in the development of several nursing quality care measures that remain in use today. These include the Slater Nursing Competencies Rating Scale (Wandelt & Stewart, 1975), the Quality Patient Care Scale (Wandelt & Ager, 1974), and the Nursing Audit (Phaneuf, 1972).

In 1975, Lang proposed a quality assurance model that included an assessment of values, observing “it is impossible to discuss quality without examining values of the professional” and “most of our conflicts arise from a difference of opinion regarding values” (p. 180). She also noted that the staff nurse is a major determinant of quality. Integrating societal and professional values in addition to the most current scientific knowledge, Lang’s work and model predate the IOM’s definition of quality by almost two decades and continues to be used today.

The ANA developed the Patient and Quality Safety Initiative (ANA, 1995), to evaluate linkages between nurse staffing and the quality of care through a series of pilot studies across the United States. An initial set of 10
nursing sensitive indicators were identified for use in evaluating patient care quality and implementation guidelines were published (ANA, 1996, 1999). The National Database of Nursing Care Quality Indicators (NDNQI) was established by ANA in 1998 to continue to collect data to evaluate and improve patient care. Originally managed at the University of Kansas School of Nursing under contract to ANA, the database was sold to Press Ganey, a patient experience improvement firm with a similar commitment to quality, patient-centered care in 2014. At present, more than 2,000 U.S. hospitals and 98% of Magnet® facilities participate in the NDNQI program to measure nursing quality, improve nurse satisfaction, strengthen the work environment, and improve current pay for performance policies (Press-Ganey, 2015).

The quality mandate is evident in foundational nursing documents such as Nursing’s Social Policy Statement (ANA, 2010a), Code of Ethics (ANA, 2015a) and Scope Standards of Practice (ANA, 2015b). Standard 11 of the latter addresses the quality of practice and states, among other competencies, that the registered nurse uses indicators to monitor the quality, safety, and effectiveness of nursing practice. Graduate-level and advanced practice nurses are expected to use the results of quality improvement to initiate changes in nursing practice and the health care delivery system. Several chapters in the present book illustrate integration and application of relevant competencies developed by the Quality and Safety Education for Nurses (QSEN) initiative. This project aimed to provide nurses “with the knowledge, skills, and attitudes (KSAs) necessary to improve the quality and safety of the health care systems in which they work” (QSEN, 2015).

Question to Consider Before Reading On

1. How are you and other nurses involved in evaluating the quality of care?

As discussed in earlier chapters in this text, nurses have an extensive history of identifying and responding to ethical issues and taking seriously their moral responsibilities as health care providers. From the earliest nursing text by Eva Luckes (1886), through the 11th revision of the Code of Ethics (ANA, 2015a), nurses have sought to articulate how their roles and actions have been grounded in ethical principles. The essential, interdependent relationship between ethics and quality initiatives designed to measure, evaluate, and improve nursing practice is reflected in Provision 3 of the Code of Ethics, which states “The nurse promotes, advocates for, and protects the rights, health, and safety of the patient” (p. 9). Quality and patient safety are addressed specifically in provisions 3 and 6 and in many statements throughout the document (Box 13.1).

Question to Consider Before Reading On

Statement 3.4 in Box 13.1 identifies the nurse’s role in establishing a “culture of safety.”

1. How would you describe the culture of safety in your institution?
As presented in Chapter 1, the principles of autonomy, beneficence, nonmaleficence, and justice form the foundation of Western health care ethics. Quality care and patient safety are grounded in these principles and reflected in the IOM domains (Table 13.1). The principles also have implications for nursing practice and leadership in regard to intra/interprofessional collaboration.

Box 13.1


Provision 3
The nurse promotes, advocates for, and protects the rights, health, and safety of the patient.

Interpretive Statement 3.4
Professional responsibility in promoting a culture of safety

Nurses must participate in the development, implementation, and review of and adherence to policies that promote patient health and safety, reduce errors and waste, and establish and sustain a culture of safety. When errors or near misses occur, nurses must follow institutional guidelines in reporting such events to the appropriate authority and must ensure disclosure of events to patients. Nurses must establish procedures to investigate causes of errors or near misses and to address system factors that may have been contributory. When error occurs, whether it is one’s own or that of a coworker, nurses may neither participate in, nor condone through silence, any attempts to conceal that error.

Provision 5
The nurse owes the same duties to self as to others, including the responsibility to promote health and safety, preserve wholeness of character and integrity, maintain competence, and continue personal and professional growth.

Provision 6
The nurse, through individual and collective effort, establishes, maintains, and improves the moral environment of the work setting and conditions of employment that are conducive to safe, quality health care.

Source: ANA (2015a).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ETHICS PRINCIPLES, VIRTUE ETHICS, AND CARE ETHICS</th>
<th>RELEVANT IOM QUALITY DOMAINS</th>
<th>APPLICATION TO QUALITY DOMAINS</th>
<th>APPLICATION TO PATIENT SAFETY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Autonomy</td>
<td>Patient centered, equitable</td>
<td>The obligation to recognize “the patient or designee as the source of control and full partner in providing compassionate and coordinated care based on respect for patient’s preferences, values and needs” (Cronenwett et al., 2007, p. 123)</td>
<td>Adequate, informed consent; preventing unwanted care; supporting autonomy through relational understanding; reporting/disclosure of errors/near misses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beneficence</td>
<td>Patient centered, effective, safe, timely, equitable, efficient</td>
<td>The obligation to provide benefit; the performance of good acts that benefit others</td>
<td>Establishing standard practices that promote benefit, maximize efficacy, in accordance with patient values/desires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonmaleficence</td>
<td>Safe, effective, timely, patient centered</td>
<td>The obligation to refrain from actions that cause harm and to actively protect the patient from actions that cause harm</td>
<td>Not offering treatment that lacks efficacy; establishing procedures/practices to prevent harm; reporting near misses, incompetence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ETHICS PRINCIPLES, VIRTUE ETHICS, AND CARE ETHICS</th>
<th>RELEVANT IOM QUALITY DOMAINS</th>
<th>APPLICATION TO QUALITY DOMAINS</th>
<th>APPLICATION TO PATIENT SAFETY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Justice</td>
<td>Equitable, efficient, patient centered</td>
<td>The obligation to ensure equitable health care access and treatment; fair distribution of the benefits/burdens related to health care delivery</td>
<td>Increasing awareness of racial/ethnic disparities; eliminating variations due to cost, reimbursement, insurance, ability to pay; cultural competence/safety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtue ethics</td>
<td>Patient centered, safe, equitable</td>
<td>The obligation to provide individualized, compassionate care</td>
<td>Demonstrating compassion, being honest with patient/family members; acting with courage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Care ethics</td>
<td>Patient centered, safe, timely, efficient, effective</td>
<td>The obligation to be attentive, responsible, competent, and responsive (Tronto, 1993)</td>
<td>Demonstrating relational and contextual understanding to provide individualized care</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Egan (2014); Nelson, Gardent, Shulman, and Splaine (2010); Robichaux and Sauerland (2012).
and development of an ethical environment conducive to the provision of quality, safe nursing care. These implications were discussed in earlier chapters and are addressed further in this chapter.

Unlike principle-based ethics, virtue ethics does not emphasize specific rules of behavior but recognizes the significance of moral character and the role of emotions and experiences in providing safe, quality care. In addition, “Virtue is the tenet that a nurse has an obligation to maintain one’s own integrity as well as the integrity of the profession” (see Chapter 1, p. 17). While ethical principles focus on “What should I do?” in a particular situation, virtue ethics asks, “What kind of nurse should I be?” (Armstrong, 2006; Robichaux & Sauerland, 2012). As Dans (1993) states, perhaps the greatest guarantee for safe, quality health care for the patient lies in the character of the provider both at the practice and leadership levels. Relevant virtues include honesty, compassion, prudence, and courage, among others.

An ethic of care has relevance for discussions of overall health care quality as it recognizes the inherent relational nature of nursing practice and, in particular, the IOM domain of patient/family-centered care (Chapter 6). Much research has been conducted to measure, evaluate, and improve the quality of care by means of objective measurements that focus on the IOM domains. In each domain, tools have been developed to measure and improve the performance of health care professionals and assess indicators such as number of readmissions, reoperations, and prevalence of pressure ulcers. Questionnaires are also used to evaluate patient outcomes and satisfaction as indicators of quality care. While objective measurements are vital to improvement in quality/safety, they may neglect one of the most important aspects of health care, the patient–provider relationship (Kuis, Hesselink, & Goossensenn, 2014). Milton (2011) has suggested that emphasis on quality and safety in the performance of tasks may diminish the nurse–patient caring relationship. She questions whether the “monitoring for potential error is the new standard for nursing practice rather than participating in the nurse–patient relationship with responsibility and accountability” (p. 110). Milton maintains that inattention to situational context with a focus on “doing things right” rather than “doing the right thing” (p. 110) has the potential to harm both the nursing profession and the recipients of care.

An ethic of care acknowledges nursing responsibility and accountability yet recognizes that care is not delivered to vulnerable others as a product. Clinical guidelines and standardized protocols are insufficient for facilitating the care that each unique patient needs, much like ethics principles alone are inadequate for ethical nursing practice. Supporting principles with elements of virtue ethics and care ethics may enable nurses to provide safe, quality care while integrating the essential humanistic and relational characteristics that consistently make nursing the most trusted profession. This integrated approach may contribute to developing an ethical environment in which nurses can practice quality care.

In the following section, the significance of each ethics principle in the provision of quality, safe care to the patient/family and in nursing practice
Competent Ethical Practice as It Relates to Quality and Safety

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ETHICS PRINCIPLES, VIRTUE ETHICS, AND CARE ETHICS</th>
<th>PRACTICE</th>
<th>LEADERSHIP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Autonomy</td>
<td>Autonomous practice</td>
<td>Collaborative leadership, supportive governance structures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beneficence</td>
<td>Treat one another with care and concern; assist our coworkers</td>
<td>Develop and sustain benevolent ethical climate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonmaleficence</td>
<td>Refrain from bullying, lateral violence; develop communication/conflict competencies</td>
<td>Model professional behaviors; develop policies to address disruptive behaviors; support systemic mindfulness value system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justice</td>
<td>Treat coworkers equally and fairly</td>
<td>Support a just, nonpunitive culture; encourage reporting of errors/near misses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtue</td>
<td>Demonstrate compassion and fairness</td>
<td>Develop/maintain a just culture; understand and support of second victims</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Care</td>
<td>Maintain collaborative, caring relationships with coworkers</td>
<td>Demonstrate empathy and caring concern</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Robichaux and Sauerland (2012).

and leadership is discussed. Aspects of virtue ethics and care ethics relevant to each principle are addressed. Table 13.1 presents a summary of the implications of ethics principles, virtue ethics, and care ethics to the IOM quality domains and patient safety. Table 13.2 presents a summary of the implications of each principle and those of virtue ethics and care ethics to practice and leadership.
Patient/Family Care

Individual autonomy is highly valued in Western culture. In bioethics, respect for autonomy is associated with supporting patients in making decisions about which treatments or interventions they will or will not receive. The IOM domain and QSEN competency of patient-centered care reflect this ethical principle and provide an expanded understanding intended to correct entrenched tendencies of health care to be too disease focused or system or provider centric. Patient-centered care (PCC) or, to use the more inclusive term, patient/family-centered care (PFCC, Chapter 6), has been shown to result in improved health outcomes, including survival, greater patient satisfaction and well-being, improved communication between patients and health care professionals, and reductions in health care resource needs and costs (Berghout, van Exel, Leensvaart, & Cramm, 2015; Rathert, Wyrwich, & Boren, 2013). Elements of virtue ethics and care ethics also contribute to a relational understanding of autonomy that may enhance the overall quality of patient care.

Associating respect for autonomy solely with autonomous decision making and independence in choosing may neglect the idea that people are located within personal relationships, environments, and cultural systems. Simply offering and allowing patient/family choices about health care options or interventions and then standing back will isolate them in their decision-making and would be contrary to PFCC and the Code of Ethics (Box 13.1). A relational understanding of autonomy encourages us to consider these factors and recognize our interdependence in collaborative decision making (Ells, Hunt, & Chambers-Evans, 2011; Entwistle, Carter, Cribb, & McCaffney, 2010). Respectful, caring communication elicits and considers patient/family perspectives and promotes understanding of them as persons with guiding values, including those that are cultural and spiritual in nature (Epstein & Peters, 2009; Robichaux & Sauerland, 2012). As Houghton (Chapter 3) observes, nurses must be aware that many other factors such as race, level of education, and trust in the provider influence decision making.

While self-determination without undue provider influence may be associated with patients’ perceptions of quality care, it is enhanced by provider prudence. Understood as practical wisdom, prudence is the ability to make decisions, often in the face of uncertainties (Marcum, 2011). Larrabee (1996) described one of the first models of health care quality as viewing patients and families as equal partners, and included the virtue of prudence, described as “good judgment in setting realistic goals . . . and skill in using resources to achieve those goals” (p. 356). Nurses and other providers can provide information regarding the availability, suitability, and cost of care. Prudence acknowledges, however, that patients/families may need help in understanding what
they believe and want in complex medical situations, including the use of technological interventions.

Respect for autonomy embodies the virtues of honesty and trust and thus includes the duty to report and disclose errors and near misses to patients and appropriate authorities (Egan, 2014). Despite an emphasis on transparency in developing a patient safety culture, research indicates that fear of retaliation and subsequent underreporting persists. This is especially true in regard to near misses or close calls. Additional factors identified for lack of error/near-miss disclosure and underreporting include personal sense of responsibility, cumbersome documentation, and lack of feedback on reports (Lederman, Dreyfus, Matchan, Knott, & Milton, 2013; Ulrich & Kear, 2014). Individual accountability or responsibility for nursing actions and decisions is addressed throughout the Code of Ethics (ANA, 2015a) but perhaps best exemplified in the statement: “To be accountable, nurses follow a code of ethical conduct that includes such moral principles as fidelity, loyalty, veracity, beneficence and respect for the dignity, worth and self-determination of patients. . . .” (emphasis added) (p. 15). This accountability is more fully realized in a just, patient safety culture.

Questions to Consider Before Reading On

1. Can you describe a patient/family situation(s) in which you believe the principle of autonomy was compromised and/or supported?

2. What is the process for identifying and reporting errors/near misses in your facility?

In nursing practice, Weston describes “autonomy” as the freedom to make decisions within the domain of the profession and to act accordingly (Weston, 2010). Professional autonomy and self-regulation are necessary for implementing nursing standards and guidelines and for ensuring quality care (ANA, 2015a, p. 28). Similarly, professionalism is described as the ability to make autonomous decisions based on knowing the patient/family, clinical knowledge, experience, and evidence (Papathanassoglou et al., 2012). The ability to exercise autonomy in nursing practice is directly related to job satisfaction and perceptions of quality patient care (Twigg & McCullough, 2014; Van Bogaert, Kowalski, Weeks, Van Huesden, & Clarke, 2014). In contrast, limited nurse autonomy, lack of interprofessional collaboration and ethical leadership contribute to moral distress and turnover (Chapters 4 and 10).

Nursing leaders can actively support nurse autonomy through praise and recognition and inclusion of staff nurses on unit and organizational committees. These strategies, among other supporting governance structures, strengthen the professional practice environment and contribute to a just, patient safety culture. Positive patient safety outcomes, including a decrease
in medication errors and overall adverse events, have been associated with collaborative leadership (Regan, Laschinger, & Wong, 2015). Leaders who create opportunities for meaningful dialogue with nurses to resolve care issues that risk patient safety and then follow through on staff suggestions for improvement role model their commitment to patient care (Wong, 2015). One such leader is Victoria Rich, who has developed several national and international patient safety initiatives for health care systems (“Patient Safety Movement,” 2015). Rich (2008) created a Model of Error Reduction, the Systemic Mindfulness Model of Proactive Patient Safety (Figure 13.1). This figure, which resembles a corkscrew, illustrates the complex, circular, and collaborative pathway to an ethical patient safety culture. The model is discussed in more detail in the section on Justice.

Stallings-Welden and Shirey (2015) demonstrated how development and implementation of a professional practice model (PPM) can significantly improve patient care quality and safety, among other factors. Figure 13.2 is the PPM created by staff nurses at Deaconess Health System in Evansville, Indiana. The Deaconess FIRST acronym (F antastic people I ncreasing quality R esulting in growth S uperior service and T op financial performance) demonstrates how nursing practice (mission, vision, values, and philosophy) is in alignment and integrated within the organization. Nursing values (not inclusive) are listed below the PPM pillars (Stallings-Welden, personal communication, June 9, 2016). The PPM reflects elements of nursing’s foundational documents such as the Social Policy Statement (ANA, 2010a) as it emphasizes
Figure 13.2 Professional practice model of nursing. The professional practice model (PPM) is a schematic description that articulates how Deaconess nurses provide patient-centered care using evidence-based practice and by establishing patient/family and interprofessional partnerships to achieve optimal outcomes in a caring and healing environment. The model describes how nurses have a comprehensive understanding of their role and exercise professional autonomy through the fundamental responsibilities and accountabilities of nursing that illustrate their education, training, legal, social, and ethical obligations. The PPM is in alignment with the mission and values of the organization and illustrates this alliance by denoting nursing philosophy and values in conjunction with the acronym of Deaconess FIRST. © 2016 Deaconess Health System. Printed with permission.

the provision of safe, quality care to all. In addition, the PPM provides a framework for an accountable and autonomous practice of nursing supported by a just culture in accordance with the Code of Ethics (ANA, 2015).

**Case Scenario (continued)**

Returning to the chapter Case Scenario, Betsy continues to think about Mr. D. and the possible outcome(s) if she had not intervened in time. She realizes that a “near miss” such as this has happened previously to her and other nurses but has not
Questions to Consider Before Reading On

1. Does your facility utilize a PPM? If so, how is ethics integrated in the model?

2. If not, using the Deaconess PPM as an example, what would you include in a model?

BENEFICENCE

Patient and Family Care

Beneficence is the principle of acting for the benefit of others and promoting their welfare. Provider actions associated with beneficence include protecting the rights of the patient, preventing harm, rectifying conditions or situations that may cause harm, and aiding those in need of rescue. This principle is often discussed in conjunction with nonmaleficence, the obligation to avoid actions that would cause harm to others or oneself. Although both are important, the duty to “first, do no harm,” is viewed as the stronger obligation in health care and nursing practice. As seen in Table 13.1, the relationship of beneficence and nonmaleficence to the IOM quality domains is similar. The distinction between beneficence and nonmaleficence is that the former is a moral obligation to take positive actions to help others, not to simply prevent harm.

At times, there may be an inherent conflict between the principles of beneficence and autonomy (Moriates, Arora, & Shah, 2015; Thompson, 2007). Patients and/or family members may request a treatment or procedure that a provider believes will be of limited benefit or even result in physical or financial harm. On the other hand, patients and family members may refuse treatment
that the provider deems beneficial. Although beneficence is an ancient concept found in the works of Aristotle (Irwin, 1999), autonomy and the participation of the patient/family in the decision-making process are central to PFCC. Paternalism, a subtype of beneficence in which someone with more knowledge, experience, or authority determines what actions are in another’s best interest, has a limited role in this collaborative model (Egan, 2014). To resolve such dilemmas, nurses and other health care professionals need to listen to the patient/family and explore their rationale for the request or refusal. When the situation cannot be resolved, it is important to acknowledge that patient autonomy may not be limitless, and providers should not consider a patient request that would result in greater harm than good to the patient (Moriates et al., 2015). The principle of justice must also be considered in relation to autonomy. The community perspective or factors outside the patient–provider relationship such as use of scarce resources and services may be pertinent. Complex ethical dilemmas in which various ethical principles appear to be at odds may require the skills of an ethics consultant or team.

Practice and Leadership

In nursing practice, beneficence means that we treat one another with care and concern and, as with patients and families, take positive steps to help our health care team members. Given the current, complex, and often chaotic practice environments, this can prove an exceptional challenge for nurses and all health care providers. Personal dislikes and differences of opinion are understandable; however, we are professionally obligated to assist and interact with team members in a respectful, caring manner (ANA, 2015a). Units and facilities with benevolent ethical climates report improved quality of care, better clinical outcomes, increased patient/family satisfaction, decreased mortality, and less nurse turnover (Rathert et al., 2013; Vanderheide, Moss, & Lee, 2013). A benevolent, caring ethical climate or environment enhances nurses’ organizational commitment and interpersonal cohesiveness unlike those that are egoistic (self-interested) or principled (rule based). In addition, nurses and others are more likely to speak up and report errors/near misses in this nonpunitive climate or “just culture.”

The impact of ethical leadership on nursing practice and the work environment has been addressed in Chapter 8. Supportive leadership at the management and administration levels is also associated with a just culture (discussed in the section on Justice), improved patient safety and related factors such as reduced absenteeism. Leaders who demonstrate benevolent, caring behaviors are trusted by nurses who are then more likely to engage in questioning and reporting unsafe practices and events (Merrill, 2015; Wong, 2015). The Deaconess PPM depicted in Figure 13.2 illustrates how nurses envision practice within a caring and healing environment.
NONMALEFICENCE

Patient and Family Care

As a component of quality care, patient safety is primarily rooted in the principle of nonmaleficence. Patient safety focuses on eliminating preventable harm but recognizes that the decision of what is acceptable risk in pursuing health is made by the competent patient and his or her family (Egan, 2014). Reflecting the IOM domains of safe, effective, timely, and patient centered, nonmaleficence also includes the obligation not to offer treatment that lacks efficacy. This obligation can become an issue and conflict with principles of autonomy and justice in the provision of marginal or expensive treatments. In these instances, such as provision of end-of-life interventions deemed of minimal benefit or even harmful, elements of virtue ethics and caring ethics support the advocacy role of the nurse. Adams, Bailey, Andersen, & Dougherty (2011) provide a comprehensive review of the proactive strategies used by nurses in these challenging circumstances, including information broker (to patient/family and physicians), mediator, and supporter.

Nurses are also involved in developing and implementing safeguards to prevent foreseeable harm to patients. Among others, these include hand washing/infection control measures, use of checklists, structured communication techniques such as Situation, Background, Assessment, Recommendation (SBAR) and Concerned, Uncomfortable, Safety issue (CUS), and multidisciplinary rounds. The Comprehensive Unit-Based Safety Program (CUSP) is multifaceted strategy for culture change that includes interventions such as team training and use of evidence-informed guidelines. Preliminary research on the efficacy of these approaches suggests that use of a combination of components may more effectively promote patient safety and quality care (Weaver et al., 2013).

Working with providers who are perceived as incompetent is a persistent finding in studies of moral distress across disciplines (Sauerland et al., 2015). The Code of Ethics (ANA, 2015a) states that “nurses must take appropriate action in all instances of incompetent, unethical, illegal, or impaired practice or actions that place the rights or best interests of the patient in jeopardy” (p. 12). These actions, such as initially expressing concern to the provider involved and reporting to higher authorities when indicated, may require skills associated with moral courage.

Practice and Leadership

Although the obligation to “do no harm” extends to our coworkers at all levels, bullying, lateral violence, and incivility characterize many interactions
and health care environments, threatening patient safety and quality care. At the practice level, developing individual communication and conflict competencies to address such behaviors is essential. Nursing leaders are obligated to model appropriate behaviors and hold others accountable to do the same. In addition, they are responsible for developing and implementing policies and protocols that address concerns such as provider incompetence or incivility, unsafe staffing, and disruptive patient/family behavior (Edmonson, 2015).

The establishment of a patient safety culture is interdisciplinary in nature and, as illustrated in Figure 13.1, complex, circular, and interactive. From the blunt end (leadership) through the many layers to the sharp end (direct care providers), risk and safety are embedded in each level of and transaction in the health care system. Reducing errors, such as in medication administration, requires a systemic mindfulness value system that holds both the sharp and blunt ends personally and professionally accountable (Rich, 2008; Schifalalaqua, 2013). As discussed in Chapter 4, mindfulness meditation exercises have been shown to decrease moral distress and increase resilience (Gauthier, Meyer, Grefe, & Gold, 2015; Rushton, Batcheller, Schroeder, & Donohue, 2015). In regard to patient safety, mindfulness has been associated with reduction in errors/near misses and improved patient outcomes. Brown et al. (2015) reported a decrease in medication errors in an ICU setting and Hallman, O’Connor, Hasenau, & Brady (2014) noted a reduced need for 1:1 staff episodes in a high-acuity child/adolescent psychiatric unit after implementation of mindfulness strategies. It has also been proposed that these strategies or techniques may result in fewer clinical reasoning and diagnostic errors (Sibinga & Wu, 2010). Being mindful is “paying attention in a particular way; on purpose, in the moment and non-judgmentally” (Kabat-Zinn, 1994, p. 4).” Additional skills include being open, trusting, and letting go (Kabat-Zinn, 2013). More than just paying attention, mindfulness can be challenging in chaotic practice settings. One nurse relates how practicing mindfulness helps him in the clinical area:

Using mindfulness techniques, I realized I was much more aware of the present, rather than being aware of the numerous work-related, negative thoughts we can become subject to and which can overwhelm us. I wasn’t overwhelmed and was more effective at delegating to other professionals, resolving conflict and actively listening. By using mindfulness, I found I was more focused on the patient in front of me and could concentrate better. Because I was calm and present, the patient was more relaxed. Client safety was prioritized and achieved, leading to effective health-care outcomes. (Philbrick, 2015, pp. 32–33)

Organizational culture is defined as the norms, values, and basic assumptions of a given organization or unit. Individual unit cultures, such as in the chapter Case Scenario, have unwritten expectations where nurses learn what is
or is not permissible. It is difficult to prioritize patient safety in a culture where communication between the blunt and sharp ends of the system is poor and providers are ignored or reprimanded for reporting near misses or errors. Ethical nursing leaders are responsible for developing and sustaining a non-punitive, just culture, and reward system for identifying unsafe practices (AONE, 2015). To do so, they must be visible and trustworthy, among other characteristics and behaviors. Leadership WalkRounds (WR) is an effective strategy to improve communication and patient safety at both the system and unit levels. The formatting and frequency of WR varies and can include specific questions Institute for Healthcare Improvement (IHI, 2016) or informal conversations that occur weekly or monthly. Members of the WR can include nursing and/or administrative executive leaders, nurse managers, and unit safety champions. Research indicates that WR is associated with immediate resolution of staff-identified safety issues, decreased provider burnout, and improved organization/unit safety culture (Schwendimann et al., 2013).

Questions to Consider Before Reading On

The Nonmaleficence section described several unit/institution safety strategies including use of checklists, communication techniques, WR, and CUSP.

1. Discuss strategies used at your facility with a class peer or colleague—what has worked?
2. What additional strategies could be implemented?

Case Scenario (continued)

Returning to the chapter Case Scenario, Betsy thinks about her conversation with Vicki and the strategies she proposed about developing a PPM and the potential positive effects on patient safety and quality care. To gain staff and administrative awareness and support for creating a PPM, Vicki suggested that Betsy assess provider perceptions of the current safety culture using a survey developed by the AHRQ (2016). This survey assesses several dimensions of patient safety culture including feedback and communication about error, teamwork, and nonpunitive response to error. The survey takes about 10 to 15 minutes to complete and results can be compared with those of other hospitals. After exploring the survey questions and supportive material available on the AHRQ website (links provided as follows) with her manager, Stephanie, they make an appointment with the Chief Nursing Officer (CNO) to discuss distributing the survey.

Many terms are used to describe the ethical principle of justice, including fairness and equitable entitlement in the distribution of resources, goods, and services. There are also several theories and types of justice such as distributive justice that are concerned with who receives which resources when they are limited or scarce. Daily patient care issues are affected by the principle of distributive justice. Nurses may ration care activities or report missed/omitted care because of inadequate staffing or insufficient time. Identified care activities that are rationed or missed include ambulation, timely medication administration, discharge teaching, and comforting. The effects of such rationing on quality care and patient outcomes are many, including increased adverse events and decreased nurse-reported care quality (Jones, Hamilton, & Murry, 2015; Orique, Patty, & Woods, 2016). Despite such negative outcomes, the reality of daily practice may require the rationing of care activities. The virtue of prudence or practical wisdom, gained through experience, enables nurses to balance complex and competing care demands while maintaining patient safety.

Justice is reflected in the IOM quality domains as equitable, efficient, and, as with all aims, patient centered. In regard to patient/family care, nurses are required to provide fair and equal treatment that respects “the inherent dignity, worth, unique attributes, and human rights of all individuals. The need for and right to health care is universal, transcending all individual differences” (ANA, 2015a, p. 1). Further, the just provision of care requires these factors be considered, as they influence the need for care and the allocation of resources. This idea expands what is addressed in the IOM quality domains, because the notion of social justice is recognized. Nurses are obligated to consider elements of social justice that focus on a broader analysis and critique of policies, structures, and customs that disadvantage or harm vulnerable or stigmatized groups (ANA, 2015a). The objective of this analysis is to develop strategies that would seek to redress unjust conditions such as the social determinants of illness, poverty, hunger, and illiteracy, among others (Fowler, 2015).

Practice and Leadership

As with patients and family members, nurses are required to treat all coworkers with justice and dignity. Justice issues affecting practice include perceived unfair treatment and/or distribution of workload or unacknowledged individual contribution. Bullying, lateral violence, and incivility also have justice implications. Supporting and encouraging our peers, demonstrating compassion, and treating all equally and fairly contribute to a just culture and patient safety.
In 2010, a pediatric patient at Seattle Children’s Hospital died from a calcium chloride overdose. Kimberly Hiatt, the nurse caring for the infant at the time, was suspended, then terminated from a position she had held for 27 years. Her license was reinstated after satisfying state disciplinary requirements including paying a fine and agreeing to a 4-year probationary status. Hiatt could not find a job and her health and psychological well-being deteriorated. She committed suicide 7 months after the infant’s death, at age 50. The critically ill infant’s death could later not be attributed to her actions (Newland, 2011). Nursing leaders at all levels are responsible for developing and maintaining a just culture in which individuals are held accountable for their behavior but are not victimized. Hiatt was a “second victim” of an unjust culture of perfection in which mistakes are unacceptable and attributed to a failure of character (Santamauro, Kaukman, & Dekker, 2014). A term introduced by Wu in 2000, “second victims” are defined as:

Healthcare team members involved in an unanticipated patient event, a medical error and/or patient related injury and become victimized in the sense that they are traumatized by the event. Frequently, these individuals feel personally responsible for the patient outcome. Many feel as though they have failed the patient, second guessing their clinical skills and knowledge base. (Center for Patient Safety, 2015)

Second victim responses are not limited to incidents that result in patient harm. In one multi-institutional study, approximately one-third of participants who had been involved in near-miss events reported symptoms such as insomnia and anxiety about future potential errors (Burlison, Scott, Browne, Thompson, & Hoffman, 2014). Lucian Leape, MD, a longtime leader in patient safety, observes that one of the biggest barriers to preventing errors/near misses in health care is our history of punishing people for making mistakes and not looking deeper into other contributing systemic factors. This approach results in provider reluctance to report such events and compromises patient safety. Over half of all health care providers have had a second victim experience during their careers. As a result, many have left their profession and some have turned to suicide to end their suffering. Although progress on just treatment of second victims in health care has been made, it lags behind other safety critical worlds such as aviation and nuclear power (Burlison et al., 2014).

Similar to medication administration safety, Denham (2007) proposes that caregivers and leaders consider the five rights of second victims as part of a fair and just culture. These rights have served as the basis of several health care institutions’ second victim support programs (Scott et al., 2010; Wu & Steckelberg, 2012). Using the acronym, TRUST, these rights include:

- Treatment that is just—a caring and nonpunitive approach that may lead to improving the system in which the error/near miss occurred.
PART IV  Competent Ethical Practice as It Relates to Quality and Safety

- **Respect**—all health care team members are susceptible to errors/near misses. A blame-shame culture denies the provider his/her right to respect and dignity.

- **Understanding and compassion**—second victims need support and compassionate help to heal. Leaders must understand the psychological emergency that occurs when a patient is unintentionally harmed or a near miss occurs.

- **Supportive care**—second victims are entitled to support services delivered in a professional and organized manner.

- **Transparency and opportunity to contribute**—in a just organization, second victims have the right to participate in the learning gathered about the error/near miss and share in potential causal information. The opportunity to contribute to an improved safety climate and quality care helps second victims to heal.

**CASE SCENARIO (CONTINUED)**

Returning to the chapter Case Scenario, Betsy and Stephanie present the results of the hospital safety culture survey to the CNO and other members of the administration. They discuss the less-than-acceptable findings in several areas including staffing, unit teamwork, and openness to communication. For example, less than one-third of the staff rated the question “Staff freely speak up if they see something that may negatively affect a patient and feel free to question those in authority” as satisfactory. In addition, staff reported poor collaboration and lack of respect, reflecting an unsupportive ethical environment. At the conclusion of the meeting, the CNO and administrators agree to work with Betsy, Stephanie, and members of other disciplines to develop a just, caring patient safety culture built on ethics principles.

**CONCLUSION**

This chapter presented a brief overview of the nursing profession’s concern with quality care and ethics. The relationship of ethical principles, virtue ethics, and care ethics as well as examples of how they are manifested in the IOM quality domains were discussed. Implications of the principles and virtue/care approaches for patient/family care, nursing practice, and leadership were addressed. Strategies to develop a just patient safety culture were presented.
Critical Thinking Questions and Activities

Explore the following websites that provide additional information on a just, caring safety culture and strategies to assist second victims. How would you use this information to implement/improve the safety culture in your facility?

http://www.mitsstools.org/tool-kit-for-staff-support-for-healthcare-organizations.html

http://www.ihi.org/resources/pages/ihiwhitepapers/respectfulmanagementseriousclinicalaeswhitepaper.aspx

http://www.centerforpatientsafety.org/second-victims/

http://nursingworld.org/psjustculture


http://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/armstrong_institute/training_services/cusp_offerings/cusp_guidance.html
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